
See store.ryanspet.com/affirm-financing for details
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Clipper parts available onlineClipper parts available online

Andis AG 2-Speed Detachable 
Blade Clipper
Best for professional grooming on curly, double-
coated, and long hair breeds. Steady, 2-speed rotary 
motor runs at 3,400 SPM on the high setting and 
2,700 SPM on the low setting. Features a detachable 
UltraEdge Size 10 blade. Works with all Andis 
Ultraedge and CeramicEdge detachable blades for 
easy cleaning and ultimate choice of cut length. Full 
14’ heavy-duty cord for ease of movement around 
animals and equipment. Includes clipper, Size 10 
Andis UltraEdge blade, and blade oil.
AND12485 Clipper $140.99 ea

Andis Excel 5-Speed Clipper
Best for professional grooming on all dog coats and 
breeds. Powerful, 5-speed rotary motor runs from 
2,500 to 4,500 SPM. Use lower speeds for cooler 
running and clipping around sensitive areas and 
higher speeds for a smoother coat finish. Works with 
all Andis UltraEdge and CeramicEdge detachable 
blades. 14’ heavy-duty cord allows ease of movement 
around animals and equipment. Light weight, soft-
grip, and anti-slip housing for comfort and safety. 
Includes: Size 10 CeramicEdge blade and blade oil.
AND65290 Blue Clipper $254.72 ea
AND65355 Fuchsia Clipper $254.72 ea
AND65455 Burgundy Clipper $254.72 ea

Andis Pulse Li 5 Adjustable 
Blade Clipper
Features 5 cutting lengths in 1 removable blade 
adjustable from sizes 40-9. The lithium-ion battery 
delivers over 2 hours of run time. Fully charges 
in 90 minutes. Cord/cordless feature allows for 
uninterrupted trimming. Includes clipper stand, 
charging adapter, blade oil, and 6 attachment combs 
(1/8", 1/4", 3/8", 1/2", 3/4", 1"). Best for touch-ups on 
faces, ears, and paws on all coat types.
AND73515 Clipper $159.99 ea
AND73525 Replacement Blade $31.99 ea

Andis Pulse ZR II Detachable 
Blade Clipper
Features a powerful 5-speed rotary motor that 
adjusts from 2,500 SPM to 4,500 SPM. Cordless 
design delivers a 3-hour run time on a 2-hour 
charge. Lithium-ion battery pack can be removed 
from the unit and charged separately. Works with all 
Andis UltraEdge & CeramicEdge detachable blades. 
Includes: Size 10 Andis CeramicEdge Blade (Vet 
Pack includes Size 40SS), charging stand, charging 
adapter, additional blade drive, hard storage case, 
and blade oil.
AND79025 Replacement Battery $89.99 ea
AND79015 Black Clipper $396.26 ea
AND79035 Black Vet Clipper $396.26 ea
AND79050 Purple Galaxy Clipper $396.26 ea
AND79065 Floral Clipper $396.26 ea

Andis UltraEdge AGC Super 
2-Speed Clipper
Best for breeds such as poodles, terriers, spaniels, 
and others. Super 2-speed rotary motor runs between 
3,400 SPM and 4,400 SPM. Detachable blades for easy 
changing and cleaning. Runs so cool, fans and air 
vents are not needed. No oiling or greasing of internal 
parts necessary. Extremely quiet operation. Locking 
switch ensures that clipper will not accidentally shut 
off. 14' heavy-duty cord for ease of movement around 
animals and equipment. Includes: Size 10 Andis 
UltraEdge Blade and blade oil.
AND23275 Blue Clipper $195.19 ea
AND23280 Burgundy Clipper $195.19 ea
AND23290 Lime Clipper $195.19 ea

Andis Vida Adjustable Cordless 
Clipper
Lithium-ion battery delivers 90+ minutes of run time 
and charges in 60 minutes. Single-speed, rotary 
motor 5,500 SPM. Smaller profile fits hand better to 
reduce hand and wrist fatigue. Blade adjusts from 
sizes 40 to 9 for multiple cut length versatility. USB-C 
charging adapter allows charging on the go. One-
year warranty. Includes: USB-C charging adapter, 6 
attachment combs (1/8", 1/4", 3/8", 1/2", 3/4", 1"), Blade 
oil, Charging stand, Blade brush.
AND79085 Clipper $179.99 ea
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Wahl Arco Cordless Clipper
For precise trimming in hard-to-reach spots such 
as ears, faces, and paws. Powerful enough to shave 
down small dog breeds. Slim, lightweight design fits 
comfortably in your hand to reduce wrist fatigue. 
Each battery has an 80-minute run time and 75 
minute charge time. Up to 5,500 strokes per minute. 
Weighs only 7.9 oz. Includes: ‘5 in 1’ Fine Blade (#9, 
#10, #15, #30, #40), 2 Batteries, Storage Case, Charging 
Stand and Charger, 4 Plastic Guide Combs, Cleaning 
Brush, Blade Oil, Instruction Book.
W8786-1001 Purple Clipper $139.99 ea
W8786-1201 Pink Clipper $139.99 ea
W8786-452 Champagne Clipper $139.99 ea

Wahl Bravura Li+ Clipper
90 minute cordless run time and operates at 
full power until battery is depleted. Recharge 
in 60 minutes or plug the cord in and continue. 
Ergonomically designed to fit comfortably in your 
hand, lightweight to prevent wrist fatigue, and the 
grip surface provides control. Up to 5,500 Strokes 
Per Minute. Weighs only 8.8 oz. Includes: ‘5 in 1’ Fine 
Blade (#9, #10, #15, #30, and #40), Storage Case, 
Charge Stand and Charger, 6 Plastic Guide Combs, 
Cleaning Brush, Blade Oil, Instruction Book.
W41870-0423 Purple Clipper $179.99 ea
W41870-0425 Gunmetal Clipper $179.99 ea
W41870-0438 Turquoise Clipper $179.99 ea

Wahl Chromado Li+ Cordless 
Clipper
Lithium-ion battery runs for 90 mins. Operates at full 
power until the battery is completely depleted. Up 
to 5,500 SPM. Recharges in 60 minutes or plug the 
cord in and continue to clip. Constant peed Control 
delivers more torque in tough areas. 5-in-1 Blade 
easily adjusts between sizes #9, #10, #15, #30, and 
#40. Weighs only 10.2 oz. 1-Year Warranty. Includes: 
‘5-in-1’ Fine Blade, Storage Case, Charge Stand & 
Charger, 6 Attachment Combs, Cleaning Brush, Blade 
Oil, and Instruction Book.
W41871-0434 Silver Clipper $179.99 ea
W41871-0435 Rose Gold Clipper $179.99 ea

Wahl Creativa Clipper
Offers 180 minutes of run time for a convenient all-day 
cordless clipper. Batteries charge in 75 minutes. The 
unique curve allows for increased visibility when 
clipping in tight areas. Lightweight and ergonomically 
designed to prevent fatigue. Constant speed control 
automatically delivers more power and torque when 
needed. 1-speed, runs quietly. 5-in-1 fine blade adjusts 
between sizes #9, #10, #15, #30, and #40. 1-year 
warranty. Includes: 2 batteries. Standard Battery runs 
75 minutes. XXL Battery runs 180 minutes.
W10654 Berry Clipper $189.99 ea
W10655 Black Clipper $189.99 ea
WP41874-7050 Standard Replacement Battery $59.95 ea
WP41876-7100 XXL Replacement Battery $79.95 ea

Wahl KM10 Corded Clipper
A heavy duty 2-speed professional clipper designed 
for tackling the toughest animal coats with ease. 2 
powerful speeds: 3,000 & 3,700 SPM. Ergonomically 
designed for a comfortable hold and balanced to 
prevent wrist fatigue. Runs quietly. Brushless motor 
runs cooler, quieter, and provides more power 
and torque. Rounded front housing to prevent hair 
clogging. Weighs only 12.3 oz. Includes: Size #10 
Ultimate Competition Series Detachable Blade, 14' 
cord, Cleaning Brush, Blade Oil, Instruction Book.
W9791 Turquoise Clipper $219.99 ea
W9791-301 Berry Clipper $219.99 ea

Wahl KM5 Clipper
A heavy duty 2-speed professional clipper ideal for 
students and beginners. Two powerful speeds: 3,000 
and 3,500 SPM. Rounded front housing to prevent hair 
clogging. Ergonomically designed to fit comfortably 
in your hand and balanced to prevent wrist fatigue. 
Runs quietly to keep noise-sensitive animals calm. 
Weighs only 12.9 oz. Includes: Size #10 Ultimate 
Competition Series Detachable Blade, Cleaning Brush, 
Blade Oil, Instruction Book.
W9787-100 Pink Clipper $180.99 ea
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Oster A5 Clippers
The Oster Golden A5 Single-Speed Clippers deliver 
tremendous power, performance, reliability, and 
versatility. Single-Speed Golden A5 runs at 2,100 
SPM and Golden A5 2-Speed runs at 2,700 SPM. The 
Oster Turbo A5 2-Speed Clipper runs at 4,000 SPM, 
with a more powerful, wider sweep for faster cutting. 
This cooler-running clipper offers normal speed for 
general and precise clipping or high speed for quick 
body clipping.
OS78005-010 Golden A5 1-Speed with #10 $137.99 ea
OS78005-050 Golden A5 1-Speed with #50 $131.99 ea
OS78005-140 Golden A5 2-Speed with #10 $125.45 ea
OS78005-314 Turbo A5 2-Speed with #10 $141.99 ea

Oster A6 Heavy Duty 3-Speed 
Clipper
Combines comfort, power, and performance. Features 
a high efficiency, precision-tuned, heavy-duty motor 
that runs cooler and an ultra-smooth, efficient cutting 
performance. 3 Speeds: High: Up to 4,400 SPM, 
Med: 3,600 SPM, Low: 3,100 SPM. Soft-grip material 
and ergonomic design help to reduce hand fatigue. 
Vibration isolators help absorb vibration and noise. 
12' cord with space-saving extension that allows for 
more room on the power strip. Compatible with all A5 
detachable blades.
OS78006-123 Purple Pop Clipper $157.99 ea
OS78006-126 Paw Print Clipper $157.99 ea

Oster Pro3000I Cordless 
Lithium Ion Clipper
Powerful heavy-duty single-speed rotary motor 
provides 3,000 SPM. Li-Ion battery provides 
consistent, continuous power and runs up to 2 
hours on a single charge. Fast charge capability and 
lightweight comfortable design. Charging stand can 
charge 2nd battery pack separately or while installed 
in the clipper. Compatible with all A5 detachable 
blades. Includes: Charging stand, AC Adapter, blade 
oil, cleaning brush, instruction book.
OS78003-000-300 Replacement Battery $89.99 ea
OS78003-100 Clipper $314.99 ea

Oster Volt Lithium +Ion Clipper
A cordless clipper designed with heavy duty power 
and run time in mind. Detachable Li-Ion battery 
runs up to 2 hours on a single charge and has quick 
charge capabilities to extend cordless cutting time. 
Single speed: 2,400 SPM. Body is lightweight with an 
ergonomic design that won't easily roll off the table. 
Clear coat protectant shieds from dirt, smudges, and 
fingerprints. Compatible with all A5 style detachable 
blades. Weighs only 15.2 oz. Includes: Charging stand 
and Size #10 Blade.
OS78004-000 Clipper $304.99 ea
OS78004-030 Replacement Battery $83.99 ea

Wahl Figura Li+ Cordless 
Clipper
90-minute run time and will operate at full power 
until the battery is depleted. 180 minute charge time. 
The 10-minute quick charge feature gives 5 extra 
minutes of clipper for every 10 minutes of charge. 
Up to 6,000 Strokes Per Minute. Slim, contoured 
body style ergonomically designed for comfortable 
clipping. Weighs only 9.6 oz. Includes: ‘5 in 1’ Fine 
Blade (#9, #10, #15, #30, #40), Charge Stand and 
Charger, 4 Plastic Attachment Combs, Cleaning Brush, 
Blade Oil, Instruction Book.
W8868 Clipper $150.95 ea

Wahl KM Cordless Clipper
The KM Cordless’ Brushless Motor has been 
engineered to run cooler, quieter, and provide more 
power and torque. 2 powerful speeds: 3,000 and 
3,700 SPM. 2 hour run time; 60 minute charge. Cord/
cordless capable for all day use. Ergonomically 
designed to fit comfortably in your hand and 
balanced to prevent wrist fatigue. Weighs only 16 
oz. INCLUDES: Size #10 Ultimate Competition Series 
Detachable Blade, 10' Charging Cord, Cleaning Brush, 
Blade Oil, Instruction Book.
W9596-200 Clipper $259.99 ea
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Artero Hit Cordless Clipper
A high-quality, lightweight, quiet, single-speed 
cordless clipper intended for professionals that need 
a reliable clipper. Provides ideal speed and balance 
for smooth finishes and prevents the blades from 
getting too hot. Single-speed: 3,000 SPM. 5-hour 
battery life and 3-hour charging time. Reducing hand 
fatigue when grooming dogs all day. Weighs only 
12.5 oz. Includes: 2 Lithium-Ion batteries, #10 blade, 
charging station, plug adapters, oil.
AR17789 Clipper $369.99 ea

Artero Spektra Clipper
This cord/cordless, clipper allows you to adjust 
cutting length (1, 1.3, 1.6 & 1.9mm) and speed digitally 
with a Digital LCD interface. Display indicates SPM, 
cutting length, battery life, and run time left. 5-speed 
options: 5,000 - 7,000 RPM. Runs for 4 hours and 
charges in 3. Weighs only 9.1 oz. Includes: One 4-in-1 
Artero X-Tron Blade, Li-Ion battery, 8 snap-on combs 
(size 3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 18 21 & 25mm), charging station, 
cleaning brush, lubricating oil, multiplug (US, EU, UK, 
AUS, JP).
AR17267 Clipper $181.99 ea

Artero X-Tron Clipper
Manageable, light, and speedy with 3-speed options: 
5,500 –6,500 RPM, 4 blade lengths (10 to 40), and 
a digital LCD screen that lets you know remaining 
run time or if oil is needed. Use the Turbo function to 
maximize speed. Cord/cordless. Features a Lithium-
ion battery that runs up to 90 minutes on a 1.5-hour 
charge. Weighs only 7.1 oz. Includes: One 4-in-1 Artero 
X-Tron Blade, Li-Ion battery, 2 double snap-on combs 
(3 & 6, 9 & 12mm), 4-in-1 blade, charging station, 
lubricating oil, blade brush.
AR16075 Clipper $144.99 ea

Heiniger Opal Li-Ion Clipper
Cordless, lightweight, and extremely ergonomic with 
a cutting-edge design that fits perfectly in the hand. 
Allows professionals to work effortlessly through 
dirty and thick fur and hair. Extremely quiet but 
impressively powerful. 2 powerful speeds: 2600 or 
3100 double strokes per minute. Lithium-ion battery 
runs up to 240 minutes and fully recharges in one 
hour. Built-in battery level indicator for convenience. 
Additional batteries can be purchased separately.
HE709-003 Clipper $429.99 ea

Heiniger Saphir Corded 
Clipper
This lightweight and well-balanced clipper offers 
industrial strength power, perfect for grooming and 
finishing work on any pet's coat. Reliable, strong 
35 watt permanent magnetic motor. Single speed: 
3,200 double-strokes per minute (even faster than 
the Saphir cordless model). 10' cord ensures a wide 
operating radius. Compatible with all A5 detachable 
blades. Weighs only 16 oz. Made in Switzerland.
HE03990 Black Clipper $270 ea

Heiniger Saphir Cordless 
Clipper
This lightweight and well-balanced clipper offers 
industrial strength power, perfect for grooming and 
finishing work on any pet's coat. Reliable, strong 35 
watt permanent magnetic motor. Single speed: 2,650 
double-strokes per minute. Slim grip hand-piece and 
stays cool even when clipping for long periods. Up to 
120 minutes of use per charge and recharges in less 
than 60 minutes. Compatible with all A5 detachable 
blades. Weighs only 16 oz. Made in Switzerland.
HE03603 Blue Clipper $385 ea
HE04003 Purple Clipper $385 ea
HE05959 Black Clipper $315 ea
HE06005 Pink Clipper $415 ea
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Artero Divinity Trimmer
This extremely lightweight, powerful cord/cordless 
trimmer. 2-speed: 5,000 SPM and 6,000 SPM. The 
lithium battery lasts 150 minutes and charges in 
60 minutes. Weighs only 4.2 oz. Includes: 2 blades 
(1 Standard 04mm and 1 "T" blade) for achieving 
maximum trims, 4 comb attachments (15, 3, 45, 
6mm), charging stand, lubricating oil, cleaning brush, 
multiplug (US, EU, UK, AUS, JP).
AR17832 Trimmer $123.99 ea

Heiniger StyleMidi Trimmer
Very quiet cord/cordless operation. 100 minutes of 
clipping time. The 46 mm wide adjustable, foldable 
head allows various cutting lengths of 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, and 
2 mm. Includes 5 snap-on combs. Weighs 8.4 oz.
HE05631 Trimmer $158.99 ea
HE05677 Replacement Blade $33.99 ea

Heiniger StyleMini Trimmer
Very quiet operation. 80 minutes of clipping time. 
Perfect for final styling and precision on paws, eyes, 
and tails. Blade has a 0.3 mm cutting length. The 
adjustable snap-on comb ensures a cutting length 
ranging from 3 to 6 mm. Easily cleanable. Weighs 
4.2 oz.
HE05678 Replacement Blade $27.99 ea
HE06510 Trimmer $109.99 ea

Wahl Bravmini+ Trimmer
Portable and lightweight, making it ideal for ears, 
faces, paws, and sanitary areas on smaller pet breeds 
and livestock. Exceptionally quiet, the BravMini+ 
offers effortless gliding through animal coats 
quickly and efficiently at a low vibration. Features 
a 100-minute run time with a full charge in 2 hours. 
Lightweight but powerful at 5,350 RPM. Includes: #30 
fine cut blade, guide comb, charging stand, blade oil, 
and cleaning brush.
W41590-0438 Trimmer $92 ea
W41590-7370 Replacement Blade $23.99 ea

Wahl Mini Arco Cord/Cordless 
Trimmer
This rechargeable, cord/cordless trimmer provides 
100 minutes of cordless trimming. Ideal for trimming 
hard-to-reach areas such as ears, faces, and paws. 
Includes: #30 fine cut blade, 2 double snap-on guide 
combs for longer cutting lengths (3 & 6mm and 6 & 
12mm), blade oil, cleaning brush, and charging cord.
W2179-100 Replacement Blade $24.99 ea
W8787-450 Trimmer $84.99 ea

Wahl Mini Figura Lithium Ion 
Trimmer
This rechargeable trimmer’s lithium-ion battery 
provides up to 75 minutes of run time and is ideal 
for face, paws, and sanitary areas. Includes: #40 
surgical cut blade. 4 attachment guide combs for 
longer cutting lengths (3, 6, 10, 13mm), charging stand, 
charging cord, cleaning brush, and blade oil.
W9868 Trimmer $56.99 ea
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Andis 7-Piece Animal Clip 
Comb Set
Combs fit A5-style blades but for best results use 
#10. Durable, stainless-steel combs are color-coded 
for quick identification. Metal clip securely attaches 
to blade. Includes: 7 comb sizes - 7 (1/16”), 5 (1/8”), 4 
(1/4”), 2 (3/8”), 1 (1/2”), A (3/4”), E (1”), and a clear hard 
storage case.
AND33655 Comb Set $20.99 ea

Andis 8-Piece Snap-On Comb 
Set
Combs fit A5-style blades. Easily snap on and off. 
Includes: Sizes #0 (5/8"), #1/4 (11/16"), #A (3/4"), #B 
(13/16"), #C (7/8"), #D (15/16"), #E (1"), #F (1-1/4").
AND12990 Comb Set $16.99 ea

Andis 8-Piece Steel Animal 
Comb Set
Durable, stainless-steel construction with secure 
metal clip for blade attachment. Color-coded for quick 
identification. Fit most A5-style blades but use with 
30, 15, and 10 for best results. Set includes a clear 
hard storage case and sizes: 5 (1/8”), 4 (1/4”), 2 (3/8”), 
1 (1/2”), 0 (5/8”), A (3/4”), C (7/8”) and E (1”).
AND24625 Comb Set $39.99 ea

Andis 9-Piece Snap-On Comb 
Set
Metal clip securely attaches to blade. Combs fit A5-
style blades. Includes: 9 comb sizes 7 (1/16”), 6 (1/8”), 
5 (3/16”), 4 (1/4”), 3 (5/16”), 2 (3/8”), 1-1/2 (7/16”), 1 (1/2), 
1/2 (9/16”).
AND12860 Comb Set $16.99 ea

Heiniger Stainless Steel Snap-
on Combs
Made of stainless steel. Glides through all coat 
types with ease. Smooth, rounded tips for snag-free 
clipping. Ideal for #10 or #30 snap-on blades. Combs 
lie close on the detachable blade for safe and precise 
cutting.
HE709-991 3mm $5.99 ea
HE709-992 6mm $5.99 ea
HE709-993 10mm $5.99 ea
HE709-994 13mm $5.99 ea
HE709-995 5/8T $5.99 ea
HE709-996 19mm $5.99 ea
HE709-997 22mm $5.99 ea
HE709-998 25mm $5.99 ea
HE709-999 32mm $5.99 ea

Wahl Stainless Steel 
Attachment Guide Combs
Combs fit A5-style blades. Each comb has smooth 
tips and durable, stainless steel construction. These 
universal, self-adjusting combs feature a 4-sided 
security fit. Conveniently color-coded for easy 
reference. Set includes a hard storage case and 8 
sizes: 5 (1/8”), 4 (1/4”), 2 (3/8”), 1 (1/2”), 0 (5/8”), A 
(3/4”), C (7/8”) and E (1”).
W3371-100 #5 1/8" Cut $5.99 ea  $5.49 ea/6
W3372-100 #4 1/4" Cut $5.99 ea  $5.49 ea/6
W3373-100 #2 3/8" Cut $5.99 ea  $5.49 ea/6
W3374-100 #1 1/2" Cut $5.99 ea  $5.49 ea/6
W3375-100 #0 5/8" Cut $5.99 ea  $5.49 ea/6
W3376-100 #A 3/4" Cut $5.99 ea  $5.49 ea/6
W3377-100 #C 7/8" Cut $5.99 ea  $5.49 ea/6
W3378-100 #E 1" Cut $5.99 ea  $5.49 ea/6
W3390-100 Set of 8 $41.99 ea
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At Ryan’s Sharpening and Repair Center, we sharpen and 
repair thousands of blades, clippers, shears and dryers 
every year. We are considered by many to be the best in the 
business. We understand that well running equipment is 
imperative to the success of your business. As the head of the 
sharpening and Repair Center, and the son of the “Great” Gary 
Hartwell, I personally guarantee your satisfaction.  With 18 
years of sharpening and repair experience I am dedicated to 
serving you and to keeping your equipment in top condition. 
You can “Rely on Ryan’s” TM to provide the best service to your 
professional equipment.

If you are not completely satisfied with our service,
we want to hear from you. 
Call our 1-800-525-7387 ext 30000
We personally guarantee your satisfaction!

ANNOUNCING: WE NOW ALSO SERVICE HEINIGER!

RYAN’S SHARPENING & REPAIR CENTER

AUTHORIZED WARRANTY CENTER
Our staff has received factory training at Double K TM Industries, Oster TM/Stewart TM and WAHLTM 
manufacturing companies. Ryan’s Sharpening and Repair is an authorized warranty repair 
dealer for Double K TM, OsterTM, Paw Brothers TM, Value GroomTM, Perfect GroomTM, K9TM Electric 
Cleaner, Heiniger TM, and Kool Dry TM. 

Greg Hartwell
Service Department 

Supervisor

Clipper parts available online

29+ YEARS SERVICING WHAT WE SELL | 800.525.7387 Ext: 231

REPAIR GUARANTEE
30 Days Labor, 90 Days Parts (wear parts excluded)

Shipping Boxes
Blade Shipper Box
Divided box with 14 blade slots plus packing foam.
PBBB01 Assembled Blade Shipping Box  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . $2.99 ea
PBBB01-50 Assembled Blade Shipping Box  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .$1.99 ea/50

Shear/Clipper Shipper Box
Shear box measures 10” x 4” x 2” and can accommodate most shear sizes.
PBBB02 Assembled Shear/Clipper Shipping Box  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .$1.99 ea
PBBB02-25 Bundle of 25 unassembled, unlabeled boxes  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .$1.49 ea/25

Blade Sharpening
Sharpening is done on factory-approved equipment, 
known as hollow-ground. This method allows more 
pressure at the tips of the blade teeth, thus eliminating 
dragging and jamming of hair. Blades will cut smoother 
and stay sharp longer.
Blade   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 8.99
Wahl/Arco 5-in-1 Blade Refurbishing   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 15.95
Large Animal Blade   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 8.99

Blades are disassembled, cleaned, and checked for worn parts. After sharpening, they are 
dipped in a blade wash, oiled, reassembled and checked for proper tension and alignment and 
string tested. All new customers receive a free reusable blade shipper box (see below).

Regular Shear Sharpening (Beveled Edge - Non-Honed)
We offer precise, quality sharpening on all style shears. Are you a “Lefty”? Not a problem. 
Ryan’s specializes in sharpening left handed shears.
Regular Shears   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 9.99 ea

Convex Shear Sharpening (Convex Edge - Honed)
We now offer specialty sharpening of higher quality convex edge shears. Our flat 
honing/horizontal sharpening will bring your convex shear back to factory quality. 
Premium Convex Sharpening   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 21.99
Convex Blender/Thinner Sharpening   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 18.95

Payment And Shipping Information
Pack items carefully to avoid damage in shipment. Please insure your package. Send your items by U.S. Mail, 
UPS or FedEx to:
Ryans Sharpening and Repair Center
1805 E McDowell Rd
Phoenix, AZ 85006
Payment information is required before we can begin service. Your credit card will not be charged until service 
is complete. Return shipping and handling on most orders is $8.50. USPS shipments-additional charges may 
apply. Due to weight, dryers will incur additional shipping charges.

Clipper Repair
Clippers are fully disassembled and cleaned when serviced. All 
worn parts are checked and replaced if needed. Ryan’s is an 
authorized warranty service center for Oster®, Double-K® and 
Wahl® clippers.
Small Animal
Andis, Wahl   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .24.99  + Parts
Oster   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .29.99  + Parts

Large Animal
All Brands   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .29.99  + Parts
Double-K® Cable   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 27.95  + Parts
Diagnostic Fee   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 20.00*
*Fee can be applied toward the purchase of new clipper 

Dryer Repair
Keep your dryer in top condition. Ryan’s services any make or 
model dryer. All dryers are cleaned and checked for worn parts. 
Ryan’s is an authorized warranty repair dealer for Oster®, 
Double-K® and K9® Electric Cleaner dryers. 
Additional shipping charges may apply.
Tune Up/Repair   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .49.99  + Parts
Mini Dryer Tune Up   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 27.99  + Parts
*Diagnostic fees are non-refundable and must be paid in full before service. 
Diagnostic fees goes toward the cost of the repair(s).

DRYER PRO TIPS:

1.  Regularly used Dryers should be serviced every 6 months.

2. When the brushes wear down all the way, the dryer can overheat and cause 
    damage to the  commentator. Can also cause the dryer to not turn on at all.

3. Replacing dirty filters is a must. Dirty, clogged-up filters restrict the airflow and 
    could also result in overheating.
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Advanced Formula Ceramic 
Cutter Coarse
Coarse fits all blades except #40, #40SS.
AND64440 Coarse Cutter $10.52 ea

Artero Blades
Fit the X-Tron and Spektra clippers. Stays sharper 
longer than the standard adjustable blades on the 
market. Adjustable length 4-in-1 blade includes sizes 
#10, #15, #30, #40.
AR16097 4-in-1 $37.99 ea
AR17636 #7F 1/8" Finish $40.99 ea
AR17637 #5F 1/4" Finish $41.99 ea
AR17638 #4F 3/8" Finish $44.99 ea
AR17639 #3F 1/2" Finish $46.99 ea

Wahl 5-in-1 Diamond Blade
40 times more durable than the original ‘5 in 1’ due 
to Diamond-Like-Carbon coating that's rust-resistant 
and requires less frequent sharpening. Adjusts 
between sizes #9, #10, #15, #30, and #40. Ideal for 
full body clipping on small and medium-sized dogs 
and cat grooming. Stays cool while in use. Fits Wahl 
adjustable blade clippers.
W41854-7526 Blade $49.99 ea

Advanced Formula Ceramic 
Cutter Medium
Medium only fits #40, #40SS.
AND64445 Medium Cutter $10.52 ea

Value Groom Ceramic Cutter
For #40 and #50 blades only. Not intended to replace 
resharpening.
KKCB2CER Cutter $9.99 ea

Wahl 5-in-1 Fine Blade
Enjoy the convenience of having five blade sizes 
(#9, #10, #15, #30, and #40) in one easy-to-use blade. 
Designed for clipping through fine coats. Ideal for full 
body clipping, pads, paws, face, ears, and all-finish 
work. Fits Wahl adjustable blade clippers.
W2179-301 Blade $28.99 ea

Andis Clipper Grip Accessory
Increases grip and control of the clipper while in use. 
Fits models AGC, AGC2, Endurance, Pulse ZR II, and 
Excel.
AND12525 Clipper Grip $7.99 ea

Wahl 5-in-1 Coarse Blade
Enjoy the convenience of having five blade sizes 
(#9, #10, #15, #30, and #40) in one easy-to-use blade. 
Designed for clipping through thick, coarse coats. Fits 
Wahl adjustable blade clippers.
W2179-401 Blade $28.99 ea

Wahl 5-in-1 Pro Blade
Wahl’s ‘5 in 1’ Pro blade has the same cool-running, 
smooth cutting technology as the original ‘5 in 1’ fine 
blade while boasting a dirt shield for easier cleaning 
and longer life. Adjusts between sizes #9, #10, #15, 
#30, and #40. Fits Wahl adjustable blade clippers.
W41884-7190 Blade $34.99 ea
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Andis CeramicEdge 
Blades
Ideal for dogs and other medium-sized 
animals. Dependable, long-life steel blades 
with ceramic cutters. Advanced formula 
stays up to 75% cooler than steel with a 
smooth finish (use less coolant and clip 
faster with less downtime!). Chrome finish 
resists rust.

AND64240 #7F 1/8" Finish $29.4 ea
AND64260 #30 1/50" $26.99 ea
AND64265 #40 1/100" $26.99 ea
AND64295 #4F 3/8" Finish $35.5 ea
AND64315 #10 1/16" $26.99 ea
AND64350 #40SS 1/100" $28.66 ea
AND64370 #5F 1/4" Finish $31.97 ea

Oster Cryogen-X Blades
Crafted with a 12-step process that ensures 
superior quality, these blades are produced 
from the finest high-carbon steel, optimized 
with titanium coating for hardness. Uses 
innovative heat-reducing technology to 
keep cooler and sharper. Compatible with 
most A5 style detachable clippers.

OS78919-006-003 #50 1/125" $29.99 ea
OS78919-016-003 #40 1/100" $29.99 ea
OS78919-026-003 #30 1/50" $29.99 ea
OS78919-036-003 #15 3/64" $29.99 ea
OS78919-046-003 #10 1/16" $29.99 ea
OS78919-056-003 #7 1/8" Skip $32.99 ea
OS78919-066-003 #5 1/4" Skip $35.99 ea
OS78919-106-003 #5/8T 1/32" $32.99 ea
OS78919-136-003 #4 3/8" Skip $39.99 ea
OS78919-146-003 #8.5 7/64" $29.99 ea
OS78919-166-003 #7F 1/8" $32.99 ea
OS78919-176-003 #5F 1/4" $35.99 ea
OS78919-186-003 #4F 3/8" $42.99 ea
OS78919-206-003 #3F 1/2" $42.99 ea
OS78919-446-003 #10W 1/16" $35.99 ea

Wahl Competition Series 
Blades
Coated with a chrome finish that provides 
protection from rust and corrosion. High-
performance blades made of carbon steel 
with a Rockwell Hardness of 64. These 
blades run cool and offer superior cutting 
performance. Compatible with most A5 
style detachable clippers.

W2350-100 #50 1/64" $21.99 ea
W2352-100 #40 3/128" $21.99 ea
W2355-100 #30 1/32" $21.99 ea
W2357-100 #15 3/64" $21.99 ea
W2358-100 #10 1/16" $21.99 ea
W2368-100 #7F 5/32" Finish $25.99 ea
W2372-100 #5F 15/64" Finish $27.99 ea
W2375-100 #4F 5/16" Finish $29.99 ea
W2376-100 #3F 25/64" Finish $31.99 ea
W2377-100 #10W 1/16" $27.99 ea

Andis UltraEdge Blades
Dependable, long-life carbonized steel 
blades with steel cutters. Exclusive 
hardening process keeps blades sharper 
for a longer time. Chrome finish resists rust. 
Always oil blade before, during, and after 
each use.

AND21641 #T-84 $27.99 ea
AND22305 #T-10 1/16" $27.99 ea
AND63980 #3/4 HT 3/4" $49.05 ea
AND64071 #10 1/16" $22.88 ea
AND64072 #15 3/64" $23.36 ea
AND64075 #30 1/50" $22.88 ea
AND64076 #40 1/100" $22.88 ea
AND64079 #5 1/4" Skip $30.3 ea
AND64080 #7 1/8" Skip $28.38 ea
AND64084 #40SS 1/100" $24.68 ea
AND64090 #4 3/8" Skip $33.17 ea
AND64121 #7F 1/8" Finish $25.34 ea
AND64122 #5F 1/4" Finish $27.76 ea
AND64123 #4F 3/8" Finish $31.25 ea
AND64133 #3.75 1/2" Skip $40.41 ea
AND64135 #3.75 1/2" Finish $40.41 ea
AND64185 #50SS 1/125" $19.19 ea
AND64930 #5/8 HT 5/8" $47.36 ea

Oster Elite Cryogen-X 
Blades
Using innovative heat reducing technology 
and legendary sharp cutting performance 
to provide the coolest and sharpest blade 
possible. Further optimized with a titanium 
coating to increase their overall surface 
hardness. Compatible with most A5 style 
detachable clippers.

OS78919-506-003 #40 1/100" $42.99 ea
OS78919-516-003 #10 1/16" $42.99 ea
OS78919-526-003 #15 3/64" $42.99 ea
OS78919-546-003 #7F 1/8" $42.99 ea
OS78919-556-003 #30 1/50" $42.99 ea
OS78919-586-003 #4F 3/8" $52.99 ea
OS78919-656-003 #50 1/125" $42.99 ea
OS78919-666-003 #3F 1/2" $52.99 ea

Wahl Ultimate 
Competition Series 
Blades
Ideal for clipping and trimming animals 
with thick, matted, and coarse coats. 
Coated with a midnight black finish 
for protection from rust and corrosion. 
Operate 2.5 times faster than the original 
Competition Blades

W2350-500 #50 1/64" $27.99 ea
W2352-500 #40 3/128" $27.99 ea
W2355-500 #30 1/32" $27.99 ea
W2357-500 #15 3/64" $27.99 ea
W2358-500 #10 1/16" $27.99 ea
W2368-500 #7F 5/32" Finish $32.99 ea
W2372-500 #5F 15/64" Finish $35.99 ea
W2375-500 #4F 5/16" Finish $38.99 ea
W2376-500 #3F 25/64" Finish $41.99 ea
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Artero Blade
Backed by 100 years of experience, Artero 
knows blades!  Made of high-quality 
stainless steel, they stay sharper longer. 
Compatible with most A5 style detachable 
clippers (for best results, pair with an 
Artero detachable blade clipper). Rockwell 
Hardness of blades: 61-62Hrc.

AR10501 #10 1/16" $26.99 ea
AR10502 #15 3/64" $26.99 ea
AR10503 #30 1/50" $26.99 ea
AR10504 #4 3/8" Skip Tooth $34.99 ea
AR10505 #40 1/100" $26.99 ea
AR10506 #4F 3/8" Finish $34.99 ea
AR10507 #5 1/4" Skip Tooth $30.99 ea
AR10508 #5F 1/4" Finish $30.99 ea
AR10510 #7F 1/8" Finish $28.99 ea
AR10512 #3F 1/2" Finish $44.99 ea
AR10513 #8.5 1/16" $28.99 ea

Geib Wide Blades
Shave more in less time. Great for livestock 
or large dogs.

GE53554 #30 Wide 1/50" $45 ea
GE53557 #10F Wide $45 ea
GE53558 #7F Wide 1/8" $50 ea
GE53562 #5F Wide 1/4" $55 ea
GE53564 #4F Wide 3/8" $60 ea

Geib Buttercut Blades
Compatible with most A5 style detachable 
clippers. Handcrafted in the USA from 
premium-quality, high-carbon German 
Steel. Designed to stay sharp and cut 
precisely with long-lasting performance 
and durability. Rockwell Hardness of 70.

GE28821 #1 6 mm $96.99 ea
GE28822 #3/4 3/4" $86.99 ea
GE28823 #5/8F 5/8" Finish $71.99 ea
GE28824 #3 1/2" Skip $44.99 ea
GE28825 #3F 1/2" Finish $44.99 ea
GE28826 #4 3/8" Skip Tooth $33.99 ea
GE28827 #4F 3/8" Finish $33.99 ea
GE28828 #5/8 5/8" Toe Blade $27.99 ea
GE28829 #5 1/4" Skip Tooth $29.99 ea
GE28830 #5F 1/4" Finish $29.99 ea
GE28831 #7 1/8" Skip Tooth $27.99 ea
GE28832 #7F 1/8" Finish $27.99 ea
GE28833 #8.5 7/64" $27.99 ea
GE28834 #9 5/64" $27.99 ea
GE28836 #10 1/16" $27.99 ea
GE28837 #15 3/64" $27.99 ea
GE28838 #30 1/50" $25.99 ea
GE28839 #40 1/100" $25.99 ea
GE28840 #50 1/125" $25.99 ea

Heiniger Saphir Blades
Heiniger clipper blades are compatible with 
all A5 style clippers (Andis, Oster, Wahl, 
etc.). Top quality and will retain their edge 
for a long period of time.

HE707-905 #50 0.2 mm Surgical $35.99 ea
HE707-910 #40 0.25 mm 

Surgical $35.99 ea
HE707-917 #30 0.5 mm $35.99 ea
HE707-920 #5/8 Skip 0.8 mm $39.99 ea
HE707-926 #15 1.2 mm $35.99 ea
HE707-930 #10 1.5 mm $35.99 ea
HE707-933 #9 2.0 mm $38.99 ea
HE707-941 #8.5 2.8 mm $38.99 ea
HE707-943 #7 Skip Tooth 3.2 

mm $38.99 ea
HE707-945 #7F 3.2 mm $38.99 ea
HE707-957 #5 Skip Tooth 6.3 

mm $46.99 ea
HE707-960 #5F 6.3 mm $46.99 ea
HE707-964 #4 Skip Tooth 9.5 

mm $52.99 ea
HE707-966 #4F 9.5 mm $52.99 ea
HE707-972 #15W 1.0 mm $52.99 ea
HE707-974 #10W 2.3 mm $52.99 ea

Don't See What 
You're Looking For? 

See More Products 
Online at 

RyansPet.com
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Andis Blade Carrying Case
A sturdy, hard case protects blades and transports 
them conveniently. Carries up to 12 detachable blades 
in secure high-density foam for maximum protection.
AND12370  $18.99 ea  $17.09 ea/6

Blade Caddy Utility Box
Stores 10 blades.
DBL10362 Holder $9.99 ea  $8.99 ea/3

The Blade Rack
Made of high-impact styrene, The Blade Rack will 
hold 10 clipper blades of various sizes. Mount on a 
wall or place on a countertop. This product is a must 
for every workstation. Available in Black, Blue, Green, 
Pink, and Purple. Blades not included.
CYN890-BK Black $9.99 ea  $8.99 ea/3
CYN890-BL Blue $9.99 ea  $8.99 ea/3
CYN890-GR Green $9.99 ea  $8.99 ea/3
CYN890-PK Pink $9.99 ea  $8.99 ea/3
CYN890-PU Purple $9.99 ea  $8.99 ea/3

Andis Soft Folding Blade Case
A flexible and easy-to-use blade bag. Holds up to 9 
detachable blades in easy-to-access, see-through 
pockets with velcro closures (blades not included). 
Folds to a compact size for easy travel.
AND12425 Case $11.99 ea  $10.79 ea/6

Paw Brothers Blade Organizer 
Large
A convenient and space-saving way to safely store 
your blades within easy reach. Mount on the wall or 
place on the counter. Holds up to 16 standard blades 
and measures 18"L x 2"W x 3.25"H.
ZM99018 Large $19.99 ea

Wahl Total Solutions Organizer
Neatly stores up to 16 blades or attachment guide 
combs in a two-sided snap-close carrying case. 
Keep your blades and attachment combs secure, 
undamaged, and in one convenient location.
W3370 Organizer $22.99 ea  $20.69 ea/3

Andis Tool Tote Bag
Sturdy, versatile tote bag equipped with a shoulder 
carrying strap. Features a zippered top, front 
compartment, and additional pockets on the interior 
to allow for the organization during use. Durable 
material for long life. Measures 15" L x 9" W x 10" H.
AND66555 Bag $64.99 ea

Paw Brothers Blade Organizer 
Small
Holds up to 8 blades and measures 8.75"L x 2"W x 
2.75"H.
ZM99018-8 Small $16.99 ea

Wahl Travel Totes
Keep all your supplies safe and contained in one spot 
with this convenient tote designed specifically for 
pet groomers. The tote features 2 outside zippered 
pouches, 3 inside pockets for organizing blades and 
shears, and a zippered top to keep everything secure.
W97764-300 Turquoise Tote $24.99 ea
W97764-400 Berry Tote $24.99 ea
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Andis 7-in-1 Blade Care
A 7-in-1, Vitamin E enriched formula that cools, 
deodorizes, lubricates, cleans, prevents rust, and 
is human and animal eco-safe. Rinses away hair, 
buildup, and preservatives.
AND12570 16 oz Dip $12.99 ea  $11.69 ea/12
AND12590 16 oz Spray $15.99 ea  $14.39 ea/12

Andis Cool Care Plus 5-In-One
Cleans, disinfects, and lubricates blades and teeth 
in one step. Prevents rust and acts as a coolant, 
extending the life of the blade. Easy to use spray–no 
need to remove blade from clipper. High-pressure 
comfort tip nozzle quickly sprays hair out of blade 
teeth. Demonstrated effectiveness against viruses 
similar to SARS-CoV-2 on hard, non-porous surfaces.
AND12750 15.5 oz $8.99 ea  $7.19 ea/12

Barbicide
Disinfects combs, blades, brushes, shears, etc. 
Concentrated: Mix 4 oz in 1 gallon of water.
KG54210 Jar $21.99 ea  $19.99 ea/3
KG56420 64 oz $15.99 ea  $14.99 ea/3

Andis Blade Brush
A convenient, safe way to keep clipper and trimmer 
blades clean in between grooming. The broad bristle 
design ensures a clean blade in just a few strokes. 
Super-soft nylon bristles can be wet sanitized.
AND12415 Brush $2.59 ea  $2.29 ea/12

Artero Blade Care
Lubricating and rustproofing liquid for blades. After 
use, submerge blades in this fluid to prolong their 
lifespan and improve cutting.
AR10014 16.9 oz $13.99 ea  $12.59 ea/3

Clippercide 5-In-One Spray
Disinfects and lubricates, as well as cools, cleans, 
and prevents rust on clippers. Regular use will 
reduce friction and prolong clipper life. The aerosol 
spray blasts away hair and helps cool blades. EPA 
registered formula kills fungi, TB, bacteria, and HIV-1.
KG72130 12 oz $6.99 ea  $5.99 ea/12

Andis Clipper Oil
Specially formulated lubricating and cleansing oil for 
all types of clipper and trimmer blades. Use regularly 
for maximum clipper power and blade life.
AND12501 4 oz $1.99 ea  $1.89 ea/12

Artero Oil Fresh Cooling Spray
Helps remove hair, prevent rust & wear, and elongate 
blade life.
AR10012 6.2 oz $13.99 ea  $12.59 ea/3

H-42 Clipper Brush
This product is a must for maintaining clippers and 
blades. Use to clean hair from clippers, clipper parts, 
and blades. Good maintenance and care can extend 
the life of your equipment.
HPN7095 Brush $3.99 ea
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Oster 5-in-1 Spray 14Oz
Unique blade spray that cleans, disinfects, cools, 
lubricates, and prevents rust.
OS076300-107-005 14 oz $8.79 ea  $8.09 ea/12

Oster Kool-Lube
Safe on most plastics, dries faster, and contains no 
ozone-depleting chemicals.
OS76300-101-004 14 oz $8.29 ea  $7.69 ea/12

Paw Brothers Coolmagic
Formulated to reduce friction and keep blades in 
top working condition longer. CoolMagic dries fast 
(cooling blades quicker), has a fresh pleasant scent, 
and contains no ozone-depleting chemicals. Keep all 
your blades magically clean, cool, and lubricated.
PB61010 13 oz $5.99 ea  $4.99 ea/6

Oster Blade Wash
Cleans and washes blades. Break-resistant and spill-
proof container.
OS76300-103 18 oz $7.39 ea  $6.79 ea/12

Oster Premium Lubricating Oil
For clippers and blades.
OS76300-104 4 oz $2.29 ea  $2.09 ea/12

Virucidal Anti-Bacterial H-42 
Clean Clippers
Cleans, lubricates, deodorizes, and conditions your 
blades for better cuts. An EPA registered disinfectant.
HPN001396 Gallon $97.99 ea
HPN1130 64 oz $50.29 ea
HPN11994 16 oz Spray $16.99 ea
HPN1945 16 oz Jar $14.99 ea
HPN1967 32 oz $28.99 ea

Oster Gear Lube
Lubricate your clipper head gear mechanism every 6 
months for a smoother running experience.
OS76300-105 1.25 oz $3.99 ea  $3.69 ea/12

Oster Spray Disinfectant
Disinfects all items. Citrus Fragrance
OS76300-102 16 oz $7.39 ea  $6.79 ea/12

Wahl Blade Ice
Cools and cleans blades instantly and dries fast. 
Blade Ice will help reduce friction, heat, and blade 
wear without any heavy residue or oil.
W89400 14 oz $8.99 ea  $8.49 ea/12
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Blackworks Chunkers & 
Thinner
Chunkers are our secret weapon for finishing, 
texturing, and erasing scissor marks. The T-shaped 
teeth allow hair to be pushed away from the cutting 
blade, giving a much softer and natural finish. Thinner 
helps alleviate excess weight, soften lines, and blend 
between sections. Remove up to 50% of bulk and thin 
out sections with ease.
CGR76009 7" V Thinner 50T $185 ea
CGR76010 7" Chunker 20T $200 ea
CGR76011 7.5" Chunker 23T $210 ea
CGR76012 8" Chunker 26T $240 ea

Blackworks Curved Shears
Curved shears allow for easier positioning to get that 
perfect angular shape on every groom and are great 
for Asian Fusion, Poodle top knots, beveling feet, and 
overall scissor work. Shear size depends on personal 
preference and type of groom. Great for all breeds!
CGR76006 6.5" Curved $165 ea
CGR76007 7.5" Curved $185 ea
CGR76008 8.5" Curved $195 ea

Blackworks Straight Shears
Blackworks Shears are of superior quality and 
workmanship, crafted with VG10 Steel (the "Gold 
Standard" in Japan) that offers legendary sharpness. 
Silver and Black Matte-coated Teflon. Includes: 
reusable storage case and polishing cloth.
CGR76000 6" Straight $135 ea
CGR76001 6.5" Straight $140 ea
CGR76002 7" Straight $165 ea
CGR76003 7.5" Straight Sale! $150 ea
CGR76004 8" Straight Sale! $155 ea
CGR76005 8.5" Straight $185 ea

Loyalty Pet Innofusion Shears
Designed for Asian Fusion grooming. Lightweight 
aluminum handle is perfect for detail work. 440c 
sharp blades. Ergonomically designed flipper style for 
ambidextrous creative cutting.
LP54611 3 Shear Set (6.5" S, C, T) $183.99 ea
LP54689 6" Classic Blue Green $72.99 ea
LP54690 6" Loki Green Gold $72.99 ea
LP54691 6" Aurora Pink Purple $72.99 ea
LP54692 6" Rose Gold Pink Gold $72.99 ea
LP54608 6.5" Thinner $72.99 ea
LP54609 6.5" Curved $72.99 ea
LP54610 6.5" Straight $72.99 ea

Loyalty Pet Poison Ivy Shears
8" purple titanium shears perfect for finishing work. 
Optimal weight and balance. Floral engravings on 
the handle. Available in straight, curved, thinner, and 
chunker available as well as a set.
LP95079 4 Shear Set $377.99 ea
LP95016 8" Straight $125.99 ea
LP95017 8" Curved $125.99 ea
LP95018 8" Chunky Blender $125.99 ea
LP95019 8" Thinner $125.99 ea

Loyalty Pet Rose Gold Serenity 
Shear Set
Handcrafted using Japanese 440c steel. Includes 
7.5" straight, 7.5" curved, 6" thinner 30T, 6" chunker 
14T plus a keepsake box, a high-quality case, and a 
special gift.
LP54612 4 Shear Set $420.99 ea
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Paw Brothers Laser Sharp 
Shear Collection
All shears are ice tempered stainless steel and 
premium quality at an affordable price. Their sharp 
cutting edge gives a smooth and clean cut. Narrow 
blade. Light shear for finish and delicate work with 
finger rest. Rockwell hardness 55-56.
PB10LC 10" Curved $89.99 ea
PB65LC 6.5" Curved $59.99 ea
PB75LC 7.5" Curved $69.99 ea
PB85LC 8.5" Curved $69.99 ea
PB10LS 10" Straight $89.99 ea
PB65LS 6.5" Straight $59.99 ea
PB75LS 7.5" Straight $69.99 ea
PB85LS 8.5" Straight $69.99 ea
PB42T 7" Thinner 42T $79.99 ea
PB46T 7.25" Thinner 46T $59.99 ea

Perfect Groom Aspire Shears
Perfect Groom Aspire curved shears and chunkers 
are designed for finishing work and Asian Fusion-
style grooming. Made with Japanese 440C Steel. 
Every shear is curved, even the thinner and chunker! 
Features a 7.5" Super Curved. Includes: case, finger 
rings, and polishing cloth.
PG60103 7.5" Super Curved $84.99 ea
PG60105 6.5" Curved Thinner $74.99 ea
PG60106 6.5" Curved Chunker $94.99 ea
PG60101 7" Curved $74.99 ea
PG60102 7.5" Curved $79.99 ea
PG60104 8" Curved $84.99 ea

Perfect Groom Black Shears
Engineered to provide superior results with a 
comfortable and ergonomic design. Ultra sharp 
convex edge blades crafted from quality Cobalt 440C 
Stainless Steel. Features a clear "crystal" dial adjuster 
and clear, replaceable silencer. Includes: black 
storage case, extra silencers, polishing cloth.
P77502 6.5" Curved $99.99 ea
P77504 6.5" Curved Ball Tip $99.99 ea
P77512 7.5" Curved $119.99 ea
P77522 8.5" Curved $129.99 ea
P77541 10" Curved $139.99 ea
P77501 6.5" Straight $99.99 ea
P77503 6.5" Straight $99.99 ea
P77510 7.5" Straight $99.99 ea
P77520 8.5" Straight $119.99 ea
P77540 10" Straight $129.99 ea
P77550 6.5" Thinner 36T $99.99 ea
P77551 6.5" Thinner 46T $119.99 ea

Premium Satin Shears
The ultimate in professional performance with a 
luxurious satin feel. Sleek and balanced with an 
ultra-sharp convex edge and ultra-smooth operation. 
Comfortable, ergonomic handle. Made of Japanese 
Cobalt 440C Stainless Steel. Rockwell Hardness 
58-62. Includes: sleek, hard-sided carrying case, extra 
silencer, polishing cloth.
PBPS7050T 7" Thinner 50T $129.99 ea
PBPS65CB 6.5" Curved $109.99 ea
PBPS75C 7.5" Curved $119.99 ea
PBPS85C 8.5" Curved $139.99 ea
PBPS65SB 6.5" Straight $109.99 ea
PBPS75S 7.5" Straight $119.99 ea
PBPS85S 8.5" Straight $139.99 ea

Tattoo Shears
The tattoo-inspired design and colors will bring out 
your creative side while the blades stay sharp and 
smooth. Each shear is made of stainless steel and 
features a dial tension adjuster, removable finger 
rest, and silencer. Straight shears feature holes for 
reduced weight.
VGR75300 6.5" Curved $49.99 ea
VGR75305 6.5" Curved Ball Tip $49.99 ea
VGR75310 7.5" Straight with Holes $49.99 ea
VGR75315 8.5" Straight with Holes $49.99 ea
VGR75320 6.5" 38T Thinner $49.99 ea

Tattoo Silver Shear Sets
For the art of grooming. Engineered for precision with 
a sleek, stylish, and smooth cut. Each set comes in 
a faux leather case with silencers, polishing cloth, 
finger rings, and tension key. 7.5" Set includes 7.5” 
Straight, 7.5” Curved, 6.5” 46 Tooth Thinner. Ball Tip Set 
includes 6.5” 46 Tooth Thinner, 6.5” Straight Ball Tip, 
6.5” Curved Ball Tip. 8.5” Set includes 8.5” Straight, 8.5” 
Curved, 6.5” 46 Tooth Thinner.
VGR75363 3 Shear Set 6.5" $169.99 ea
VGR75368 3 Shear Set 7.5" $169.99 ea
VGR75373 3 Shear Set 8.5" $179.99 ea
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Paw Brothers ComfortSharp 
Curved Shears
The highest level of quality, sharpness, and comfort 
at an affordable price. Made of Japanese Cobalt 440C 
Stainless Steel with a Rockwell Hardness of 59-61. 
Features a convex holllow-ground edge, ergonomic 
handles with comfort grip, and a ball bearing for 
ultra-smooth and quiet operation. Includes carrying 
case, 2 extra silencers, 2 finger rings, and a polishing 
cloth. Unconditionally guaranteed for 60 days.
PBCS65C 6.5" Curved $69.99 ea
PBCS65CB 6.5" Curved Ball Tip $69.99 ea
PBCS65CBL 6.5" Curved Ball Tip Lefty $59.99 ea
PBCS75C 7.5" Curved $79.99 ea
PBCS75CL 7.5" Curved Lefty $89.99 ea
PBCS85C 8.5" Curved $89.99 ea
PBCS85CL 8.5" Curved Lefty $99.99 ea
PBCS95C 9.5" Curved $79.99 ea

Paw Brothers ComfortSharp 
Straight Shears
The highest level of quality, sharpness, and comfort 
at an affordable price. Made of Japanese Cobalt 440C 
Stainless Steel with a Rockwell Hardness of 59-61. 
Features a convex holllow-ground edge, ergonomic 
handles with comfort grip, and a ball bearing for 
ultra-smooth and quiet operation. Includes carrying 
case, 2 extra silencers, 2 finger rings, and a polishing 
cloth. Unconditionally guaranteed for 60 days.
PBCS55S 5.5" Straight $69.99 ea
PBCS65S 6.5" Straight $69.99 ea
PBCS65SB 6.5" Straight Ball Tip $69.99 ea
PBCS65SBL 6.5" Straight Ball Tip Lefty $69.99 ea
PBCS75S 7.5" Straight $79.99 ea
PBCS75SL 7.5" Straight Lefty $89.99 ea
PBCS85S 8.5" Straight $89.99 ea
PBCS85SL 8.5" Straight Lefty $99.99 ea
PBCS95S 9.5" Straight $79.99 ea

Paw Brothers ComfortSharp 
Thinners
The highest level of quality, sharpness, and comfort 
at an affordable price. Made of Japanese Cobalt 440C 
Stainless Steel with a Rockwell Hardness of 59-61. 
Features a convex holllow-ground edge, ergonomic 
handles with comfort grip, and a ball bearing for 
ultra-smooth and quiet operation. Includes carrying 
case, 2 extra silencers, 2 finger rings, and a polishing 
cloth. Unconditionally guaranteed for 60 days.
PBCS16BT 6.5" Thinner 16T $89.99 ea
PBCS26BT 8" Blender 26T $99.99 ea
PBCS46T 6.5" Thinner 46T $79.99 ea
PBCS46TL 6.5" Thinner 46T Lefty $89.99 ea
PBCS56T 7" Thinner 56T $89.99 ea

Paw Brothers Hemostats
Paw Brothers hemostats are lightweight and easy 
to use.
PB21172 5" Straight Locking $5.99 ea  $4.99 ea/12
PB21174 5.5" Straight Non-Locking $5.99 ea  $4.99 ea/12

Paw Brothers Laser Sharp Ball 
Tip Shears
The perfect shears for shaping. The ball tip allows 
work in all areas from face to feet. 4.5" are ideally 
suited for working safelyaround the eyes, ears, and 
other sensitive areas. Plastic coated handle for 
comfort.
PB425C 4.5" Curved Ball Tip $29.99 ea
PB65CB 6.5" Curved Ball Tip $49.99 ea
PB425S 4.5" Straight Ball Tip $29.99 ea
PB65SB 6.5" Straight Ball Tip $49.99 ea

Paw Brothers Laser Sharp 
Filipino Shears
Wide blade that's heavy duty with finger rest and 
plastic coated handles.
PB88C 8.5" Curved $59.99 ea
PB88S 8.5" Straight $59.99 ea
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Chris Christensen Adalynn 
Rose Shears
Made from 440C Japanese steel. Rose Gold titanium 
finish.
CC01282 5" Curved $168 ea
CC01284 7" Curved $179 ea
CC01286 8" Curved $189 ea
CC01281 5" Straight $147 ea
CC01283 7" Straight $158 ea
CC01285 8" Straight $168 ea
CC01287 7" Thinner $189 ea
CC10005 7" Chunky Blender $200 ea

Chris Christensen Artisan 
Shears
Made from 440C Japanese steel. Gold titanium 
handles with mirror finish blades.
CC10001 5" Curved $220 ea
CC10002 7" Curved $263 ea
CC10003 8" Curved $284 ea
CC10004 9" Curved $336 ea
CC10006 6" Straight $267 ea
CC10007 5" Straight $221 ea
CC10008 7" Straight $252 ea
CC10009 8" Straight $273 ea
CC10010 9" Straight $315 ea
CC10011 5" Thinner $231 ea
CC10012 7.5" Chunky Blender $326 ea
CC10013 6.5" Double-Sided Thinner $284 ea
CC10014 6" Safety Thinner $267 ea
CC10015 6.5" Thinner $252 ea

Chris Christensen Classic 
Shears
Made from 9CR Japanese steel. Stainless steel 
titanium finish.
CC01307 7" Curved $89 ea
CC01308 8" Straight $89 ea
CC01309 7" Thinner $89 ea
CC01310 8" Chunky Blender $114 ea

Geib Crocodile Shears
Superbly crafted of specially selected Japanese steel. 
Vacuum-forged and ice-tempered. Ultra-sharp and 
long-lasting cutting edge. Smooth hollow grinding, 
hand-honed edges with fine serration. For production 
or finish. Hi-tech Screw bushing assembly. Superb 
balance and performance.
GE53124 7.5" Straight $99.99 ea
GE53125 7.5" Curved $109.99 ea
GE53126 8.5" Straight $109.99 ea
GE53127 8.5" Curved $119.99 ea
GE53130 8" Blender 19T $179.99 ea
GE53131 8" Thinner 48T $179.99 ea
GE53138 7.5" Straight Lefty $109.99 ea
GE53139 7.5" Curved Lefty $119.99 ea
GE53140 8.5" Curved Lefty $129.99 ea
GE53141 8.5" Straight Lefty $119.99 ea
GE53144 8" Thinner 48T $179.99 ea

Geib Gator Shears
Made from high-quality stainless steel alloy and 
honed for razor sharpness. Straights and curves have 
a Rockwell Hardness of 57. Thinners have Japanese-
style, hollow ground convex blades for maximum 
durability, versatility, and control with a Rockwell 
Hardness: 58.
GE53206 7.5" 21T $89.99 ea
GE53207 8.5" 26T $99.99 ea
GE53208 8.5" Thinner 64T $109.99 ea
GE53223 7.5" 21T $89.99 ea
GE53224 8.5" 26T Lefty $99.99 ea
GE53216 7.5" Curved Lefty $56.99 ea
GE53218 8.5" Curved Lefty $64.99 ea
GE53197 7.5" Curved $52.99 ea
GE53199 8.5" Curved $59.99 ea
GE53232 7.5" Curved Ball Tip $52.99 ea
GE53234 8.5" Curved Ball Tip $59.99 ea
GE53236 7.5" Curved Ball Tip Lefty $56.99 ea

Geib Gold Rainbow Shears
Uniquely designed for comfort, with exceptional 
quality, performance and value, along with the 
ability to obtain and keep an excellent edge. Easily 
adjustable tension. Adjustable tension screw. 
Rainbow finish. High-quality stainless steel. Rockwell 
hardness rating 57.
GE53380 6.5" Thinner 42T $79.99 ea
GE53381 7.5" Finishing 21T $79.99 ea
GE53382 8.5" Finishing 26T $79.99 ea
GE53374 7.5" Straight $69.99 ea
GE53375 7.5" Curved $69.99 ea
GE53376 8.5" Straight $69.99 ea
GE53377 8.5" Curved $69.99 ea
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Rose Line Blunt Tip Shears
Ideal for safely working around the ears, eyes, and 
feet areas. Have total control around sensitive areas.
RL86346 4.5" Curved Ball Tip $49.99 ea  $45.99 ea/2
RL86366 6.5" Curved Ball Tip $99.99 ea  $89.99 ea/2
RL86345 4.5" Straight Ball Tip $49.99 ea  $45.99 ea/2
RL86365 6.5" Straight Ball Tip $99.99 ea  $89.99 ea/2

Rose Line Double Cutting/
Thinning Shear
A double thinner that both thins and cuts at the same 
time, while blending the coat without lines. Two 
removable finger rests for right or left-hand use.
RLTT2 6.5" Double Thinner $249.99 ea  $229.99 ea/2

Rose Line Magenta Shears
The ultimate in function and style. Quality 
craftsmanship.
RL88080M 8.25" Filipino $109.99 ea  $99.99 ea/2
RL82075M 7.5" Straight $99.99 ea  $89.99 ea/2
RL82193M 6.5" Thinner 46T $119.99 ea  $109.99 ea/2

Rose Line Purple Shears
The ultimate in function and style. Quality 
craftsmanship.
RL88080P 8.25" Filipino $109.99 ea  $99.99 ea/2
RL82075P 7.5" Straight $99.99 ea  $89.99 ea/2
RL82193P 6.5" Thinner 46T $119.99 ea  $109.99 ea/2

Rose Line Red Shears
Rose Line is a quality German Shear at a price 
everyone can afford. The basis of the quality of each 
Rose Line Shear continues to be the use of the best 
materials, ultra-modern processing technology, and 
traditions of craftsmanship. Rockwell hardness 57.
RL82575 5.75" Straight $79.99 ea  $75.99 ea/2
RL82770 7" Straight $89.99 ea  $79.99 ea/2
RL82780 8" Straight $99.99 ea  $89.99 ea/2
RL82793 6.5" Thinner 46T $119.99 ea  $109.99 ea/2
RLSET4 4 Shear Set $249.99 ea  $229.99 ea/2

Rose Line Shears with 
Removable Rest
Thin blades. Stainless steel, satin finish, single 
serration, one polished edge.
RL88080 8.25" Filipino Straight $109.99 ea  $99.99 ea/2
RL88082 8.25" Filipino Curved $149.99 ea  $139.99 ea/2
RL82066 6.5" Curved $99.99 ea  $89.99 ea/2
RL82076 7.5" Curved $99.99 ea  $89.99 ea/2
RL82086 8.5" Curved $139.99 ea  $129.99 ea/2
RL82065 6.5" Straight $99.99 ea  $89.99 ea/2
RL82075 7.5" Straight $99.99 ea  $89.99 ea/2
RL82080 8" Straight $99.99 ea  $89.99 ea/2
RL82085 8.5" Straight $139.99 ea  $129.99 ea/2
RL82193 6.5" Thinner 46T $119.99 ea  $109.99 ea/2
RL82490 6" Double Thinner 3T $119.99 ea  $109.99 ea/2
RL82551 5.5" Thinner 46T $119.99 ea  $109.99 ea/2
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Artero Elite Shears
High quality and long-lasting cut. Symmetric handle 
design. Razor blade. Concave blades. Thins: 40%.
AR16607 5.5" Thinneer 40T $83.99 ea
AR16608 6.5" Thinner 46T $88.99 ea

Artero Fusion Curvy Shears - 
Metallic
With bevelled-edge blades for accurate facial and 
expression cutting. Symmetrical handles to control 
the opening of the blades. Aluminum handles for 
lighter cut.
AR19177 6" Pink $153.99 ea
AR19178 6" Gold $153.99 ea

Artero Queen Shears
Ergonomic symmetric handle design.. Concave 
blades. Hardness: 60HRc +-1. Micro serrated.
AR13095 5" Straight $56.99 ea
AR13098 6.5" Straight $65.99 ea
AR13099 7" Straight $67.99 ea

Artero Epika Shears
Hypoallergenic rose gold titanium coating. Smooth 
gliding cut providing even, velvety definition. Ideal for 
fine coats and finishing. Thinner ideal for blending 
medium/fine coats.
AR18850 6" Straight $111.99 ea
AR18851 7" Straight $120.99 ea
AR18852 8" Straight $138.99 ea
AR18853 7" Thinner 40T $138.99 ea

Artero One Shears
High quality Japanese steel 440C and 57 HRC. 
Concave blades. Lightweight, versatile shear for 
blocking in coat as well as finishing. Well balanced 
and comfortable in hand. Offset handle.
AR16864 7.5" Thinner 50T $122.99 ea

Artero Satin Shears
Perfect for dirty and tangled coats. Symmetric handle 
design. 1 micro serrated blade. Adjustable screw. 
Japanese steel V-1.
AR16655 4.5" Mini Straight $48.99 ea
AR16660 5.5" Straight $68.99 ea
AR16664 6.5" Curvd $82.99 ea
AR16665 7" Straight $78.99 ea
AR16666 7.5" Straight $81.99 ea
AR16668 8.5" Curved $93.99 ea
AR16670 7.5" Curved $85.99 ea

Artero Fusion Curvy Shears - 
Black
Extremely curved blade for better performance and 
angles while scissoring. High quality and long-lasting 
cutting capacity. Razor blade edge. Concave blades. 
Japanese alloy steel: 440c. 60 Hrc. Sleek, black 
aluminum handle.
AR17305 6" Black $153.99 ea

Artero Onix Shears
Robust and precise. Ergonomic design with off-set 
handle. Curved have symmetric handle. Razor edge. 
High quality and long-lasting cut. Concave blades. 
Maximum softness due to ball-bearing screw. 
Hardness: 60 hrc +-1.
AR16617 8" Curved $219.99 ea

Artero Slalom Shears
Great for Asian Fusion, difficult to reach areas, round 
feet, blending, and much more! VG-1 steel. Concaved 
blades. 20% thinning. Symmetric handle with 
removable finger rest.
AR17304 6.5" Curved Thinner $138.99 ea
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Kenchii Bumble Bee Shears
Offset handles with permanent finger rest for extra 
comfort. Durable semi-convex edge cuts effortlessly. 
Uniquely designed hand-honed blades infused with 
black titanium for a sleek finish. Superior tension dial 
assembly is easy to adjust.
KNBB8SET 3 Shear Set $653.67 ea
KN08827 8" Straight $242.1 ea
KN08828 8" Curved $242.1 ea
KN08829 7" Thinner 44T $242.1 ea

Kenchii Five Star Shears
Offset handles with permanent finger rest ensure 
natural hand position for comfort and control. Durable 
Bevel edge cuts effortlessly great for everyday use. 
Sleek finish provides reliable durability and cutting 
performance. Superior tension dial assembly is easy 
to adjust.
KN53850 3 Shear Set $372.6 ea
KN08794 8" Straight $124.2 ea
KN08832 8" Curved $124.2 ea
KN08833 7" Thinner 46T $124.2 ea

Kenchii Flipper Shears
The Even handles with permanent finger rest allow 
shears to be used comfortably by left or right-handed 
groomers. True Convex Edge allows for a smooth cut 
for finish work. Superior tension dial assembly is easy 
to adjust.
KNFL8SET 3 Shear Set $490.5 ea
KN08841 8" Straight $160.2 ea
KN08842 8" Curved $179.1 ea
KN08843 7" Thinner 46T $151.99 ea

Kenchii Pink Poodle Shears
Offset handles with permanent finger rest for extra 
comfort. Durable semi-convex edge cuts effortlessly. 
Pink titanium infused coated with pink poodle pattern 
for a truly unique look. Superior tension dial assembly 
is easy to adjust.
KNPP8SET 3 Shear Set $653.67 ea
KN08825 7" Thinner 44T $242.1 ea
KN08834 8" Straight $242.1 ea
KN08835 8" Curved $242.1 ea

Kenchii Shinobi Shears
Classic offset handle provides superior comfort and 
control. Extremely sharp durable semi convex edge 
cuts effortlessly. Uniquely designed blade with claw-
shaped cutouts on straight blades.
KN53824 7" Curved $225 ea
KN53826 8" Curved $234 ea
KN53828 9.5" Curved $243 ea
KNSH8SET 3 Shear Set - 8" S, 8" C, 7" Thinner $623.7 ea
KN08836 7" Straight $225 ea
KN53825 8" Straight $234 ea
KN53827 9.5" Straight $243 ea
KN08837 7" Thinner 46T Fine $225 ea
KN53829 7" Thinner 32T Coarse $225 ea
KN53830 7" Thinner 36T Medium $225 ea
KN53881 7.5" Blender 21T $225 ea

Kenchii T-Series Shears
Offset handles with permanent finger rest ensure a 
natural position for comfort and control. True Convex 
edge provides a smooth cut with minimal finishing 
lines, easily blended by the T-Series 48T. Crafted 
using a highly durable long-lasting Level 2 Alloy. 
Recommended for a great finish.
KNT8SET 3 Shear Set $443.07 ea
KN53832 8" Straight $162 ea
KN53833 8" Curved $179.1 ea
KN53835 7" Thinner 48T $151.2 ea
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Andis Grooming Shears
Ergonomically designed with offset handles to 
withstand heavy use and offer superior control. 
These shears are cryogenically tempered Japanese 
stainless steel with a high-gloss mirror finish that 
resists corrosion. Each pair has soft-grip finger inserts 
for maximum comfort.
AND80645 6.5" Thinner $89.99 ea
AND80670 8" Curved $119.99 ea
AND80675 8" Straight $94.99 ea
AND80680 6.25" Straight $59.99 ea
AND80685 6.5" Curved Ball Tip $64.99 ea

Fromm Premier Series Shears
Fromm celebrates a proud history of being a leader 
in the barber/beauty and grooming industries. Top 
quality professional products you can count on to 
make your work easy with outstanding results.
FMM111BC 6.5" Curved Ball Tip $32.99 ea
FMM111S 6.5" Straight $31.99 ea
FMM111SC 6.5" Curved $32.99 ea  $32.99 ea/2

Millers Forge Dubl Duck 
Shears
Curved ball tip shears. Choose between black coated 
handle and gold metal handle.
MFSG11 6.5" Gold $49.99 ea  $47.49 ea/12
MFSG11B 6.5" Black $49.99 ea  $47.49 ea/12

Millers Forge Filipino Shears
Ice tempered stainless steel with gold plated handles. 
Finger rest for comfort and control. Ultra light for less 
wrist strain during use.
MF10FI 10" Pakistan Straight $29.99 ea  $28.49 ea/12
MF10FIC 10" Pakistan Curved $29.99 ea  $28.49 ea/12
MF88B 8.25" Coated Handle $64.99 ea  $61.74 ea/12
MF88SC 8.25" Curved $29.99 ea  $28.49 ea/12
MF88SL 8.25" Straight $29.99 ea  $28.49 ea/12

Millers Forge Mercedes Shears
Ice tempered stainless steel scissors perfect for fine 
finish work around eyes ears and feet. Precise light 
weight and with great cutting edge durability.
MFMS75SC 7.25" Curved $79.99 ea  $75.99 ea/12
MFMS75SS 7.25" Straight $79.99 ea  $75.99 ea/12
MFMS88 8.25" Filipino "88" $79.99 ea  $75.99 ea/12

Millers Forge Ultra Gold Series 
Shears
Non-glare satin finish and gold handles with 
retractable finger rest (except “88”).  Premium ice-
tempered German stainless steel. Adjustable screws. 
Includes leather holster with clip and deluxe silencer 
for smooth operation.
MFUG60 6.5" Curved Ball Tip $69.99 ea  $66.49 ea/12
MFUG65 6.5" Straight $79.99 ea  $75.99 ea/12
MFUG75 7.5" Straight $89.99 ea  $85.49 ea/12
MFUG88 8.5" Filipino $99.99 ea  $94.99 ea/12
MFUG90 Thinner 46T $99.99 ea  $94.99 ea/12
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Finger and Thumb Rings
Enhance the comfort and fit of your grooming shears 
with these rubber finger and thumb rings.
PB01879 Small Red $1.69 ea  $1.39 ea/12
PB01909 Large Blue $1.69 ea  $1.39 ea/12
PB01916 Small Blue $1.69 ea  $1.39 ea/12
PB01923 Large Pink $1.69 ea  $1.39 ea/12
PB01930 Smal Pink $1.69 ea  $1.39 ea/12
PB01947 Large Purple $1.69 ea  $1.39 ea/12
PB01954 Small Purple $1.69 ea  $1.39 ea/12
PB01962 Large Red $1.69 ea  $1.39 ea/12

Groomers Model Dog
Perfect for groomers of all levels to practice shear 
techniques. Great to keep on hand for additional 
training. Mannequin is comprised of reinforced 
plastic. Hair is easy to comb, nap, style, and cut. Hair 
and mannequin sold separately.
PBP20001 Poodle Mannequin $24.99 ea
PBP20002 White Hair $29.99 ea

Paw Brothers Shear 
Organizers
Neatly store your shears in easy reach while reducing 
the risk of costly damage. Large holds 12 pairs and 
measures 16" L x 3" W x 3" H. Small holds 6 pairs and 
measures 9.25" L x 3" W x 3" H.
ZM99017 Large $23.99 ea
ZM99017-6 Small $12.99 ea

Shear Organizers
Keep your shears organized and safe. Features 
durable, plastic bristles to keep your shears upright 
without scratching them. Bristles are secured 
together and easily remove for convenient cleaning. 
Double cylinder features an additional compartment 
for grooming tools.
PBP40002 Single Purple $14.99 ea
PBP40003 Single Black $14.99 ea
PBP40004 Double Pink $24.99 ea
PBP40005 Double Purple $24.99 ea
PBP40006 Double Grey $24.99 ea

Shear Racks
Keep your shears safe, out of the way, and prevent 
damage from accidental drops. Rack sits flat on 
surface with 4 rubber feet or can be hung on the wall 
with the included screws. Holds up to 5 shears. Large 
holds shears up to 10.5" in length, small holds shears 
up to 7.5" in length. Available in colors: Black, Blue, 
Lime Green, Hot Pink, and Purple.
CYN678 7.5" $16.99 ea  $15.29 ea/3

Groomers Teddy Head
Use to practice facial stying techniques. Teach your 
own groomers with this affordable education tool. Use 
to practice facial stying techniques. Teach your own 
groomers with this affordable education tool. Hair and 
head set sold separately.
PBP20003 Head Mannequin $11.99 ea
PBP20004 White Hair $9.99 ea
PBP20005 Grey Hair $9.99 ea
PBP20006 Brown Hair $9.99 ea
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Chris Christensen Big G 
Slickers
The Miracle Brush! Features long, dense pins to 
penetrate deep into thick curly/coarse coats (i.e. 
Poodles), special pin bend to create lift to pick up 
more coat, and flexible cushion that's forgiving. 
Extreme curved back allows for more control and 
ergonomic handle reduces fatigue.
CC01126 Medium $66 ea
CC01127 Large $68 ea
CC01265 Baby $58 ea

Chris Christensen Big K 
Slickers
Features long, sparse pins to penetrate deep into 
thick long/coarse coats (i.e. Black Russian Terriers), 
special pin bend to create lift to pick up more coat, 
and flexible cushion that's forgiving. Extreme curved 
back allows for more control and ergonomic handle 
reduces fatigue.
CC01124 Medium $66 ea
CC01125 Large $68 ea
CC01264 Baby $58 ea

Chris Christensen 
Buttercombs 5-7.5"
Designed for drop and silky coats. Lightweight. 
Eliminates frizz and flyaways. Moisturizes and 
protects.
CC01200 9 5/8" Poodle $54 ea
CC01202 9 5/8" Poodle $35 ea
CC01213 5" Face/Feet (Fine/Coarse) $80 ea
CC01207 6.5" Staggered Dematter $54 ea
CC01209 6.5" Cat Carding $54 ea
CC01196 7.5" Coarse $35 ea
CC01197 7.5" Fine $35 ea
CC01199 7.5" Fine/Coarse $35 ea
CC01201 7.5" Long Fine/Coarse $54 ea

Chris Christensen 
Buttercombs 8-9"
Designed for drop and silky coats. Lightweight. 
Eliminates frizz and flyaways. Moisturizes and 
protects.
CC01289 8.5" Fine/Coarse $43 ea
CC01290 8.5" All Coarse $43 ea
CC01291 8.5" Teasing $54 ea

Chris Christensen Colorful 
Buttercombs
Glides through the coat like butter with stainless 
steel pins. Doesn’t pull hair. Choose from pink, blue, 
or purple.
CCBC000 7" Fine/Coarse $40 ea
CCBC003 7" Extra Course $40 ea
CCBC004 9.625" Coarse $58 ea
CCBC006 5" Face/Feet (Fine/Coarse) $40 ea

Chris Christensen Mark 
Slickers
Grounded and rounded pins. Scratch-free. Round 
head removes brush lines. Small heads for hard to 
reach areas.
CC01115 XS $29 ea
CC01116 Small $31 ea
CC01117 Small Red $39 ea
CC01118 Medium $36 ea
CC01119 Triangle $41 ea
CC01120 Medium Curved $48 ea
CC01121 Large Curved $53 ea
CC01122 Round $41 ea
CC01123 Tiny $30 ea
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Oval = max coverage, Oblong = styling, Pocket = traveling, Little wonder/Toy = touch ups

Chris Christensen Andreas 
Brushes
Nylon and boar bristles stimulate natural oil 
production. Lightweight, black Beechwood handle 
creates a natural shine. Oval shape for maximum 
coverage. Perfect finishing brush.
CC00097 Small $64 ea
CC00098 Medium $56 ea

Chris Christensen Gold Pin 
Brushes
Soft cushion pin brushes with durable, lightweight 
black beechwood handles. Rounded and grounded 
pins are perfect for delicate coats. Pad gets softer 
with use.
CC01109 20 mm $38 ea
CC01110 27 mm $41 ea
CC01111 35 mm $51 ea

Chris Christensen T-Brushes
T-Brushes have a firm pad with ground and rounded 
pins that remove dense undercoat without cutting. 
Brush in any direction.
CC01112 Wooden Mini T-Brush 16 mm $29 ea
CC01113 Wooden T-Brush 16 mm $31 ea
CC01114 Wodden T-Brush 27 mm $33 ea

Chris Christensen Breezy 
Brushes
Innovative new pad design. Durable, lightweight 
beechwood handles with rounded and grounded 
pins. Choose from: 22 mm firm, 22 mm medium, 22 
mm soft, 16 mm firm, 16 mm medium, and 16 mm soft.
CCBSO Oval $28 ea
CCBSP Pocket $28 ea
CCCSBO Oblong $28 ea

Chris Christensen Ionic 
Brushes
Positive ionic charge pulls debris and dander from 
the coat and brass bristles create a healthier coat. 
Finishing brush for all coat types. 100% static free 
with a gorgeous shine.
CC01102 Large $36 ea
CC01103 Small $31 ea

Chris Christensen T-Rakes
T-Rakes feature an all-metal head and handle with 
staggered teeth and added weight to gently remove 
tangles.
CC01266 6" Metal T-Rake 31 mm $70 ea
CC01267 Mini T-Rake with Bent Pins $64 ea
CC40146 6" Mini T-Rake with Bent Pins $64 ea

Chris Christensen Fusion Pin 
Brushes
Medium cushion pin brushes with ergonomically 
designed, thermo treated ash handles. Brass pins 
reduce static.
CC01078 Oval 20 mm $56 ea
CC01079 Oval 27 mm $61 ea
CC01080 Oval Toy 20 mm $46 ea
CC01082 Oblong 20 mm $46 ea
CC01083 Oblong 27 mm $49 ea
CC01088 Black 27 mm $56 ea

Chris Christensen Original Pin 
Brushes
Firm cushion pin brushes with a durable, lightweight 
beechwood handle with rounded and grounded pins.
CC01077 Little Wonder Pocket $25 ea
CC01073 Oblong 20 mm $28 ea
CC01074 Oblong 27 mm $30 ea
CC01070 Oval 20 mm $28 ea
CC01071 Oval 27 mm $30 ea
CC01072 Oval 35 mm $35 ea

Chris Christensen Wood Pin 
Brushes
Doesn’t pull wet hair. Perfect for wet coat and style 
drying since pins won’t get hot. Perfect for dogs and 
cats who don’t like brushing. Feels like a massage. 
Great starter brush for puppies and kittens.
CC01097 Oblong 20 mm $35 ea
CC01159 Tiny Tot 11.5 mm $12 ea
CC01095 Large Oval $40 ea
CC01096 Small Oval $35 ea
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Blackworks Coarse Detangling 
Comb
25 stainless steel 1” pins. Combs and detangles all 
coat types.
CGR41005 Comb $16 ea

Blackworks Combo Deshed & 
Demat Tool
Features steel blades perfect for medium and long 
coats.
CGR41008 Small $20 ea
CGR41009 Large $24 ea

Blackworks Fine Comb
61 stainless steel 3/4” pins. Removes fine tangles and 
finishes coat.
CGR41007 Comb $16 ea

Blackworks Combo Comb
Medium/coarse. Stainless steel 1” pins. Coarse side 
detangles coat and medium side finishes.
CGR41006 Comb $16 ea

Blackworks Deshedding 
Massage Brush
Features rubber nubs perfect for deshedding short 
coats wet or dry.
CGR41004 Brush $15 ea

Blackworks Pin Brush
Stainless steel 1” pins. Perfect for medium and long 
coats.
CGR41001 Brush $14 ea

Blackworks Combo Combs
Matte black anti-static finish with a strong copper 
spine. XS = 3/4" pins. Small, Medium, Large = 1" pins, 
XL = 1.25" pins.
CGR41012 5" X-Small Fine/Coarse $18 ea
CGR41013 6.5" Small Medium/Coarse $19 ea
CGR41014 7.5" Medium Medium/Coarse $20 ea
CGR41015 9" Large Coarse $23 ea
CGR41023 10" X-Large Medium/Coarse $26 ea

Blackworks Double Row Rake
33 stainless steel 3/4” pins. Perfect for all shedding 
coats.
CGR41003 Rake $18 ea

Blackworks Slicker Brush
Stainless steel 18/2" pins. Perfect for all breeds and 
coats.
CGR41002 Brush $15 ea
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Paw Brothers Coated Pin Flat 
Slickers
Flat slickers have rounded corners that will not catch 
fur. Stainless steel pin tips are plastic coated to be 
gentle and slide easily through the coat.
TM31111 Small $5.99 ea  $5.39 ea/12
TM31112 Medium $6.99 ea  $6.29 ea/12
TM31113 Large $7.99 ea  $7.19 ea/12
TM31114 X-Large $9.99 ea  $8.99 ea/12

Paw Brothers Flex Slickers
Feature medium firm stainless steel angled pins on 
both sides with comfortable, non-slip grip handles. 
Soft or firm flex feature reduces stress on hands and 
wrists and helping brushing be more comfortable for 
both pet and groomer.
TM31130 Small Soft Flex $9.99 ea  $8.99 ea/12
TM31131 Large Soft Flex $11.99 ea  $10.79 ea/12
TM31133 Large Extra Firm $11.99 ea  $10.79 ea/12
TM31136 Large Firm Flex $11.99 ea  $10.79 ea/12

Paw Brothers Mini Soft Pin 
Slickers
Mini slicker brushes with soft stainless steel pins. 
Perfect for puppies and small dogs. TM31152 features 
soft pins coated with plastic to be gentle and to slide 
easily through the coat.
TM31151 Mini Standard Pins $5.99 ea  $5.39 ea/12
TM31152 Mini Coated Pins $5.99 ea  $5.39 ea/12

Paw Brothers Coated Pin 
Universal Slickers
Flat slickers have rounded corners that will not catch 
fur. Stainless steel pin tips are plastic coated to be 
gentle and slide easily through the coat.
TM31120 Small $5.99 ea  $5.39 ea/12
TM31121 Medium $7.99 ea  $7.19 ea/12
TM31122 Large $8.99 ea  $8.09 ea/12

Paw Brothers Hard Extra Long 
Pin Flat Slicker Large
Flat slickers have rounded corners that will not catch 
fur and 1" stainless steel hard extra long pins to 
penetrate deep into the coat. Grips are comfortable 
and non-slip.
TM31170 Large $8.99 ea  $8.09 ea/12

Paw Brothers Triangle Soft Pin 
Slicker
This small slicker features stainless steel pins and 
a comfortable handle with a non-slip grip. Unique 
triangle shape is perfect for reaching sensitive and 
hard to reach areas.
TM31153 Brush $5.99 ea  $5.39 ea/12

Paw Brothers Flat Slickers
Flat slickers have rounded corners that will not catch 
fur. Stainless steel pins gently penetrate deep into the 
coat. Grips are comfortable and non-slip.
TM31107 2.5" Small $5.49 ea  $4.89 ea/12
TM31108 3.5" Medium $5.99 ea  $5.39 ea/12
TM31109 4.5 x 2" Large $6.99 ea  $6.29 ea/12
TM31110 4.5 x 3" X-Large $8.99 ea  $8.09 ea/12

Paw Brothers Hard Extra Long 
Pin Flat Slickers
Flat slickers have rounded corners that will not catch 
fur and 1" stainless steel hard extra long pins to 
penetrate deep into the coat. Grips are comfortable 
and non-slip.
TM31851 X-Large $17.99 ea  $16.19 ea/12

Paw Brothers Universal 
Slickers
Universal type slickers feature curved brush heads 
and stainless steel hard pins. Grips are comfortable 
and non-slip. Brushes penetrate coat and remove 
loose hair without damaging coat.
TM31104 2.5" Small $5.99 ea  $5.39 ea/12
TM31105 3.5" Medium $6.99 ea  $6.29 ea/12
TM31106 4.5" Large $8.99 ea  $8.09 ea/12
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Paw Brothers Coat Breakers
Stainless steel blades remove mats and tangles 
easily without losing coat length. Removable blade 
cartridge can be rotated for left-hand use. Extra 
includes small pins between blades to pull loose dirt, 
debris, and hair.
TM31735 9 Blade Standard $11.99 ea  $10.79 ea/6
TM31740 5 Blade Extra $9.99 ea  $8.99 ea/6

Paw Brothers Greyhound 
Combs
Combination teeth to provide the most versatility. 
Perfect for basic or refined grooming. Round tip 
stainless steel pins glide through the coat.
TM31303 7" Fine/Coarse $11.99 ea  $10.79 ea/12
TM31304 7" Fine/Coarse $8.99 ea  $8.09 ea/12
TM31314 7" Fine/Medium $9.99 ea  $8.99 ea/12

Paw Brothers Poodle Combs
Features a comfortable wooden handle and stainless 
steel teeth. Regular teeth measure 1.25”. Extra-long 
teeth measure 2.62”.
TM31324 Regular $5.99 ea  $5.39 ea/12
TM31325 Extra Long $7.99 ea  $7.19 ea/12

Paw Brothers Coat Rakkes
Reduce undercoat, quickly, easily, and comfortably. 
Coarse and medium prepare the coat and fine 
finishes. Features stainless steel blades with rounded 
teeth. Double wide size for larger breeds. Great on all 
types of coats.
TM31715 8 Blade Coarse $13.99 ea  $12.59 ea/6
TM31716 10 Blade Medium $14.99 ea  $13.49 ea/6
TM31721 Double Wide Coarse $17.99 ea  $16.19 ea/6
TM31723 Double Wide Fine $27.99 ea  $25.19 ea/6

Paw Brothers Magic Spring 
Undercoat Rake
This patented rake has floating spring-controlled 
teeth that retract and rotate, yielding to the body-
contour of the pet and offering optimum control and 
less effort when grooming.
TM31312 4.5" 20 Pin $9.99 ea  $8.99 ea/12
TM31313 3.5" Double Row $10.99 ea  $9.89 ea/12

Paw Brothers Rubber Curry 
Brush
Gently removes loose hair from short haired coats. 
Use wet or dry.
TM31163 Brush $3.99 ea  $3.59 ea/12

Paw Brothers Dematting Tools
Feature stainless steel serrated edge blades. 
Comfortable handle with thumb rest. Tool can be 
used right or left handed.
TM31707 8 Blade Mini Tool $7.99 ea  $6.99 ea/12
TM31708 9 Blade Small Tool $8.99 ea  $8.09 ea/12
TM31709 12 Blade Tool $10.99 ea  $9.89 ea/12
TM31710 10 Blade Rake $9.99 ea  $8.99 ea/12
TM31711 6 Blade Mini Tool $8.99 ea  $7.99 ea/12

Paw Brothers Pin Brush
Stainless steel pins are encapsulated into the rubber 
cushion and become one piece making the brush 
much more durable and responsive.
TM31116 Medium $7.99 ea  $7.19 ea/12

Paw Brothers Ultra Comb
Stainless steel comb with rounded back and smooth 
rounded pins. Comfortable and glide easily through 
the coat.
TM31340 7.5" Medium/Coarse $8.49 ea  $7.69 ea/12
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Perfect Groom Aspire Comb - 
6.5" Half Moon
Designed for finishing and fluffing hair. Iron Pins glide 
smoothly through the coat and help prep the coat 
for an even scissor finish. Half Moon Combo Comb 
adds volume to stop knots and finishes face & feet 
with ease.
PG60107 6.5" Half Moon $12.99 ea

TruCraft Bamboo Comb 21 Pin
Perfect for detangling and combing long and medium 
coats. Sustainable, eco-friendly bamboo.
CR42001 21 Pins 1" $16.99 ea

TruCraft Bamboo Comb 77 Pin
Perfect for detangling and combing long and medium 
coats. Sustainable, eco-friendly bamboo.
CR42004 77 Pins 3/4" $16.99 ea

Perfect Groom Aspire Comb - 
7.5" Angled End
Designed for finishing and fluffing hair. Iron Pins glide 
smoothly through the coat and help prep the coat 
for an even scissor finish. Angled-End Combo Combs 
are perfect for use on the face and in hard-to-reach 
places that need more volume and extension.
PG60108 7.5" 67T $12.99 ea

TruCraft Bamboo Comb 31 Pin
Perfect for detangling and combing long and medium 
coats. Sustainable, eco-friendly bamboo.
CR42003 31 Pins 1" $16.99 ea

TruCraft Bamboo Dual Brush
Stainless steel 3/4" pins gently comb and detangle 
while soft bristles distribute natural oils and 
add shine. Perfect for long and medium coats. 
Sustainable, eco-friendly bamboo.
CR42007 Small $14.99 ea
CR42008 Large $16.99 ea

Perfect Groom Aspire Comb - 
7.5" Half Moon 7.5"
Designed for finishing and fluffing hair. Iron Pins glide 
smoothly through the coat and help prep the coat 
for an even scissor finish. Half Moon Combo Comb 
adds volume to stop knots and finishes face & feet 
with ease.
PG60109 7.5" Half Moon $12.99 ea

TruCraft Bamboo Comb 31 Pin 
- 2 Lengths
Perfect for detangling and combing long and medium 
coats. Sustainable, eco-friendly bamboo.
CR42002 31 Pins 1" & 3/4" $16.99 ea

TruCraft Bamboo Slickers
Stainless steel 1/2" pins gently glide through the 
coat. Perfect for all coats & breeds. Sustainable, eco-
friendly bamboo.
CR42005 Small $14.99 ea
CR42006 Large $16.99 ea
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Groom Professional 9 Blade 
Matt Breaker
Long rugged teeth help break through mats and 
tangles with ease. Comfortable ergonomic grip with a 
sturdy thumb rest allows you to apply more pressure 
without losing grip. Can be adjusted for right and 
left-handed use.
GP00237 9 Blade Tool $9.99 ea

Groom Professional Dematting 
Combs
Helps cut through the worst matting with ease. 
Comfortable ergonomic grip with a sturdy thumb rest 
allows you to apply more pressure without losing 
grip. Can be adjusted for right and left-handed use.
GP01378 9 Blade $9.99 ea
GP05354 Small Tool $9.99 ea
GP05585 Medium Tool $11.5 ea

Groom Professional Spectrum 
Comb
Stainless steel teeth with an aluminum spine. For 
finish and volume. 80/20 or 50/50.
GP03201 10" Light Pink $14.99 ea
GP03202 10" Dark Pink $14.99 ea
GP03203 10" Purple $14.99 ea
GP03204 8" Lime Green $13.99 ea
GP03205 8" Orange $13.99 ea
GP03206 7.5" Light Blue $15.99 ea

Groom Professional Coat King
Ergonomic, easy-grip rubber handles. Ideal for 
finishing and carding thick, fine coats. Use coarse 
styles to comb out the undercoat, and fine styles for 
finishing.
GP00362 Extra Fine $17.99 ea

Groom Professional Matt 
Splitter
Cuts through mats and tangles with a sharp steel 
blade. Easily splits big mats into little ones to brush 
out more easily. Watch out for edges of ears, folds of 
skin, and the tips of tails. For best results, use with 
brushing aids.
GP00152 Splitter $3.25 ea

Groom Professional Terrier 
Palm Pad
Stainless steel pins. Ideal for wire or curly coats.
GP00257 Pad $6.99 ea

Groom Professional Curved 
Slicker Brushes
Great for pets with sensitive skin. Firm pins.
GP00245 Medium $5.99 ea
GP00246 Large $7.29 ea

Groom Professional Shedding 
Blade
A stainless steel tool ideal for the removal of dead 
and unwanted hair. 30 cm long. Can be used looped 
or straight.
GP02000 Blade $8.99 ea

Groom Professional Undercoat 
Rake
High-quality rake with a soft grip and a non-slip rake 
handle. Helps to remove heavy undercoat.
GP00250 Undercoat Rake $7.5 ea
GP03988 Perth Pin Rake $6.99 ea
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Furminator Deshedding Tools
Precision designed to conform to your pet’s natural 
shape, help glide over skin, and prevent digging in on 
the edges. Blade looses undercoat with ease.
FUR92913 4.1" Large Dog Short Hair $34.99 ea
FUR92914 2.7" Medium Dog Long Hair $33.55 ea
FUR92925 2.7" Medium Dog Short Hair $33.55 ea
FUR92926 4.1" Large Dog Long Hair $35.35 ea

Safari Flat Slickers
These ergonomically designed slickers are 
unsurpassed in comfort and quality. Features rolled 
corners with no open areas to catch fur. The stainless 
steel pins and backs will not rust and the no-slip 
handles offer superior control.
CW402 Small Soft $4.99 ea  $4.49 ea/12
CW404 Medium Soft $5.69 ea  $5.19 ea/12

Safari Long Tooth Undercoat 
Rake
Feature an easy-grip handle to reduce fatigue and 
precision tapered pins to deeply penetrate the coat.
CW6123 Rake $6.89 ea  $6.39 ea/12

Safari Dematting Comb
Stainless steel blades and comfortable handle.
CW6116 Comb $7.39 ea  $6.79 ea/12

Safari Flex Slickers
Gently remove tangles and loose hair from the inside 
of the legs, tail, head, and other sensitive areas. 
Features a non-slip grip and ergonomic handle and 
extra-long, stainless steel pins penetrate deep to 
remove loose undercoat. Soft pins perfect for light 
jobs and firm pins work through mild mats.
CW424 Brush $13.29 ea  $12.19 ea/12

Safari Pin Brush
Features round end stainless steel pins to gently 
penetrate deep into the undercoat.
CW6143 Brush $7.09 ea  $6.59 ea/12

Safari Dual Shedding Blade
Features a stainless steel blade and a comfortable 
handle.
CW6100 Blade $6.99 ea  $6.29 ea/12

Safari Greyhound Style Comb
Feature extra long teeth to penetrate to the root of 
the hair.
CW556 7.25" Medium/Coarse $7.99 ea  $7.19 ea/12

Safari Self Cleaning Slickers
Quick, easy hair removal at the touch of a button. 
One-handed, quiet operation allows you to easily 
remove hair and keep brushing. All slickers feature 
stainless steel pins and a comfortable, easy-grip 
handle.
CW417 Medium $9.49 ea  $8.79 ea/12
CW418 Large $11.09 ea  $10.29 ea/12
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#1 All Systems Slickers
Made in Japan with surgical stainless-steel pins and 
baking. Longer pins are flexible and easily penetrate 
coat. Air-cushioned pad to protect skin and coat. 
Natural hardwood handles for comfort. Soft enough 
for fragile coats yet strong enough for mats.
ALL00838 Small $7.99 ea  $7.19 ea/12
ALL00839 Medium $8.99 ea  $8.09 ea/12
ALL00840 Large $9.99 ea  $8.99 ea/12

BaBylissPro PET by Conair 
Slickers
Stainless steel, flexible long pins, and a bubble gel 
anti-slip handle. Easily penetrate and brush out mats 
for medium to long, thick coats. Brush to straighten 
coats and fluff dry.
CAP40857 Large Long Pin $15.99 ea
CAP40859 Medium Long Pin $14.99 ea

Millers Forge Universal Slickers
Easy to clean. Removes loose or dead hair.
MF414C Mini $4.49 ea  $4.27 ea/12
MF415C Medium $4.99 ea  $4.74 ea/12
MF416C Large $5.99 ea  $5.69 ea/12

BaBylissPro PET by Conair 
Combs
High-quality, smooth stainless steel rounded-tip 
teeth. Ideal for grooming cats and dogs of all sizes. 
Combination teeth to provide flexibility in use. Perfect 
for basic and refined grooming. Stimulates skin and 
hair follicles.
CAP40860 7.5" Half Moon $16.19 ea
CAP40864 6" Basic $7.99 ea

Groomer's Stone
The “original” stripping stone. Perfect for removing 
shedding hair and dander and bringing out the coat’s 
natural shine. Works great for removing hair from 
clothes and furniture too!
GST1001 Stone $8.49 ea  $7.49 ea/12

Tuffer Than Tangles Slickers
Feature extra long pins that are double the length 
of most slicker brush pins. The long pins are very 
flexible, and easily penetrate long, thick coats. Perfect 
for fluff drying, straightening coats, and brushing out 
mats. Packaged for retail.
TK256023 Medium Regular $10.99 ea  $9.89 ea/6
TK256024 Medium Soft $11.99 ea  $10.79 ea/6
TK256025 Medium Firm $11.99 ea  $10.79 ea/6
TK93519 Large Regular $13.99 ea  $12.59 ea/6

BaBylissPro PET by Conair 
Combs - Rose Gold
High-quality, smooth stainless steel rounded-tip 
teeth. Ideal for grooming cats and dogs of all sizes. 
Combination teeth to provide flexibility in use. Perfect 
for basic and refined grooming. Stimulates skin and 
hair follicles.
CAP40950 6" Rose Gold/Black $12.99 ea

KONG ZoomGroom
“Zooms away loose hair." Use wet or dry on long or 
short hair. Collects loose hair like a magnet. Empty 
hair from ZoomGroom with ease. ZoomGroom action 
feels great to your pet. Makes a fantastic shampooer. 
4.5”x 2.75."
KO51111 Regular Blue $6.59 ea  $6.09 ea/12
KO51113 Regular Pink $6.59 ea  $6.09 ea/12

Yento Mega Pin Slickers
These high-quality, professional brushes are ultra-
lightweight with a long and comfortable ergonomic 
handle. They feature mega-long pins set into a firm 
pad, specifically designed to penetrate long and 
dense coats. Extra curved for difficult-to-reach areas.
TK90511 Large $15.99 ea  $14.39 ea/6
TK90512 Medium $14.99 ea  $13.99 ea/6
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Artero Combs
The giant comb is ideal for large, long-coated breeds. 
Reaches through thick coat. 49 wide teeth, 18 fine 
teeth. Pin length 1.4". The long pin comb is versatile for 
every day use. Great for thick or thin coats. Wide set 
of teeth on one side, fine on the other. Pin length 1.2".
AR10803 7" Long Pins $13.99 ea  $12.59 ea/3
AR10860 9.75" Long Pins $23.99 ea  $21.59 ea/3

Artero Giant Universal Slickers
Medium Universal Brush with extra-long pins 
nonarticulated slicker (20mm), convex pin panel, 
plastic body. Ideal for removing mats and knots due 
to shedding high-dense coats.
AR17196 Medium 20 mm $18.99 ea  $17.09 ea/3
AR17197 Large 20 mm $23.99 ea  $21.59 ea/3

Artero Rubber Mitt
Made with rubber pins to help eliminate dead coat 
from your pet during the bath and drying.
AR17558 Mitt $14.99 ea  $13.49 ea/3

Artero Dematting Slickers
Ideal for medium/ larger breeds. Soft enough for 
everyday use on skin, yet sturdy enough use.
AR17718 Small $18.99 ea  $17.09 ea/3
AR18012 Large $23.99 ea  $21.59 ea/3

Artero Large Universal Slickers
Universal Brush with extra-long pins nonarticulated 
slicker (20mm), convex pin panel, and plastic body. 
Ideal for removing mats and knots due to shedding 
high-dense coats.
AR17195 Giant 15 mm $21.99 ea  $19.79 ea/3

Artero Strong Teeth Slicker
Ideal for brushing and removing undercoat. Hard/
firm.
AR16386 Large Hard 4 x 3" $13.99 ea  $12.59 ea/3

Artero Flex Slickers
Very soft double-sided flexible slicker. The black side 
is for de-matting and the grey side is for brushing. 
Can help reduce wrist injuries caused by repetitive 
motion.
AR16375 Large 3 x 3" $20.99 ea  $18.89 ea/3
AR16812 Small 2 x 3" $18.99 ea  $17.09 ea/3

Artero Protected Teeth Slicker
With soft, protected teeth, this slicker is ideal for 
sensitive skins, or beginners in the grooming world.
AR16385 Large Soft 4 x 3" $13.99 ea  $12.59 ea/3

Artero Universal Slicker
Ideal for brushing, removing undercoat, eliminating 
foreign bodies, and straightening hair. The curvature 
of brush designed to go with the motion of brushing. 
Medium/hard.
AR16387 Large Medium/Hard 4 x 3" $17.99 ea  $16.19 ea/3
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Andis 2-Speed Easy Clip Nail 
Grinder
Two speeds: 12,000 RPM and 7,000 RPM. Silicone 
sleeve and ergonomic design. Includes large sanding 
drum attachment with 3 sanding wheels, small 
sanding drum attachment with 2 sanding wheels, 
grinding stone, detachable power supply with DC 
jack, wrench, and storage case.
AND65880 Grinder $50.27 ea

Andis Dog Nail Clipper
Durable and functional with anti-slip grips for safe 
and comfortable grooming for both the pet parent 
and the pet.
AND65700 Clipper $9.99 ea  $8.99 ea/12

Blackworks Nail Clippers
Sharp stainless steel blades. TPR no-slip ergo grip 
handles. Easily removable safety guard.
CGR41011 Small $9 ea
CGR41016 Large $11 ea

Andis Cord/Cordless 2-Speed 
Nail Grinder
Best for safely trimming nails on all dog and cat 
breeds. Two speeds: 6,500 RPM and 7,400 RPM. 
Re-chargeable lithium-ion battery provides a 3-hour 
run time. Lightweight and ergonomic design. Includes 
fine grit grinding stone, premium finishing stone, 
charging adapter, and multi-function protective cap.
AND65915 Grinder $44.99 ea

Artero Nail Clippers
High-quality, durable clippers. Made with a fine, sharp 
edge to cut cleanly through the toughest of nails. The 
rubber handle ensures a sturdy, non-slip group.
AR10824 Large $15.99 ea  $14.39 ea/3
AR10825 Small $12.99 ea  $11.69 ea/3

Dremel 2-Speed Pet Nail 
Grooming Kit
Quickly, easily, and safely trim your pet's nails. Two 
speeds: 6,500 and 13,000 RPM. Cordless small rotary 
tool that's compatible with Dremel bit accessories. 
1/8-inch collet. 3-hour charger with LED light shows 
proper charging. Compact and lightweight for easier 
handling and less fatigue.
DR7300 Grinder $34.99 ea

Andis Cordless 6-Speed Nail 
Grinder
Six speeds: 7,000 - 18,000 RPM. The rechargeable 
lithium-ion battery provides up to 3 hours of run-time. 
Includes large sanding drum attachment with 3 
sanding wheels, small sanding drum attachment with 
2 sanding wheels, finishing stone, wrench, charging 
adapter, 6’ power cord.
AND65955 Grinder $55.27 ea

BaByliss LED Nail Clippers
LED light. Great for dogs and cats of all sizes. Safety 
guard, spring guard, ergonomic, anti-slip soft-grip 
handle. Heavy-duty, stainless steel, precision cutting 
blade cuts nails quickly.
CAP40846 Large $16.99 ea
CAP40848 Small $15.99 ea

Safari Stainless Steel Nail 
Clippers
Stainless steel with long-lasting sharp cutting edge.
CW609 Cats/Small Pets $4.49 ea  $3.99 ea/12
CW6106 Dogs Medium $7.79 ea  $6.99 ea/12
CW6107 Dogs Large $8.99 ea  $7.99 ea/12
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Nail Clipper
Stainless steel. Suitable for smaller breeds.
GP00235 Clipper $7.99 ea

Millers Forge Safety Nail 
Clipper
Safety nail clipper with plastic grips and a safety bar 
to assure you won't cut off more nail than you want 
to.
MF743C Clipper $7.99 ea  $7.59 ea/12

Paw Brothers Nail Clippers
Long-lasting stainless steel blades and cutting guard 
plus safety lock. Comfortable, sure-grip handles.
TM31501 Large $9.99 ea  $8.99 ea/12
TM31502 Small $7.99 ea  $7.19 ea/12
TM31503 Medium $8.99 ea  $8.09 ea/12

Kwik Stop Powder & Gel
The original styptic powder which stops minor 
bleeding for cut nails and other minor wounds. New 
convenient gel offers an alternative to the powder.
RH60001 Powder .5 oz $6.89 ea  $6.39 ea/6
RH60002 Powder 1.5 oz $13.69 ea  $12.59 ea/6
RH60004 Gel 4 oz $9.89 ea  $9.09 ea/6
RH60006 Powder 6 oz $45.59 ea  $42.09 ea/6

Paw Brothers Diamond Edge 
Nail File
Safely and easily achieve a smooth, finished nail. 
Tiny crystals embedded in nickel quickly file nails. 
Features a comfortable, non-slip grip handle. File bed 
is contoured to fit the nail.
TM31510 File $4.99 ea  $4.49 ea/12

Paw Brothers Nail Scissors
Easily trim nails of small pets and cats with the 
scissor style small nail trimmer. The handle is 
comfortable with non-slip finger rests. Stay sharp 
stainless steel cutting edge.
TM31506 Small $6.99 ea  $6.29 ea/12
TM31508 Mini $7.99 ea  $7.19 ea/12

Millers Forge Dog Nail Clippers
Surgical stainless steel cutting edges. Medium 
features a unique overlapping locking clip and new 
ergonomic handle. Large is "Euro" style and ensures a 
precise cut for larger breeds.
MF727 Medium $9.99 ea  $9.49 ea/12
MF767 Large $16.99 ea  $16.14 ea/12

Paw Brothers Guillotine Nail 
Clippers
Perfect for small pets, this comfortable nail clipper 
features sure-grip handles and long-lasting stainless 
steel blades.
TM31505 Clipper $5.99 ea  $5.39 ea/12

Paw Brothers Paw Styptic 
Powder
Helps stops bleeding fast. May be used to stop 
bleeding caused by nail clipping, tail docking, 
dewclaw removal, and other minor cuts.
PB70305 .5 oz $4.99 ea  $4.49 ea/12
PB70315 1.5 oz $7.99 ea  $7.19 ea/12
PB70330 3 oz $13.99 ea  $12.59 ea/12
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Artero AURIGEL Ear Cleaner
It comes in a gel form, but when it comes into contact 
with the skin it forms a liquid that rapidly penetrates 
and dissolves excess dirt and wax.
AR10016  $14.99 ea  $13.49 ea/3

Desert Sudz Alcohol-Free Ear 
Cleaner & Wipes
Gently cleans and deodorizes with an alcohol-free, 
non-drying, sting-free formula crafted from natural, 
plant-based ingredients. Features a Rose Petal 
Fragrance. Wipes measure 6" x 8".
DO80032 Wipes 50 count $9.99 ea
DO80030 16 oz $10.99 ea
DO80031 Gallon $36.99 ea

Zymox Ear Care Solution
Recommended for pets sensitive to hydrocortisone 
and pets that pregnant or lactating. Without HC.
PKB22125 Ear Care 1.25 oz $17.99 ea

Chris Christensen Mystic Ear 
Cleaner
Gentle & non-greasy, deep cleansing, and quick 
drying. Gently removes dirt, earwax buildup and 
debris from the outer ear canal. Buildup in the ear can 
cause infections, discomfort and even hearing loss, 
all of which are avoidable with routine ear cleaning.
CC00048 8 oz $18 ea
CC01022 Gallon $60 ea

Groomer's Ear Powder
Assists in maintaining good ear hygiene. Won't stain 
or discolor. For dogs, cats, puppies, and kittens.
PPPA550 28 gm $3.99 ea  $3.49 ea/12
PPPA551 80 gm $9.99 ea  $9.49 ea/12

Zymox Ear Cleanser
Provides an effective, non-toxic way to manage dirty 
ears. Lactoperoxidase, Lactoferrin, and Lysozyme 
have natural bio-active properties for mild microbe 
control, plus gentle cleaning surfactants, making this 
perfect for cleaning dirty ears. Doesn't contain harsh 
chemicals or cleaners. Leaves ears smelling fresh.
PKB23125 4 oz $11.99 ea
PKB23126 Gallon $79.99 ea

Davis EarMed Boracetic Flush
Helps eliminate ear conditions associated with 
bacteria, yeast, and fungi. Provides relief for animals 
suffering from ear inflammation and pain, discharge, 
pruritus, and head shaking. Perfect for flushing oily 
or crusty ears.
DV90486 12 oz $6.99 ea  $6.29 ea/12
DV90491 Gallon $31.89 ea  $28.69 ea/4

Value Groom Ear Cleaner
A naturally enriched formula that cleans, soothes, 
and deodorizes. Use regularly to safely remove wax 
and debris from ears and to help reduce odor. Non-
staining and safe for use on dogs, cats, puppies, and 
kittens.
VGR30090 Gallon $34.99 ea  $31.99 ea/4
VGR30091 16 oz $9.99 ea  $8.99 ea/6

Zymox Enzymatic Ear Solution
The non-invasive protocol requires no cleaning before 
and during use so enzyme activity is not disturbed. 
HC 0.5%.
PKB21125 Ear Solution 1.25 oz $20.99 ea
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Cleaner And Ear Wax Remover
Dissolves ear wax build-up in one easy application. 
This veterinary preparation is mild, gentle, and will 
not leave the ear canal oily, sticky, or gummy.
BG51804 4 oz $5.99 ea  $5.39 ea/12
BG51808 8 oz $8.99 ea  $8.09 ea/12
BG51828 Gallon $51.99 ea  $46.79 ea/4

Miracle Care Ear Cleaner
Reduces ear odor and aids in removing ear wax and 
debris. The safe formula can be used for frequent, 
routine cleaning. For dogs and cats.
RH61704 4 oz $6.89 ea  $6.39 ea/6
RH61775 Gallon $94.49 ea  $87.19 ea/4

Paw Brothers Health-Ear Ear 
Powder
Helps keep ears dry and reduce odor not caused by 
parasites or clinical conditions of the ear. Grips tight 
to aid in the removal of excess, unwanted hair.
PB70066 80 gm $7.99 ea  $7.19 ea/6

Bio-Groom Ear Fresh 
Astringent Ear Powder
Reduces ear odor and helps keep ears dry. Contains 
Boric Acid and has special tight-grip properties. 
Excellent for hand stripping. Features a convenient 
funnel tip dispenser.
BG51624 24 gm $4.99 ea  $4.49 ea/12
BG51685 85 gm $14.99 ea  $13.49 ea/12

Miracle Care Ear Powder
Helps with the removal of hair from the ear canal prior 
to cleaning. It contains Rosin Grip and helps keep the 
ears dry and reduces odor. For dogs and cats.
RH61801 12 gm $4.89 ea  $4.29 ea/6
RH61802 24 gm $6.69 ea  $6.19 ea/6
RH61816 96 gm $20.09 ea  $19.09 ea/6

Paw Brothers Healthy-Ear Ear 
Cleaner
A pleasant ear cleaner and conditioner for superior 
cleaning, odor control, and soothing capabilities. 
Non-staining.
PB70200 Gallon $39.99 ea  $35.99 ea/4
PB70216 16 oz $9.99 ea  $8.99 ea/6

Happy Hoodies
A soft, expandable, lightweight, safe, and comfortable 
band that is placed over the animal's ears to provide 
relief and protection from loud noises and forceful air. 
Unlike cotton balls, pets can't shake the Hoodie off 
and usually don't try to remove it.
ZP10001 2 Pack White $12.39 ea  $11.19 ea/6
ZP10002 2 Pack Black $12.39 ea  $11.19 ea/6
ZP10003 2 Pack Pink $12.39 ea  $11.19 ea/6
ZP10005 2 Pack Purple $12.39 ea  $11.19 ea/6

Nature's Specialties Ear 
Cleaner
Medicated, non-greasy, pleasant smelling, non 
irritating. Eliminates water in the ear canal yet won't 
dry out the ear.
NA03901 Gallon $46.75 ea
NA03904 4 oz $8 ea
NA03932 32 oz $17.75 ea

Petkin Ear Wipes
Clean and deodorize ears while removing dirt and 
wax. Helps soothe itching.
PTK5322 80 count $5.99 ea  $5.39 ea/12
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Paw Brothers Dental Gel
Paw Brother Dental Gel toothpaste uses baking soda 
to naturally reduce plaque build-up and to freshen 
breath. Also contains aloe to soothe gums. Fresh mint 
flavor. Safe for daily use for dogs and cats.
PBP31750 4 oz $6.99 ea  $6.29 ea/6

Paw Brothers Dental Spray 
Complete
This 2-in-1 formula freshens breath by fighting odor-
causing bacteria while helping to reduce plaque and 
tartar. Fresh mint flavor. Safe for both dogs and cats.
PBP31760 8 oz $7.99 ea  $7.19 ea/6

Paw Brothers Stainless Steel 
Tooth Scaler
Safely removes plaque and tartar. Durable brass-
coated stainless steel tooth scaler is individually 
packaged and designed for the professional.
PBP31792 Scaler $7.99 ea  $7.99 ea/6

Paw Brothers Dental Kit
Includes (2) 50 Dual-End Toothbrushes (PBP31790), 
(4) Dental Gel 4 oz (PBP31750), (4) Dental Spray 8 oz 
(PBP31760), (4) Dental Solution 16 oz (PBP31765).
PBDKA Retail Kit $116.02 ea

Paw Brothers Dual End 
Toothbrushes
Soft bristles for gentle brushing and make it 
convenient to brush both large and small pets. The 
angled design allows for the perfect reach. 50 count.
PBP31790 50 count $21.99 ea  $19.79 ea/6

TruCraft Bamboo 
Toothbrushes
Bamboo is 100% natural and environmentally 
sustainable. Feel positive about your impact on the 
environment while helping clients maintain dental 
health. Features nylon bristles. Each box contains 15 
large heads and 15 small heads for different size pets 
(30 total). Packaging can be recycled or composted.
CR42011 30 count $14.99 ea

Paw Brothers Dental Solution 
Complete Water Additive
Add to your pet's drinking water to reduce dental 
plaque and tartar, freshen pet breath, and whiten 
teeth. Promotes healthy teeth and gums. Safe for 
dogs and cats.
PBP31765 16 oz $7.99 ea  $7.19 ea/6

Paw Brothers Fingerbrushes
Soft Flex PVC conforms to your finger for a 
comfortable, secure fit. Softer bristles provide 
improved gentle massaging action. Finger brushes 
are easy to use and perfect for use with small dogs 
and puppies. 50 count.
PBP31795 50 count $21.99 ea  $19.79 ea/6

TruCraft Dental Gel & Spray
Uses the antiseptic properties of Manuka Oil to 
clean. Creamy peanut butter-flavored gel requires 
no brushing. Removes plaque and tartar safely and 
effectively. Follow with the mint-flavored spray to fight 
bad breath and promote overall dog dental health. 
100% food-grade ingredients.
CR31770 Gel 4 oz $4.89 ea  $4.59 ea/12
CR31771 Spray 4 oz $4.89 ea  $4.59 ea/12
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Sentry Petrodex Dental Spray
A great way to keep your pet's teeth clean and breath 
fresh. When applied in the mouth, the rinse coats the 
teeth, helping reduce the accumulation of plaque 
and tartar. Provides soothing, temporary relief of 
minor gum irritation. Chlorhexidine gluconate, cetyl 
pyridinium chloride, and zinc in a smooth alcohol-free 
vehicle. For dogs and cats.
VB51260 4 oz $6.99 ea  $6.29 ea/12

Senty Petrodex Natural 
Toothpaste
Uses all-natural abrasives and peanut butter flavor 
with chlorophyllin. It is a non-foaming, no-rinse 
formula that helps control plaque. Peanut butter 
flavor. For dogs.
VB76011 2.5 oz $4.99 ea  $4.49 ea/12

TropiClean Enticers Teeth 
Cleaning Sticks
Cleans teeth as they chew while helping fight plaque 
and tartar. 12 count.
TC00456 Hickory Smoked Bacon $5.99 ea
TC00461 Honey Marinated Chicken $5.99 ea
TC00462 Peanut Butter And Honey $5.99 ea

Sentry Petrodex Enzymatic 
Toothpaste
A non-foaming, no-rinse formula that helps control 
plaque and fights bad breath. The enzyme produces 
hydrogen peroxide when in contact with saliva which 
helps to clean and whiten teeth. Regular use helps 
control plaque and fight bad breath. Poultry flavor.
VB51101 2.5 oz $4.99 ea  $4.49 ea/12
VB51106 6.2 oz $9.99 ea  $8.99 ea/12

TropiClean Enticers Teeth 
Cleaning Gel
Destroys 99.99% of bacteria. Helps destroy bad 
breath. 2 oz.
TC00435 Honey Marinated Chicken $5.99 ea
TC00448 Hickory Smoked Bacon $5.99 ea
TC00449 Peanut Butter & Honey $5.99 ea
TC00450 Smoked Beef Brisket $5.99 ea

Tropiclean Fresh Breath Drops 
Water Enhancer
Tasteless and odorless. Freshens pet breath for up to 
12 hours.
TC00198 Water Enhancer 2.2 oz $6.99 ea  $4.49 ea/6

Sentry Petrodex Natural 
Dental Care Kit
Kit contains peanut-flavored toothpaste, a finger 
brush, and a dual-ended toothbrush that whitens and 
brightens pet teeth.
VB22543 Kit $7.99 ea  $7.19 ea/12

TropiClean Enticers Teeth 
Cleaning Kit
Destroys 99.99% of bacteria. Helps destroy bad 
breath. Includes 2 oz gel and toothbrush. Choose from 
Hickory Smoked Bacon and Peanut Butter & Honey.
TC00451 Bacon - Small Dogs $7.99 ea
TC00452 Bacon - Large Dogs $7.99 ea
TC00453 Peanut Butter - Small Dogs $7.99 ea
TC00454 Peanut Butter - Large Dogs $7.99 ea

TropiClean Fresh Breath Oral 
Care
Gel addresses plaque and tartar before they start. Gel 
and foam helps clean teeth and gums.
TC00107 Gel 2 oz $5.99 ea  $5.39 ea/6
TC00195 Puppy Gel 2 oz $6.99 ea  $6.29 ea/6
TC00219 Spray 4 oz $4.99 ea  $4.49 ea/6
TC01008 Gel 4 oz $8.99 ea  $8.19 ea/6
TC01015 Water Additive 16 oz $6.99 ea  $6.29 ea/6
TC01022 Fresh Mint Foam 4.5 oz $5.99 ea  $5.39 ea/6
TC01114 Water Additive 33.8oz $9.99 ea  $8.99 ea/6
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Bio-Groom Flea & Tick 
Pyrethrin Dip
This natural quick action Pyrethrin concentrate 
provides strong resistance to insect immunity for 
complete flea and tick control. Do not use on puppies 
or kittens under 12 weeks of age.
BG12528 Gallon $71.99 ea  $64.79 ea/4

Bobbi Panter Charlie Dog Flea 
& Tick Shampoo 16:1
Uses Clove Oil, Lavender Oil, Cedar Wood Oil, and 
Citronella to naturally kill and repel fleas, ticks, lice, 
mosquitoes and other pesky insects. Clove and Cedar 
Wood scent.
BOB00090 10 oz $10.19 ea  $9.39 ea/12
BOB00091 Gallon $59.99 ea  $55.39 ea/4

Safari Flea Comb
Feature long handles for comfort and ease of use. 
Double row pins.
CW6161 Comb $3.39 ea  $3.09 ea/12

Bio-Groom Flea & Tick 
Shampoo 4:1
Protein-lanolin enriched conditioning shampoo 
concentrate that contains pyrethrins for effective flea, 
lice, and tick control. Do not use on puppies or kittens 
under 12 weeks of age.
BG10112 12 oz $7.99 ea  $7.19 ea/12
BG10128 Gallon $50.99 ea  $45.89 ea/4
BG10150 5 Gallon $203.99 ea  $183.59 ea/2

Paw Brothers Flea Combs
Round stainless steel pins penetrate all types of 
coats. Handles are contoured with rubber non-slip 
grip.
TM31308 Flea Comb $6.99 ea  $6.29 ea/12

Tropiclean Natural Flea & Tick 
Maximum Strength Shampoo
All-natural formula that kills by contact with no toxic 
Pyrethrin or Permethrin. Kills fleas, ticks, larvae, and 
eggs and repels fleas for up to 7 days.
TC202597 Gallon $31.99 ea

Bio-Groom Repel-35 Spray
Controls fleas and ticks on dogs for 35 days. 
Formulated with Permethrin, a synthetic pyrethrin 
that assures prolonged residual action. It is a gentle, 
non-irritating water-based formula that is enriched 
with lanolin and aloe vera for sensitive skin.
BG08016 16 oz $9.99 ea  $8.99 ea/12
BG08128 Gallon $27.99 ea  $25.19 ea/4

Paw Brothers Tick Removing 
Flea Comb
Easy-to-use 2-n-1 tool safely remove fleas and ticks.
TM31326 Comb $2.09 ea  $0.99 ea/12

Tropiclean Natural Flea & Tick 
Spray
Guaranteed to kill fleas and ticks on contact. Safe 
enough for use on dogs and puppies 12 weeks or 
older.
TC160026 Pet 16 oz $8.99 ea  $8.19 ea/12
TC320017 Home 32 oz $12.99 ea  $11.69 ea/12
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Ideal for cats and small flat-faced dogs. Offers 
an unprecedented level of bite protection during 
grooming, bathing, or administration of medicine. 
Weighs less than 7 oz and goes on quickly and easily. 
Comfortable for pets, durable, and easy to clean. Now 
made with a break-resistant polymer material.
SPR24197 Air Muzzle $73.99 ea  $68.99 ea/3

Found Animals Microchip 
Registry
Found Animals wants all pets to be chipped and 
registered. Register for free at www.found.org. 
Microchip Injector can be easily used with one hand. 
Injector locks when chip is implanted, preventing the 
chip from retracting into the syringe. RoHS certified; 
contains no hazardous substances. Sterilized; 
valid for 3 years if left in manufacturer's sealed 
packaging. Compact Max Universal Scanner reads 
any companion animal microchip. Pocket size and 
lightweight with a long-lasting, rechargeable battery.
FAM10010 Injector with Microchip $9.99 ea  

$9.49 ea/5  $8.49 ea/25  $7.99 ea/100
FAMCMAX Compact Max Universal Scanner $289.99 ea

KONG Cloud Collars
KONG Cloud Collar is soft, comfortable, and doesn't 
interfere with a dog's peripheral vision or their ability 
to eat and drink. Great for pets recovering from 
surgery or wounds. Collars are washable, scratch 
and bite resistant. Less cumbersome than traditional 
collars and won't mark or scratch furniture. Measure 
dog's neck circumference for proper sizing.
KOEL1 Large 15 - 20" $16.99 ea  $15.29 ea/6
KOEL2 Medium 10 - 13" $14.99 ea  $13.49 ea/6
KOEL3 Small 7 - 12" $11.99 ea  $10.79 ea/6
KOEL5 X-Small 6 - 8" $9.99 ea  $8.99 ea/6
KOELCOMBO Full Set (1 of each) $66.55 ea
KOELX X-Large 20 - 25" $19.99 ea  $17.99 ea/6

Paw Brothers E-Collars
Multiple holes allow for adjustment to the perfect fit. 
Clear and lightweight. Allows pets to eat and drink. 
Prevents licking, biting, and wound aggravation.
PB54010 X-Small 5.5 - 9.5" $2.99 ea  $2.49 ea/6
PB54011 Small 6.5" - 12" $3.99 ea  $3.49 ea/6
PB54012 Medium 8.5 - 14.5" $4.59 ea  $3.49 ea/6
PB54013 Large 11.5 - 18.5" $4.99 ea  $4.49 ea/6
PB54014 X-Large 18 - 23.5" $5.99 ea  $5.49 ea/6
PB54015 XX-Large 20 - 25.5" $7.99 ea  $7.49 ea/6

Soft Claws E-Collar Muzzle
Features a revolutionary new design that is easy to 
open and close and takes just seconds to put on. 
Stays on without the need for a collar. Lightweight 
and won't add stress to the pet. Fits a variety of pet 
sizes. Durable and easy to clean. For cats and dogs.
SPR24258 E-Collar $5.95 ea  $5.45 ea/6

Syrvet Flex Bandage
Non-woven cohesive bandage designed for wound 
bandaging and mild support applications. It adheres 
securely to itself, but never to a pet's hair. Stays in 
place without slipping and is the ideal bandage for 
use in the most difficult-to-bandage areas.
SYR3200-NA 2" Tan $1.49 ea  $1.34 ea/12
SYR3400-BK 4" Black $2.19 ea  $1.97 ea/12
SYR3400-BL 4" Blue $2.19 ea  $1.97 ea/12
SYR3400-PK 4" Pink $2.19 ea  $1.97 ea/12
SYR3400-RD 4" Red $2.19 ea  $1.97 ea/12
SYR3400-WH 4" White $2.19 ea  $1.97 ea/12
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Value Groom All-Purpose 
Shampoo 12:1
Clear shampoo with a light clean breeze scent. Gently 
cleanse without stripping coat or skin of moisture. 
Perfect for all coat and skin types.
VGR30020 Gallon $28.99 ea  $26.99 ea/4

Value Groom Hypo Puppy 
Shampoo 12:1
A Fragrance and dye-free shampoo perfect for 
sensitive puppies and delicate dogs. Gently cleanse 
leaving the coat soft and manageable.
VGR30050 Gallon $28.99 ea  $26.99 ea/4

Value Groom Whitening 
Shampoo 12:1
A brightening shampoo with the fresh fragrance of 
tropical flowers. Optical brighteners whiten white 
coats and safely brighten all coats.
VGR30030 Gallon $28.99 ea  $26.99 ea/4

Value Groom Conditioner 12:1
A moisturizing conditioner with a spicy floral 
fragrance. Fortified with Aloe, this formula provides 
deep conditioning while reducing static and tangles. 
Using conditioner protects the pet's coat and skin 
while reducing drying and brushing time.
VGR30040 Gallon $28.99 ea  $26.99 ea/4

Value Groom Oatmeal 
Shampoo 12:1
Formulated with Baking Soda and Colloidal oats this 
oatmeal shampoo soothes and deodorizes. Aloe Vera 
helps relieve dry, itchy skin. Fresh Acai Berry Scent.
VGR30061 Gallon $24.99 ea  $19.99 ea/4

Value Groom Filthy Fido 
Shampoo 12:1
A gentle deep cleansing shampoo that removes odor, 
grease, and residue. Perfect for dirty, smelly dogs. 
Formulated with Aloe Vera, it won’t dry out skin or 
strip the coat. Jojoba Oil leaves the coat soft and 
manageable. Soothing lavender and orange blossom 
scent.
VGR30060 Gallon $24.99 ea  $19.99 ea/4

Value Groom Protein Shampoo 
12:1
A creamy shampoo with a soft clean scent. Protein-
fortified to penetrate the hair shaft, building hair 
strength and elasticity. Rinses clean to leave the coat 
shiny and manageable.
VGR30010 Gallon $28.99 ea  $26.99 ea/4
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Desert Sudz 5% D-Limonene 
Shampoo 1:1
Helps control and relieve numerous summer fleas 
season-related problems, such as fleabite dermatitis, 
itching, and scaly skin. Formulated to be gentle on 
your hands. Safe for use on dogs only. Do not use this 
product on cats or kittens, or puppies under 8 weeks 
of age. Pleasant citrus scent.
DO11800 Gallon $41.99 ea  $37.99 ea/4

Desert Sudz Desert Rain 
Oatmeal Shampoo 6:1
Ultra-high-quality oatmeal suspension for superior 
soothing capabilities. Helps with assorted skin and 
coat problems such as dry skin, hot spots, dandruff, 
allergies, sores, itchy skin, and bites. Formulated to 
be extremely gentle on pets and your hands. Safe for 
dogs, cats, puppies, and kittens. Honeysuckle scent.
DO10500 Gallon $31.99 ea  $28.99 ea/4

Desert Sudz Hypoallergenic 
Oatmeal Shampoo 6:1
Formulated to be hypoallergenic, and extremely 
gentle. Hypoallergenic oatmeal is best for sensitive 
pets. Helps with assorted skin and coat problems 
such as dry skin, hot spots, dandruff, allergies, sores, 
itchy skin, and bites. Safe for dogs, cats, puppies, and 
kittens. Fragrance and Dye Free.
DO11300 Gallon $31.99 ea  $28.99 ea/4

Desert Sudz Almond Shampoo 
35:1
Biodegradable, pH balanced, and all-natural. Made 
from high-quality ingredients and is economical. 
Gentle enough for use on puppies and kittens as 
young as four weeks of age. Extremely gentle on pets 
and your hands. Contains Vitamin E and is safe for 
dogs, cats, puppies, and kittens.
DO10600 Gallon $38.99 ea  $35.99 ea/4

Desert Sudz Fresh Scent 
Shampoo 6:1
A deodorizing shampoo with a fresh scent that is 
formulated to last up to two weeks. The rich lather 
gently cleans and rinses easily. Vitamin E and Aloe 
Vera leave the coat with a beautiful luster and shine. 
Safe for use on dogs, cats, puppies, and kittens. Long-
lasting fresh scent.
DO11400 Gallon $38.99 ea  $35.99 ea/4

Desert Sudz Hypoallergenic 
Shampoo 16:1
A clear pH-balanced all-natural tearless shampoo that 
is biodegradable, gentle, and pure. It is formulated 
to be hypo-allergenic, tearless, and is superb for the 
youngest of pets. Contains Vitamin E and Aloe Vera. 
Safe for dogs, cats, puppies, and kittens. Unscented.
DO11100 Gallon $31.99 ea  $28.99 ea/4

Desert Sudz Baja Baby Creme 
Rinse 16:1
Detangle hair, condition skin, and eliminate static 
flyaway. Helps remove stubborn mats and tangles 
and makes combing easier. Will leave the pet with a 
beautifully manageable soft and silky coat. Safe for 
dogs, cats, puppies, and kittens. Baby Powder scent.
DO20100 Gallon $31.99 ea  $28.99 ea/4

Desert Sudz Hemp4Fur 
Shampoo 16:1 and Wipes
Uses hemp oil to refresh, revive, and strengthen 
the skin. Natural plant-based ingredients. Aloe 
moisturizes dry and irritated skin, leaving skin 
hydrated. Wipes measure 6" x 8". Milk & Honey scent.
DO80013 Wipes 50 count $9.99 ea
DO80011 16 oz $10.99 ea
DO80012 Gallon $36.99 ea

Desert Sudz Sweet Pea 
Oatmeal Shampoo 10:1
Naturally biodegradable and PH balanced. 
Moisturizing oat extracts soothe irritation. Penetrates 
the coat to relieve dry and itchy skin. Aloe Vera 
soothes and conditions. Safe for use on dogs, cats, 
puppies, and kittens. Sweet Pea scent.
DO10550 Gallon $29.99 ea  $26.99 ea/4
DO10555 16 oz $7.99 ea  $6.99 ea/12
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Blackworks SMUG Facial Scrub 
and Tearless Cleanser
Removes tear and beard stains. Gently cleans dirt 
and stains while hydrating coat and skin.
CGR30066 12 oz $15 ea
CGR30067 Gallon $39 ea

Perfect Groom Conditioner 
32:1
This conditioner will leave the coat silky and static-
free without over-softening or leaving a residue. 
Regular use strengthens the hair shaft and will help 
reduce shedding. Passionfruit scent.
P41970 Gallon $38.99 ea  $35.99 ea/4

Perfect Groom Hypo-
Allergenic Tearless Shampoo 
32:1
This truly tearless formula is safe and effective. 
Perfect for puppies and sensitive dogs. Fragrance 
and dye-free.
P41950 Gallon $38.99 ea  $35.99 ea/4

Perfect Groom 2-in-1 
Conditioning Shampoo 32:1
Conditioning Shampoo 2-in-1 is formulated with 
Cactus, Aloe, and Silk Extracts for a soft, silky coat. 
These natural extracts help reduce static and 
tangles. Leaves the coat shiny and manageable. Pink 
grapefruit scent.
P41960 Gallon $38.99 ea  $35.99 ea/4

Perfect Groom Deodorizing 
Shampoo 32:1
Formulated with baking soda to deep clean and 
deodorize the coat. Natural Cactus, Aloe, and Silk 
extracts add shine and manageability. Leaves coat 
clean and silky. Fresh citrus fragrance.
P41965 Gallon $38.99 ea  $35.99 ea/4

Perfect Groom Oatmeal 
Shampoo 32:1
Formulated with real oatmeal to help stop itching and 
scratching. Cactus Extract moisturizes and conditions, 
while Aloe Vera soothes, heals, and protects irritated 
skin. Oatmeal vanilla cookie scent.
P41940 Gallon $38.99 ea  $35.99 ea/4

Perfect Groom All-Purpose 
Shampoo 32:1
Perfect Groom's All-Purpose Shampoo is nonirritating 
and non-drying. The rich lather cleans, conditions, 
and builds volume. Leaves the coat soft and tangle-
free. Pina Colada scent.
P41920 Gallon $38.99 ea  $35.99 ea/4

Perfect Groom Energizing 
Shampoo 32:1
Energizing and invigorating, this shampoo awakens 
the senses as it cleans the coat. Leaves the coat 
feeling soft and fresh. White tea and ginger scent.
P41980 Gallon $38.99 ea  $35.99 ea/4

Perfect Groom Whitening 
Shampoo 32:1
Whitening Shampoo enhances the color of all coats. 
The luxurious lather rinses easily, leaving the coat 
bright and shiny. Fresh watermelon scent.
P41930 Gallon $38.99 ea  $35.99 ea/4
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Paw Brothers Facial Scrub
Gently exfoliate and hydrate while removing dirt, 
tear, and beard stains. Lightly foams for quick stain 
removal. Aloe Vera and Vitamin E to moisturize dry 
and irritated skin and restore the coat's luster. RTU 
Tearless formula.
PB80020 Ginger 16 oz $10.99 ea  $10.99 ea/12
PB80021 Ginger Gallon $41.99 ea  $41.99 ea/4
PB80022 Apricot 16 oz $10.99 ea  $10.99 ea/12
PB80023 Apricot Gallon $41.99 ea  $41.99 ea/4

Paw Brothers MatMagic Shed 
Control Shampoo 32:1
Formulated with coconut milk, aloe, jojoba, and 
wheat germ oils to promote healthy skin and coat. 
Vitamins A and E fortify and strengthen the hair 
shaft to help control and reduce shedding. Works 
great on all coats and can be used on dogs and cats. 
Biodegradable. Refreshing coconut scent.
PB59020 Shampoo Gallon $39.99 ea  $35.99 ea/4

TruCraft Citrus Moisturizing 
Anti-Itch Oatmeal Shampoo 
24:1
Colloidal oats clean & restore moisture. Relieve dry 
itchy skin & reduces inflammation. Has a lively, warm 
oatmeal & citrus fragrance from natural essential oils.
CR31005 16 oz $12.99 ea
CR31006 Gallon $43.99 ea

Paw Brothers MatMagic Shed 
Control 32:1
Save when you buy the kit. Compare to Furminator.
PBMMK Shampoo & Conditioner Kit $65.98 ea

TruCraft Aloe Hypo-Allergenic 
Tearless Shampoo 24:1
Nourishing Jojoba oil enhances shine. Gentle 
cleansing for sensitive skin & allergies. Has a mellow 
& sweet Aloe Vera fragrance from natural essential 
oils.
CR31003 16 oz $12.99 ea
CR31004 Gallon $43.99 ea

TruCraft Lavandula 
Deodorizing Shampoo 24:1
Natural enzymes neutralize pet odor. Deep clean 
without stripping oils. Has an aromatic & clean 
lavender fragrance from natural essential oils.
CR31000 16 oz $12.99 ea
CR31001 Gallon $43.99 ea

Paw Brothers MatMagic Shed 
Control Conditioner 32:1
Works great on all coats and can be used on dogs 
and cats. Conditioner Solution can be used as a 
conditioning rinse or as a leave-in conditioner.  
Biodegradable. Refreshing coconut scent.
PB59030 Conditioner Gallon $39.99 ea  $35.99 ea/4

TruCraft Citrus Conditioner 
24:1
Restores moisture & promotes soft coat. Revives coat 
& repairs dry skin. Has a fruity & bright orange citrus 
fragrance from natural essential oils.
CR31009 16 oz $12.99 ea
CR31010 Gallon $43.99 ea

TruCraft Rosmarinus 
Deshedding Shampoo 16:1
Natural moisturizers improve skin health. Reduces 
shedding & strengthens the hair shaft. Has a woodsy 
& fresh rosemary fragrance from natural essential 
oils.
CR31007 16 oz $12.99 ea
CR31008 Gallon $43.99 ea
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Nature's Specialties Froth Tails 
Strawberry Frosé 50:1
Cleans and moisturizes with olive and avocado 
oils. Froth or lather to activate natural emollients 
and antioxidants. Safe for daily use as traditional 
shampoo, frothed spa treatment, or in bathing 
systems. Great for use in mobile grooming sit it 
doesn't require a lot of water.
NA00054 16 oz $20.5
NA00055 32 oz $36
NA00056 Gallon $44.25 ea

Nature's Specialties Froth Tails 
Summertime Sangria 50:1
A sweet, tropical fragrance with the same 
functionality you love. The key fragrance profile 
contains Dragonfruit, Cranberry, Pinot Noir, and Citrus 
Slices notes.
NA00068 16 oz $22
NA00069 Gallon $88.5

Nature's Specialties Froth Tails 
Tangerine Gin Fizz 50:1
Cleans and moisturizes with olive and avocado 
oils. Froth or lather to activate natural emollients 
and antioxidants. Safe for daily use as traditional 
shampoo, frothed spa treatment, or in bathing 
systems. Great for use in mobile grooming sit it 
doesn't require a lot of water.
NA00058 16 oz $20.5
NA00059 32 oz $34
NA00060 Gallon $84

Tools & Ingredients:

1  oz

4  oz

Electric Frother

Empty Cup

Froth Tails Summmertime
Sangria Shampoo

Water

Instructions:

Add 1 oz of Summertime 
Sangria Shampoo to cup 

Top off with 4 oz of Water

Mix ingredients with Electric 
Frother to release natural 
emollients & antioxidants  

Apply to the coat

1

2

3

4

Recipe
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Nature's Specialties Almond 
Crisp Shampoo 32:1
Fantastic degreasing shampoo. Adds texture and 
volume for show coats. Makes grooming and 
scissoring easier. Great for stud tail on cats. Safe for 
dogs, cats, kitten, puppies, pets.
NA06301 Gallon $85.5
NA06316 16 oz $21
NA06332 32 oz $35

Nature's Specialties Aloe 
Concentrate Shampoo 16:1
Gentle cleansing all-purpose herbal shampoo with 
its fresh clean scent. Top Choice for terriers and other 
harsh coated dogs. Cleans deely wihtoughstripping 
natural oils, rinses easily, and leaves a manageable 
coat. Safe to use on puppies, kittens over 6 weeks 
of age.
NA10701 Gallon $60

Nature's Specialties Coconut 
Clean Shampoo 16:1
Conditions with silk proteins to bring out the natural 
beauty of your pet's hair by restoring moisture, shine, 
and softness. Safe to use on puppies, kittens, and 
other small animals.
NA70501 Gallon $67
NA70516 16 oz $17
NA70532 32 oz $26.5

Nature's Specialties Aloe 
Bluing Shampoo 16:1
Great color enhanding abbility that brightens any 
color of coat such as white or black. Adds moisture to 
the skin and coat. Excellent for all breeds, is safe for 
puppies and kittens over 6 weeks of age, and may be 
used on other small animals.
NA10801 Gallon $65
NA10816 16 oz $17

Nature's Specialties Aloe 
Premium Shampoo 16:1
A deep cleansing conditioning shampoo that's 
creamy and gentle with a fresh herbal fragrance. 
Great for pets with long hair. Adds just the right 
amount of conditioning to leave a silky and shiny 
coat. Safe to use on puppies, kittens, and other small 
animals.
NA10501 Gallon $65

Nature's Specialties Colloidal 
Oatmeal Shampoo 11:1
Helps relieve the itching and discomfort associated 
with dry flaky skin and protect the coat from some 
damage and breakage due to matting. Safe for 
puppies and kittens over 6 weeks old and may be 
used on other small animals.
NA14101 Gallon $92
NA14116 16 oz $23
NA14132 32 oz $37

Nature's Specialties Aloe Coat 
Conditioner 32:1
Quickly rebuilds dull, dry, damaged skin and coat 
by restoring moisture and softness. Great for short 
or long coats and since it leaves no waxy, greasy 
buildup scissoring is a breeze. Safe for puppies, 
kittens, and other animals.
NA11401 Gallon $67
NA11416 16 oz $17.5

Nature's Specialties Berry 
Gentle Tearless Shampoo 16:1
Mild shampoo thats safe for puppies and kittens. Can 
be used as a facial for dogs of all ages for its gentle 
cleansing action. Leaves the hair bright and shiny 
with a long lasting light berry fragrance. Even though 
it's "Tearless," it's best to always protect your pets 
eyes.
NA14801 Gallon $66

Nature's Specialties 
Remoisturizer Conditioner
A deep penetrating conditioner that quickly absorbs. 
Excess rinses easily. Helps keep your pet's skin and 
coat looking healthy. Safe for puppies and kittens over 
6 weeks old and other small animals. Use straight or 
dilute as desired.
NA11301 Gallon $68
NA11316 16 oz $19
NA11332 32 oz $33.5
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Nature's Specialties EZ OUT 
Deshedding Shampoo 16:1
The easiest solution to help remove the bulk of 
unwanted undercoat, leaving no hairy mess behind. 
Non-irritating, non-drying formula. Promotes healthy 
skin and coat of any length. Pair with EZ Shed 
DeShedding Conditioner for maximum results.
NA81001 Gallon $86.5
NA81016 16 oz $24.5

Nature's Specialties Hypo 
Aloe-Genic Shampoo 32:1
Gentle and economical. Great for dogs that have 
sensitive skin and or require weekly bathing. Safe for 
puppies and kittens over 6 weeks old and may be 
used on other small animals.
NA11201 Gallon $79.5
NA11216 16 oz $19.5
NA11232 32 oz $35

Nature's Specialties Plum Silky 
Shampoo 24:1
Relied upon by professional groomers worldwide for 
over 20 years. Great texturizing shampoo with silk 
proteins, conditioners, and deodorizer. Non-oily and 
won't lay the hair down. Cleans, moisturizes, and adds 
highlights and body. Leaves a pleasant, long-lasting 
plum fragrance.
NA20201 Gallon $83

Nature's Specialties EZ Shed 
Conditioner 24:1
Removes undercoat and eliminates the dead and 
unwatd revitalized hair. Creates a healthy coat and 
helps reduce future shedding. For best results, use 
with EZ Out Deshedding Shampoo. Use direct or 
dilute.
NA16101 Gallon $117
NA16116 16 oz $38.5

Nature's Specialties Lav-N-
Derm Shampoo 50:1
Infused with lavender oil for its antispetic value 
and the ability to deep clean without stripping the 
coat and skin. Provides stress relief for pets while 
treating hot spots, burns, abrasions and various skin 
problems. Do not use on cats.
NA20401 Gallon $108.5
NA20416 16 oz $24.5

Nature's Specialties Plum-
Tastic Max Moisturizer 32:1
Complements Plum Silky Shampoo. Revitalizes 
over-stressed coats and dried-out skin. Helps prevent 
dehydration of the skin and coat. Long-lasting 
moisture protection with a very calming, enjoyable 
plum scent. Use direct or dilute.
NA20901 Gallon $82
NA20916 16 oz $21

Nature's Specialties High 
Concentrate Shampoo 24:1
Economical, hardworking shampoo ideal for really 
dirty dogs. Not only cuts through grease without 
striping natural oils from the coat but also texturizes. 
Leaves pet with a show quality coat as and naturally 
fresh clean scent.
NA10601 Gallon $75
NA10616 16 oz $17.5

Nature's Specialties Pawpin 
Blueberry Wash 16:1
A tearless face and body shampoo. Adds brilliant 
sheen, and is also an optical brightener. Leaves the 
coat bright and shiny with a long-lasting Blueberry 
fragrance.
NA75001 2 oz $8.5
NA75012 16 oz $20
NA75023 32 oz $35
NA75034 Gallon $71

Nature's Specialties Quick 
Relief Neem Shampoo 8:1
Alternative to pesticide shampoo. Antimicrobial, 
antifungal, and antibacterial used for relief of 
Ringworm, Hot Spots, Eczema, and Dermatitis. 
Provides relief from issues caused by flea and tick 
infestations while also deodorizing bad skin odors.
NA14901 Gallon $97
NA14916 16 oz $23
NA14932 32 oz $39
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Nature's Specialties Mo' 
Rockin' Argan Shampoo 24:1
A combination of Moroccan Argan Oil and Coconut 
Milk Extract help nourish the coat while adding 
moisture and removing static. Cleans and revitalizes 
the coat while leaving coat soft and clean. Subtle 
jasmine fragrance.
NA00046 16 oz $20.5
NA00048 Gallon $85.5

Nature's Specialties Plum Silky 
Conditioner 32:1
Smooths and softens allowing coat to drop. Adds 
moisture, removes static, and revitalizes coat with 
Keratin & Silk Proteins, leaving the coat softer and 
easier to care for. Pairs with Plum Silky product family. 
Dilute or use full-strength.
NA00005 16 oz $20
NA00007 Gallon $71

Nature's Specialties SudsEase 
Shampoo 8:1
Helps relieve sore muscles. Improves hair health and 
elasticity. Contains Eucalyptus Essential Oils. Use 
direct or dilutes up to 8:1.
NASE  $37 ea
NA00028 16 oz $21
NA00029 32 oz $35.5
NA00030 Gallon $81

Nature's Specialties Oatroma-
Therapy Chamomile & 
Lavender 12:1
Aromatherapy combined with a cleansing formula 
that has antibacterial and antifungal properties that 
help relieve dander and skin discomfort. Adds shine 
and softness while promoting relaxation.
NA00015 16 oz $23
NA00017 Gallon $83

Nature's Specialties Sheamora 
Conditioner 8:1
Treat skin irritations and inflammation while stopping 
hair breakage and eliminating tangles and frizz. Adds 
a non-oily sheen. The medicated blend restores a 
healthy coat while promoting hair growth and healing 
of damaged skin. Complements Sheazam Shampoo.
NA76501 Gallon $104.5
NA76516 16 oz $32.5

Nature's Specialties Super EZ 
Dematt Conditioner 12:1
Use as a pre-bath conditioning treatment for heavily 
matted coats. Helps repair damaged skin and coat, 
minimize shave downs while repairing the skin and 
coat, and ease the removal of unwanted dead hair. 
Gives the coat a healthy look and feel.
NA17101 Gallon $117
NA17116 16 oz $38.5

Nature's Specialties Oatroma-
Therapy Rosemary & 
Peppermint 12:1
Promotes healthy skin and anxiety reduction. 
Relieves dander and helps relieve skin discomfort. 
This colloidal oatmeal and essential oil-infused blend 
promotes coat health and hair growth and provides 
relief for dry and itchy skin.
NA00020 16 oz $23
NA00022 Gallon $83

Nature's Specialties Smelly Pet 
Shampoo 24:1
Best for use on Skunked Dogs. Odor neutralizing 
shampoo with added enzymes that can also be used 
for undercoat removal. Cleans deeply, rinses easily, 
and eliminates odor. Pair with the Odor Terminator 
spray for best results.
NA13001 Gallon $82.5
NA13016 16 oz $22.5

Nature's Specialties Yard Dog 
Shampoo 24:1
Non-Sulfate and Silicon Free. Great shampoo for 
frequent baths. Degreases and gentle on the skin and 
coat. Also helps reduce frizz, tangles, and unwanted 
undercoat. Soothing lemongrass scent.
NA90519 Gallon $79
NA90520 32 oz $35
NA90521 16 oz $20.5
NA90522 2 oz $8.5
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See website for additional product detailsSee website for additional product details

iGroom All-In-One Shampoo + 
Conditioner 16:1
Deep cleans all coat types while adding hydration 
and conditioning for a soft, clean feel and look. 
Contains vegetable proteins and keratin amino acids 
that add moisture and hydration.
IG00840 16 oz $18 ea
IG00841 Gallon $42 ea

iGroom Charcoal + Keratin
Shampoo dilutes 16:1. Both repair damage, enhance 
volume, add moisture, restore moisture balance, 
contain vegetable proteins and keratin amino acids, 
and detoxify with charcoal. Scent matches Summer 
Fig perfume.
IG00806 Conditioner 16 oz $22 ea
IG00809 Conditioner Gallon $58 ea
IG00804 Shampoo 16 oz $22 ea
IG00807 Shampoo Gallon $58 ea

iGroom Extreme Volume 
System
Adds body and volume. Helps thicken and volumize 
the coat from root to tip. Helps uplift fine and limp 
coats leaving the coat full, lush, and strong.
IG00859 Conditioner 16 oz $26 ea
IG00871 Conditioner Gallon $46 ea
IG00858 Shampoo 16 oz $24 ea
IG00860 Shampoo Gallon $65 ea

iGroom Argan + Vitamin E 
Shampoo 16:1
Argan oil + Vitamin E protection that moisturizes 
and cleans. Performance blend that rinses easily. 
Biodegradable and environmentally friendly. Scent 
matches Pleasia 1 (Verbena Mint) perfume.
IG000820 Gallon $45 ea
IG00819 16 oz $18 ea

iGroom Clarifying Shampoo
Will help protect your pet’s coat, keeping it beautiful 
and healthy year-round. Create a luxurious lather with 
an easy rinse for busy groomers and pet owners. 
Scent matches JOY perfume (blend of orange, rose, 
jasmine, and peach).
IG00868 16 oz $17 ea
IG00869 Gallon $45 ea

iGroom Gentle Clean Shampoo 
50:1
Gentle enough for everyday use. Ph Balanced for 
dogs, cats, and horses. Infused with antioxidant 
extracts. Ideal for all bathing machines. Scent 
matches Capri of Island perfume.
IG00833 Gallon $55 ea
IG00837 16 oz $20 ea

iGroom Banana Shampoo 8:1
Formulated with nutrient-rich Banana extract to 
deliver nourishing moisture to the skin and fun 
without stripping oils. Helps to revive dry skin and 
coat while adding strength and shine to the fur and 
improving manageability.
IG00883 16 oz $18 ea
IG00884 Gallon $48 ea

iGroom Deshedding + 
Detangling System
Helps loosen tangles and unwanted undercoat. Both 
contain multiple extracts that add shine, volume, and 
moisture. Use together for best results. Mango scent.
IG00875 Conditioner 16 oz $20 ea
IG00876 Conditioner Gallon $55 ea
IG00873 Shampoo 16 oz $18 ea
IG00874 Shampoo Gallon $50 ea

iGroom Hypoallergenic 
Shampoo 16:1
Repairs damage and adds moisture. Contains 
rejuvenating vegetable proteins, keratin amino acids, 
and vitamins for body and volume.
IG00805 16 oz $18 ea
IG00808 Gallon $48 ea
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See website for additional product detailsSee website for additional product details

iGroom Oh, So Gentle 
Shampoo
Hypoallergenic, fragrance-free, sulfate-free, and 
paraben-free. Extract of Aloe Vera, Chamomile, 
Sunflower seeds, Grape Seeds, and Chestnuts provide 
essential moisture to the skin and fur.
IG00890 16 oz $16 ea
IG00891 Gallon $42 ea

iGroom Squalane Care Anti-
Frizz Conditioning Spray
Reduces frizz. Protects hair from color degradation. 
Promoting long-lasting color. Helps seal down 
cuticles. Restores a more natural structure of the 
hair. Provides heat protection. Allows easier combing. 
Scent matches Spring perfume.
IG00881 6 oz $18 ea
IG08821 64 oz $46 ea

iGroom Tearless Facial 
Shampoo
Puppy safe and hypoallergenic. Restores the skin’s 
natural moisture while cleansing. Gentle enough for 
frequent use. Ultra-mild to eyes and skin. Sulfate-free 
and Paraben-free. Scent matches Bliss perfume.
IG00848 16 oz $18 ea
IG00849 Gallon $45 ea

iGroom Prebiotic System
Calms and soothes. Great for pets with sensitive and 
allergy-prone skin. Promotes growth of good bacteria 
while gently cleansing and restoring radiantly silky 
coat. Strengthens the skin barrier. Use both for best 
results.
IG00813 Conditioner Gallon $75 ea
IG00835 Conditioner 13.5 oz $20 ea
IG00836 Shampoo Gallon $75 ea
IG00885 Shampoo 13.5 oz $19 ea

iGroom Squalane Care System
For drop coats. Reduces frizz, strengthens hair, 
and prevents breakage. Protects hair from color 
degradation and promotes long-lasting color. Use 
both for best results.
IG00888 Conditioner 16 oz $24 ea
IG00889 Conditioner Gallon $69 ea
IG000886 Shampoo 16 oz $22 ea
IG00887 Shampoo Gallon $65 ea

iGroom Texturizing Shampoo
Adds body and texture. Sulfate-free, paraben-free, and 
silicone-free shampoo. Designed for rough coats, thin 
coats, or reviving the natural texture of any breed. 
Thickens every strand and follicle to create texture, 
fullness, and volume.
IG00862 16 oz $22 ea
IG00863 Gallon $59 ea

iGroom Pro-Keratin Leave-in 
Conditioner
Intense conditioning. Keratin adds shine and volume, 
repairs damage, and helps deshedding. Perfect for 
wet or dry hair, its non-greasy and non-tacky formula 
works with all hair types. Apply before blow-drying or 
once dry. Scent matches Bliss perfume.
IG00866 64 oz $85 ea
IG08425 16 oz $24.65 ea

iGroom Squeaky Clean 
Shampoo
Adds moisture. Intense cleaning power gently breaks 
up even the heaviest grease and grime build-ups. 
Soothes and helps to promote healthy hair.
IG00843 16 oz $16 ea
IG00844 Gallon $42 ea

iGroom True Color Brightening 
Shampoo 16:1
Brightens and adds luster to dull coats and is safe for 
all coat colors. Neutralizes unwanted color tones in 
white coats and adds brilliance and depth to darker 
coats. Adds excellent conditioning and moisturization. 
Scent matches Evergreen perfume.
IG00823 16 oz $20 ea
IG00824 Gallon $50 ea
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Chris Christensen After U 
Bathe Rinse
Seals and protects the cuticle. Does not weigh down 
coat. Recommended for all coat types. Cuts down 
drying time.
CC00077 16 oz $16 ea
CC00079 Gallon $43 ea

Chris Christensen Diamond 
Series Miracle Moisture 
System
Adds the perfect amount of moisture. Pro-vitamin 
formula controls frizz and increases manageability.
CC01278 Conditioner 16 oz $21 ea
CC01279 Conditioner Gallon $60 ea
CC01275 Shampoo 16 oz $21 ea
CC01276 Shampoo Gallon $60 ea

Chris Christensen Ice on Ice 
System
Detangles and adds shine. Lightweight moisture. 
Fights frizz. Leaves coat silky smooth.
CC01224 Conditioner 16 oz $18 ea
CC01225 Conditioner Gallon $55 ea
CC01221 Shampoo 16 oz $18 ea
CC01222 Shampoo Gallon $55 ea

Chris Christensen Clean Start 
Shampoo
Clarifying shampoo. Removes build-up while deep 
cleaning. Doesn’t strip the coat of natural oils.
CC00031 16 oz $16 ea
CC00032 Gallon $43 ea

Chris Christensen Diamond 
Series Miracle Repair System
Protects against & repairs damage. Pro-vitamin 
formula. Restores critical moisture.
CC01272 Conditioner 16 oz $21 ea
CC01273 Conditioner Gallon $60 ea
CC01269 Shampoo 16 oz $21 ea
CC01270 Shampoo Gallon $60 ea

Chris Christensen Pro-Line Fair 
Advantage Shampoo
Two-in-One Shampoo & Conditioner. Volumizing 
shampoo prevents breakage while building body.
CC00018 16 oz $19 ea
CC00019 Gallon $60 ea

Chris Christensen Day to Day 
Moisturizing System
Colloidal oatmeal soothes skin. Mild enough for 
frequent use. Gently cleans coat and soothes skin.
CC00060 Conditioner 16 oz $16 ea
CC00061 Conditioner Gallon $43 ea
CC00057 Shampoo 16 oz $16 ea
CC00058 Shampoo Gallon $43 ea

Chris Christensen Happy Eyes 
Tearless Shampoo
Truly tearless. Great face shampoo that’s moisturizing 
and sulfate-free. Gentle enough for puppies and 
kittens.
CC01059 16 oz $18 ea
CC01060 Gallon $55 ea

Chris Christensen Pro-Line 
Pro-Gro Conditioner
Grows coat. Coat growing, protecting conditioner. 
Protects skin & coat. Infused with Coconut Oil and 
Essential Oils.
CC00016 16 oz $23 ea
CC00017 Gallon $96 ea
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Chris Christensen - Black on 
Black Shampoo
Takes red tones out. Formulated for use on black 
coats but also works well on white coats. Restores 
the intense black color to coats stripped by the 
bleaching effects of the sun. Pigment is deposited 
under the cuticle.
CC00037 16 oz $18 ea
CC00038 64 oz $37 ea

Chris Christensen - White on 
White Shampoo
Takes yellow tones out. Keeps drop coats silky 
without looking greasy. Reduces frizz and matting. 
Prevents breakage. Produces soft, silky unimaginably 
sleek, and shiny coats.
CC00033 4 oz $5 ea
CC00034 16 oz $18 ea
CC00046 Gallon $60 ea  $58 ea/4

Chris Christensen 
SmartWash50 50:1
12 oz shampoo makes 5 gallons! Concentrated 
shampoo for extremely dirty dogs of all coat types, 
to gently remove dirt, dander, debris, and oils. Cleans 
effectively at 50:1 dilution. Won’t dry out groomers’ 
hands.
CC01032 Cherry & Oats 12 oz $12 ea
CC01033 Cherry & Oats Gallon $46 ea

Chris Christensen - Gold on 
Gold Shampoo
Restores golden tones. Enhances all warm colors: 
reds, browns, golds & tans. Works on multi-colored 
breeds such as German Shepherds. Mix with black 
and red to restore Mahogany, Sables, & Browns.
CC00040 16 oz $20 ea
CC00041 64 oz $43 ea

Chris Christensen Fresh Faced 
Tearless Facial Wash
Sulfate-free, soap-free, tearless formula. Perfect for 
quick touchups after feeding or play. Moisturizes 
tender skin and coat. Gently cleans delicate skin and 
coat around the face, without irritating and burning 
the eyes. For both cats and dogs.
CC01464 64 oz $15 ea
CC01465 2 oz $4 ea

Chris Christensen Spectrum 
One System
Maintains coarse texture. Adds body and volume. 
Perfect for crisp, coarse, and rough coats. For best 
results, use together.
CC00004 Conditioner 16 oz $18 ea  $16 ea/12
CC00005 Conditioner Gallon $55 ea  $53 ea/4
CC00001 Shampoo 16 oz $18 ea  $16 ea/12
CC00002 Shampoo Gallon $55 ea  $53 ea/4

Chris Christensen - Red on Red 
Shampoo
Not for use on white or light coats. Enrich shades 
of red, mahogany, deep mahogany, and golden 
mahogany. Mix with Gold on Gold and Black on Black 
to create custom shades for precise color correction.
CC00043 16 oz $23 ea  $21 ea/12
CC00096 4 oz $8 ea

Chris Christensen Smart 
Rinses 8:1
Concentrated conditioner made for dirty dogs of 
all coat types, to gently moisturize and prevent 
breakage, leaving the coat rejuvenated and smelling 
great!
CC01048 Cherry & Oats 12 oz $10 ea
CC01049 Cherry & Oats Gallon $38 ea
CC01052 Jungle Apple 12 oz $10 ea
CC01053 Jungle Apple Gallon $38 ea

Chris Christensen Spectrum 
Ten System
Designed for smooth, drop, and silky coats. 
Lightweight. Eliminates frizz and flyaways. Moisturizes 
and protects.
CC00087 Conditioner 16 oz $18 ea  $16 ea/12
CC00088 Conditioner Gallon $55 ea  $53 ea/4
CC00071 Shampoo 16 oz $18 ea  $16 ea/12
CC00082 Shampoo Gallon $53 ea  $53 ea/4
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Groom Professional Almond 
Detangle Shampoo 10:1
Designed for long coats, which tend to knot and 
tangle easily. Almond scent.
GP01051 16 oz $9.99 ea
GP01110 4 Liters $25.99 ea

Groom Professional Baby 
Fresh Shampoo 20:1
Cleanses deeply, yet gently. Popular baby powder 
scent.
GP01120 4 Liters $34.99 ea
GP01787 16 oz $11.99 ea

Groom Professional Cherry 
Sparkle Shampoo 10:1
Contains cherry extracts, which add shine and 
condition to the coat. Removes old skin cells which 
reveal a shiny coat.
GP01128 4 Liters $24.99 ea

Groom Professional Argan Oil 
Conditioner 10:1
Ideal for pets with damaged coats. Use after washing, 
while hair is still damp for best results.
GP01213 16 oz $12.99 ea
GP01215 4 Liters $32.99 ea

Groom Professional Berry 
Blast Shampoo 10:1
Helps maintain the natural moisture balance of the 
skin. Excellent for dull and smelly coats.
GP01119 4 Liters $25.99 ea
GP01793 16 oz $9.99 ea

Groom Professional Coconut 
Moisturising Shampoo 10:1
Designed for dogs with dry coats and skin. Fresh, 
coconut scent.
GP01114 4 Liters $25.99 ea
GP01794 16 oz $9.99 ea

Groom Professional Argan Oil 
Shampoo 10:1
Rapidly penetrates the hair shaft, restoring shine and 
softness. Helps repair dry and brittle coats.
GP01212 4 Liters $32.99 ea
GP01795 16 oz $12.99 ea

Groom Professional Bright 
White Shampoo
Conditions and brightens white coats. Fresh, coconut 
scent.
GP01106 4 Liters $27.99 ea
GP01789 16 oz $9.99 ea

Groom Professional Dirty Dogs 
Shampoo 20:1
Powerful, yet gentle deep cleaning shampoo. 
Professional formula with a fresh, fruity scent.
GP01107 4 Liters $31.99 ea
GP01829 16 oz $11.99 ea
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Artero 4 CATS Shampoo
This gentle formula is rich in moisturizers, vitamins, 
and conditioners. Provides a nourishing treatment 
with volume and shine. It makes brushing a breeze, 
helping remove dead, loose, shedding hair in the tub 
during the bath, leaving a soft, silky, healthy coat.
AR16060 9 oz $12.99 ea  $11.69 ea/3
AR16061 33.9 oz $21.99 ea  $19.79 ea/2

Artero Detox Shampoo
Activated Charcoal features a great absorption effect 
that eliminates toxins, impurities, traces of grease, 
and dirt. Anti-toxin, anti-pollution, and degreasing. 
Helps maintain moisture and repairs the coat. Ideal 
for city pets. Suitable for cats.
AR18833 9 oz $12.99 ea  $11.69 ea/3
AR18834 180 oz $62.99 ea  $56.69 ea/2

Artero Moist Shampoo Gloves
Short-term solution for cleansing dogs and cats when 
bathing isn’t possible. Instantly cleans, removes dirt 
and bad odors with one sweep, and adds scent and 
shine. Includes Aloe Vera. For dogs and cats.
AR17564 Gloves $10.99 ea  $9.89 ea/3

Artero BASIC Shampoo
Ideal for all breeds. Eliminates dirt with maximum 
respect to the skin and coat. Ideal for day-to-day use 
in the salon.
AR10005 180 oz $38.99 ea  $35.09 ea/2

Artero HIDRATANTE Shampoo
Ideal shampoo for long-haired breeds, and on 
dry, damaged coats. The vitamin complex deeply 
nourishes the coat, while the moisturizing and oil 
restoring components help recover the natural 
texture of the hair.
AR10003 9 oz $12.99 ea  $11.69 ea/3
AR10004 180 oz $65.99 ea  $59.39 ea/2

Artero PROTEIN VITAL 
Conditioner
Leave-in conditioner. Restores the vibrancy of all coat 
types. Doesn't add weight or change texture. Can 
be applied to wet coat after bath and left in, rinsed 
through, or rinsed out. Makes a lightweight, non-
greasy fluffing and/or brushing spray.
AR10006 3.46 oz $16.99 ea  $15.29 ea/3
AR10018 22 oz $44.99 ea  $40.49 ea/2

Artero BLANC White & Black 
Coat Shampoo
Intensifies the natural color of the coat, while adding 
a beautiful luminous shine. Cleans and leaves the 
coat looking bright and shiny Eliminates yellow tones 
from white coats.
AR10022 9 oz $13.99 ea  $12.59 ea/3
AR10024 180 oz $71.99 ea  $64.79 ea/2

Artero KERATIN VITAL 
Conditioner
Restores the softness and shine of natural hair, 
achieving a silky look. Keratin regenerates damaged 
hair. Helps straighten, protect, and promote coat 
growth. Can be applied to wet coat after bath and left 
in, rinsed through, or rinsed out.
AR16473 22.5 oz $44.99 ea  $40.49 ea/2
AR16474 3.46 oz $16.99 ea  $15.29 ea/3

Artero VITALIZANTE Shampoo
Made to add texture to coats and volume to curly 
coats. Adds structure and substance to the coat and 
cuts down drying time. A very mild shampoo, ideal for 
sensitive skins or frequent washes. Leaves coat shiny 
and full of vitality.
AR10001 9 oz $11.99 ea  $10.79 ea/3
AR10002 180 oz $61.99 ea  $55.79 ea/2
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All 8 oz, 16 oz sizes are 1:1 dilution.All 8 oz, 16 oz sizes are 1:1 dilution.

Tropiclean Spa Comfort 
Shampoo 10:1
Soothes dry, irritated skin. Designed to leave skin and 
coat cleansed and smooth. The aromatherapy effects 
of lavender and the soothing effects of hydrolyzed 
oatmeal combine to relieve stress and impart 
comfort. Kiwi scent.
TC700222 16 oz $9.99 ea  $8.99 ea/12
TC700222G Gallon $44.99 ea  $40.49 ea/4

Tropiclean Spa Fresh Shampoo 
10:1
Refreshing, purifying body cleanser. Utilizes 
refreshing vanilla, white tea, and milk thistle to help 
combat the effect of toxins. Makes the coat naturally 
radiant, nourished, and healthier. Cool cucumber 
scent.
TC700215 16 oz $9.99 ea  $8.99 ea/12
TC700215G Gallon $44.99 ea  $40.49 ea/4

Tropiclean Spa Renew 
Shampoo 10:1
Deep moisture, revitalizes brilliance. Botanical 
emollients, ginger root, and pink grapefruit leave hair 
shiny, manageable, and brilliantly clean. Clarifies and 
removes excess toxins and restores skin and coat. 
Luscious White Plum scent.
TC700239 16 oz $9.99 ea  $8.99 ea/12
TC700239G Gallon $44.99 ea  $40.49 ea/4

Tropiclean Spa For Him 
Shampoo 10:1
Sport-Oatmeal Safari. Performance formulation. Pro-
Vitamin B5 helps maintain and protect healthy skin 
and a shiny coat, and makes colors more vibrant.
TC700550 16 oz $9.99 ea  $8.99 ea/12
TC700550G Gallon $44.99 ea  $40.49 ea/4

Tropiclean Spa Nourish 
Conditioner 10:1
Rich in Vitamins A, B5 & E. Uses plant extracts 
and vitamins to promote hair sheen and capillary 
conditioning. Utilizes white ginger, botanical 
moisturizers, and warm vanilla to repair dry, damaged 
hair. Fresh Plumeria scent.
TC700246 16 oz $9.99 ea  $8.99 ea/12
TC700246G Gallon $44.99 ea  $40.49 ea/4

Tropiclean Spa White Coat 
Shampoo 10:1
Color enhancing. Specially formulated to enhance 
and brighten any coat color. Oatmeal and lavender 
scent.
TC700611 16 oz $9.99 ea  $8.99 ea/12
TC700611G Gallon $44.99 ea  $40.49 ea/4

Tropiclean Spa Fresh Facial 
Scrub & Tear Stain Remover 
10:1
Helps remove tear stains. Mild, yet concentrated, 
lightly foaming facial cleanser. Naturally exfoliates 
and hydrates. Blueberry scent.
TC700260 8 oz $9.99 ea  $8.99 ea/12
TC700260G Gallon $39.99 ea  $35.99 ea/4
TC700826 2.5 Gallon $82.99 ea  $74.69 ea/2

Tropiclean Spa Pure Shampoo 
10:1
Oatmeal-enriched, hypoallergenic, and tearless. 
Vitamin E and Aloe provide a luxurious and gentle 
way to keep the coat healthy and manageable.
TC700543 16 oz $9.99 ea  $8.99 ea/12
TC700543G Gallon $44.99 ea  $40.49 ea/4
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All 20 oz sizes are 1:1 dilution.All 20 oz sizes are 1:1 dilution.

Tropiclean 2-In-1 Papaya & 
Coconut Shampoo 10:1
Kiwi, Chamomile, and Oatmeal. Conditions as it cleans 
to replenish the moisture of the skin and coat. Clean 
tropical scent. Eliminates static. Creates shiny coat.
TC61005 20 oz $7.99 ea  $7.19 ea/12
TC61005G Gallon $38.99 ea  $35.09 ea/4
TC61005JG 2.5 Gallon $86.99 ea  $78.29 ea/2

Tropiclean Deshedding Lime & 
Coconut Shampoo 10:1
Oatmeal, Vitamin B5, and Omega 3 & 6. Helps remove 
excess hair during bath time and keeps their skin and 
coat healthy.
TC06020 Gallon $41.99 ea  $37.79 ea/4
TC20244 20 oz $7.99 ea  $7.19 ea/12
TC90030 2.5 Gallon $94.99 ea  $85.49 ea/2

Tropiclean Oatmeal & Tea Tree 
Medicated Shampoo 5:1
Coconut, Vitamin E, and Papaya. Heals dry, irritated 
skin while eliminating odor causing fungus.
TC63009 20 oz $7.99 ea  $7.19 ea/12
TC63009G Gallon $41.99 ea  $37.79 ea/4
TC63009JG 2.5 Gallon $94.99 ea  $85.49 ea/2

Tropiclean Deep Cleaning 
Berry & Coconut Shampoo 16:1
Oatmeal, Raspberry, and Vitamin E. Designed to clean 
the dirtiest pets while creating a luxurious coat.
TC65003 20 oz $7.99 ea  $7.19 ea/12
TC65003G Gallon $38.99 ea  $35.09 ea/4
TC65003JG 2.5 Gallon $86.99 ea  $78.29 ea/2

Tropiclean Hypo-Allergenic 
Gentle Coconut Puppy 
Shampoo 16:1
Oatmeal and Aloe. No perfumes. No dyes. Allergy 
relief. Deep cleaning and quick rinsing shampoo that 
aids in skin relief.
TC64006 20 oz $7.99 ea  $7.19 ea/12
TC64006G Gallon $34.99 ea  $31.49 ea/4
TC64006JG 2.5 Gallon $79.99 ea  $71.99 ea/2

Tropiclean OxyMed 
Hypoallergenic Oatmeal 
Shampoo 10:1
Oatmeal, Omega 3, Vitamin E and Salicylic Acid helps 
heal common skin problems. Formulated to clean the 
dirtiest of pets while remaining mild enough for use 
on puppies and kittens.
TC03347 20 oz $7.99 ea  $7.19 ea/12
TC03361 Gallon $36.99 ea  $33.29 ea/4
TC03392 2.5 Gallon $76.99 ea  $73.4 ea/2

Tropiclean Deshedding Lime & 
Cocoa Butter Conditioner 10:1
Pomegranate, Vitamin E, Omega 3 & 6. Nourishes skin 
to effectively reduce shedding and eliminate tangles.
TC06021 Gallon $41.99 ea  $37.79 ea/4
TC20245 20 oz $7.99 ea  $7.19 ea/12
TC90029 2.5 Gallon $94.99 ea  $85.49 ea/2

Tropiclean Kiwi & Cocoa Butter 
Conditioner 16:1
Oatmeal, Chamomile, and Vitamin E. Advanced 
conditioning formula with intensified moisturizers 
soothes dry, sensitive skin.
TC06016 Gallon $38.99 ea  $35.09 ea/4
TC20212 20 oz $7.99 ea  $7.19 ea/12
TC90014 2.5 Gallon $86.99 ea  $78.29 ea/2

Tropiclean OxyMed Medicated 
Oatmeal Shampoo 10:1
Oatmeal, Omega 3, Vitamin E and Salicylic Acid 
helps heal common skin problems such as flea bite 
dermatitis, dandruff, seborrhea, eczema, scaling, 
flaking, and hot spots. Reduces shedding, rehydrates, 
and deodorizes.
TC03323 20 oz $8.99 ea  $8.09 ea/12
TC03323G Gallon $37.99 ea  $36.09 ea/4
TC03323JG 2.5 Gallon $82.99 ea  $78.84 ea/2
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AromaCare Brightening 
Juniper Shampoo 32:1
Color Intensifier that brightens white coats, as well 
as intensifies dark and mixed color coats and brings 
out your pet’s “natural glow”! Contains Juniper Berry 
Extract, Aloe Vera, Safflower Oil, and Vitamins A & E. 
For dogs and puppies.
PPPA983 Gallon $36.99 ea  $34.99 ea/4

AromaCare Clarifying Apple 
Shampoo 32:1
Restores radiance and shine to the coat and gently 
removes dulling deposits and built-up impurities 
using naturally cleansing Apple Extracts. Regular use 
will revitalize the coat, leaving it soft, smooth, shiny, 
and freshly fragrant! Fresh Green Apple scent. For 
dogs and puppies.
PPPA1043 Gallon $36.99 ea  $34.99 ea/4

AromaCare Detangling Mango 
Butter Shampoo 32:1
Mango Butter is used to moisturize and detangle. 
Regular use will revitalize the coat, leaving it soft, 
smooth, tangle-free, and freshly fragrant with the 
luscious scent of sweet mango blossoms! For dogs 
and puppies.
PPPA1033 Gallon $36.99 ea  $34.99 ea/4

AromaCare Calming Lavender 
Shampoo 32:1
Natural essential oils of lavender, ylang-ylang, 
jasmine, and sandalwood create a relaxing bathtime. 
Leaves the skin soft and the coat supple and tangle-
free. Perfect for everyday grooming. For dogs and 
puppies.
PPPA953 Gallon $36.99 ea  $34.99 ea/4

AromaCare Coconut Milk 
Conditioner 32:1
Coconut Milk and Aloe Vera provide the ultimate 
skin and coat conditioner. Ideal for use on all coats, 
leaving the coat supple and tangle-free. Can be 
used as a leave-in conditioner, a rinse, or added to 
shampoo. For dogs and puppies.
PPPA1013 Gallon $34.99 ea  $32.99 ea/4

AromaCare Fresh As A Daisy 
Deodorizing Shampoo 32:1
Specially formulated to deodorize your dog’s skin and 
coat using naturally-cleansing Daisy Flower Extract 
and Baking Soda. Regular use revitalizes the coat, 
leaving it soft, smooth, shiny, and freshly fragrant. 
Fresh Daisy scent. For dogs and puppies.
PPPA1053 Gallon $36.99 ea  $34.99 ea/4

AromaCare Chamomile 
Shampoo 32:1
Contains extracts of chamomile, cactus and 
calendula, along with essential fir needle oil, colloidal 
oatmeal, and aloe vera to create the ultimate skincare 
experience! For dogs and puppies.
PPPA973 Gallon $36.99 ea  $34.99 ea/4

AromaCare Conditioning 
Cactus Aloe Shampoo 32:1
2-in-1 Shampoo & Conditioner. Contains the finest 
ingredients for a soothing and conditioning bath that 
cleans, deodorizes, and moisturizes. No more tangles 
or difficult brushing! Excellent for normal or dry skin. 
For dogs and puppies.
PPPA993 Gallon $36.99 ea  $34.99 ea/4

AromaCare Rejuvenating 
Argan Oil Shampoo 32:1
Rejuvenates dry and brittle coats with Argan Oil. 
Locks in moisture, restores luster, and maintains a 
healthy-looking coat. Fatty Acids strengthen the hair 
shaft. Ideal for use on all coats as often as necessary. 
For dogs and puppies.
PPPA1023 Gallon $44.99 ea  $42.49 ea/4
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Furminator Deshedding 
Conditioner
Shampoo is enriched with Omega 3 & 6 fatty acids, 
vital vitamins, and proteins to help promote healthier 
skin and reduce excessive shedding. Solution is 
enriched with oatmeal, vitamins, and aloe vera to 
help strengthen hair shafts and release undercoat.
FUR016 Gallon $62.75 ea
FUR285308 16 oz $12.75 ea

PPP QuickClenz Shampoo 35:1
A revolutionary 35:1 concentrate that lathers quickly 
and rinses in a flash! The ultimate groomer product 
at an economical price! For dogs, cats, puppies, and 
kittens.
PPPA295 Gallon $36.99 ea  $34.99 ea/4

The Coat Handler Almond 
Detangler Spray
A finishing spray that's equally effective on wet or 
dry coats. Totally eliminates static. Contains no oils or 
silicones that create buildup or cause skin irritations. 
For cats and dogs.
CH12026 8 oz $6.99 ea  $6.29 ea/12
CH22018 Gallon $38.99 ea  $36.99 ea/4

Furminator Deshedding 
Shampoo
Shampoo is enriched with Omega 3 & 6 fatty acids, 
vital vitamins, and proteins to help promote healthier 
skin and reduce excessive shedding. Solution is 
enriched with oatmeal, vitamins, and aloe vera to 
help strengthen hair shafts and release undercoat.
FUR015 Gallon $62.65 ea
FUR285307 16 oz $12.85 ea

PPP SOS Skunk Odor 
Shampoo 12:1
This rich, creamy, hypoallergenic formula does not 
just cover up skunk odor, it removes it entirely - 
usually with just one application. Can be used as 
often as necessary on dogs, cats, puppies, and 
kittens.
PPPA370 16 oz $7.99 ea  $7.49 ea/12
PPPA380 Gallon $44.99 ea  $42.49 ea/4

The Coat Handler Clarifying 
Shampoo 15:1
Dilute 15:1 with hard water and up to 30:1 with 
soft water. It dilutes easily and rinses quickly and 
completely, leaving no residue to build up. Gets rid 
of chemical buildup consistently used. Restores the 
shine and brilliant colors. Awapuhi Scent.
CH51018 Gallon $44.99 ea  $42.99 ea/4
CH51612 16 oz $11.99 ea  $10.79 ea/12
CH55016 5 Gallon $167.99 ea

PPP Dog-Gone Dirty Shampoo 
32:1
Aloe Vera, Jojoba Oil, Wheat Protein, and Panthenol 
create a deep cleaning formula for especially dirty 
and greasy coats. Leaves the coat soft, lustrous, and 
tangle-free. Safe for use after spot on and other flea 
and tick treatments. For dogs and puppies.
PPPA285 Gallon $35.99 ea  $33.99 ea/4

The Coat Handler All-Purpose 
Coat Conditioner 15:1
A leave-in conditioner that detangles and is anti-
static. Saves time - no rinsing necessary. Doesn't 
soften coats or make them oily. Has no oil, silicone, or 
lanolin in it. Dilutes 15:1 (drop coats) or 30:1 (smooth 
coats). Almond scent.
CH01013 Gallon $39.99 ea  $37.99 ea/4
CH05011 5 Gallon $149.99 ea  $144.99 ea/2

The Coat Handler 
Hypoallergenic Shampoo 5:1
Concentrate makes 6 gallons for normal use, and 
11 gallons when hardening a coat is desired. It is 
extremely mild and hypo-allergenic (contains no 
fragrance)-can be used daily.
CH01011 Gallon $35.99 ea
CH16015 16 oz $8.99 ea
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Espree Coconut Cream 
Shampoo RTU
A gentle cleansing solution to deeply nourish the 
skin and coat. Gently cleans away unwanted dirt and 
oils while replacing hydration and moisture. Intense 
hydration prevents coat breakage and itching due to 
dryness. Coconut scent.
ESP01812 20 oz $11.59 ea

Espree Hypo-Allergenic 
Shampoo 16:1
Gentle Tearless Formula. A non-alkaline shampoo 
with coat conditioners, vitamins, Aloe Vera, Panthenol, 
and Jojoba. Leaves a beautiful, healthy coat without 
drying or irritation. Removes dirt and helps reduce 
matting and tangling. Floral Coconut Bouquet scent.
ESP00109 Gallon $49.29 ea

Espree Silky Show Conditioner 
24:1
Energizes and revitalizes. This natural rich conditioner 
moisturizes, energizes, and revitalizes the coat 
with a blending of Safflower Oils and Silk Proteins. 
Protects against drying and rejuvenates coats. Helps 
with detangling while giving the coat a shinier look. 
Calming Waters scent.
ESP00071 Gallon $43.39 ea

Espree DogGone Clean 
Shampoo 50:1
A high dilution shampoo that works great in bathing 
systems and is tearless. Great fragrance, low-sudsing. 
Midnight Mist scent.
ESP00355 Gallon $58.99 ea

Espree Luxury Remoisturizer 
32:1
A deep penetrating hair revitalizer that helps restore 
moisture to skin and manageability to coat. Use 
before or after shampooing to demat and detangle. 
For dogs and cats. Coconut scent.
ESP00103 Gallon $34.29 ea

Espree Strawberry Lemonade 
Shampoo 50:1
Natural nutrients of Aloe Vera, Panthenol, Jojoba, 
and Vitamins A, D, and E. A high dilution shampoo 
that uses natural nutrients to remove dirt and oil 
accumulation and works great in bathing systems. 
Low- sudsing. Strawberry Lemonade scent.
ESP00110 Gallon $58.99 ea

Espree Flea & Tick Shampoo
Kills fleas and ticks on dogs, cats, puppies, and 
kittens over 12 weeks old while cleaning and 
conditioning the coat, leaving the pet smelling 
fresh and clean. Contains .15% Pyrethrins, .30% 
Piperonyl Butoxide and .50% N-Octyl bicycloheptene 
dicarboximide. EPA approved.
ESP00301 20 oz $12.79 ea
ESP00344 Gallon $48.29 ea

Espree Plum Perfect Shampoo 
16:1
Deep cleaning formula. A fresh and fruity fragranced 
shampoo to clean and highlight any coat while 
providing optimum body and shine. Enhanced with a 
multitude of premium natural ingredients to restore, 
seal, and smooth rough, frazzled hair cuticles. For 
dogs and cats.
ESP00189 Gallon $54.89 ea
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Espree Blueberry Bliss 
Shampoo 16:1
A healthy skin, coat, and facial shampoo full of 
vitamins, blueberry antioxidants, minerals, Shea 
Butter, and organically grown Aloe Vera. Gentle for 
facial or full body use.
ESP01548 Gallon $54.29 ea

Espree Oatmeal Baking Soda 
Shampoo 16:1
Oatmeal is a naturally soothing agent and baking 
soda is one of the oldest and safest remedies for odor. 
Aloe Vera is a natural conditioner. These ingredients 
clean, deodorize and soothe dry skin fast. Herbal 
floral scent.
ESP00085 Gallon $47.39 ea

Espree Simple Shed Treatment 
RTU
The Simple Shed treatment conditioner is specially 
formulated to decrease seasonal and nonseasonal 
shedding by releasing loose hair and undercoat.`
ESP00061 Gallon $42.99 ea

Espree Bright White Shampoo 
16:1
Whitens and enhances color with optical brighteners 
without the use of bleach or harsh chemicals. 
Restores and enhances the natural coat colors. 
Leaves a beautiful coat without drying or irritation. 
Also removes dirt, oil, and difficult stains. Floral scent.
ESP00104 Gallon $50.39 ea

Espree Perfect Calm Lavender 
& Chamomile Shampoo RTU
Has wonderful aromatherapy qualities that soothe 
and calm high strung and stressed pets. Controls 
odor as well.
ESP00130 Gallon $43.39 ea

Espree Tea Tree & Aloe 
Medicated Shampoo 5:1
Soothes irritated skin from flea bite dermatitis, 
fungus, bacteria, hot spots, razor burns, and dry skin 
disorders. Tea Tree scent.
ESP00112 Gallon $58.59 ea

Espree Energee Plus Shampoo 
24:1
A pH-balanced, all-purpose shampoo with boosted 
cleaning power cleans even the dirtiest dog quickly 
and safely. Thyme and Lavender aid in the relief of 
skin parasites and fungal infections. Enriched with 
all-natural ingredients. Provides shine and body. 
Fresh Pomegranate scent.
ESP00107 Gallon $47.29 ea

Espree Simple Shed Shampoo 
RTU
Formulated to release loose hair and undercoat 
while removing dirt and oils. Natural and organic Oat 
Proteins and Aloe Vera strengthen the hair shafts 
of viable strands to create the best coat condition 
possible.
ESP00060 Gallon $47.39 ea

Espree Vanilla Silk Shampoo 
16:1
Coconut-based cleansers, Silk Proteins, and Organic 
Aloe Vera clean, condition, and moisturize. Restore 
and maintain optimal coat and skin care. Aloe Vera 
hydrates the skin and coat preventing dryness and 
skin irritations caused by flaking and scratching. 
Long-lasting Vanilla scent.
ESP01811 20 oz $12.79 ea
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Groomer's Edge Alpha White 
Shampoo 32:1
Deep cleaning, conditioning, whitening, and stain 
Removing. The perfect choice for deep, thorough, 
yet gentle cleaning of animals with white coats or 
markings. Removes stains and yellowing. Deodorizes 
and leaves hair lustrous and shiny. May be used 
regularly.
DBL128-1 Gallon $36.99 ea  $33.99 ea/4

Groomer's Edge Grimeinator 
Shampoo 32:1
Works great on dirty, grimy, stinky animals. Cleans 
the most difficult dirt and grime with long-lasting 
results. The emolument-rich formula softens skin 
and conditions coat. Leaves coat manageable and 
lustrous.
DBL125-1 Gallon $35.99 ea  $32.99 ea/4

Groomer's Edge Oat Mella 
Shampoo 8:1
Gently and thoroughly cleans, while Oatmeal, 
Melaleuca (tea tree oil), and Aloe help to heal, for a 
natural skin-soothing treatment Special fragrance 
naturally eliminates odors often associated with skin 
irritations.
DBL113-1 Gallon $36.99 ea  $33.99 ea/4

Groomer's Edge Desert 
Almond Shampoo 15:1
A perfect conditioning shampoo that cleans deeply 
and gently. Enriched with Vitamin E, Panthenol, and 
Aloe.  Almond scent.
DBL110-1 Gallon $26.99 ea  $24.99 ea/4

Groomer's Edge Hypo+ 
Shampoo 15:1
Hypoallergenic and deep cleans all coat types. Great 
for pets with sensitive skin. Leaves the coat feeling 
clean and fresh over a longer period than most other 
shampoos. All-natural and PH balanced for dogs, cats, 
puppies, kittens, and all companion and farm animals. 
Fragrance-free.
DBL000-1 Gallon $35.99 ea  $32.99 ea/4

Groomer's Edge The Solution 
40:1
Detangles the most difficult mats and conditions a 
wide range of coat types. May be highly diluted for 
a leave-in detangling spray or used straight to help 
loosen tough mats. Formula is gentle and may be 
used regularly. Great for groomer's hands.
DBL135-1 Gallon $36.99 ea  $33.99 ea/4

Groomer's Edge Emerald 
Black Shampoo 32:1
All-natural pet shampoo for black or dark coats. Deep 
cleans, conditions, and enriches the color of black 
or dark coats. Helps eliminate red tones, brassiness, 
and sun fading. Deodorizes and eaves hair lustrous 
and shiny.
DBL130-1 Gallon $36.99 ea  $33.99 ea/4

Groomer's Edge Midnight 
White Shampoo 15:1
A gentle whitening shampoo for brightening all coat 
colors. Especially great for removing stains from 
white-coated animals. Contains Aloe and Vitamin E to 
nourish the skin. Clean, fresh scent.
DBL111-1 Gallon $27.99 ea  $24.99 ea/4

Groomer's Edge Ultimate 
Shampoo 50:1
For a wide range of coat types and everyday 
use. Deeply cleans very dirty, smelly animals and 
removes stains with gentle thoroughness. Conditions 
hair, softens skin, and leaves coat luminous and 
manageable. Extreme concentration creates the 
ultimate value.
DBL136-1 Gallon $41.99 ea  $38.99 ea/4
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Earthbath Coat Brightening 
Shampoo 33:1
Optical brighteners and gentle cleansers add extra 
sparkle and brilliance to coats of all colors. Leaves the 
coat shiny, soft, plush, and smelling naturally fresh. 
Will not wash off topical flea applications. Safe for all 
animals over 6 weeks old. Lavender scent.
EB02034 Gallon $45.99 ea  $41.99 ea/4

Earthbath Mediterranean 
Magic Shampoo 33:1
Rosemary oil magically neutralizes odors while 
cleaning thoroughly and safely. Leaves the coat soft, 
plush, and smelling naturally fresh for days. Will not 
wash off topical flea applications. Safe for all animals 
over 6 weeks. Long-lasting Rosemary scent.
EB02064 Gallon $45.99 ea  $41.99 ea/4

Earthbath Puppy Shampoo 
33:1
Tearless and pH-balanced for puppies’ sensitive 
skin. Gentle cleansers create a brilliant, show quality 
shine, rinse thoroughly. Will not wash off topical flea 
applications. Safe for all animals over 6 weeks. Cherry 
scent.
EB02131 16 oz $14.99 ea  $9.99 ea/12
EB02134 Gallon $45.99 ea  $41.99 ea/4

Earthbath Hypo-Allergenic 
Shampoo 33:1
Puppies, kittens, older pets, certain breeds, 
and allergy-prone animals often benefit from a 
hypoallergenic formulation. Intentionally free of any 
fragrance or coloration. Will not wash off topical flea 
applications. Safe for all animals over 6 weeks.
EB02055 2.5 Gallon $99.99 ea  $89.99 ea/2
EB02051 16 oz $14.99 ea  $9.99 ea/12
EB02054 Gallon $45.99 ea  $41.99 ea/4

Earthbath Oatmeal & Aloe 
Crème Rinse 10:1
Effectively detangle, enrich, and revive the coat. 
Leaves coat soft and plush while bringing out its 
natural luster. Used with Oatmeal & Aloe Shampoo 
for best results. Will not wash off topical flea 
applications. Safe for all animals over 6 weeks.
EB02084 Gallon $45.99 ea  $41.99 ea/4

Earthbath Shed Control 
Conditioner 10:1
Softens, detangles, and enriches coats while 
reducing excessive shedding and dander. Helps to 
nourish the skin, lock in moisture, and reduce dryness 
and scaling. Antioxidants help protect the skin and 
repair skin damage. Will not wash off topical flea 
applications. Safe for all animals over 6 weeks.
EB02196 Gallon $45.99 ea  $41.99 ea/4

Earthbath Mango Tango 2-in-1 
Shampoo 33:1
Exceptionally mild shampoo adds brilliance and 
shine while the extra gentle conditioner softens and 
detangles, leaving coats wonderfully clean, soft, and 
plush. Will not wash topical flea applications. Safe for 
all animals over 6 weeks. Mango scent.
EB02094 Gallon $45.99 ea  $41.99 ea/4

Earthbath Oatmeal & Aloe 
Shampoo 33:1
Help combat skin irritation, promote healing, and 
moisturize sensitive, dry skin. Soap-free and pH-
balanced to clean and deodorize thoroughly, leaving 
pets clean, soft, and plush. Will not wash off topical 
flea applications. Safe for all animals over 6 weeks.
EB02115 2.5 Gallon $99.99 ea  $89.99 ea/2
EB02111 16 oz $14.99 ea  $9.99 ea/12
EB02114 Gallon $45.99 ea  $41.99 ea/4

Earthbath Shed Control 
Shampoo 33:1
Nourish and detoxify skin and coat while helping to 
control excessive shedding, dander, and associated 
allergens. Naturally, this pH-balanced soap-free 
shampoo will thoroughly clean and deodorize, leaving 
your pet soft.
EB02195 Gallon $99.99 ea  $89.99 ea/2
EB02191 16 oz $14.99 ea  $9.99 ea/12
EB02194 Gallon $45.99 ea  $41.99 ea/4
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Best Shot Lemon-Aid Oatmeal 
Shampoo 7:1
A pH balanced blend of gentle cleansers, oatmeal 
protein, and jojoba oil that soothe sensitive skin, fight 
dandruff, and dramatically enhance elasticity and 
moisture retention.
BS041254 Gallon $42 ea  $38.9 ea/4

Best Shot Ultra Plenish 
Conditioner
Dilute 5:1 or 1:1 for dematting. Protein-enriched with 
silk amino acids to provide fantastic body and shine. 
Highly recommended for double coats.
BS111100 12 oz $9.15 ea  $7.55 ea/12
BS111254 Gallon $40.25 ea  $37.2 ea/4
BS111308 2.5 Gallon $95.5 ea  $88.2 ea/2

Best Shot UltraMAX Pro 
Shampoo 50:1
An extremely versatile concentrated shampoo. Dilute 
to preference specifically for the task at hand. Dilute 
up to 50:1 for general all-puprose cleaning, up to 30:1 
for coarse coats, up to 15:1 for deep cleaning, 1:1 for 
degreasing.
BS081250 Gallon $48.6 ea  $44.55 ea/4

Best Shot M.E.D. Chlorhexidine 
Shampoo 3%
Formulated with 3% Chlorhexidine Gluconate. Quick 
and effective at fighting skin conditions associated 
with yeast, bacteria, and other microorganisms. 
Moisturizes and is mild enough for routine bathing on 
dogs, cats, horses, and livestock. 
BS00117 12 oz $9.1 ea  $8.5 ea/12
BS00117A Gallon $53.85 ea  $49.7 ea/4

Best Shot Ultra Wash 
Shampoo
Dilute 3:1 for dematting. Eliminates the need for 
pre-bath brushing and significantly reduces after 
brushing time. It is protein-enriched to enhance any 
coat type. Low foaming.
BS011257 Gallon $32.25 ea  $30 ea/4
BS011301 2.5 Gallon $77 ea  $70.55 ea/2

Scentament Spa Caressing 
Puppy Wash 10:1
Featuring mandarin orange, white jasmine, and honey 
essence scent blend. Hypoallergenic and tearless.
BS086156 16 oz $8.55 ea  $7.9 ea/12
BS086252 Gallon $43.5 ea  $40.15 ea/4

Best Shot Ultra "Dirty" Wash 
Shampoo 24:1
No more greasy, grimy dogs! Deodorize, deep clean, 
and shine. Fabulous sudsing and a quick rinse. Soap 
and detergent free. “Agree” musk scent.
BS092255 Gallon $39.95 ea  $36.95 ea/4
BS092300 2.5 Gallon $95 ea  $87.9 ea/2

Best Shot UltraMAX Pro 
Conditioner 8:1
Use for severely damaged, matted, and tangled hair. 
Technically advanced hydrating conditioners for 
excessive shedding, thick under coat, and long drop 
coats requiring added slip and flow.
BS151151 17 oz $10.75 ea  $9.85 ea/12
BS151250 Gallon $48.6 ea  $44.55 ea/4

Scentament Spa Cucumber 
and Melon Body Wash 10:1
Deep clean, detoxify, nourish and hydrate. Certified 
organic grape seed oil with silk protein and vitamin-
enriched. Hypoallergenic.
BS098159 16 oz $8.55 ea  $7.9 ea/12
BS098258 Gallon $43.5 ea  $40.15 ea/4
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Bio-Groom Econo-Groom 
Tearless Shampoo 30:1
Highly concentrated, fast foaming, and quick rinse. 
Economical and non-irritating professional formula 
brightens and conditions. Protein and lanolin 
enriched. Safe for routine use. Safe to use with topical 
flea and tick treatments. Cruelty-Free, Soap Free.
BG21025 2.5 Gallon $103.99 ea  $93.59 ea/2
BG21028 Gallon $48.99 ea  $44.09 ea/4
BG21050 5 Gallon $192.99 ea  $173.69 ea/2

Bio-Groom Silk Crème Rinse 
Conditioner 4:1
Returns moisture to skin and coat. Controls fly away 
hair and removes tangles. Rinses clean, making hair 
easy to manage.
BG32016 12 oz $6.99 ea  $6.29 ea/12
BG32028 Gallon $30.99 ea  $30.99 ea/4
BG32050 5 Gallon $117.99 ea  $106.19 ea/2

Bio-Groom So-Gentle 
Hypoallergenic Shampoo 2:1
Superior cleansing and foaming hypoallergenic 
shampoo. Does not strip protective oils from skin and 
coat. Tear-Free and extremely mild.
BG25012 12 oz $6.99 ea  $6.29 ea/12
BG25128 Gallon $39.99 ea  $35.99 ea/4

Bio-Groom Herbal Groom 
Shampoo 4:1
Soothes and conditions. Restores natural radiance 
and body to skin and coat. Moisturizes dry skin for 
short and long-haired breeds. Rich and fragrant 
lather. Safe for puppies and kittens.
BG24012 12 oz $6.99 ea  $6.29 ea/12
BG24050 5 Gallon $156.99 ea  $141.29 ea/2
BG24128 Gallon $43.99 ea  $39.59 ea/4

Bio-Groom So Dirty Deep 
Cleansing Shampoo 12:1
Rich, foamy, residue-free shampoo that's deep 
cleansing, rinses quickly, and adds luster. Strengthens 
hair from the tip to the roots and won't strip natural 
oils from skin and coat. Safe for puppies and kittens. 
BG21712 12 oz $6.99 ea  $6.29 ea/12
BG21728 Gallon $38.99 ea  $35.09 ea/4
BG21750 5 Gallon $153.99 ea  $138.59 ea/2

Bio-Groom Super White 
Shampoo 8:1
Special pearlescent brighteners add brilliance and 
sparkle. Fast rinse and lather that is perfect for white 
and light-colored coats. Soy protein gives strength 
and body.
BG21112 12 oz $6.99 ea  $6.29 ea/12
BG21125 2.5 Gallon $78.99 ea  $71.09 ea/2
BG21128 Gallon $34.99 ea  $31.49 ea/4
BG21150 5 Gallon $140.99 ea  $126.89 ea/2

Bio-Groom Natural Oatmeal 
Anti-Itch Shampoo RTU
Relieves itchiness and protects skin with minor 
cuts, scrapes, burns, chapped skin, and insect bites. 
Excellent antioxidant source and increases skin 
hydration. Special conditioners moisturize and soothe 
the skin. For dogs and cats.
BG27025 2.5 Gallon $89.99 ea  $80.99 ea/2
BG27050 5 Gallon $159.99 ea  $143.99 ea/2
BG27128 Gallon $43.99 ea  $39.59 ea/4

Bio-Groom So-Gentle 
Conditioner 4:1
Superior cleansing and foaming hypoallergenic 
shampoo. Does not strip protective oils from skin and 
coat. Tear-Free and extremely mild.
BG35012 12 oz $6.99 ea  $6.29 ea/12
BG35028 Gallon $28.99 ea  $26.09 ea/4

Bio-Groom Waterless Bath 
Shampoo RTU
Great for between baths, after surgery, for older or 
sick pets and to spot clean and deodorize. No wetting 
or rinsing required. Highlights all-natural colors 
adding intense luster.
BG20416 16 oz $7.99 ea  $7.19 ea/12
BG20428 Gallon $27.99 ea  $25.19 ea/4
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Bobbi Painter Gorgeous Dog 
Cologne
8 oz
BOB00005 8 oz $6.89 ea  $6.19 ea/12

Bobbi Panter Natural 
Hypoallergenic Dog Shampoo 
10:1
Contains honey extract, chamomile, rosemary, and 
aloe extract for sensitive and allergy-prone skin. Dye 
and fragrance-free.
BOB00056 14 oz $7.99 ea  $7.39 ea/12
BOB00057 Gallon $39.99 ea  $35.99 ea/4

Bobbi Panter Natural 
Refreshing Dog Shampoo 30:1
Hydrates and soothes dog skin and fur while relieving 
itching and dander with eucalyptus oil, mint oil, 
chamomile, rosemary, and aloe vera gel. Eucalyptus 
Mint scent.
BOB00037 Gallon $39.99 ea  $35.99 ea/4

Bobbi Panter Deshedding Dog 
Shampoo & Conditioner 10:1
This 2-in-1 shampoo and conditioner untangles, 
softens, and adds sheen while removing undercoat 
and reducing shedding with moisturizing ingredients. 
Pear scent.
BOB00030 10 oz $10.19 ea  $9.39 ea/12
BOB00031 Gallon $69.99 ea  $62.99 ea/4

Bobbi Panter Natural 
Moisturizing Shampoo 30:1
Moisturizes and restores dogs’ skin and fur with kelp, 
chamomile, lavender, rosemary, and aloe vera gel. 
Soft Sea Air scent.
BOB00006 14 oz $8.99 ea  $8.09 ea/12
BOB00007 Gallon $39.99 ea  $35.99 ea/4

Bobbi Panter Natural Soothing 
Shampoo 30:1
Heal and soothes dry, sensitive, irritated skin and fur 
with tea tree oil, aloe vera gel, lavender oil, cucumber 
extract, and oat protein. Lavender scent.
BOB00026 14 oz $7.99 ea  $7.39 ea/12
BOB00027 Gallon $39.99 ea  $35.99 ea/4

Bobbi Panter Gorgeous Dog 
Shampoo 20:1
Bobbi’s favorite! This shampoo naturally whitens and 
brightens with Chamomile, while Jojoba Oil, Vitamin 
E, and Aloe Vera Gel enrich the skin and coat. Peach 
scent.
BOB00000 10 oz $9.19 ea  $8.49 ea/12
BOB00001 Gallon $49.99 ea  $44.99 ea/4

Bobbi Panter Natural Puppy 
Shampoo 30:1
Aids in new skin and fur development with milk 
protein, jasmine, sunflower extract, rosemary, and 
chamomile to soothe puppies and their sensitive skin. 
Milk and honey scent.
BOB00047 Gallon $39.99 ea  $35.99 ea/4

Bobbi Panter Stinky Dog 
Shampoo 25:1
Removes Skunk and other odors in one wash. 
Deodorizes and Degreases. Eliminates and 
neutralizes odors while degreasing with Vegetable 
Extract Oat Protein, Vitamin E, Aloe Vera Gel, Lavender 
Oil, and Rosemary. Clean, crisp scent.
BOB00021 Gallon $49.99 ea  $44.99 ea/4
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Pet Silk Liquid Silk Serum
This naturally rich serum is the ultimate finishing 
product.  Enhanced with silk amino acids, vitamin E, 
and panthenol to ensure the shiniest and softest coat.
PSK00146 4 oz $10.99 ea  $9.99 ea/12
PSK00477 11.6 oz $24.99 ea  $22.99 ea/12

Pet Silk Rain Forest Shampoo 
16:1
Deeply cleanses the coat and adds a brilliant shine, 
while leaving a long-lasting, refreshing, leafy, and 
lightly floral scent. Enriched with natural silk fibers to 
help strengthen the coat and bring out natural shine.
PSK00223 Gallon $40.99 ea  $36.99 ea/4
PSK00471 16 oz $8.99 ea  $8.09 ea/12

Zymox .5% Hydrocortisone 
Topicals
Powerful, natural enzyme formula aids in the 
treatment of bacteria, fungi, or yeast. Can be applied 
1x/day as needed with no pre-cleaning or scrubbing 
of the skin. Pre-cleaning during use disrupts the 
biological system and will negatively affect results. 
Safe, gentle, and non-toxic.
PKB22904 Spray 2 oz $12.99 ea
PKB22905 Cream 1 oz $11.99 ea

Pet Silk Moisturizing 
Conditioner 16:1
This hydrating formula is made with silk and vitamin 
E to replenish the coat. A blend of herbal extracts, 
vitamins, chamomile, and rosemary help to repair dry 
and damaged coats.
PSK00122 Gallon $45.99 ea  $41.99 ea/4
PSK00457 16 oz $8.99 ea  $8.09 ea/12

Pet Silk Tea Tree Shampoo 16:1
This tea tree oil-infused shampoo naturally soothes 
dry and flaky skin and leaves the coat silk soft. Great 
for detangling. Enriched with natural silk fibers to 
help strengthen the coat and to bring out natural 
shine.
PSK00214 Gallon $40.99 ea  $36.99 ea/4
PSK00450 16 oz $8.99 ea  $8.09 ea/12

Zymox Conditioning Rinse
Produces a powerful protective barrier against minor 
skin inflammations and surface irritations due to 
bacterial and fungal microbes. For best results, use 
Zymox Shampoo. Use as a leave-in rinse for residual 
effectiveness. Can also be safely applied full strength 
directly to most problematic areas.
PKB22903 12 oz $13.99 ea
PKB22913 Gallon $79.99 ea

Pet Silk Moisturizing Shampoo 
16:1
Leaves coat clean, bright, and silky. Made with a 
blend of organic silk, amino acids, vitamins, herbal 
extracts, humectants, chamomile, and rosemary to 
lock in moisture and shine.
PSK00119 Gallon $40.99 ea  $36.99 ea/4
PSK00456 16 oz $8.99 ea  $8.09 ea/12

Special FX Facial And Body 
Shampoo 50:1
Tearless and hypoallergenic. Clarifying for all coat 
types. Cleans and rinses fast. For dogs, cats, and 
horses.
FX00500 Platinum Plum $42.99 ea  $39.99 ea/4
FX00505 Tropical Passion $42.99 ea  $39.99 ea/4
FX00510 Simply Fresh $42.99 ea  $39.99 ea/4

Zymox Shampoo
Protects without being irritating or drying. Only the 
mildest plant surfactants are used and the enzymes 
have anti-inflammatory properties to calm the skin. 
Helps relieve surface irritations and hydrate the 
skin. Doesn't contain harsh detergents, chemicals, 
or petroleum by-products. Features a pleasant, mild 
scent.
PKB22902 12 oz $13.99 ea
PKB22912 Gallon $79.99 ea
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#1 All Systems Botanical 
Conditioner 40:1
Formulated from botanical extracts for instant 
conditioning with great texture and shine. 
Recommended for the difficult to manage coats 
such as Bichon Frise or silky-coated Poodles. It will 
enhance the coat and help prevent matting.
ALL34570 Gallon $39.99 ea  $35.99 ea/4

#1 All Systems Super Rich 
Protein Lotion Conditioner 40:1
All-natural. Formulated with pure vegetable 
proteins. It is an excellent detangler and anti-stat. 
Recommended for bulking body and harder textured 
coats.  For all coat types. For dogs and cats. Ginger 
scent.
ALL34560 Gallon $34.99 ea  $31.49 ea/4

Fresh 'n Clean Concentrates
Specialized formulas to meet specific needs - Tropical 
Scent Oatmeal 'n Baking Soda (10:1), Fresh Scent 
Crème Rinse (7:1), and Vanilla Scent Whitening 
Shampoo (15:1).
LK21371 Tropical Scent Oatmeal Shampoo 

Gallon $39.59 ea
LK21400 Vanilla Whitening Shampoo Gallon $41.35 ea
LK21567 Fresh Scent CrÃƒÂƒme Rinse Gallon $36.95 ea

#1 All Systems Self-Rinse 
Conditioning Shampoo 10:1
The perfect shampoo for touch-ups when a 
complete bath is not practical or necessary. It cleans, 
conditions, and deodorizes all in one step. The natural 
coat texture is maintained and there is no build-up. 
Refreshing lemon-lime fragrance. Formulated for 
dogs and cats.
ALL34550 Gallon $29.99 ea  $26.99 ea/4

#1 All Systems White 
Lightening Shampoo 5:1
Specially formulated for whites, creams, pale golds, 
and light silvers. Made from a new state-of-the-art 
enzyme product that is not only safe but also very 
effective as a stain remover and brightener. For dogs 
and cats.
ALL34540 Gallon $37.99 ea  $34.99 ea/4

Fresh 'n Clean Gallon 
Concentrates 15:1
Easy, consistent mixing that does not compromise 
on quality ingredients or fragrance. Now with added 
protein, Vitamin E, and Aloe to strengthen the coat 
and soothe the skin.
LK22560 Fresh Scent Shampoo $41.35 ea
LK22562 Tropical Breeze Oatmeal Shampoo $41.35 ea
LK22566 Tropical Breeze Oatmeal Conditioner $41.35 ea
LK22587 Fresh Scent Creme Rinse $41.35 ea
LK22600 Fresh Scent Shampoo $41.35 ea
LK22601 Freesh Scent Conditioner $41.35 ea

#1 All Systems Super Cleaning 
Shampoo 7:1
Safe and effective on all breeds and coats, even the 
most fragile. Can be used daily without buildup or 
drying of coat or skin. The tearless formula leaves a 
residue-free coat that sheds the dirt easily and stays 
cleaner longer. For dogs and cats. Long-lasting clean 
natural scent.
ALL34510 Gallon $29.99 ea  $26.99 ea/4

#1 All Systems Whitening 
Shampoo 15:1
Optical brighteners enhance coat color. Safe for all 
but great for white, black, silver, and creams coats. 
Natural, healthy ingredients and NO peroxide, bleach, 
silicone, or bluing products. Contains coconut oil. For 
dogs and cats.
ALL34520 Gallon $29.99 ea  $26.99 ea/4
ALL34526 16 oz $7.99 ea  $7.99 ea/12

Fresh 'n Clean Ready-to-Use
The original Fresh ‘n Clean products you know and 
trust for scents that last for weeks after bathing. 
Natural, plant-based ingredients. Soap and paraben 
free.
LK21566 Fresh Scent Shampoo Gallon $36.95 ea
LK22584 Moisturizing Shampoo 18 oz $14.29 ea
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Davis Best Luxury Shampoo 
12:1
Ultra-rich formula with long-lasting fragrance. Show-
quality look and shine while adding life and body. 
Coconut-based, pH balanced formula provides extra 
lather. Luxury shampoo to use every day. Pleasant 
long-lasting scent.
DV90026 Gallon $36.99 ea  $33.29 ea/4

Davis Grubby Dog Shampoo
This rich, deep cleansing lather penetrates the coat to 
loosen dirt, caked-on mud, grease, and filth. This non-
drying formula rinses quickly and cleanly to produce 
a manageable, shiny coat.
DV90108 Gallon $35.99 ea  $33.29 ea/4

Davis Oatmeal & Aloe 
Shampoo 12:1
Recommended for pets with allergies and seborrhea 
dermatitis. Colloidal Oatmeal moisturizes with 
anti-itch properties. Aloe Vera helps soothe redness 
and inflammation. Soap-free. Safe to use with flea 
and tick products. Safe for puppies and kittens. 
Hypoallergenic.
DV90715 Gallon $33.99 ea  $31.99 ea/4

Davis Degrease Shampoo RTU
A soft paste when cool and a thick ivory liquid when 
warm, Degrease Shampoo performs well both ways 
and leave a shiny coat. Pleasant citrus fragrance. 
Ready to use formula.
DV90106 64 oz $25.59 ea  $23.09 ea/4

Davis Maximum Chlorhexidine 
Shampoo 4%
Cleans, conditions, and deodorizes. This extra-
strength formula helps provide fast relief for moderate 
to severe skin conditions associated with bacteria, 
yeast, and other microorganisms. Ready to use 
formula is safe for use on puppies, and kittens.
DV90722 12 oz $8.29 ea  $7.49 ea/12
DV90728 Gallon $56.99 ea  $52.79 ea/4

Davis Plum Natural Shampoo 
24:1
Revitalize dull and lifeless coats when used regularly. 
Moisture-binding silk proteins penetrate to restore 
moisture, shine, texture, and body. Fortified with 
conditioners, it helps repair brittle hair, adding 
resilience and strength. Pleasant plum scent.
DV90020 Gallon $36.99 ea  $33.29 ea/4

Davis Gold Shampoo 110:1
Unique, water free formula thickens when you add 
water, making five gallons of shampoo and ready to 
be further diluted to a 21:1 ratio. Leaves coats clean, 
lustrous and manageable. Use to make bathing 
systems even more efficient and cost-effective. 
Fragrance-free.
DV90018 Gallon $43.99 ea  $39.59 ea/4

Davis MicroHexidine Shampoo 
RTU
Antibacterial and antifungal. Helps improve unhealthy 
conditions associated with ringworm, yeast, and 
Malassezia dermatitis. Also addresses infections, 
irritated skin, greasiness, hair loss, and scaly skin that 
is associated with bacteria and fungi. Fragrance-free.
DV90762 Gallon $109.99 ea  $98.99 ea/4
DV90763 12 oz $10.99 ea  $9.89 ea/12

Davis Pramoxine Anti-Itch 
System
Anti-Itch Solutions. The shampoo provides rapid, relief 
from itching, discomfort, and flaking resulting from 
Seborrheic Dermatitis, and other skin disorders.
DV90727 Spray 8 oz $7.99 ea  $7.19 ea/12
DV90719 12 oz $8.99 ea  $8.09 ea/12
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Warren London 10-in-1 After 
Bath Spray
Features TEN benefits: conditions, softens, revitalizes, 
prevents itch, prevents flake, detangles, shines, 
luxurious scent, aromatherapy, and cleans! Spray on 
then leave alone or brush in.
WLD00303 4 oz $5.99 ea
WLD00332 16 oz $20.99 ea
WLD00333 Gallon $50.99 ea

Warren London Cleopatra's 
Doggy Milk Bath
Pamper your pooch with this milk bath soak that 
transforms bath time into a gentle, bubbly massage 
that soothes the coat and adds shine. Honey scent.
WLD00381 32 oz $9.99 ea

Warren London Exfoliating 
Butter Wash Shampoo 
Pomegranate & Fig
Clean, exfoliate, and hydrate with this gentle 
shampoo. Great for dogs of all coat types with dry, 
damaged skin, coats, or paws. Adds luster and shine. 
Pleasant aroma-therapeutic scents.
WLD00366 8 oz $7.99 ea
WLD00388 Gallon $55.99 ea  $50.39 ea/4

Warren London 2-in-1 
Shampoo
Relieves dry, itchy skin and leaves the coat feeling 
soft and shiny. Moisturizes skin and coat while 
helping to prevent dandruff. Infused with shea butter, 
coconut, vitamin E, and plant proteins. Soothing 
coconut scent.
WLD00308 17 oz $6.99 ea
WLD00344 Gallon $35.99 ea

Warren London Cucumber 
Melon Foaming Facial
Avoid skin and eye irritation while safely cleaning 
daily grime and discharge with this effective, tearless 
formula. Detergent free. Subtle cucumber melon 
scent.
WLD00327 8 oz $7.99 ea
WLD00343 Gallon $35.99 ea

Warren London 
Hypoallergenic Oatmeal 
Shampoo
Gently removes dirt and grime without stripping the 
coat. Infused with Coconut, Vitamins A, D and E, Oat 
Proteins, and Almond Oil. Refreshing cherry scent.
WLD00309 17 oz $6.99 ea
WLD00345 Gallon $40.99 ea

Warren London Calming 
Lavender Shampoo
Calms, soothes, and cleanses without stripping 
natural oils. Infused with coconut, vitamins A, D and 
E, aloe vera, and lavender. Relaxing lavender scent.
WLD00322 17 oz $6.99 ea
WLD00346 Gallon $35.99 ea

Warren London Exfoliating 
Butter Wash Shampoo Milk & 
Honey
Clean, exfoliate, and hydrate with this gentle 
shampoo. Great for dogs of all coat types with dry, 
damaged skin, coats, or paws. Adds luster and shine. 
Pleasant aroma-therapeutic scents.
WLD00367 8 oz $7.99 ea
WLD00387 Gallon $55.99 ea  $50.39 ea/4

Warren London Magic White 
Shampoo
Designed to brighten coat without discoloring or 
fading. Dye and bleach free with no harsh chemicals. 
Infused with almond oil, cherry, and Vitamin E. 
Refreshing cherry scent.
WLD00328 17 oz $7.99 ea
WLD00347 Gallon $55.99 ea  $50.39 ea/4
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Nootie Argan Oil Shampoo 16:1
Helps restore softness and shine with natural 
antioxidant nutrients Vitamin E and Omega-6 Fatty 
acids. Soft Lilly Passion scent.
NE02002 16 oz $9.99 ea  $8.99 ea/12
NE02010 Gallon $44.99 ea  $40.99 ea/4

Nootie Moisturizing Shampoo 
16:1
Sweet almond oil and vitamin E contains essential 
fatty acids for a shiny, soft coat. No sulfates or harsh 
chemicals for gentle cleansing. Warm Vanilla Cookie 
scent.
NE00210 Gallon $44.99 ea  $40.99 ea/4
NE00218 16 oz $9.99 ea  $8.99 ea/12

Nootie Soothing Shampoo 16:1
Helps soothe dry, irritated skin. Contains aloe and 
oatmeal for a calming and relieving bath time 
experience. Cucumber Melon scent.
NE00206 Gallon $41.99 ea  $37.79 ea/4
NE00215 16 oz $9.99 ea  $8.99 ea/12

Nootie Hypoallergenic 
Shampoo 16:1
Contains soothing and mild ingredients where other 
shampoos may be too hard on their skin and coat. 
Features Grapefruit Seed Extract. Ensures a safe 
bathing experience.
NE00208 Gallon $44.99 ea  $40.99 ea/4

Nootie Rejuvenating Shampoo 
16:1
A safe, natural way to restore shine and softness 
to your dog’s coat. Features Rosemary Extract. 
Stimulates hair follicles and promotes healthy coat 
growth. Japanese Cherry Blossom scent.
NE00207 Gallon $44.99 ea  $40.99 ea/4
NE00216 16 oz $9.99 ea  $8.99 ea/12

Nootie Tearless Puppy 
Shampoo 16:1
A mild but effective tearless shampoo for puppies. 
Sweet Dreams scent.
NE02109 16 oz $9.99 ea  $8.99 ea/12
NE02111 Gallon $44.99 ea  $40.99 ea/4

Nootie Medicated 
Antimicrobial Shampoo
Formulated to help with trouble areas such as 
bug bites, hot spots, yeast, and. fungal issues. 
Veterinarian-strength products with 2% Gluconate 
and 2% Miconazole Nitrate. Soft Lily Passion scent.
NE02144 8 oz $13.99 ea  $12.59 ea/12
NE02184 Gallon $104.99 ea  $94.99 ea/4

Nootie Soothing Conditioner 
Gallons 16:1
Helps soothe dry, irritated skin. Contains aloe and 
oatmeal for a calming and relieving bath time 
experience while leaving the coat soft and shiny.
NE00231 Cucumber Melon $44.99 ea  $40.99 ea/4
NE00232 Cherry Blossom $44.99 ea  $40.99 ea/4
NE00233 Sweet Pea & Vanilla $44.99 ea  $40.99 ea/4

Nootie Whitening & 
Brightening Shampoo 16:1
Brightens and whitens thee coat while jojoba oil 
conditions and soothes. Sweet Pea & Vanilla scent.
NE00225 Gallon $44.99 ea  $40.99 ea/4
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Artero Continuous Spray 
Bottle
Pumping repeatedly produces a continuous spray 
of super-fine micro-particles to cover larger areas 
quickly. Ideal for use with very diluted conditioners.
AR17262 Bottle $14.99 ea  $13.49 ea/3

Chris Christensen Double 
Action Trigger Sprayer
Spray when pulling and again upon release, requiring 
half the effort of normal sprayers.
CC01369 8 oz $9 ea
CC01370 .5 Liter $11 ea

Groom Professional Pump
Easily fill mixing bottles. Fits almost all gallon bottles.
GP00368 Gallon Pump $4.99 ea

Artero Shampoo Pump
Fits Artero 180 oz jugs.
AR17004 Gallon Pump $9.99 ea  $8.18 ea/3

Chris Christensen Exquisite 
Fine Mist Sprayer
10 oz bottle produces a continuous fine aerosol that 
doesn't clog or slow down. 1 pump equals multiple 
pumps of a regular spray bottle.
CC10046 10 oz $9 ea

Paw Brothers Mixing Bottle
Mixing bottles save money; mix and use only what 
you need. Graduated from 1:1 thru 20:1 and works 
with any concentrated product. Always use mix the 
day you use it and always clean and leave to dry out 
completely at the end of the day.
PBMB Mixing Bottle Set $3.49 ea  $3.19 ea/12  

$2.89 ea/36
PBMBT Top Only $0.99 ea

Bio-Groom 5 Gallon Pump
Fits Bio-Groom 5 Gallon Pails
BGPUMP 5 Gallon Pump $6.99 ea

Paw Brothers Gallon Pump
No more expensive and messy spills. No more waste. 
No more pouring out of heavy bottles. Fill mixing 
bottles easily. The gallon pump will fit almost all 
gallon bottles. Dispenses 1 oz. per full pump squirt.
DOPUMP Pump $4.59 ea

Paw Brothers Spray Bottle
This high quality spray bottle with a professional 
grade sprayer is calibrated in ounces and millilitersfor 
easy mixing. Use for cleaners or detergents. Mix and 
spray leave-in conditioners and coat topicals.
PBSPB32 32 oz Bottle $2.99 ea
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iGroom Boost It
Thickens. Dry texture spray creates instant volume, 
shape, and texture. Hair becomes thick and 
voluminous with natural movement and body. Creates 
dimension and separates strands that stand out. UV 
protectant.
IG00802 7 oz $19 ea

iGroom Magic Boost 
Scissoring Spray
Feather-light, the micronized formula helps dry hair 
faster. Restores body and luster without weighing 
it down. Humidity resistant. No build-up. Perfect for 
unruly hair. Essential oils add shine and moisture. 
Scent matches Pleasia 2 perfume.
IG00814 8 oz $18 ea
IG00855 32 oz $39 ea

iGroom Perfume (1)
View full scent profiles and complementary products 
online. 100ml glass bottle.
IG005 Figure de Lait $40 ea
IG00828 Fabulous $35 ea
IG00853 Bliss $40 ea
IG00854 Evergreen $35 ea
IG00861 Capri Island $40 ea
IG00867 Darling $40 ea
IG010 Banana $35 ea
IG016 Happy $40 ea
IG017 Joy $40 ea

iGroom Freeze It
Ultra-strong hold. The updated nozzle dispenses a 
fine, even mist with a dry finish. Perfect for any type 
of hair or style that demands the ultimate stay-put 
hold that lasts, with no buildup or flakes left behind. 
Dries quickly and is humidity resistant.
IG00800 10 oz $19 ea

iGroom Magic Detangler 
Conditioning Spray
Eliminates tangles. Leave-on protein sealer that 
balances the hair elasticity by providing essential 
nutrients to add moisture to the hair. Repairs damage. 
Equalizes porosity. Scent matches Bliss perfume.
IG00810 8 oz $15 ea
IG00812 Gallon $79 ea

iGroom Perfume (2)
View full scent profiles and complementary products 
online. 100ml glass bottle.
IG00825 Pleasia 1 $45 ea
IG00826 Pleasia 2 $35 ea
IG00827 Shiso Neroli $45 ea
IG00839 LUX $40 ea
IG00845 Sweet Petals $40 ea
IG00847 Mango Tango $35 ea
IG00880 Spring $40 ea
IG014 Rose Garden $40 ea
IG015 Lavender $40 ea

iGroom Gloss It
Straightens. Fine mist that smoothes and straightens 
for a high gloss shine. Lightweight, non-greasy, and 
never feels heavy, for an effortless look. 

 
Great for all dog hair types. Smoothes, straightens, 
and shines with antistatic and thermal protection.
IG00803 4 oz $17 ea

iGroom Magic Mist Spray
Hydrates & soothes. Gives texture, boost, shine, 
and manipulation to the coat gently. It gives light 
conditioning and smoothes the coat as it instantly 
hydrates and rejuvenates all hair types - an all-in-one 
magical finishing spray.
IG00877 8 oz $16 ea
IG00878 64 oz $59 ea

iGroom Silicone-Free 3-1 
Conditioning + Detangling 
Spray
Use as a finishing spray, detangling spray, or 
conditioning maintenance spray. Not tacky or greasy. 
Proudly silicone-free. Scent matches Evergreen 
perfume.
IG00850 8 oz $18 ea
IG00851 64 oz $59 ea
IG00852 Gallon $79 ea
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Blackworks FIERCE Styling 
Scissoring Spray
Reduces static and repels dirt. Prepares the coat for a 
perfect scissor finish.
CGR30064 12 oz $15 ea

Paw Brothers Colognes
Get rid of that “Odor’d Dog”! Each cologne leaves a 
pleasant, refreshing fragrance.
PB80909 French Macaron $6.99 ea  $6.29 ea/6
PB80108 Mello Marsh Mellow $6.99 ea  $6.29 ea/6
PB80208 O Baby Powder $6.99 ea  $6.29 ea/6
PB80508 Desert Nights $6.99 ea  $6.29 ea/6
PB80608 Pawpourri Spice $6.99 ea  $6.29 ea/6
PB80908 Desert Rain $6.99 ea  $6.29 ea/6

Paw Brothers MatMagic Coat 
Conditioner Spray
Reduces dematting time and makes wet or dry 
combing easier. Nontoxic, pH balanced, conditioning 
formula works great on long and short coats. Not only 
makes mats and tangles disappear, but also repairs 
damaged coats, reduces static, and repels dirt.
PB59016 16 oz RTU $7.99 ea  $6.79 ea/12

Blackworks FLIRT Perfume 
Spray
Deodorizes and refreshes the coat. Your customers 
will love this exclusive fragrance blend of floral 
Bergamot with sunny Grapefruit. Great for your retail!
CGR30062 12 oz $15 ea

Paw Brothers Eco-Friendly 
Non-Aerosol Cologne
Sprays like an aerosol without harmful propellants. 
The can uses air instead of harmful propellants and 
is recyclable. Leaves a long-lasting, pleasing scent on 
the coat without weighing it down. Quick-drying and 
no residue.
PB61015 Sweet Bamboo $10.99 ea  $8.99 ea/6
PB61016 Lavender Dream $10.99 ea  $8.99 ea/6

Paw Brothers ProMagic
Professionally formulated to add luster and sheen 
to dry, dull coats. Contains protein and lanolin to 
condition both coat and skin. Great fresh scent. 
Allows you to comb through mats and tangles like 
magic! Great fresh scent.
PB61012 12.5 oz $7.99 ea  $6.79 ea/6

Blackworks TAME 
Conditioning Detangling 
Spray
Conditions the coat and reduces dematting time. 
Perfect for wet or dry combing. Repel dirt and static. 
Stop frizz and flyaways.
CGR30063 12 oz $15 ea

Paw Brothers FreshMagic 
Cologne
A professional pet cologne spray with a long-lasting 
fresh scent. Use to keep pets magically fresh between 
baths. Safe for dogs, cats, kittens, and puppies.
PB61011 12 oz $6.99 ea  $5.94 ea/6

Paw Brothers The One 
Conditioning Spray
Hypo-allergenic and pH balanced This conditioning 
finishing spray detangles, repels dirt, and is anti-
static. It is perfect for all coats and breeds. Compare 
to The Stuff. Fresh Mango scent.
PB11001 16 oz $10.99 ea
PB11002 Gallon $68.99 ea
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Call 800-525-7387 or log in online for 50% off Nature's Specialties listed price

Nature's Specialties 
Conditioning & Detangling 
Spray
Infuses moisture into the skin and coat leaving a 
refreshing look without any residue. Cherry Blossom 
scent.
NA00035 8 oz $5 ea

Nature's Specialties Scissor 
Stuff
A lightly scented scissoring spray that adds a slight 
lift to the coat.
NA00023 2 oz $8.5 ea
NA00024 8 oz $16.50 ea
NA00025 32 oz $33.5 ea
NA00026 Gallon $74.5 ea

Scentament Spa Botanical 
Body Splash
Helps reduce brushing and combing time. Eliminate 
static and tangles. Alcohol-free and fabric-safe. More 
scents available online. 8 oz.
BS304052 Warm Vanilla Sugar $6.4 ea  $5.9 ea/12
BS309057 Pink Apple & Lily $6.4 ea  $5.9 ea/12
BS31505 Mango Maui $6.4 ea  $5.9 ea/12

Nature's Specialties Plum Silky 
Cologne
For that special finishing touch. Longer lasting Plum 
fragrance. Use with family of Plum Silky products.
NA00011 2 oz $8.5 ea
NA00012 8 oz $16.5 ea
NA00013 32 oz $39 ea
NA00018 Gallon $82 ea

Nature's Specialties Sheablast 
Conditioning Spray
Repairs, stops breakage, and detangles. Strengthens 
and promotes hair growth. Dries quickly and non-oily.
NA77502 2 oz $8.5
NA77516 16 oz $28.5

TruCraft Citrus Detangling 
Dematting Spray
Citrus Detangling & Dematting Spray detangles and 
eliminates static while conditioning and moisturizing.
CR31011 Spray 8 oz $9.99 ea

Nature's Specialties Quicker 
Slicker Spray RTU
Cuts brushing and drying time in half while leaving 
your pet soft, silky, and smelling delicious.
NA13801 Gallon $69
NA13802 2 oz $8.5
NA13816 16 oz $23
NA13832 32 oz $36.5

Nature's Specialties Silk 'N 
Finish Conditioning Gel
Great for those problem coats with mats, frizz, static, 
or just fly away and lacking luster.
NA20301 Gallon $367.5

TruCraft Lavandula 
Deodorizing Spray
Neutralize pet and urine odor. Safe for use on pets, 
beds, and kennels. Naturally scented with essential 
oils.
CR31002 Spray 8 oz $9.99 ea
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Chris Christensen Fluff For 
Sure Mousse
A lightweight mousse infused with Wheat Protein, 
that leaves hair noticeably fuller with a flexible, 
touchable hold that controls frizz! Works great on 
breeds like Pomeranians that need all-over body and 
bounce! 8 oz.
CC01094 8 oz $20 ea

Chris Christensen Shine For 
Sure Spray
Doubles volume. A feather-light micro-fine mist that 
has excellent moisture binding properties that link 
hair fibers to improve elasticity and resiliency and 
restore moisture balance for a brilliant shine! 4 oz 
aerosol.
CC01068 4 oz $18 ea

Chris Christensen Thick N 
Thicker Leave-In Spray
Leave-in coat thickening treatment delivers a 
noticeable fuller-looking and thicker-feeling coat. 
Helps thicken hair strands, leaving hair looking 
thicker and fuller. Penetrates strands and helps 
strengthen hair. 8 oz spray.
CC01361 8 oz $21 ea  $19 ea/12

Chris Christensen Hold For 
Sure Spray
Flexible hold. Micro-fine mist infused with nourishing 
Panthenol and Blueberry Fruit Extract for all-day 
conditioning and frizz control. Adds slight texture and 
volume for scissoring. 10 oz.
CC01093 10 oz $20 ea

Chris Christensen Super Hold 
Spray
Firm hold. The only waterless spray in the industry! 
Nonhydroscopic material that holds but will not build 
up and weigh down the coat. Fast dries on contact 
for a strong, long lasting hold without stickiness or 
flaking.
CC00090 10 oz $18 ea

Chris Christensen Thick N 
Thicker Whipped Crème 
Mousse
Locks style in place. Create volume, lift, texture, shine, 
and control with just about any coat type, length, 
and texture. Leaves the coat with a natural shine, 
movement, and texture. 10 oz.
CC00045 10 oz $18 ea

Chris Christensen Quench 
Spray
Locks in moisture. Extracts of Rosemary leaf, Apple 
fruit, Sunflower Seed, and Rice Brand create a 
feather-light leave-in treatment that seals moisture 
into the skin and coat, for superior conditioning and 
shine! Prevents frizz and encourages healthy hair and 
skin. 8 oz.
CC01251 8 oz $18 ea

Chris Christensen Thick N 
Thicker Bodifier Texturizer 
Spray
Medium hold. State-of-the-art volumizing and texture 
spray with a medium hold and zero weight. Use on 
dry coat while styling to create striking volume and 
add texture! 10 oz.
CC00070 10 oz $18 ea

Chris Christensen V-Force 
Volume Blast Spray
Locks style in place Create volume, lift, texture, shine, 
and control with just about any coat type, length, and 
texture. Leaves coat with a natural shine, movement, 
and texture. 7 oz.
CC01292 7 oz $20 ea
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Chris Christensen Diamond 
Series Miracle Cream
This 8-in-1 coat perfector leave-in formula smooths 
coat, adds shine, adds moisture, restores elasticity 
and strength, controls frizz, is weightless on the 
coat, increases manageability, and protects against 
damage.
CC01280 5 oz $18 ea  $16 ea/12

Chris Christensen Just Divine 
Brushing Spray
Helps detangling. Brushing spray prevents damage 
from dry brushing and breaks down product buildup 
while preserving coat texture.
CC01020 16 oz Concentrate $29 ea
CC01019 16 oz RTU $15 ea

Chris Christensen Silk Spirits
Adds shine and moisture. Liquid silk protein glossing 
serum. Apply to dry coat for shine and silky texture. 
Add sparingly to wet coat for heat protection. 
Eliminates static and flyaways.
CC00063 4 oz $15 ea
CC00064 8 oz $21 ea

Chris Christensen Ice on Ice 
Spray
Concentrate makes 2 gallons. Detangling leave-in 
conditioner repels dirt, dust, urine and pollutants that 
damage and break the coat. Water-soluble & shields 
coat from UV rays.
CC00052 16 oz Concentrate $47 ea
CC00051 16 oz RTU $18 ea

Chris Christensen Precious 
Drop Spray
Leave-in Keratin protein therapy. Keeps drop coats 
silky without looking greasy. Reduces frizz and 
matting. Prevents breakage. Produces soft, silky 
unimaginably sleek, and shiny coats.
CC01006 16 oz Concentrate $29 ea
CC01004 16 oz RTU $15 ea

Chris Christensen Smart 
Scents
Long-lasting scents that match SmartWash50 and 
Smart Rinses. 16 oz.
CC01303 Cherry & Oats $16 ea
CC01304 Jungle Apple $16 ea
CC01301 Papaya Starfruit $16 ea
CC01302 Tropical Breeze $16 ea

Chris Christensen Ice on Ice 
Ultra Spray
Mat buster. Combines the superior performance of Ice 
on Ice Ready-to-Use with a revolutionary new aerosol 
delivery system that penetrates deep into the hair 
shaft, moisturizing from within, sealing in hydration, 
and reducing frizz! 8 oz.
CC01230 8 oz $18 ea

Chris Christensen Signature 
Smart Scents
Based on popular human scents. Long-lasting, light, 
and aromatic fragrances, expertly crafted for your dog 
or cat. 16 oz.
CC01163 Brooklynn's Sweet & Sassy $16 ea
CC01162 Adalynn's Baby Fresh $16 ea
CC01161 Bear's Strong & Sporty $16 ea
CC01160 King Arthur's Knight Out $16 ea

Chris Christensen Spectrum 
Ten Hypro Pac
An intense protein conditioning treatment for 
repairing soft, brittle, and damaged, delicate coats. 
Restores critical moisture, eliminates frizz, and 
protects against future damage. 16 oz.
CC00089 16 oz $19 ea
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Best Shot Ultra Vitalizing Mist
Alcohol-free! Loosens mats, frees tangles, and rids 
static. Apply wet or dry. Seals, shines, and repels dirt.
BS121154 16 oz $9.99 ea  $8.99 ea/12
BS121208 32 oz $13.99 ea  $12.4 ea/12
BS121253 Gallon $39.9 ea  $36.95 ea/4

Groom Professional Colognes 
- Unisex
Original has a fresh, clean, slightly sweet smell. Baby 
Fresh has a baby powder scent. Fruit Punch features 
passionfruit and mango fragrances.
GP01095 Baby Fresh 7 oz $9.99 ea
GP01096 Fruit Prunch 7 oz $9.99 ea
GP01098 Original 7 oz $9.99 ea

Groom Professional 
Wondercoat Spray
Helps to condition both the coat and skin with a clean 
fresh smell.
GP01159 7 oz $8.99 ea
GP01863 16 oz $17.99 ea

Groom Professional Colognes 
- Female
Princess features spicy notes of mandarin, lemon, and 
pepper with a floral heart of rose and jasmine. Diva 
consists of exotic fruit, jasmine, and velvet musks. 
Royalty features a fresh, sweet scent.
GP01100 Diva 7 oz $9.99 ea
GP01103 Princess 7 oz $9.99 ea
GP05387 Royalty 7 oz $9.99 ea
GP06588 Royalty 3 oz $5.99 ea

Groom Professional Fast Dri 
Spray
Repels water, making drying a breeze. Ideal for any 
coat type. Choose from Classic, Ocean, or Love scents.
GP01168 Classic 35 oz $18.99 ea
GP01169 Classic 4 Liters $59.99 ea
GP03926 First Love 35 oz $18.99 ea
GP03927 First Love 4 Liters $59.99 ea
GP02049 Ocean Breeze 35 oz $18.99 ea
GP02050 Ocean Breeze 4 Liters $59.99 ea

Tropiclean D-Mat Solution 
Gallon 10:1
Brush out solution that cuts brushing time in half. 
Save time and stress by eliminating strenuous 
brushing, dematting, and detangling. Contains 
natural ingredients such as Kava, and Omega 3 & 6 to 
reconstruct damaged hair shafts.
TC58128 Gallon $36.99 ea  $33.29 ea/4

Groom Professional Colognes 
- Male
Prince base is musky and ambery with notes of 
cedar, patchouli, and moss. Imperial encapsulates 
the daring and fresh scent with contrasting notes of 
citrus and cool spice.
GP05390 Imperial 7 oz $9.99 ea
GP06585 Imperial 3 oz $5.99 ea
GP01102 Prince 7 oz $9.99 ea

Groom Professional Scissor 
Spritzer
Reduces static, making it easier to cut hair. Adds 
volume and hold to coats.
GP01662 7 oz $9.99 ea
GP01663 17.5 oz $18.99 ea

Tropiclean Spa Colognes
With UV Protector. Gentle cologne utilizes the 
precious floral distillates used in the production of 
essential oils. Aromatherapy pampers pets and the 
fresh scents last for days. 8 oz.
TC700277 Fresh $7.99 ea  $7.19 ea/12
TC700284 Comfort $7.99 ea  $7.19 ea/12
TC700291 Renew $7.99 ea  $7.19 ea/12
TC700574 For Him $7.99 ea  $7.19 ea/12
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AromaCare Grooming Sprays
Use between baths. Deodorizes and conditions 
the coat, leaving skin soft and the coat supple and 
tangle-free. 8 oz.
PPPA1025 Argan Oil $5.99 ea  $5.49 ea/12
PPPA955 Calming Lavender $4.99 ea  $4.49 ea/12
PPPA965 Eucalyptus $3.99 ea  $3.59 ea/12
PPPA975 Chamomile & Oatmeal $3.99 ea  $3.59 ea/12
PPPA985 Brightening Juniper $3.99 ea  $3.59 ea/12
PPPA995 Cactus Aloe $3.99 ea  $3.59 ea/12

Bio-Groom Indulge Spray
Aids in deshedding. Daily leave-in conditioner. 
Absorbs quickly and does not leave an oily residue. 
Prevents tangles and is good for short and long 
coats. 12 oz.
BG34412 12 oz $8.99 ea  $8.09 ea/12

Double K Groomer's Edge 
Unleashed Cologne
A special spray cologne to add extra freshness after 
bathing or in between baths. Super clean, long-
lasting scent.
DBL120-1 Gallon $41.99 ea  $38.99 ea/4

Bio-Groom Anti-Stat RTU
Developed to control flyaway hair and eliminate static 
charges on hair that result from shampooing, drying, 
and combing. Leaves the coat easy to comb and 
brush. Non-sticky, non- irritating. Excellent on cats. 
Fine mist pump sprayer.
BG50816 12 oz $8.99 ea  $8.09 ea/12
BG50828 Gallon $28.99 ea  $26.09 ea/4

Bio-Groom Natural Scents 
Colognes
Developed with the finest natural fragrances and 
ingredients from Africa, leaves your pet smelling 
wonderful for days. Use this exotic cologne after 
bathing your pet with the matching shampoo. 3.75 oz.
BG56375 Pink Jasmine $5.99 ea  $5.39 ea/12
BG57375 Desert Agave Blossom $5.99 ea  $5.39 ea/12

Fresh 'n Clean Colognes
These aerosol sprays are especially handy for holding 
down “doggy odor” between baths. Delicate scent 
rids pets of doggie odor” for months. Available in 
“Original” Floral, Baby Powder, and Tropical scents!
LK21569 Tropical $9.89 ea  $9.89 ea/12
LK21571 Original Fresh $9.89 ea  $9.89 ea/12
LK21573 Baby Powder $9.89 ea  $9.89 ea/12

Bio-Groom Groom N Fresh 
Cologne ORM-D
Elegant cologne helps keep your pet smelling fresh 
and clean.
BG51308 8 oz $7.99 ea  $7.19 ea/12
BG51328 Gallon $60.99 ea  $54.89 ea/4

Bio-Groom So Quick Spray
Developed to cut down drying time by up to 50%. 
Detangles and smooths coat, eliminates frizz, and 
locks out humidity. Non-oily. 100% biodegradable. 
Fragrance and residue-free; doesn’t clash with 
other products. Safe for puppies, kittens, and our 
environment.
BG41128 Gallon $55.99 ea  $50.39 ea/4
BG41216 16 oz $13.99 ea  $12.59 ea/12

The Stuff
The Stuff conditions and protects coat, repels dirt, 
dust and urine. Hypoallergenic non-toxic formula. 
Concentrate is 15:1.
DL12 12 oz 1:1 $31.29 ea  $29.29 ea/12
DL16 16 oz RTU $9.59 ea  $8.59 ea/12
DL4 4 oz 1:1 $13.79 ea  $12.79 ea/12
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Artero FLASH Shine 
Conditioner
Gives extraordinary shine and silky results to all 
coats. Components give a non-greasy, conditioning 
effect which allows use as a softener on dry coats. 
Fantastic fluffing spray after bath. 7.1 oz.
AR10011 7.1 oz $19.99 ea  $17.99 ea/3

Artero PODIUM DRY Hold Hair 
Spray
A dry particle spray that can be used for setting a 
shape or texturizing any style. Allows free movement 
of the hair and is set firm to the touch. Perfect finish 
for all breeds and for topknots. Does not leave residue 
in the hair.
AR16594  $21.99 ea  $19.79 ea/3

Artero STATIC CONTROL Spray
Antistatic spray for after a bath. Lightly mist over 
the coat, then brush in the natural direction of the 
hair. Great for scissoring or even clipping a coat. Dry 
micro-particles diffuse through the hair to separate 
them from sticking to one another. 5.07 oz.
AR16520 4.6 oz $14.99 ea  $13.49 ea/3

Artero MATT-X Dematter and 
Conditioner
Helps remove mats and knots quickly and gently. 
Non-greasy, antistatic formula aids brushing and 
leaves coat silky smooth. Before the bath, spray 
directly into matts until wet to the touch. For best 
results, allow sitting in coat for 20 seconds. 10.1oz.
AR10021 10.1 oz $22.99 ea  $20.69 ea/3

Artero PODIUM STRONG Hold 
Hair Spray
Hair Spray. Provides complete hold. Stands up to even 
vigorous shaking. Perfect for spray-ups and topknots, 
especially in shows, expos, etc. Suitable for use on 
black-coated dogs. Leaves no residue. 12.5 oz.
AR16595 12.5 oz $21.99 ea  $19.79 ea/3

Mr. Groom Coat and Skin 
Conditioning Spray
Loved for over 60 years, in a new package! Non-
greasy, lanolin-enriched spray cleans and conditions 
the coat, as it is absorbed into the skin, helping 
to eliminate dryness and flakiness. Deodorizes, 
eliminates tangles, and eases brushing. No-lacquer 
formula recommended for all coat types. 11 oz.
MRG13300 11 oz $11.99 ea  $10.79 ea/12

Artero Parfum
Completely eliminates unpleasant smells and gives a 
smooth, fresh, and clean scent. One spray will last the 
entire day.  3.4 oz.
AR10023 Classic $20.99 ea  $18.89 ea/3
AR10025 Impact $20.99 ea  $18.89 ea/3
AR10026 Violet $20.99 ea  $18.89 ea/3
AR10027 Tierra $20.99 ea  $18.89 ea/3
AR16475 Baby $20.99 ea  $18.89 ea/3
AR17676 Fresh $20.99 ea  $18.89 ea/3

Artero SPEED Dry Shampoo
Recommended for use between baths. Fast and easy 
to use. Absorbs excess oil and eliminates dirt and bad 
odors, leaving the coat soft, clean, and smelling fresh 
instantly. Adds extra volume to floppy coats.
AR10010 5.9 oz $17.99 ea  $16.19 ea/3

Special FX Pro Spray RTU
A professional, ready-to-use, leave-in conditioner 
spray that cuts drying and brushing time in half! 
Contains a blend of special conditioners, Aloe, 
Panthenol, and Vitamin E.
FX00554 Platinum Plum 16 oz $9.99 ea  $8.49 ea/12
FX00559 Tropical Passion 16 oz $9.99 ea  $8.49 ea/12
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Crazy Liberty Pet Hair Dye (1)
Safe for animal coats. Made with vegetative and fruit 
components that not only color but also improve 
the health of the hair giving it a glamourous shine. 
Reduces the loss of humidity in the hair and protects 
it against thermal damage.
CRZ27246 Cream $12.99 ea
CRZ27247 Apricot $12.99 ea
CRZ27248 Gold $12.99 ea
CRZ27250 Dark Green $12.99 ea
CRZ27251 Dark Blue $12.99 ea
CRZ27627 Dark Chocolate $12.99 ea
CRZ27628 Buff $12.99 ea
CRZ27633 Aquamarine $12.99 ea
CRZ77581 Brown $12.99 ea
CRZ77582 Black $12.99 ea
CRZ77591 Orange $12.99 ea
CRZ77592 Violet $12.99 ea
CRZ77593 Yellow $12.99 ea

Crazy Liberty Pet Hair Dye (2)
Safe for animal coats. Made with vegetative and fruit 
components that not only color but also improve 
the health of the hair giving it a glamourous shine. 
Reduces the loss of humidity in the hair and protects 
it against thermal damage.
CRZ27249 Turquoise $12.99 ea
CRZ27488 Gray $12.99 ea
CRZ27625 Magenta $12.99 ea
CRZ27626 Ultraviolet $12.99 ea
CRZ27629 Pastel Pink $12.99 ea
CRZ27630 Pastel Blue $12.99 ea
CRZ27631 Pastel Purple $12.99 ea
CRZ27639 Teal $12.99 ea
CRZ27641 Light Pink $12.99 ea
CRZ77586 Light Green $12.99 ea
CRZ77588 Light Blue $12.99 ea
CRZ77589 Pink $12.99 ea
CRZ77590 Red $12.99 ea

Fancy Finishes Cremes Nail 
Polish
Rich and creamy fashion colors. Fast-drying, long-
wearing formula that goes on smooth and easy. 
All colorants are FDA approved and free from lead, 
arsenic, formaldehyde, and DBP. All bottles are 1/2 oz 
(15ml). Choose color.
VGR31830-FP Flamingo Pink $2.45 ea  $1.99 ea/6
VGR31830-OR Orange $2.45 ea  $1.99 ea/6
VGR31830-PK Pink $2.45 ea  $1.99 ea/6
VGR31830-PU Purple $2.45 ea  $1.99 ea/6
VGR31830-RB Raspberry $2.45 ea  $1.99 ea/6
VGR31830-RD Red $2.45 ea  $1.99 ea/6

Fancy Finishes Gemstone 
Shimmer Nail Polish
Jewel tones with a light frost to shimmer in the light. 
Fast-drying, long-wearing formula that goes on 
smooth and easy. All colorants are FDA approved and 
free from lead, arsenic, formaldehyde, and DBP. All 
bottles are 1/2 oz (15ml). Choose color.
VGR31850-AM Amethyst $2.45 ea  $1.99 ea/6
VGR31850-EM Emerald $2.45 ea  $1.99 ea/6
VGR31850-PT Pink topaz $2.45 ea  $1.99 ea/6
VGR31850-RBY Ruby $2.45 ea  $1.99 ea/6
VGR31850-SP Sapphire $2.45 ea  $1.99 ea/6
VGR31850-TO Tourmaline $2.45 ea  $1.99 ea/6

OPAWZ Permanent Pet Hair 
Dye
Long-lasting permanent color specially formulated for 
dogs & horses. Can be used on white, grey, apricot, 
and brown coats. Nontoxic and gentle on the coat. 
Colors can be mixed with each other. Lasts 20+ 
washes.
OZ17328 Hot Red $10.99 ea
OZ17329 Ardent Orange $10.99 ea
OZ17330 Adorable Pink $10.99 ea
OZ17331 Glorious Yellow $10.99 ea
OZ17332 Innocent Blue $10.99 ea
OZ17333 Mystic Purple $10.99 ea
OZ17335 Loyal Brown $10.99 ea
OZ17336 Profound Green $10.99 ea
OZ17337 Tender Green $10.99 ea
OZ17338 Cobalt Blue $10.99 ea
OZ17339 Charm Pink $10.99 ea
OZ17340 Flame Orange $10.99 ea

OPAWZ Semi-Permanent Pet 
Hair Dye
Non-toxic and gentle, gradually washes away in 
around 8 washes. Contains no ammonia or peroxide. 
Best suitable for White-haired coat type. Colors will 
vary depending upon the hair color. Not suggested 
for use on dark-haired coat types. Safe for dogs, cats, 
and horses.
OZ17377 Strawberry Red $12.99 ea
OZ17550 Hawaii Blue $12.99 ea
OZ17551 Dahlia Purple $12.99 ea
OZ17552 Kelly Green $12.99 ea
OZ17553 Shocking Pink $12.99 ea
OZ17554 Bubble Gum Pink $12.99 ea
OZ17555 Flash Yellow $12.99 ea
OZ17556 Pumpkin Orange $12.99 ea
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More creative grooming products onlineMore creative grooming products online

OPAWZ 6-Well Coloring 
Palette
Perfect for both beginner and experienced groomers, 
in pure white to make it easy to customize countless 
colors.
OZ17375 Palette $7.99 ea

OPAWZ Feather Bristle Brush
Ultra-natural soft feathered bristle for smooth color 
application. Large color brush for the coloring on 
large color sections. Medium color brush with 
narrow width for detail coloring. Small color brush for 
painting on highlights.
OZ17529 Large $3.09 ea
OZ17530 Medium $1.99 ea
OZ17531 Small $1.59 ea

OPAWZ Super Black 
Permanent Pet Hair Dye
Long-lasting permanent color specially formulated for 
dogs & horses. Can be used on white, grey, apricot, 
and brown coats. Coloring results may vary with coat 
type and breed. Nontoxic and gentle on petâ€™s 
coat. Colors can be mixed with each other. Lasts 20+ 
washes.
OZ00244 Super Black 120 ml $16.99 ea

OPAWZ Animal Prints Tattoo 
Stencil Set
4 unique designs including patterns of Giraffe, 
Leopard, Zebra, and Alligator. Size is 10.2 x 5.1 inch.
OZ17546 Stencil Set $5.99 ea

OPAWZ Lightening Cream
FOR PRO GROOMER USE ONLY. Lightening Cream is 
rich in nutrient oils (milder than traditional bleaching 
powder) and can help prevent the hair from drying 
out and breaking. For healthy adult dogs and horses. 
Do not use on elderly pets, pregnant pets, cats, or 
small animals.
OZ94111 Lightening 3.53 oz $25.99 ea
OZ94136 Developer 7.05 oz $10.99 ea

OPAWZ Tattoo Stencil Set
24 Unique designs with 2 different versions to choose 
from. Pre-cut, easy to use. Not self-adhesive. It doesn't 
harm the pet's fur. Size: 6.3 x 4.2 inch.
OZ94141 Stencil Set $10.99 ea

OPAWZ Color Cream
Isolation cream protects areas where you do not want 
colors. Completely non-toxic and gentle on the coat. A 
water-soluble formula, easy to wash out. No residue. 
Dilution cream helps to create numerous shades 
when mixed with OPAWZ pet hair dyes.
OZ00227 8.64 oz $18.99 ea
OZ94099 8 oz $12.99 ea

OPAWZ Pet Hair Dye Tool Kit
This 14-piece accessories kit includes: 1 Hair Dye 
Accessories Kit, 1 Graduated Mixing Bowl, 1 Color Dye 
Applicator, 4 Long Banana Style Hair Clips, 4 Large 
Clips, 2 Multi-Use Tint Brushes, and 1 Pintail Comb. 
Packaged in a zippered, reusable travel bag.
OZ49575 Kit $12.99 ea

Warren London Pawdicure 
Polish Pens
Non-toxic, water-based, and odorless. Superfast 
dry. Easy to use. To remove use non-acetone polish 
remover. Available in Black, Neon Green, White, Neon 
Orange, Red, Neon Pink, Blue, Neon Purple, Yellow, 
Silver, Pink, Gold, and Purple.
WLD00371 Set of All 13 $57.99 ea
WLDPP Individual Pen $4.99 ea



Bandannas
•  They’re Decorative, Colorful And Fun
A square piece of cloth with an attitude. The widest assortment of colors and paisley. Ideal for wearing or 
can be used as decoration. A style for every pet (or person). These bandannas are 21 1/2 x 21 1/2” and are a 
50/50 Poly/Cotton. They may be cut in 2 triangles to make bandannas for more than 1 pet. 

SEE MORE BANDANNAS ONLINE

MIX & MATCH FOR QUANTITY PRICING

All “Groups A & B” On This Page

Printed Bandannas (Group A)  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 2.49 ea 2.09 ea/12

A: BAN727

A: BAN529

A: BAN566

A: BAN527

A: BAN593

A: BAN339

A: BAN592

A: BAN652

A: BAN221

A: BAN651

A: BAN463

A: BAN138

A: BAN25

A: BAN190 A: BAN175 A: BAN223 A: BAN343 A: BAN561 A: BAN562

A: BAN347 A: BAN548 A: BAN340 A: BAN342 A: BAN157 A: BAN131

B: BAN01 B: BAN02 B: BAN03 B: BAN06 B: BAN007

B: BAN12 B: BAN13 B: BAN39 B: BAN23 B: BAN23

A: BAN634 A: BAN633

A: BAN491 A: BAN157 A: BAN131

Paisley Bandannas (Group B)  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 2.19 ea 1.69 ea/12

Holiday Bandannas  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 2.99 ea 2.09 ea/12
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Fancy Bows (Assorted Colors) Mix & Match “VGR” for Quanitity Pricing   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 17.99 ea 16.19 ea/6

Premium Pre-Tied Bows (Assorted Colors) Mix & Match “ZM” for Quanitity Pricing

SEE WEB FOR MORE STYLES

86 1(800)525-PETS www.RyansPet.com
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Fancy Finishes™ Bows are a convenient and economical way to finish any grooming job with style! All bows are tied with durable 
latex bands that won’t pull hair and come in assorted colors. Choose from a wide variety of colors, sizes and styles. All bows are 
bagged for retail sales.

ZM30006  50 Ct
24.99 ea  |  22.99/ea 3

ZM30010  50 Ct
24.99 ea  |  22.99/ea 3

ZM30021  38 Ct
18.99 ea  |  16.99/ea 3

ZM30019  50 Ct
24.99 ea  |  22.99/ea 3

ZM30018  50 Ct
18.99 ea  |  16.99/ea 3

ZM30022  36 Ct
18.99 ea  |  16.99/ea 3

ZM30016  50 Ct
18.99 ea  |  16.99/ea 3

ZM30012  50 Ct
18.99 ea  |  16.99/ea 3

ZM30020  24 Ct
18.99 ea  |  16.99/ea 3

VGR97124 7/8” 24 Ct

VGR97040 5/8” 100 Ct

VGR97237 1.5” 100 Ct

VGR97232 1.5” 24 Ct VGR97233 1.5” 24 Ct VGR97234 1.5” 24 Ct

VGR97107 1.5” 24 Ct VGR97041 1.5” 100 Ct VGR97108 1.5” 24 Ct VGR97235 1.5” 24 Ct VGR97236 1.5” 24 Ct

VGR97005 5/8” 100 Ct

VGR97010 5/8” 100 Ct

VGR97000 3/8” 100 Ct

VGR97020 5/8” 100 Ct

VGR97015 5/8” 100 Ct

VGR97026 3/8” 100 Ct VGR97027 5/8” 100 Ct

VGR97123 3/8” 24 Ct

VGR97125 5/8” 24 Ct VGR97145 5/8” 24 Ct VGR97025 5/8” 100 Ct VGR97115 1.5” 24 Ct VGR97122 1.5” 24 Ct VGR97129 7/8” 24 Ct

VGR97127 1” 24 Ct

VGR97116 1.5” 24 Ct
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European sizing runs smaller. Size up 1 - 2 sizes for a comfortable fit.European sizing runs smaller. Size up 1 - 2 sizes for a comfortable fit.

Groom Professional Biella 
Jacket
Available Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL.
GPBJ Jacket $39.99 ea

Groom Professional Grazia 
Apron
Available Colors: Black, Pink, Grey.
GPGA Apron $19.99 ea

Groom Professional Modena 
Jacket
Available Sizes: S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL, 4XL. Available 
Colors: Pink, Blue.
GPMAJ Jacket $39.99 ea

Groom Professional Firenze 
Jacket
Available Sizes: XL, 2XL.
GPFJ Jacket $39.99 ea

Groom Professional Lucco 
Jacket
Available Sizes: M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL.
GPLJ Jacket $39.99 ea

Groom Professional Rimini 
Tunic
Available Sizes: S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL. Available Colors: 
Pink, Purple.
GPRT Tunic $39.99 ea

Groom Professional Florence 
Jacket
Available Sizes: S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL, 4XL.
GPFLJ Jacket $39.99 ea

Groom Professional Milano 
Jacket
Available Sizes: S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL, 4XL, 6XL. 
Available Colors: Pink, Blue.
GPMJ Jacket $39.99 ea
GPMJT Jacket $39.99 ea

Groom Professional Treviso 
Jacket
Available Sizes: S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL.
GPTJ Jacket $39.99 ea
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Fromm Unisex Jacket
100% Crinkle Nylon. Water repellent. Zip front with 3 
pockets. Machine washable.
FMMD785 Small Black $26.99 ea
FMMD786 Medium Black $26.99 ea
FMMD787 Large Black $26.99 ea
FMMD788 X-Large Black $26.99 ea
FMMD789 XX-Large Black $26.99 ea

Paw Brothers Black Jacket 
with Trim
Made in the USA with 100% lustrous Antron Nylon that 
has been treated with Teflon to repel hair, water, and 
chemicals. Pockets feature an easy-clean bottom zip 
opening. Available in sizes Small – 3X Large. Choose 
from white or pink trim.
PBG6740 Small-Medium $34.99 ea
PBG6741 X-Large $38.99 ea
PBG6742 XX-Large Black $36.99 ea
PBG6743 XXX-Large $38.99 ea

Paw Brothers Jacket with 
Rhinestone Paw Print
Drop shoulder wide sleeve allows for superior 
comfort and arm movement. Longer length provides 
extra protection and coverage. Made with 100% 
lustrous Antron Nylon that is lightweight, fashionable, 
and has been Teflon treated to repel hair, water, and 
chemicals. Choose from black or plum.
PBG6760 Small-Large $39.99 ea
PBG6761 X-Large $39.99 ea
PBG6762 XX-Large $39.99 ea

Paw Brothers Pants
Pants are made in the USA with 100% lustrous Antron 
Nylon that has been Teflon treated to repel hair, water, 
and chemicals. The fabric is very comfortable and 
lightweight. Features an elastic waist and pockets. 
Available in black.
PBG6290 Small-X-Large $24.99 ea
PBG6292 XX-Large $27.99 ea
PBG6293 XXX-Large $29.99 ea

Paw Brothers Paw Print Jacket
Made from 100% lustrous Antron Nylon that is 
lightweight, cool, and has been “Farbriguard” treated 
to repel water and stains. Bottom pockets feature 
easy-clean zipper bottoms - no more pockets full of 
hair!
PBG6800 Small-X-Large $35.99 ea
PBG6802 XX-Large $35.99 ea
PBG6803 XXX-Large $35.99 ea

Paw Brothers Paw Print Scrub 
Top
This scrub top is made from the same quality fabric 
as our regular scrub tops but features a fashionable 
screen print of a paw print in the shape of a heart. 
Choose from black, plum, or pink.
PBG6510 Small-X-Large $24.99 ea
PBG6512 XX-Large $27.99 ea
PBG6513 XXX-Large $29.99 ea
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Blackworks Groomer Apron
Breathable, water-resistant fabric that's comfortable 
for all-day use. Modern-fit apron effortlessly slips 
overhead. No straps or buckles. Straps cross along 
the back and stay in place with sewn-in magnetic 
closure.
CGR98001 Small-Large $39.99 ea
CGR98002 XL-3XL $39.99 ea

Paw Brothers Perfect Apron
This unisex apron features bottom zip pockets for 
quick hair removal, a handy chest pocket designed 
for combs and tools, and an adjustable neck strap 
for a perfect fit. Made with a poly/nylon/taffeta blend 
that has been Fabriguard treated to repel water and 
stains.
PBG644 Black or Sable $29.99 ea

Paw Brothers Waterproof 
Apron with Dog
Rub a dub dub, a pup in the tub. Stay dry with this 
super cute apron. Will keep you safe from stray water 
sprayed from the tub.
PBG651 Apron $15.99 ea  $13.99 ea/12

Paw Brothers Dog Breed 
Apron
This waterproof, PVC-coated apron features various 
dog breeds. Perfect for bathing, grooming, and 
cleaning. One size fits most.
PBG650 Apron $15.99 ea  $13.99 ea/3

Paw Brothers Sweetheart 
Apron
A sweetheart neckline, white trim binding, and 
figure-flattering chest darts. Bottom zip pockets allow 
for quick hair removal. Adjustable neck strap. Fabric 
treated to repel water and stains. One size fits most. 
Choose plum or black.
PBG645 Black or Plum $29.99 ea

Paw Brothers Waterproof 
Bather Apron
These synthetic rubber PVC bathing aprons are 
lightweight and comfortable. Completely waterproof 
with adjustable neck and waist straps. The longer 
length offers full protection. One size fits most. 
Choose from blue, hot raspberry, or lime.
PBG647  $18.99 ea  $16.99 ea/3

Paw Brothers Paw Print Trim 
Apron
Features neckstrap with multiple snaps for a custom 
fit and waist tie is long enough to tie in the front or 
back. Fabric is water, stain, and chemical repellent. 
Pockets have easy-clean zipper bottoms - no more 
pockets full of hair! One size fits XS-3XL.
PBG627 Apron $29.99 ea

Paw Brothers Sweetheart 
Apron with Elastic
A sweetheart neckline, colored trim binding, and 
figure-flattering chest darts. Bottom zip pockets allow 
for quick hair removal. Adjustable neck strap for a 
perfect fit and a figure-flattering elastic waist. Fabric 
treated to repel water and stains. One size fits most.
PBG646 Black or Plum $29.99 ea

Tikima Waterproof Apron
This fashionable apron is lightweight and waterproof. 
Comfortable and functional with pockets and back tie 
closure. One size fits most.
TK101 Apron $17.99 ea
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Loyalty Pet Breathable 
Grooming Smock
Made with a super comfortable and flexible micro-
stretch fabric. Stay dry and cool! Unisex. Choose from 
black or black/purple.
LPGS Black or Purple/Blaack $40.99 ea

Loyalty Pet FurRResist 
Compression Sleeves
Compression sleeves are great for extra support and 
helping your muscles recover quicker. Bring great 
relief to conditions like arthritis, muscle soreness, and 
swelling. Provides a level of pressure on the affected 
area but shouldn’t be so tight that it becomes 
uncomfortable.
LPGRSLV Sleeves $15.99 ea

Perfect Groom x Loyalty 
Pet Blood, Sweat & Shears 
Leggings - Black/Gray
We know that grooming takes blood, sweat, & shears! 
Celebrate your passion for grooming with this fun 
FuRResist collab between Perfect Groom and Loyalty 
Pet. Same great FuRResist Technology, sizing, and 
fabric with a fun Groomer twist!
PBO Leggings $49.99 ea

Loyalty Pet FuRResist 
Grooming Bottoms
Hair-resistant, sleek and sexy, comfortable, and quick 
to dry! Size Options: XS (0-2), S (4-6), M (6-8), L (10-
12),. XL (14-16), 2XL (16-18), 3XL (22-24).
LPBOOT Pants $47.99 ea
LPCAPRI Capris $47.99 ea
LPLEG Leggings $47.99 ea

Loyalty Pet FurRResist 
Grooming Tanks
Sleek and sexy, comfortable, and quick to dry. 
Chest/Length: XS (29”/24”), S (31”/25”), M (33”/26”), 
L (35”/27”), XL (37”/28”), 2XL (39”/29”), 3XL (41”/30”). 
Fabric: 60% Polyester, 20% Spandex, 20% Nylon.
LPRULF Ruff Life Tank $41.99 ea
LPTT Black Tank $35.99 ea

Perfect Groom x Loyalty Pet 
Blood, Sweat & Shears Sports 
Bra - Black
Hair-resistant sports bras. Can wear in place of 
undershirts. No more hair splinters!  Sizes: S (Bust 31-
37”), M (Bust 34-38”), L (Bust 36-41”), XL (Bust 39-43”), 
2XL (Bust 41-46”), 3XL (Bust 44-48”).
PBSSSB Sports Bra $29.99 ea

Loyalty Pet FuRResist Long 
Sleeve Undershirt
Sleek and sexy, comfortable, and quick to dry. 
Women’s Sizes: XS-3XL. Fabric: 60% Polyester, 20% 
Spandex, 20% Nylon.
LPWLS Undershirt $36.99 ea

Perfect Groom x Loyalty 
Pet Blood, Sweat & Shears 
Leggings - Black
We know that grooming takes blood, sweat, & shears! 
Celebrate your passion for grooming with this fun 
FuRResist collab between Perfect Groom and Loyalty 
Pet. Same great FuRResist Technology, sizing, and 
fabric with a fun Groomer twist!
PBSS Leggings $49.99 ea

Perfect Groom x Loyalty Pet 
Blood, Sweat & Shears Sports 
Bra - Black/Gray
Hair-resistant, padded sports bras. Can wear in place 
of undershirts. No more hair splinters!  Sizes: S (Bust 
31-37”), M (Bust 34-38”), L (Bust 36-41”), XL (Bust 39-
43”), 2XL (Bust 41-46”), 3XL (Bust 44-48”).
PBOSB Sports Bra $29.99 ea
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Ladybird Line  Waterproof 
Grooming Jacket - Pink & 
Purple
Waterproof front panels, protective zipper cover lapel, 
mesh back lining and throughout, pink and purple 
paw print design, adjustable belt. Features a more 
tailored fit at the waist and hip so it is suggested to 
go up one size.
LBWGJ Jacket $43.99 ea

Ladybird Line Waterproof 
Bather Apron
Waterproof with inside mesh lining, dog breeds 
design styling, bleach resistant, hair repellent, 
adjustable neck band, black trim, two front pockets, 
tie belt. One size fits most. Choose from black, blue, 
purple, pink and purple, or multi-color.
LBAP Apron $33.99 ea

Ladybird Line Waterproof Vest 
- Black
Waterproof, hair repellent, bleach resistant. 
Lightweight, waterproof front panels, mesh back 
and inside front panels, covered zipper for added 
protection, and pocket lapels and bottom zippers for 
easy removal of hair and debris. Adjustable belt.
LBWV Vest $38.99 ea

Ladybird Line Groomers 
Rhinestone Jacket
Lightweight, water-resistant, hair repellent, bleach 
resistant. Adjustable back belt, round neck, 
rhinestone zipper, and two side pockets.
LBGRJ Jacket $42.99 ea

Ladybird Line Waterproof 
Bathing Jacket - Blue
Waterproof front panels, protective zipper cover lapel, 
mesh back lining and throughout, blue paw print 
design, adjustable belt. Features a more tailored fit at 
the waist and hip so it is suggested to go up one size.
LBWDJ Jacket $42.99 ea

Ladybird Line Waterproof Vest 
- Dogs
Waterproof, hair repellent, bleach resistant. 
Lightweight, waterproof front panels, mesh back 
and inside front panels, covered zipper for added 
protection, and pocket lapels and bottom zippers for 
easy removal of hair and debris. Adjustable belt.
LBWGV Vest $38.99 ea

Ladybird Line Printed 
Leggings
Designed with comfort in mind - functional and 
flattering. Shape-defining, figure-flattering, and high-
waisted ensuring a great no-slip fit. Can be dressed 
up or down. Choose from Paw Print or Dog Lover.
LBSL Leggings $45.99 ea

Ladybird Line Waterproof 
Bathing Jacket - Purple 
Poodle
Waterproof front panels, protective zipper cover lapel, 
mesh back lining and throughout, Poodle design, 
adjustable belt. Features a more tailored fit at the 
waist and hip so it is suggested to go up one size.
LBWPBJ Jacket $42.99 ea
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Blackworks Groomer 
Backpack
The perfect backpack for groomers on the go! 
Adjustable padded shoulder straps. Drawstring 
closure with magnetic buckles. Two side pockets with 
zippers and one front pocket with magnetic snap 
closures. Fits under airplane seats. Great for staying 
organized while traveling.
CGR98003 Backpack $119.99 ea

Chris Christensen Logo Apron
Perfect for bathing and grooming. These aprons are 
lightweight, water repellant, and hair-resistant.
CCAPRN Apron $19.99 ea

Tikima Belina Shirt
An elegant two-tone sleeveless top. This style has 
a round neckline and a slightly accentuated waist. 
There is a side zipper and split at the neck and 
hemline for an easier on and off. Available in Cobalt, 
Lime, Turquoise, and Red.
TK0510 Small-Large $26.99 ea
TK0511 XL-2XL $27.99 ea
TK0512 3XL $28.99 ea
TK0513 4XL $29.99 ea

Tikima Figarino Shirt
Light, comfortable unisex smock with a straight 
silohuette and short sleeves. Modern v-neck with 
press studs. Two patch pockets at front with flap and 
press stud. Multiple patches on front and sleeves. 
Tikima embroidery on the back. Choose from black, 
blue, and red.
TK0530 Small-Large $35.99 ea
TK0531 XL-2XL $38.99 ea
TK0532 3XL $37.99 ea
TK0533 4XL $38.99 ea

Tikima Galeria Bootcut Pants
Galeria Bootcut pants have a modern low-waisted 
fit with a flared pant leg. Features an elastic back 
waistband and tie in the front. Available in black.
TK1140 Small-X-Large $26.99 ea
TK1142 2XL $27.99 ea
TK1143 3XL $28.99 ea

Tikima Galeria Straight Leg 
Pants
These unisex straight-leg pants feature two pockets 
and a classic high waist. Available in black.
TK114S1 Small-XL $26.99 ea
TK114S2 2XL $27.99 ea
TK114S3 3XL $28.99 ea
TK114S4 4XL $29.99 ea
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Free Freight on Paw Brothers and Value Groom Equipment Purchases $2,500+

Paw Brothers Wire Cage Banks
Standard Bank consists of 3 standard cages (PBP89003). Tall Bank consists of 2 
standard cages (PBP89003) and 1 tall cage (PBP89004). Both banks come with Set 
of 4 Wheels (PBP89014) and Set of 8 Unit Stabilizers (PBP89013).
PBP89003BANK Standard $729.95 ea
PBP89004BANK Tall $759.95 ea

Paw Brothers Wire Cage Units
Custom design your own professional cage bank easily and affordably. Easy 
assembly and easy to clean. Includes floor grates and ABS plastic pans 
(replacements also available). Trays and dividers lock firmly into place. Exclusive 
stabilizing unit. Extra heavy-duty 9 gauge wire construction. Industrial powder 
coat finish. Narrow floor grate for pet comfort and safety. Optional wheel system 
uses heavy-duty, locking wheels. Double spring door latch mechanism with easy 
one-hand operation.
PBP89003 Standard Cage 47 x 24 x 24" $229.99 ea
PBP89004 Tall Cage 47 x 24 x 32.5" $259.99 ea
PBP89010 Replacement Pan 23 x 23" $29.99 ea
PBP89011 Replacement Floor Grate 23 x 23" $19.99 ea
PBP89013 Set of 8 Stabilizers $9.99 ea
PBP89014 Set of 4 Wheels $29.99 ea
PBP89020 Base with Wheels $99.99 ea
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Free Freight on Paw Brothers and Value Groom Equipment Purchases $2,500+

Paw Brothers Modular Cages
Hundreds of combinations possible! Engineered and designed for safety, 
strength, durability, and longevity. Add mobility and versatility with a frame and 
large cage dividers (sold separately). Features true one-handed latch operation 
and removable doors for easy cleaning. Includes floor grates with 1/2” x 4” 
safety spacing that keep pets above waste pans and ABS plastic waste pins. 
Choose between stainless steel or hammertone finish door and frame with 
electrostatically powder-coated exterior and interior panels.
PBP89400 Hammertone White Small 17.5 x 22 x 19.5" $204.98 ea
PBP89410 Hammertone White Medium 21.75 x 26 x 29.5" $279.98 ea
PBP89415 Hammertone White Med/Short 21.75 x 26 x 23.5" $279.98 ea
PBP89420 Hammertone White Large 43.5 x 26 x 31.5" $385.98 ea
PBP89430C Stainless Steel Small 17.5 x 22 x 19.5" $304.98 ea
PBP89435C Stainless Steel Medium 21.75 x 26 x 29.5" $364.98 ea
PBP89437C Stainless Steel Med/Short 21.75 x 26 x 23.5" $374.98 ea
PBP89440C Stainless Steel Large 43.5 x 26 x 31.5" $504.98 ea

Paw Brothers Modular Cages without Pats & 
Grates
The same great modular cages without pans & grates. Hammertone white finish.
PBP89401 Small 17.5 x 22 x 19.5" $149.99 ea
PBP89411 Medium 21.75 x 26 x 29.5" $199.99 ea
PBP89421 Large 43.5 x 26 x 31.5" $279.99 ea
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Free Freight on Paw Brothers and Value Groom Equipment Purchases $2,500+

Full Bank with Med-Short 
Cages
Includes 2 large, 4 medium-short, 5 small cages. 
Complete version includes pans, grates, dividers, and 
full frame with wheels. Standard version does not. 
Total dimensions 87 x 26 x 78.5".
PBP89402K Hammertone White Complete $3315.74 ea
PBP89403K Hammertone White Standard $2320.87 ea
PBP89431K Stainless Steel Complete $4480.74 ea

Full Bank with Medium Cages
Includes 2 large, 4 medium, 5 small cages. Complete 
version includes pans, grates, dividers, and full 
frame with wheels. Standard version does not. Total 
dimensions 87 x 26 x 84.5".
PBP89400K Hammertone White Complete $3290.74 ea
PBP89401K Hammertone White Standard $2320.87 ea
PBP89430K Stainless Steel Complete $4440.74 ea

Half Bank with Medium Cages
Includes 1 large and 2 medium cages. Complete 
version includes pans, grates, dividers, and full 
frame with wheels. Standard version does not. Total 
dimensions 43.5 x 26 x 65".
PBP89408K Hammertone White Complete $830.95 ea
PBP89409K Hammertone White Standard $724.95 ea
PBP89434K Stainless Steel Complete $1525.91 ea

Half Bank with Medium-Short 
Cages
Includes 1 large and 2 medium-short cages. Complete 
version includes pans, grates, dividers, and full 
frame with wheels. Standard version does not. Total 
dimensions 43.5 x 26 x 59".
PBP89410K Hammertone White Complete $1190.91 ea
PBP89411K Hammertone White Standard $830.95 ea
PBP89435K Stainless Steel Complete $1525.91 ea

Short Bank with Med-Short 
Cages
Includes 2 large and 4 medium-short cages. 
Complete version includes pans, grates, dividers, and 
full frame with wheels. Standard version does not. 
Total dimensions 87 x 26 x 59".
PBP89406K Hammertone White Complete $2265.84 ea
PBP89407K Hammertone White Standard $1545.92 ea
PBP89433K Stainless Steel Complete $2955.84 ea

Short Bank with Medium 
Cages
Includes 2 large and 4 medium cages. Complete 
version includes pans, grates, dividers, and full 
frame with wheels. Standard version does not. Total 
dimensions 87 x 26 x 65".
PBP89404K Hammertone White Complete $1976.84 ea
PBP89405K Hammertone White Standard $1339.92 ea
PBP89432K Stainless Steel Complete $2348.90 ea
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Free Freight on Paw Brothers and Value Groom Equipment Purchases $2,500+

Cage Connectors
For use with Paw Brothers Modular Cage Systems. 
Pack of 20.
PBP89478 Black or White $10.99 ea

Replacement Cage Dividers
Turns large modular cages into 2 medium cages.
PBP89460 Hammertone White (for PBP89420) $69.99 ea
PBP89461 Stainless Steel (for PBP89440C) $89.99 ea

Replacement Floor Grates - 
Hammertone White
Replacement floor grates for Hammertone White Paw 
Brothers Modular Cages
PBP89451 Small (for PBP89400) $39.99 ea
PBP89455 Medium/Med-Short (for PBP89410) $59.99 ea
PBP89459 Large, Set of 2 (for PBP89420) $89.99 ea

Cage Frames
1/2 frame includes 4 wheels. Full frame includes 6 
wheels.
PBP89480 Full Frame, Hammertone White $174.99 ea
PBP89481 1/2 Frame, Hammertone White $139.99 ea
PBP89482 Full Frame, Stainless Steel $229.99 ea
PBP89483 1/2 Frame, Stainless Steel $189.99 ea

Replacement Doors - 
Hammertone White
Replacement doors for Hammertone White Paw 
Brothers Modular Cage Systems.
PBP89475 Small (for PBP89400) $49.99 ea
PBP89476 Medium (for PBP89410) $54.99 ea
PBP89477 Med-Short (for PBP89415) $74.99 ea
PBP89479 Large (for PBP89420) $59.99 ea

Replacement Floor Grates - 
Stainless Steel
Replacement floor grates for Stainless Steel Paw 
Brothers Modular Cages.
PBP89465 Small (for PBP89340C) $39.99 ea
PBP89466 Medium & Med-Short (for 

PBP89435C) $44.99 ea
PBP89467 Large, Set of 2 (for PBP89440C) $84.99 ea

Replacement ABS Plastic Pans
For both stainless steel and hammertone white 
modular cage systems.
PBP89450 Small (for PBP89400, PBP89430C) $24.99 ea
PBP89454 Medium/Med-Short (for PBP89410, 

PBP89435C) $25.99 ea
PBP89458 Large, Set of 2 (for PBP89420, 

PBP89440C) $39.99 ea

Replacement Doors - Stainless 
Steel

PBP89485 Small (for PBP89430C) $59.99 ea
PBP89486 Medium (for PBP89435C) $89.99 ea
PBP89487 Large (for PBP89440C) $119.99 ea
PBP89489 Med-Short (for PBP89437C) $99.99 ea

Replacement Grate & Pan Sets
For Hammertone White Paw Brothers Modular Cages.
PBP89402 Small (for PBP89401) $54.99 ea
PBP89412 Medium/Med-Short (for PBP89410) $79.99 ea
PBP89422 Large (for PBP89420) $129.99 ea
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Free Freight on Paw Brothers and Value Groom Equipment Purchases $2,500+

Paw Brothers Supreme Crate Medium
Designed for dogs that are prone to chewing or clawing out of their crates. 
Virtually indestructible and rust-resistant, and powder-coated. 20-gauge steel with 
.5” diameter steel tubing. Includes floor grate, plastic pan, and removable, locking 
casters. Optional grooming top available for dog showing.
PBP90001 37 x 25 x 33.75" $279.99 ea

Professional Stainless Steel Modular Cages
Made of top-grade, durable, long-lasting SUS304 stainless steel. Doors rods are 
8mm and 6mm thick for safety and security. Rounded corners and solid walls 
eliminate areas where germs can grow making it easier to clean and sterilize. 
One-handed locking system. Included casters make it easy to move for cleaning 
and convenience. Full Bank has 5 small, 4 medium, and 2 large cages. Half Bank 
includes 2 medium and 1 large. Large cage can be divided into 2 medium cages 
with included divider.
SSCAGE1 Half Bank 46 x 26 x 64" $1929.99 ea
SSCAGE2 Full Bank 92 x 26 x 85" $5999.99 ea
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Backed with a lifetime warranty on frames (covers structural integrity, excludes cosmetic defects such as chips, 
rust, and dents). 2 years on electric lift motors and 1 year on hydraulic pumps.

ComfortGroom Accordion Lift Electric 
Grooming Table
Constructed from steel with a scratch-resistant Hammertone finish. Weight capacity 
of 275 lbs. Features a hands-free foot pedal and a lockable, removable, waterproof, 
non-slip textured Safe-T grid tabletop with protective vinyl trim that is easy to clean. 
Corner hooks for tools. See Table Accessories for grooming arm (sold separately).
CGR00290 42 x 24 x 12-48" $1499.99 ea

ComfortGroom Ultra Low Z-Lift Electric 
Grooming Table
Constructed from steel with a scratch-resistant Hammertone finish. Weight capacity 
of 385 lbs. Features foot pedals on both sides and a lockable, removable, waterproof, 
non-slip textured Safe-T grid tabletop with protective vinyl trim that is easy to clean. 
Corner hooks for tools. See Table Accessories for grooming arm (sold separately).
CGR00190 42 x 24 x 13-41" $1499.99 ea

ComfortGroom Rotating Ultra Low Z-Lift 
Electric Table
Rotates a full 360 degrees. Constructed from steel with a scratch-resistant 
Hammertone finish. Weight capacity of 400 lbs. Features foot pedals on both 
sides and a lockable, removable, waterproof, non-slip textured Safe-T grid tabletop 
with protective vinyl trim that is easy to clean. Corner hooks for tools. See Table 
Accessories for grooming arm (sold separately).
CGR00490 42 x 24 x 12-42" $1499.99 ea

ComfortGroom Z-Lift Hydraulic Grooming Table
Constructed from steel with a scratch-resistant Hammer Tone finish. Weight 
capacity of 550 lbs. Features a hydraulic foot pump and a removable, waterproof, 
non-slip textured Safe-T grid tabletop with protective vinyl trim that is easy to clean. 
Corner hooks for tools. See Table Accessories for grooming arm (sold separately).
CGR00150 42 x 24 x 20.5 -38" $1099.99 ea
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Free Freight on Blackworks Stealth TablesFree Freight on Blackworks Stealth Tables

Blackworks Stealth Cordless Grooming Table
Features a fixed grooming arm, foot pedals on both sides, a GFI power outlet, cord 
& battery power options: table can be powered by cord or rechargeable battery 
for a mobile, cord-free working environment. Table height goes from 11” to 41” for 
up to 25 cycles (fully up and down) on one charge. Includes a reversible Safe-T 
Grid tabletop: reversible, patented tabletop features a 1” grid gradient pattern on 
one side and is reversible to solid black. Lockable storage drawer to securely stow 
away items that comes with signature magnetic Blackworks key.
CGR93302 Standard $2999 ea

Blackworks Stealth Elite Cordless Grooming 
Table
All the features of the Standard with some Elite-only additions: Preset box with 2 
USB ports and LED screen - conveniently preset up to 2 height settings with the 
ability to lock controls for safety. Additional sliding grooming arm. Magnetic hook 
rod, plate, and storage bins to store scissors, combs, and clippers around the 
perimeter of the table for a customizable grooming experience.
CGR93303 Elite $3499 ea
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Free Freight on Paw Brothers and Value Groom Equipment Purchases $2,500+

Paw Brothers Electric Z-Style Table
Lowers from 26 - 40". Weight limit 200 lbs. Features dual push-button hand controls, 
a “Z” shaped base with antistatic baked epoxy finish, 2 AC outlets (15A, 125V), 2 USB 
ports (DC 5V, 2100mA), 6 organizational hooks, and an accessory drawer. Includes 
reversible/removable Safe-T Grid Top with nonslip rubber coating, telescoping 
grooming arm and loop, and leg levelers. Compatible with Overhead Arm (PBP89115) 
and Set of 4 Casters (PBP89250).
PBP89325 36 x 24 x 26-40" $799.99 ea
PBP89326 48 x 24 x 26-40" $899.99 ea

Paw Brothers Rotating Table Top Grooming 
Station
Rotates for more control and easy access to all areas on the dog. Perfect for small 
dogs or puppies. Sits securely on top of your regular grooming table or any solid 
surface. Table surface is non-slip and easy to clean. Includes telescoping grooming 
arm and loop.
PBP98001 Rotating Grooming Station $79.99 ea

Paw Brothers Hydraulic Z-Style Table
Lowers from 19-39". Features a high-quality hydraulic pump, a “Z” shaped base 
that eliminates wobbling and tipping, and an antistatic baked epoxy finish. Holds 
animals up to 200 lbs. Includes reversible/removable Safe-T Grid Top with nonslip 
rubber coating, telescoping grooming arm and loop, and leg levelers. Compatible 
with Overhead Arm (PBP89115) and Set of 4 Casters (PBP89250).
PBP89320 36 x 24 x 20-39" $699.99 ea
PBP89321 48 x 24 x 20-39" $799.99 ea

Paw Brothers Super Low-Low Electric Table
Lowers to 11". Motor rated for 250 lbs. Features a movable foot pedal, a powder-
coated steel base, 2 AC outlets (15A, 125V), 2 USB ports (DC 5V, 2100mA), 6 
organizational hooks, and an accessory drawer. Includes reversible/removable 
Safe-T Grid Top with nonslip rubber coating, full overhead grooming arm, leg 
levelers, and 2 loops. Compatible with Telescoping Arm (PBP89112) and Set of 4 
Casters (PBP89250).
PBP89360 48 x 24 x 11-42" $1199.99 ea
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Free Freight on Paw Brothers and Value Groom Equipment Purchases $2,500+

Paw Brothers Folding Table
Lowers from 32”-37”. Legs are heavy-duty stainless steel, feature a locking clamp 
system for stability, and adjust in 1” increments to accommodate any size groomer 
or dog. Top made from water-resistant plywood with a non-slip rubber surface that 
is easy to clean. Embedded PVC edging. Weight limit is 175 lbs. Includes heavy-duty 
telescoping grooming arm and clamp with grooming loop.
PBP89302 36 x 23.5 x 32-37" $199.99 ea
PBP89307 48 x 23.5 x 32-37" $239.99 ea

Value Groom Electric Table
Lowers from 21 - 40". 200 lb weight limit. Features push-button hand controls, 
a powder-coated base, 2 AC outlets (15A, 125V), 2 USB ports (DC 5V, 2100mA), 6 
organizational hooks, and an accessory drawer. Includes textured rubber top with 
vinyl edging, telescoping grooming arm, clamp, grooming loop, and leg levelers. 
Compatible with Set of 4 Casters (PBP89250).
VGR89370 35 x 23.5 x 21-40" $599.99 ea
VGR89375 47 x 23.5 x 21-40" $699.99 ea

Paw Brothers Rotating Air Lift Tables
Uses an air pump that slowly raises the table from 26 - 37.5”. Designed specifically 
for small dogs but can hold up to 100 lbs. The tabletop swivels 360 degrees. White 
powder-coated base that's scratch resistant with an aluminum-edged grooming 
top. Includes an aluminum clamp, a slim stainless steel dual-purpose grooming 
arm, and a loop.
PBP70001 Round 27.5" Diameter x 26-37.5" $289.99 ea
PBP70002 Rectangle 30 x 19 x 26-37.5" $289.99 ea

Value Groom Folding Table
Designed for stability and portability. The non-slip rubber-coated top is made from 
7-layer plywood and is durable, water-resistant, and easy to clean. Black powder-
coated square legs fold easily and include leg levelers. The weight limit is 150 lbs. 
Includes telescoping grooming arm, clamp, and loop.
VGR89630 30 x 19 x 32" $129.99 ea
VGR89635 36 x 24 x 30" $149.99 ea
VGR89650 48 x 24 x 30" $169.99 ea
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ComfortGroom Folding 
Grooming Arm
Constructed from steel and painted with scratch-
resistant Hammer Paint finish. Collapsible arm 
extension. Sturdy bolt for secure attachment and 
large knobs for easy adjustment. The wide surface 
clamp design fits tables up to 1.5" thick. Includes 12" 
grooming loop.
CGR00180 Folding Arm $129.99 ea

Paw Brothers Air Lift 
Replacement Arm
Adjustable grooming arm with one knob to alter 
height and one clamp to attach to the grooming table.
PBP70003 Replacement Arm $29.99 ea

Paw Brothers Standard Table 
Arm
Made with forged aluminum that is powder-coated in 
an attractive slate grey, oversized adjustment knobs 
for easy control. Fits all standard grooming tables. 
Each arm and clamp set comes with a free grooming 
loop.
PBP89100 Arm and Clamp 36" $39.99 ea
PBP89101 Arm and Clamp 48" $39.99 ea
PBP89102 Clamp for 36" or 48" $19.99 ea

ComfortGroom Overhead 
Grooming Arm
Constructed from steel and painted with scratch-
resistant Hammer Paint finish. 47" height x 30 - 48" 
width adjustment. Adjustable in both height and 
width. Sturdy bolt for secure attachment and large 
knobs for easy adjustment. The wide surface clamp 
design fits most tables. Grooming belt strap included.
CGR00085 Overhead Arm $209.99 ea

Paw Brothers Full Overhead 
System
This deluxe heavy-duty stainless steel arm comes 
with two grooming loops and fits all Paw Brothers 48” 
Electric and Hydraulic tables.
PBP89115 Overhead System $99.99 ea

Paw Brothers Telescoping Arm
Arm adjusts from 26 - 42”. 13/16” shaft, clamp 15/16” 
hole, 1” clamp ability. Fits VGR89370 and VGR89375.
PBP89111 Clamp Only $24.99 ea
PBP89112 Arm Only $24.99 ea

Heavy Duty Arm & Clamp
Arm is 48" long and made from 75-inch square steel. 
The heavy-duty cast aluminum clamp has a lifetime 
guarantee (clamp will also fit the standard arm that 
comes with tables). Clamp opens up to 1.5" while 
the easy-grip knobs with wide clamping surface 
eliminate arm wobble.
TWA48L Arm with Clamp $89.99 ea
TWALC Clamp Only $69.99 ea

Paw Brothers Heavy-Duty Arm
Deluxe heavy-duty table arm with clamp. Adjustable 
32 - 52”.
PBP89105 Arm with Clamp $89.99 ea

Paw Brothers Telescoping 
Grooming Arm
Arm adjusts from 26 - 42”. 13/16” shaft, clamp 15/16” 
hole, 1” clamp ability. Fits VGR89370 and VGR89375.
PBP89110 Arm with Clamp $34.99 ea
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Chris Christensen Safety 
Symmetry Mat
Offers a grid pattern that allows you to easily line up 
your dog for stacking practice. Rolls up for portability 
and the strap allows for easy transportation. Strap 
sold separately.
CC01469 Strap $15 ea
CC01466 30 x 20" $86 ea
CC01467 36 x 24" $100 ea
CC01468 42 x 24" $114 ea

Paw Brothers Locking Casters
Set of four 3" medium wheels that raise the table 
4.25". Add to table bases in place of the leveling feet. 
Casters lock in place to keep the table stationary 
during use. Fits these tables: PBP89320, PBP89321, 
PBP89325, PBP89326, PBP89360, VGR89615, 
VGR89616, VGR89625, VGR89626, VGR89370, and 
VGR89375.
PBP89250 Set of 4 $49.99 ea

Resco Grooming Post System
47” high oval post for strength. Heavy-duty clamp 
fits any table up to 3.5” thick and extends 36”. Fully 
adjustable, 180 degree ratcheting arm will give your 
clients the most secure, comfortable grooming 
experience. Extends up to 82”. Read more online.
RSC00995 Post System $399.99 ea

ComfortGroom Safe-T Grid 
Replacement Tabletop
Fits ComfortGroom grooming tables.
RPS89005 42" $129.99 ea

Paw Brothers Replacement 
Tops
Replace worn out tops or update the look of your 
shop with replacement tops. Steel reinforced 
for maximum strength and durability. Features a 
premium solid black non-slip rubber coating.
PBP89510 36 x 24" - Fits PBP89320, 

PBP89325 $75.99 ea
PBP89515-BK 48 x 24" - Fits PBP89350, 

PBP89321, PBP89326, PBP89360 $85.99 ea

Resco Grooming Table Tool 
Tray
Comprised of .5" marine-grade starboard plastic. 
Features 10 tool slots (fit scissors, tools, etc.), 2 
removable plastic cupholders, 3 interchangeable 
plastic container slots, 6 S rings (to hang tools, 
clippers, etc.), and a built-in cellphone holder. 
Aluminum C clamp fits tables up to 2" thick.
RSC00996 Tray $90 ea

Nail Grooming Hammock
Perfect for aggressive, wiggly, or older animals. Body 
weight is balanced when the hammock is hung from 
table’s arm. Include hooks, adjustable zipper piece, 
and headrest to support the neck. Holds up to 35 lbs.
LP95045 Black Small $51.99 ea
LP95046 Black Medium $62.99 ea
LP95076 Black Teacup $44.99 ea
LP95088 Pink Teacup $44.99 ea
LP95089 Pink Small $51.99 ea

Paw Brothers Safe-T Grid 
Replacement Tabletops
This revolutionary, patent-pending, safety top offers 
visual cues that help keep animals safely positioned 
on the table. 1” grid is permanent. Great for training, 
grooming schools, vets, contest, and dog show 
enthusiasts. Reversible to solid black.
PBP89001 36" - Fits PBP89320, PBP89325 $119.99 ea
PBP89002 48" - Fits PBP89350, PBP89321, 

PBP89326, PBP89360 $129.99 ea

Tabletop Vinyl Mat
Make your own tabletop or re-do an existing one. 
Non-skid with ribbed surface that runs lengthwise. 
Sold by the foot. If your table measures: 18 x 30” = 3 ft, 
24 x 36” = 3ft, 24 x 42” = 4 ft, 24 x 48” = 4ft.
RITM1224B Black Mat Roll $8.99 ea
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Cable Grooming Loops
Cable grooming loop.
C89518-18 18" $5.29 ea  $4.79 ea/12
C89518-24 24" $5.29 ea  $4.79 ea/12

Coastal Nylon Grooming Loops
Adjustable web nylon loops. Safe, durable hardware is 
completely adjustable to hold pets securely. Available 
in BK, PBO, PDT, RBO, RES, and SPW.
C0418 5/8 x 18" Black $5.49 ea  $4.99 ea/12
C318 3/8 x 18" or 24", Black $5.19 ea  $4.69 ea/12
C6318 3/8 x 18" or 24", Various Patterns $5.49 ea  

$4.99 ea/12
C6418 5/8 x 18" or 24", Various Patterns $6.19 ea  

$5.59 ea/12

Paw Brothers EZ Tether
Durable 30” or 20” cable tether with heavy-duty snap.
PBP89740 30" $6.89 ea  $6.19 ea/12
PBP89741 20" $6.39 ea  $5.79 ea/12

Choke-Style Grooming Loops
Choke-style loops made from 3/16” nylon rope. 
Assorted colors.
TT3030 30" $7.99 ea  $7.19 ea/12
TT3040 36" $8.99 ea  $8.09 ea/12

Multi-Station Bath Restraint
The multi-station lead allows you to restrain or groom 
multiple dogs. Made from 3/16 inch braided nylon 
36.5 inches long, with three heavy-duty rust-proof 
rings.
TT3060 36" $10.99 ea  $9.89 ea/12

Paw Brothers Slip-Style Loops
These colorful 21” slip style loops are made with tight 
knitted woven nylon that is durable and strong.
PBP89742 Black $7.99 ea  $6.99 ea/12
PBP89743 Royal Blue $7.99 ea  $6.99 ea/12
PBP89744 Yellow $7.99 ea  $6.99 ea/12
PBP89745 Orange $7.99 ea  $6.99 ea/12
PBP89746 Light Blue $7.99 ea  $6.99 ea/12
PBP89747 Green $7.99 ea  $6.99 ea/12
PBP89748 Purple $7.99 ea  $6.99 ea/12
PBP89749 Pink $7.99 ea  $6.99 ea/12

Coastal Cam Lock Loops
Nylon grooming loops have a nickel-plated, zinc 
diecast cam lock for easy adjustment and security. 
C0031918 3/8 x 18" Black $5.99 ea  $5.49 ea/12
C0031924 3/8 x 24" Black $5.99 ea  $5.49 ea/12
C0041918 5/8 x 18" Black $6.19 ea  $5.59 ea/12
C0041924 5/8 x 24" Black $6.19 ea  $5.59 ea/12
C0631924 3/8 x 24" $6.19 ea  $5.59 ea/12
C0641918 5/8 x 18" $6.39 ea  $5.79 ea/12
C0641924 5/8 x 24", Various Patterns $6.39 ea  

$5.79 ea/12

Paw Brothers EZ Loops
Nylon grooming loops featuring a convenient and 
easy-to-use thumb latch.
PBP89730 3/8 x 18" or 24" $5.19 ea  $4.69 ea/12
PBP89735 5/8 x 18" or 24" $5.69 ea  $5.19 ea/12

Resco Qwik Release Magnetic 
Loop
Magnetic easy-clip makes it easy to undo and attach 
the loop 5” convertible top. Made of Nylon. Two 
different size loops are available: 13” loop for a total of 
18” and 18” loop for a total of 23”.
RSC00861 18" $18.99 ea
RSC00862 23" $19.99 ea
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Jelly Pet Belly Loop Restraint
For senior or arthritic dogs. Made of BioThane that's 
waterproof, mold-resistant, and easy to clean. 
Includes two different size straps to fit all breeds 
and sizes of dogs. Available in pink, red, orange, lime 
green, teal, blue, purple, and black.
JELBB Belly Loop $85.99 ea

Jelly Pet Loop with Ring
Ring can be used with Groomers Helper. Waterproof, 
mold-resistant, and easy to clean. Strong and durable. 
Flexible and adjustable. Available in hot pink, neon 
pink, red, orange, lime green, teal, blue, purple, and 
black.
JELGLR 3/8 x 18" or 24" $17.99 ea

Slip-Style Grooming Loops
Slip-style loops made from 3/16” nylon rope. Assorted 
colors.
TT3000 18" $7.99 ea  $7.19 ea/12
TT3010 21" $7.99 ea  $7.19 ea/12
TT3020 24" $7.99 ea  $7.19 ea/12

Jelly Pet Grooming Loops
Easily go from tub to table without switching loops! 
Made with BioThane that's waterproof, mold-resistant, 
and easy to clean. Strong and durable. Flexible and 
adjustable. Available in hot pink, neon pink, red, 
orange, lime green, teal, blue, purple, and black.
JELGL 3/8 x 18" or 24" $16.99 ea

Jelly Pet Slip Style Loops
Waterproof, mold-resistant, and easy to clean. Strong 
and durable. Flexible and adjustable. Available in hot 
pink, neon pink, red, orange, lime green, teal, blue, 
purple, and black.
JELGLSS 3/8 x 24" $16.99 ea
JELSLS 1/2 x 30" $17.99 ea

Suction Cup Restraint
Slip-style collar bath restraint with suction cup.
CBSNW-C 25" $9.09 ea  $8.39 ea/12

Jelly Pet Heavy-Duty Loop
For those extra-large breeds. Waterproof, mold-
resistant, and easy to clean. Strong and durable. 
Flexible and adjustable. Available in hot pink, neon 
pink, red, orange, lime green, teal, blue, purple, and 
black.
JELGLHD 1/2" x 24" $20.99 ea

Slip-Style Bath Long Lead
Slip-style braided nylon lead. 36 long with an 
adjustable leather slide. Easily attaches to the 
grooming arm, tub, or to multi-station lead.
TT3080 36" $9.99 ea  $8.99 ea/12
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Free UPS Ground Shipping on Dryers. More dryers & parts online.Free UPS Ground Shipping on Dryers. More dryers & parts online.

Double K ChallengAir 2000XL 
Portable Dryer
Engineered to produce a high volume of safe, warm 
air for thorough drying in a fraction of the time. 
Includes 6 versatile attachments. Less noise, more 
durable. Powerful, safe, and reliable. 115v, 9.40 amp, 3 
HP, 124 CFM. 2-year limited warranty.
DBL20BKV Variable - 10 lbs $276.99 ea
DBL29BK 2-Speed - 10 lbs $243.99 ea

Double K ChallengAir 900 II 
Stand Dryer
Has 260 CFM with great controllability and a 1/3 HP 
brushless motor to dry animals fast and effectively. 
Features variable air control and adjustable heat 
settings. The spring-loaded stand has a stable 5-leg 
base. 2-year warranty. Optional accessory kit includes 
6’ hose, air diffuser, 3 assorted nozzles, and 2 cage 
attachments.
DBL9000-2 Variable - 30 lbs $623.99 ea
DBL9000K Kit - 5 lbs $101.99 ea

Double K Challengair AirMax 
Dryer
Two powerful motors – 123 CFM each for a total of 246 
CFM. Aerodynamic housing to improve air volume 
and velocity. Less noise and durable. 2-year limited 
warranty.
DBL39BK 2-Speed $356.99 ea
DBL39BKV Variable $395.99 ea

Double K ChallengAir Cage 
Dryer
Regulates the temperature inside the cage to 107.5°F 
to prevent hyperthermia and hypothermia and has 
a 30-minute safety timer. Produces 750 CFM of air 
volume to dry animals quickly. Variable heat and 
air control. Extremely quiet. Powerful brushless 
motor. Durable, rustproof, dent-proof housing. Fits 
most veterinary and grooming cages. 2-year limited 
guarantee. 10 lbs.
DBL560 Cage Dryer - 10 lbs $459.99 ea

Double K ChallengAir Extreme 
Dryer
Most powerful two-motor dryer. Greater effectiveness, 
air volume, velocity, versatility, and value with less 
noise than any product in its category. Two powerful 
motors - 115v, 17.4 amp, 6 HP, 248 CFM. Includes 6 
versatile attachments.
DBL49BK 2-Speed $438.99 ea
DBL49BKV Variable $477.99 ea

MetroVac Air Force Stowaway 
Dryer
Features a unique mounting bracket to mount dryer 
under a grooming table or onto a wall. The dryer 
easily slides in and out of the bracket. Includes a 6.5’ 
flexible cord, air concentrator, groomer rake, air flare 
tool, and groomer’s third arm for hands-free drying. 
4.0 hp motor and uses 11.25 amps.
MVAFST3 Dryer $329.99 ea
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Metro Air Force Master Blaster 
Dryer
Two twin-fan, 4.0 peak horsepower motors. Delivers 
up to 58,000 FPM. 18 amps/2,160 watts.  Commercial 
strength hose with heavy-duty neoprene blower and 
nozzle.
MVMB3 29 lbs $483.99 ea

MetroVac Air Force Blaster 
Dryer
When one speed is all you need. Designed to use 
air to blast water off the wettest dogs fast and more 
efficiently than ever before. No heating element for 
extra safe use. 1 Motor 9.5 amps. Airflow 29,250 FPM. 
Includes 12' Cord.
MVB3 Single Speed, 8 lbs $274.99 ea

MetroVac Air Force Blaster 
Radiance
Variable speed 2-stage (dual fan) 4.0 HP motor. 
Variable control for the heating element. 
Specifications: 120 Volts, 12 Amps, 1,440. Watts. Airflow 
29,250 FPM, max temp 140° F. Includes easy-change 
foam filter and wall mount bracket.
MV58085 Variable, 17 lbs $362.99 ea

MetroVac Air Force 
Cagemaster Plus
The safest way to cage dry dogs. This forced air dryer 
does not utilize a heating element making it safe to 
use without the fear of dehydration or hyperthermia. 
Features all-steel construction and a 15 minute 
timer. Includes a 6' cage drying hose, cage dryer 
attachment, and a 6' forced air hose with air flow 
control to convert to forced air drying.
MVCBK4 Cage Bracket Kit $23.99 ea
MVCM3 Single Speed, 4 HP, 18 lbs $274.99 ea

MetroVac Air Force 
Commander
America’s fastest-selling dryer. Portable, lightweight, 
powerful, all-steel construction. Allows you to groom 
both large and small breeds with one dryer. Cuts 
drying time by two-thirds and out-performs more 
expensive dryers with ease. Available in pink, blue, 
purple, and orange.
MVAFTD-1V Variable, 1.17 HP, 12 lbs $252.99 ea
MVAFTD-2V Variable, 1.17 HP, 12 lbs $274.99 ea
MVAFTD-3V Variable, 1.17 HP, 12 lbs $285.99 ea
MVAFTD1C 2-Speed, 1.17 HP, 10 lbs $219.99 ea
MVAFTD2C 2-Speed, 1.7 HP, 11 lbs $241.99 ea
MVAFTD3C 2-Speed, 4 HP, 12 lbs $252.99 ea
MVAFTM211 Replacement 6' Hose $34.99 ea

MetroVac Air Force 
Commander Replacement 
Brush Set
America’s fastest-selling dryer. Portable, lightweight, 
powerful, all-steel construction. Allows you to groom 
both large and small breeds with one dryer. Cuts 
drying time by two-thirds and out-performs more 
expensive dryers with ease. Available in pink, blue, 
purple, and orange.
MVABC-14 Replacement Brush Set $20.99 ea
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K-9 Dryer I
Blower dryer. 18 gauge steel body. Powered by 
two 18,500 RPM motor turbines. Choose one motor 
operation for delicate jobs or two motors for more 
blowing power. 115 volts, 14.85 amps. Available in 
black blue, purple, and silver.
ECK91 2-Speed $467.74 ea

K-9 Dryer II
Powered by two 22,500 RPM motor turbines (58,329 
FPM airflow). Choose one motor operation for delicate 
jobs or two motors for more blowing power. 120 volts, 
17 amps. 2-speed available in black, blue, burgundy, 
hot pink, hunter green, purple, red, and silver. Variable 
available in blue or purple.
ECK92 2-Speed $489.25 ea
ECK92V Variable, Blue or Purple $586.02 ea

K-9 Dryer III
50% more blowing power! Choose one motor 
operation for delicate jobs or two motors for more 
blowing power. Ideal for heavy-coated or long-haired 
animals. 120 volts, 18.5 amps. 26,330 RPM per motor. 
Includes a 10' hose and 2 different blower tips. 
2-speed available in black, blue, burgundy, hot pink, 
hunter green, purple, red, and silver. Variable available 
in blue or purple.
ECK93 Dryer $559.14 ea
ECK93V Variable, Blue or Purple $639.78 ea

K-9 Dryer Mini
Compact and powerful. Great blower/dryer for small 
or large dogs. Two speeds, two temperatures. 120 
Volts, 9.5 Amps. 18-gauge steel body. Includes 10′ 
hose with blower tip and filter. Available in red.
ECK9M Mini Dryer $333.33 ea

Replacement Brush Set
For K-9 I and K9 Mini.
MVABC-2 Replacement Brush Set $19.99 ea

T-Wand Table Mount For K9 
Hose
Works with any K-9 Dryer hose. Holds the dryer hose 
and allows you to use both hands for other grooming 
tasks. The 2 arms and adjustable table mount allow 
you to dry all shapes and sizes of dogs. Made with 
unbreakable plastic, it comes completely assembled 
and is easy to fasten. Includes adjustable table clamp, 
two arms, and a blower tip.
EC51K Mount $33.99 ea
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Chris Christensen D-Flite 100 
Standard Tack Box
Beautiful solid aluminum construction. Improved 
design and impeccable quality.
CC01228 11 x 9.75 x 16" $147 ea
CC01229 11 x 9.75 x 16" $147 ea
CC10024 11 x 9.75 x 16" $147 ea

Chris Christensen D-Flite 400 
Standard Tack Box
Durable aluminum tack box. Lightweight and 
portable.
CC10031 16 x 11 x 16" Standard $210 ea
CC10032 16 x 11 x 16" Wave $231 ea

Chris Christensen Kool Dry 
2Xtreme
With more power than the Kool Dry Xtreme, the 
2Xtreme is the perfect companion for large breeds 
that need twice the XTREME power! Xtremely 
powerful. Cool to warm air. Variable speed control.
CC01398 Purple $515 ea
CC01410 Black $515 ea
CC01411 Blue $515 ea

Chris Christensen D-Flite 1000 
Deluxe Tack Box
Durable aluminum tack box. Multiple compartments. 
Three telescoping drawers.
CC10027 24 x 11.25 x 16.125" Deluxe $368 ea
CC10028 24 x 11.25 x 16.125" Wave $389 ea

Chris Christensen D-Flite 
Standard Tack Box
Durable tack box with beautiful solid aluminum 
construction. Improved design and impeccable 
quality. Small and lightweight.
CC01226 11 x 9.75 x 16" Standard $147 ea
CC01227 11 x 9.75 x 16" Wave $147 ea

Chris Christensen Kool Dry 
Xtreme
Powder-coated finish with stainless steel corners, 
are scratch-resistant and durable! Don't let it's small 
size fool you - this dryer packs some XTREME power! 
Compact but powerful. Quiet and travel friendly. 
Variable speed control. Cool to warm air.
CC01407 Black $410 ea
CC01408 Blue $410 ea
CC01409 Purple $410 ea

Chris Christensen D-Flite 1000 
Standard Tack Box
This durable aluminum tack box has room for 
everything! Lightweight and portable. Multiple 
compartments. Two drawers.
CC10025 24 x 11 x 16" Standard $315 ea
CC10026 24 x 11 x 16" Wave $336 ea

Chris Christensen Kool Dry
The Original Dryer. Lightweight and quiet. Variable 
speed control. Blows cools air.
CC01386 Purplee 120v $381 ea
CC01387 Blue 120v $381 ea
CC01388 Black 120v $381 ea

Chris Christensen Kool Pup
All the power you need in a tiny convenient size! 
Blows cool air.
CC10041 Purple $284 ea
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Chris Christensen Hold a Hose
Clamps onto table, bends easily, and holds its shape. 
Excellent for any hands-free work, and compatible 
with all the Kool Dry Dryers. Now with new and 
improved easy release bungee and cradle!
CCKD900 Hold a Hose $111 ea

Chris Christensen Miracle 
Mister
New and improved design. Attaches directly to dryer 
hose. Applies product to the root. Excellent for adding 
volume.
CC01260 Mister $32 ea

Chris Christensen Stand N 
Groom
Comfortably keeps your dog from moving. Groom and 
do nails with ease. Durable plexiglass base and made 
from real leather.
CC01185 Mini $58 ea
CC01186 Small $63 ea
CC01187 Medium $69 ea
CC01188 Large $74 ea

Paw Brothers Absorb-A-Towel
Absorb-A-Towels cut drying time in half by absorbing 
12 times their weight. May be used over and over 
again. 27 1/2 x 19 7/8”. Color may vary. Made in 
Germany.
ZM92020 Towel $2.59 ea  $2.09 ea/6  $1.69 

ea/24  $1.29 ea/100

Paw Brothers Groomer's 
Wonder Arm
Free up your hands for brushing and grooming. The 
heavy-duty clamp easily and securely attaches to any 
table to hold your dryer hose in any position desired. 
Measures 36".
PBP89120 Arm $49.99 ea

Paw Brothers White Groomer 
Towels
These towels are ideal for the grooming shop. 100% 
cotton white. After machine-washing they will fluff 
back. Sold by the dozen.
ZM92040 12 pack $25.99 ea  $23.99 ea/3
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Paw Brothers Professional Stainless Steel Tub 
48"
Built with durable, rust-resistant 16 gauge stainless steel. The back and side 
splashes can be removed for increased versatility. Choose right side door/ramp 
with left side plumbing or vice versa. 1” pre-drilled holes allow for 4, 6, or 8” 
plumbing. Comes with two removable floor grates that can be raised to a higher 
level to accommodate smaller dogs. Door opens easily and securely locks closed. 
Base includes rubber levelers. Includes drain with hair basket and over-head 
stainless steel removable arm with two eye bolts that are adjustable and two 
grooming loops. Black spray hose holder is also included. Tub ramp has a textured, 
rubberized surface and rubber feet for safety. See Tub Accessories for matching 
Spray Hose (PBP89785) and Faucet (PBP89724).
PBP89715 Left or Right Ramp $1499.99 ea

Paw Brothers Professional Stainless Steel Tub 
60"
Built with durable, rust-resistant 16 gauge stainless steel. The back and side 
splashes can be removed for increased versatility. Choose right side door/ramp 
with left side plumbing or vice versa. 1” pre-drilled holes allow for 4, 6, or 8” 
plumbing. Comes with two removable floor grates that can be raised to a higher 
level to accommodate smaller dogs. Door opens easily and securely locks closed. 
Base includes rubber levelers. Includes drain with hair basket and over-head 
stainless steel removable arm with two eye bolts that are adjustable and two 
grooming loops. Black spray hose holder is also included. Tub ramp has a textured, 
rubberized surface and rubber feet for safety. See Tub Accessories for matching 
Spray Hose (PBP89785) and Faucet (PBP89724).
PBP89714 Left or Right Ramp $1899.99 ea
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Paw Brothers Stainless Steel Solid Basin Tub
This professional heavy-duty 50-inch tub is made from 18 gauge 304 stainless 
steel that's anti-corrosive and scratch and dent resistant. Designed to be durable 
and maintenance-free. Two-piece construction: single basin tub sits on a solid 
stainless leg frame with adjustable legs. Faucet holes for 4 inch and 6 inch faucet. 
Complete with overhead arm and 2 grooming loops, 4 floor grates, PVC drain hose, 
and drain with a strainer. Tub weight is 141 lbs. Ship weight 185lbs. 1-year warranty 
against defects.
PBP91101 50 x 26.3 x 58" $1299.99 ea

Paw Brothers XTuff Plastic Bath Tub
This 58-inch professional tub is made with extremely durable polypropylene. Never 
worry about rust again. The non-skid surface is safe and comfortable for pets. 
The removable platform allows for easy bathing of smaller dogs. Full overhead 
grooming arm with 3 included loops offers ultimate flexibility and safety. Maximum 
weight of 220 includes the weight of any water accumulated in the tub if using the 
stopper.  Features a drain with hair strainer and stopper, shampoo bottle storage 
slots, and easy-lift door.
PBP91102 50.25 x 21.25 x 67.25" $999.99 ea
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Paw Brothers Cascada Stainless Steel Tub
Backsplashes are reversible for right and left side plumbing configurations. 
Plumbing holes in each side allow 4- or 8-inch faucet hookups (when not in use, 
these holes are tightly sealed with removable plugs). The backsplash features two 
“u”-shaped bolts for securing animal restraints. 100% premium grade 304 stainless 
steel. Assembly is required. Includes stainless steel shampoo rack (hooks onto the 
backsplash), silicone gel sealant to waterproof seams, stainless steel hair strainer, 
and stainless steel tub rack with rubber mat (to keep pets above suds and dirty 
water). Compatible with Faucet (PBP89787), Faucet (PBP89727), and Spray Hose 
(PBP89785).
PBP91105 48 x 26 x 57" $999.99 ea

Paw Brothers Siena Stainless Steel Tub
Backsplashes are reversible for right and left side plumbing configurations. 
Plumbing holes in each side allow 4- or 8-inch faucet hookups (when not in use, 
these holes are tightly sealed with removable plugs). The backsplash features two 
“u”-shaped bolts for securing animal restraints. 100% premium grade 304 stainless 
steel. Assembly is required. Includes stainless steel shampoo rack (hooks onto 
the backsplash), silicone gel sealant to waterproof seams, and stainless steel hair 
strainer. Compatible with Faucet (PBP89787), Faucet (PBP89727), and Spray Hose 
(PBP89785).
PBP91106 32 x 27 x 50.5" $799.99 ea
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Gray Pebble Anti-Fatigue Step 
Mat
Reduce leg stress and fatigue. Increase productivity. 
Composed of thick closed cell vinyl foam. Beveled 
edges minimize risk of tripping and stumbling. 
Pebble-textured top surface provides better footing in 
damp environments.
RI2436 24 x 36" $29.99 ea  $26.99 ea/3

Paw Brothers Spray Hose Wall 
Hook
Wall hook to hang spray hoses.
PBP89786 Holder $24.99 ea

Paw Brothers Tub Spray 
Holder
Replacement tub spray hose holder for Tubs 
PBP89714 and PBP89715.
PBP89719 Holder $9.99 ea

Paw Brothers Anti-Fatigue 
Groomer Mat
Save your feet and back while grooming. Durable 
foam contours to the shape of your feet. A must-have 
for bather and grooming table areas!
PBP50001 Large $49.99 ea
PBP50002 X-Large $59.99 ea

Paw Brothers Tub Drain 
Strainer
Fits Paw Brothers Tubs (PBP89710, PBP89705, 
PBP89700, PBP89703). Offers double clog prevention 
and easy hair removal with an inline hair basket. 
Prevent plumbing and sewer line clogs. Strainer is 
made from durable stainless steel.
PBP89775 Strainer $99.99 ea

Stainless Steel Spray Hose
The complete unit comes with a flexible 68” stainless 
steel hose and a closing spray valve.
TSB0950-B68H Spray Hose $179.99 ea

Paw Brothers Spray Head with 
60" Hose
Comes complete with a flexible 60-inch stainless 
steel hose and closing spray valve. Fits Tubs 
PBP89714 and PBP89715. Can be used with matching 
Faucet PPBP89724.
PBP89785 Spray Head $149.99 ea
PBP89787 Spray Hose with 4" Center Faucet $199.99 ea
PBP89788 Spray Hose with 6" Center Faucet $209.99 ea

Paw Brothers Tub Faucet
Comes complete with two 60 metal .5 inch diameter 
hoses. Faucet has 6-inch center. Fits Tubs PBP89714 
and PBP89715. Can be used with matching spray 
hose Spray Hose PBP89785.
PBP89724 Faaucet $119.99 ea

Value Groom Quick Connect 
Sprayer & Hose
Features eight flow patterns from fine mist to heavy 
soaker. The comfortable handle can be locked in the 
“on” position and has a dial flow control knob. Comes 
with an assortment of connectors allowing hose to 
be quickly connected and disconnected from most 
grooming tubs. 1/2” diameter hose is reinforced with 
braided nylon.
VGR89725 Sprayer & Hose $49.99 ea
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Best Shot 256:1 Disinfectant
One gallon makes 257 gallons of cleaning solution. Kills parvo, H1N1, MRSA, etc. 
Cleans floors, cages, tabletops, walls, litter boxes, and more. The no-rinse formula 
leaves no unsightly floor residue. pH neutral formula disinfects grooming/salon 
tools.
BS00113A Wintergreen Gallon $39.49 ea  $36.99 ea/4
BS00114A Lemon Gallon $39.49 ea  $36.99 ea/4
BS00115A Fresh Gallon $39.49 ea  $36.99 ea/4
BS00118A Lavender Gallon $39.49 ea  $36.99 ea/4

Paw Brothers Disinfectant
One gallon makes 257 gallons of disinfectant solution. Kills bacteria, viruses, and 
fungi (including mildew, COVID-19, canine influenza, parvo, HIV-1, and rabies). Clean 
and disinfect in one simple step with this powerful deodorizer and disinfectant.
PB70110 Mighty Mint $42.99 ea  $33.29 ea/4
PB70120 Lasting Lavender $42.99 ea  $33.29 ea/4
PB70130 Cherry Champ $42.99 ea  $33.29 ea/4

Kennel Wash
All-purpose cleaner with odor neutralizer. Kennel wash is specially formulated 
to clean and neutralize severe odors. Simply attach water hose to sprayer which 
automatically dilutes 3 oz per 1 gallon of water. Perfect for cleaning and deodorizing 
kennels, cages, carriers, and dog runs. Biodegradable and environmentally friendly.
NR02240 Gallon $21.99 ea  $18.69 ea/6
NR03035 32 oz $15.99 ea  $13.59 ea/6

Paw Brothers Hand Sanitizer
A kill rate of 99.9% within 30 seconds. Moisturize and sanitize your hands without 
water or alcohol. Conditions hands with aloe vera. Great fresh scent. The handy 
dispenser can be mounted anywhere. Protect yourself, your employees, and your 
customers from disease-causing germs.
PB42010 Foaming Sanitizer 1L $17.99 ea  $14.39 ea/6
PB42020 Dispenser $8.99 ea  $7.99 ea/6
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Dawgee Dine Magnetic Mat 
Bundle
This magnetic mat and bowl set keeps food and 
water where it belongs. Designed with a non-slip 
backing along with a shiny surface for easy clean-up. 
The bundle includes one stainless steel bowl, one 
slow-feed bowl, and one magnetic mat. Available in 
blue, coral, or mint.
PBMCS Set of 8 $19.99 ea  $17.99 ea/6  $17.09 ea/12

Dawgeee Dine Stainless Steel 
Bowls
Add a fun pop of color with these rust-resistant 
stainless steel bowls. Available in blue, coral, and 
mint. 27 oz.
DD25012 Coral $2.99 ea  $2.69 ea/6  $2.56 ea/12
DD25015 Blue $2.99 ea  $2.69 ea/6  $2.56 ea/12
DD25018 Mint $2.99 ea  $2.69 ea/6  $2.56 ea/12

IndiPets Stainless Steel Pail
Pails are ideal for kennels and veterinary hospitals.
SS98411 1 quart $5.99 ea  $5.69 ea/6  $5.09 ea/12

Dawgee Dine Non-Skid Bowls
Tired of your pup pushing their bowl all over the 
floor? No more with these rubber skirted non-skid 
bowls. Matte finish. Available in blue, coral, and mint.
DD25001 Coral 16 oz $2.99 ea  $2.69 ea/6  $2.56 ea/12
DD25002 Coral 32 oz $3.99 ea  $3.59 ea/6  $3.41 ea/12
DD25003 Coral 54 oz $5.99 ea  $5.39 ea/6  $5.12 ea/12
DD25004 Mint 16 oz $2.99 ea  $2.69 ea/6  $2.56 ea/12
DD25005 Mint 32 oz $3.99 ea  $3.59 ea/6  $3.41 ea/12
DD25006 Mint 54 oz $5.99 ea  $5.39 ea/6  $5.12 ea/12
DD25007 Blue 16 oz $2.99 ea  $2.69 ea/6  $2.56 ea/12

IndiPets No-Tip Measurement 
Dishes
Unique inside volume marking with laser etching in 
ounce, cups, and milliliters. Removable rubber ring for 
no slip and easy cleaning.
SS800144 16 oz $7.99 ea  $7.19 ea/6  $7.19 ea/12
SS800146 64 oz $13.99 ea  $12.59 ea/6  $12.59 ea/12

Petmate Easy Reach Diner
The elevated feeder has a spill-free rim to help keep 
water and food in the bowls while making for a 
healthier feeding position. The rubber bowl insets 
reduce noise and keep bowls in place. Plus the bone-
shaped cutouts make for easy lifting!
D23479 Diner $26.99 ea  $24.29 ea/4

Dawgee Dine Slow Feed Bowls
When dogs eat too quickly, it can cause bloat and 
other issues. Features a raised paw print to help slow 
pups down while they eat around it. Available in blue, 
coral, and mint.
DD25011 Coral $4.99 ea  $4.49 ea/6  $4.26 ea/12
DD25014 Blue $4.99 ea  $4.49 ea/6  $4.26 ea/12
DD25017 Mint $4.99 ea  $4.49 ea/6  $4.26 ea/12

IndiPets Stainless Steel Dishes
Stainless steel is rust resistant, corrosion resistant, 
and chew proof. Made to hold up to heavy-duty every 
day use. Cleaned and disinfected easily. They will 
keep their bright, shiny and new look forever and are 
dishwasher safe.
SS98202 1 pint $1.49 ea  $1.39 ea/6  $1.29 ea/12
SS98203 1 quart $1.99 ea  $1.89 ea/6  $1.69 ea/12
SS98204 2 quart $2.99 ea  $2.89 ea/6  $2.59 ea/12
SS98206 3 quart $3.99 ea  $3.79 ea/6  $3.39 ea/12

Vittles Vault
The sealing system keeps food fresher longer. 
Includes free scoop (just over 1 cup capacity). Use a 
dry-erase marker to personalize your lid sticker with 
your pet’s name, feeding instructions, or the date your 
pet food bag was opened.
D14230 30 lbs $31.99 ea
D14250 50 lbs $47.99 ea
D14280 80 lbs $63.99 ea
D14315 15 lbs $21.99 ea
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Free UPS Ground Shipping - All bedding ships free with qualified orders over $99. Use code SHIP

Coolaroo Outdoor Pet Bed
The polyethylene fabric is completely weather-proof, 
resists rips and tears, and will never rot, mold, or 
mildew. Allows air to pass freely to prevent heat build-
up. It can easily wash clean with water. The raised 
steel frame keeps pets clean and off the ground 
year-round. Available in Green.
CA10001 Small $29.99 ea  $26.99 ea/3
CA10002 Medium $36.99 ea  $33.29 ea/3
CA10003 Large $49.99 ea  $44.99 ea/3
CA10007 X-Large $49.99 ea  $44.99 ea/3

Coolaroo Replacement Covers
Covers are available in green, gray, navy, and 
turquoise.
CA10004 Small $12.99 ea  $11.69 ea/3
CA10005 Medium $16.99 ea  $15.29 ea/3
CA10006 Large $19.99 ea  $17.99 ea/3
CA10008 X-Large $24.99 ea  $22.49 ea/3

Dawgeee Rest Reversible 
Travel Mat
For pups on the go! Be prepared for a nap at any time 
with this comfy reversible travel mat.
PB24001 19 x 24" $10.99 ea  $9.89 ea/3

FurHaven Donut Bed
Nesting design allows pets to burrow in and get cozy. 
Long faux fur provides calming comfort for sensitive 
pets. Insulating and warming. High-loft fiber filling. 
30” and 36” beds feature zippered, washable covers. 
23” bed is fully washable. Available in taupe and gray.
FH12112 Taupe 23" $33.99 ea
FH12113 Taupe 30" $55.99 ea
FH12114 Taupe 36" $76.99 ea
FH12117 Gray 23" $33.99 ea
FH12118 Gray 30" $55.99 ea
FH12119 Gray 36" $76.99 ea

MidWest Ombre Swirl Fur Pet 
Bed
Creates a cozy, den-like environment when used with 
a crate. Tufted, plush, ultra-soft poly fiber cushion. 
Easy to clean. Machine washable. Non-skid bottom 
surface. Available in grey and mocha.
M00978 Mocha 18" $9.99 ea
M00979 Mocha 22" $11.99 ea
M00980 Mocha 24" $16.99 ea
M00981 Mocha 30" $21.99 ea
M00982 Mocha 36" $27.99 ea
M00983 Mocha 42" $36.99 ea
M00984 Mocha 48" $42.99 ea

Midwest Quiet Time Bolster 
Pet Bed
Ultra-soft synthetic sheepskin with comfortable 
polyester-filled bolsters that conceal shedding. Elastic 
corner straps secure bed to crate pan – prevents 
sliding and bunching. Easy to clean. Machine 
washable.
M00532 Gray 22" $6.99 ea
M00534 Gray 30" $16.99 ea
M00536 Gray 42" $25.99 ea
M00538 Gray 54" $44.99 ea
M00826 Gray 18" $5.99 ea
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See floor grids, pans, and additional crate accessories online.See floor grids, pans, and additional crate accessories online.

MIdWest Colossal Crate
Value-priced drop-pin construction. Designed to fit the largest breeds. Heavy-duty 
construction with tough, easy-to-clean plastic pan (sold separately). Easy set up—
no tools required. Durable, satin black electro-coat finish. Safe and secure slide-bolt 
latches. Pan purchased separately.
M1154U 54 x 35 x 45" $195.99 ea  $176.99 ea/3
M1154UPAN Replacement Pan $37.99 ea

MidWest Single Door iCrate
Housebreak faster with crate training. Crates set up and fold down to a portable 
size without tools. Features a durable, satin black electro-coat finish. The door has a 
secure and safe slide-bolt latch. Includes a plastic pan and divider panel.
M1522 22 x 14 x 16" $31.99 ea  $28.99 ea/3
M1524 24 x 18 x 19" $40.99 ea  $36.89 ea/3
M1530 30 x 19 x 21" $52.99 ea  $47.69 ea/3
M1536U 36 x 23 x 25" $63.99 ea  $57.59 ea/3
M1542U 42 x 28 x 30" $89.99 ea  $80.99 ea/3
M1548U 48 x 30 x 33" - weighs 40 lbs $109.99 ea  $98.99 ea/3

MidWest Exercise Pens
Easy to carry, easy to set up, and folds flat for convenient storage. Black E-Coat 
finish with rounded safety corners for protection of pets, people, and surfaces. 9 
and 11 gauge wire 1.5 x 6” mesh. Includes eight ground anchors and eight 24" wide 
panels.
M55024 24" Height $47.99 ea  $44.99 ea/3  $42.99 ea/6
M55230 30" Height $56.99 ea  $51.29 ea/3  $48.72 ea/6
M55436 36" Height $70.99 ea  $63.89 ea/3  $60.69 ea/6

MidWest Step-Thru Exercise Pen with Door
Easy to carry and set up. Secure double-latch step- through door access. Folds flat 
for convenient storage, finish provides long-lasting protection. 9 and 11 gauge wire 
1.5 x 6” mesh. Includes ground anchors and corner stabilizers. Black E-coat finish.
M55024DR 36 x 24" - weighs 20 lbs $49.99 ea  $46.99 ea/3  $44.99 ea/6
M55436DR 36 x 24" - weighs 28 lbs $71.99 ea  $64.79 ea/3  $61.55 ea/6
M55642DR 42 x 24" - weighs 32 lbs $81.99 ea  $73.79 ea/3  $70.1 ea/6
M55848DR 48 x 24" - weighs 36 lbs $92.99 ea  $83.69 ea/3  $79.51 ea/6
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Kennels ships free with qualified orders over $99. Use code SHIP

Aspen Pet Traditional Kennel
Offers a simple and basic way to train and keep your pet safe. Meets most airline 
requirements.
D41300 28" $45.99 ea

Petmate Vari Kennel
Built to be durable, lightweight, portable, and perfect for travel. Eco-Friendly and 
meets most airline requirements. Assembles in minutes without tools. Features 
increased ventilation and visibility and a moat-style bottom to keep pets dry.
D21700 48 x 32 x 35" - 90-125 lbs $359.99 ea
D21947 28 x 20.5 x 21.5" - 25-30 lbs $81.99 ea
D21948 32 x 22.5 x 24" - 30-50 lbs $95.99 ea
D21949 36 x 25 x 27" - 50-70 lbs $127.99 ea
D21950 40 x 27 x 30" - 70-90 lbs $163.99 ea

Petmate Ultra Vari Kennel
Provides safe travel and training. Each kennel is made of durable plastic and comes 
with heavy-duty hardware, metal side vents, and convenient tie-down strap holes 
allowing the use of zip-ties for added security during airline travel. Meets most 
airline requirements.
D21552 32 x 22.5 x 24" - 30-50 lbs $116.99 ea
D21553 36 x 25 x 27" - 50-70 lbs $137.99 ea
D21554 40 x 27 x 30" - 70-90 lbs $190.99 ea

Sherpa American Airlines Duffel
The perfect accessory when traveling with your pet. Approved for use on most 
major airlines and Guaranteed On Board all American Airlines and United flights. For 
pets up to 16 lbs.
QPG44018 17 x 11 x 10.5" $67.49 ea
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GreenLine Banner Bag Poop 
Bag Dispenser
Upcycled, hand-made, one-of-a-kind. This bag has a 
story. It was a banner, discarded after a street festival, 
destined for a landfill. Help us save the environment 
with this dispenser. Assorted colors - each one is 
unique.
GL00416 Assorted $12.99 ea

GreenLine Biodegradable 
Poop Bags
The average dog owner throws away over 1000 bags 
a year! Decrease your environmental "pawprint" 
with these biodegradable bags. The only bags on 
the market that will biodegrade in any environment, 
including landfills, regardless of the environment 
or the disposal method. Lab-tested. Bags will 
biodegrade 18.4% in 172 days. Unscented.
GL00407 8 count $6.99 ea
GL00408 24 count $19.99 ea

GreenLine LOOP Poop Bag 
Dispenser
With the twist of the cap, the LOOP opens and closes 
so you stay in control of the roll. To use simply “loop” 
through your leash. Poop bags dispense from a slit in 
the side. If Fido runs free, we’ve proven its “drag-and-
drop-proof”! Available in grey, blue, pink, and purple.
GL00400 Blue $15.99 ea
GL00402 Gray $15.99 ea
GL00404 Pink $15.99 ea
GL00405 Purple $15.99 ea

Little Stinker Poop Scoop
Extra-long telescoping handles for easier pickup. 
Handles extend from 29” to 44”. The spade and rake 
are constructed in heavy-duty, zinc-plated steel with 
aluminum handles.
PAA66200 Smaall $31.99 ea  $28.79 ea/6
PAA66210 Large $45.99 ea  $41.39 ea/6

Sentry Singpul Bag Dispenser 
Station
Mesh can is ventilated with a non-locking lid 
and built-in clamps to hold the can liner in place. 
Commercial-grade aluminum, durable powder-coated 
finish, locking door panel with 2 matching keys, and 
holds 600 bags. Size: 73” W x 13” W. Station includes a 
sign, post, lidded waste can, bag dispenser, mounting 
hardware, and 400 waste bags.
ZWB002 800 count $29.49 ea  $26.59 ea/4
ZWB004G Dispenser Green $219.99 ea

Sentry Zero Waste Roll Bags
Black opaque, perforated between each bag, bag size 
8” W x 13” L. 100% oxo-biodegradable. The refill box 
fits perfectly in the metal wall dispenser. 200 count.
ZW54443 200 count $5.49 ea  $4.99 ea/6
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ChewNot Anti-Chew Training 
Aid
ChewNot contains a patented bitter taste deterrent 
to help discourage puppies and dogs from chewing, 
biting, and gnawing hair. Contains Tea Tree oil to 
soothe hot spots. Other applications include fabrics, 
furniture, and electrical cords to break bad chewing 
habits.
NR05040 8 oz $4.69 ea  $4.39 ea/12

Li'l Pals Potty Training Bells
Potty training bells teach pups to communicate their 
needs to go outside without scratching, whining or 
barking!
C84213 Flower $5.99 ea
C84215 Brown Paws & White Bones $5.99 ea
C84216 Black $5.99 ea

Simple Solution Spot Spotter
Battery-operated ultraviolet urine detector. Helps 
reveal hidden urine by illuminating stains that 
are undetectable to the human eye so they can 
be properly treated and removed. Includes 3 AAA 
batteries.
BN11396 Spotter $19.99 ea  $17.99 ea/6

Coastal Behavior Coach
Quickly and humanely interrupt the unwanted 
behaviors. This training tool emits a sudden burst 
of air to distract your dog from things like barking, 
jumping, chasing, or stealing food. Immediate 
interruptions means you can spend less time 
correcting and more time praising the positive 
behaviors.
C01575 1.5 oz $5.59 ea  $5.09 ea/6

NaturVet Bitter Yuck! No Chew 
Spray
Stops dogs and cats from chewing on furniture, paws, 
and wounds. Bitter Yuck is safe to spray over topical 
medication as well as safe around plants.
NV09002 16 oz $7.99 ea  $7.19 ea/6
NV9000 8 oz $5.99 ea  $5.39 ea/6

SprayShield Animal Deterrent 
Spray
Interrupts attacks by distracting animals with a 
powerful and unusual scent. Highly effective for 
dealing with low to medium level aggression, both 
inter-dog, and dog to human. Just as effective as 10% 
pepper spray, without the harmful side effects.
RF03758 Spray $14.99 ea

Grannick's Bitter Apple Spray
Taste deterrent training aid for dogs that stops 
unwanted chewing! Discourages fur biting, hair 
chewing, and hot spots. Excellent for use on electrical 
cords, plastics, metals, and finished wood furniture.
VC1116 16 oz $10.99 ea  $9.99 ea/12
VC118AT 8 oz $6.29 ea  $5.59 ea/12

Pet Corrector
Highly effective training tool for interrupting 
unwanted behavior. Emits a hissing sound. Not 
recommended for use with young puppies, noise-
sensitive, or nervous dogs. Includes comprehensive 
training instructions to ensure correct use.
TCA10406 30 ml $5.39 ea  $4.89 ea/6
TCA40900 200 ml $14.99 ea  $13.79 ea/6
TCA40901 50 ml $7.49 ea  $6.89 ea/6

X-Mat
X-Mat is a passive discomfort training device. 
Features raised pressure points. Use in doorways, 
sofas, chairs, or anywhere you don’t want your pet. 
Even after the mat is removed animals will associate 
the area with discomfort and stay away. ASPCA Seal 
of Approval.
MPP60002F X-Mat $12.99 ea
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PetSafe 300 Yard Remote 
Trainer
Tone, vibration, and 15 levels of static stimulation. 
Collar is rechargeable, waterproof, and lightweight 
with a safety lock feature. A backlit digital remote is 
easy to read with a convenient two-button design, 
one for tone and one for static. Easily add a second 
collar and control two dogs at once. For dogs 8 
pounds and up.
RF16117 300 Yard $149.99 ea

PetSafe Indoor Ultrasonic Bark 
Control
Ultrasonic tone deters your dog from barking. This 
tabletop device can help safely control your dog’s 
barking from up to 25 feet away. Whenever your pet 
barks, a 2-second ultrasonic tone correction can be 
delivered either automatically or manually. For indoor 
use only.
RF10457 Bark Control $31.99 ea

PetSafe Lite Rechargeable 
Bark Collar
For timid and older dogs. 15 levels of automatically 
adjusting static correction. Rechargeable, durable 
and waterproof. Stops barking, whining, and 
whimpering. The system includes bark control collar 
for neck sizes up to 28 in, and a charging adaptor.
RF16446 Collar $79.99 ea

PetSafe Outdoor Bark Control
Great birdhouse design disguises this durable, 
weatherproof bark control. Detects bark up to 50 feet 
away and uses ultrasonic sound to deter nuisance 
barking. LED light for low battery indication. Lifetime 
limited warranty.
RF11216 Bark Control $49.99 ea

PetSafe Rechargeable Bark 
Collar
Uses temperament learning to control your dog's 
barking, whining, and whimpering. As your dog learns 
to bark less the static correction levels are reduced. 
Automatic safety shut off and waterproof. 80 hours of 
battery life depending upon use. For dogs 8 lbs and 
up. Fits neck size up to 28 inches.
RF15999 Collar $99.99 ea

PetSafe Ultrasonic Bark 
Control Collar
Uses an ultrasonic tone that’s inaudible to most 
humans to deter nuisance barking. The harmless yet 
annoying ultrasonic tone stops as soon as he stops 
barking, which quickly and effectively teaches your 
dog to stop barking. The collar is lightweight, water-
resistant, and comfortable so your dog can wear it 
anywhere.
RF13925 Collar $26.99 ea
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Baskerville Ultra Muzzle
Protect against bites but not at the expense of the 
dog's welfare or happiness. Features a flexible fit for 
dogs with wider noses. Allows the dog to eat while 
wearing it. The safety strap ensures the muzzle 
remains securely in place and features two additional 
points of secure attachment. The loop at the bottom 
attaches to your dog’s regular collar and there is an 
optional, removable over-head safety strap. Made 
from TPR.
TCA56212 Size 1 - Border Terrier $8.99 ea  $8.29 ea/6
TCA56222 Size 2 - Westie $10.99 ea  $10.19 ea/6
TCA56232 Size 3 - Border Collie $12.99 ea  $11.99 ea/6
TCA56242 Size 5 - Springeer $14.99 ea  $13.89 ea/6
TCA56252 Size 5 - Lab $16.99 ea  $15.69 ea/6
TCA56262 Size 6 - Great Dane $18.99 ea  $17.59 ea/6

Easy Walk Harness
Designed to gently discourage your dog from pulling 
while walking. Traditional harnesses can actually 
encourage dogs to pull harder. The unique front-chest 
leash attachment stops pulling by tightening slightly 
across your dog’s chest and shoulder blades. Never 
causes coughing, gagging, or choking. Available in 
black, red, royal blue, and raspberry.
PM12300 Medium (25 - 60 lbs) $20.99 ea
PM12400 Large (60 - 130 lbs) $20.99 ea
PM12500 X-Large (>130 lbs) $20.99 ea

Gentle Leader Quick Release 
Head Collar
Painlessly and effectively removes the dog’s natural 
tendency to pull by placing gentle pressure on 
calming points and eliminating uncomfortable 
pressure on the throat. All gentle leaders include 
easy-to-follow fitting instructions, an abbreviated 
training guide, and a more comprehensive training 
DVD. Available in black, red, royal blue, and raspberry.
PM11300 Small (<25 lbs) $17.99 ea
PM11400 Medium (25 - 60 lbs) $17.99 ea  $16.99 ea/6
PM11500 Large (60 - 130 lbs) $17.99 ea  $16.99 ea/6
PM11600 X-Large (>130 lbs) $17.99 ea

KVP Snarem Pole
Lightweight. Pole is made from heavy gauge ribbed 
aluminum and noose is made from braided, plastic 
coated aircraft cable. Opens from 1 to 14” diameter 
to accommodate both large and small animals. 
The internal cam locking device locks noose in any 
position with a slight hand twist.
EJSEM4 4' $66.29 ea
EJSEM6 6' $82.89 ea

ProGuard Softie Muzzle
The original superior patented design. Prevents biting 
and chewing. Quick and easy to snap on. Easy to 
breathe. Nearly impossible for dogs to pull off. High-
quality materials. Colors may vary.
CBPGG Giant $7.95 ea  $6.95 ea/6
CBPGL Large $6.95 ea  $5.95 ea/6
CBPGM Medium $6.95 ea  $5.95 ea/6
CBPGS Small $6.95 ea  $5.95 ea/6
CBPGS5 Set of 6 (1 of each size) $36.7 ea
CBPGX X-Large $6.95 ea  $5.95 ea/6

Valla of Italy Muzzle
Valla muzzles are comfortable, durable, humane, and 
made from the finest materials. The structure and jaw 
piece are made from low-density polyethylene with a 
nylon collar and cloth nosepiece.
MZ1400 Size 2 $9.99 ea  $7.99 ea/6
MZ1500 Size 3 $9.99 ea  $7.99 ea/6
MZ1700 Size 4 $10.99 ea  $8.79 ea/6
MZ1850 Size 5 $10.99 ea  $8.79 ea/6
MZ2000 Size 6 $10.99 ea  $9.59 ea/6
MZ2100 Size 7 $11.99 ea  $9.59 ea/6
MZ2300 Size 8 $12.99 ea  $10.39 ea/6
MZ2500 Size 9 $12.99 ea  $10.39 ea/6
MZ2600 Size 10 $12.99 ea  $10.39 ea/6
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Comes in 8+ shades of the rainbowComes in 8+ shades of the rainbow

Jelly Pet Collars
This collar is easy to wipe down and keep clean and is made from a non-porous 
biothane that resists dirt and grime. Comes in three adjustable sizes to achieve the 
perfect fit. Available in hot pink, red, orange, lime green, teal, royal blue, purple, and 
black.
JELBLC 1" x 16-24" $22.99 ea
JELBMC 1" x 13-20" $21.99 ea
JELBSC 3/4 x 11-16" $19.99 ea

Jelly Pet Multi-Purpose Leashes
The ultimate flexibility to adapt your dog’s leash to any setting. Can be used as a 
regular leash, slip style, hands-free crossbody, hands-free around the waist, two-
dog style, or hitching leash. Can be configured to the following lengths: 3’, 5’, and 7’. 
Available in hot pink, neon pink, red, orange, lime green, teal, royal blue, purple, and 
black.
JELBDL 5/8" $56.99 ea
JELBIL 3/8" $51.99 ea

Jelly Pet Grooming Leads
BioThane is waterproof and mold resistant with the look and feel of leather but is 
much stronger. BioThane is known to be more flexible, more durable, waterproof, 
and easy to clean. You don’t have to worry about the bacterial build-up that most 
leads produce. Available in hot pink, neon pink, red, orange, lime green, teal, royal 
blue, purple, and black.
JELGPL 3/8" x 4' $18.49 ea
JELLGP 5/8" x 6' $24.99 ea

Jelly Pet Standard Leashes
Made from super-strong yet lightweight biothane, Jelly Pet leashes are waterproof 
and provide control and a comfortable firm grip without the burn. Forget unpleasant 
odors or mold lurking - simply wipe this leash clean with a damp cloth and you are 
ready for your next adventure. Available in hot pink, neon pink, red, orange, lime 
green, teal, royal blue, purple, and black.
JELBL 1/2" x 6' $26.99 ea
JELPBD 3/8" x 6' $21.99 ea
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Paw Brothers Kennel Leads 4' x 1/2"
Superior quality kennel leads that are strong, durable, and affordable. A combination 
collar and leash that quickly adjusts to fit any size dog. Made with a heavy duty, 
welded O-Ring and polypropylene. Available in (clockwise) gold, green, teal, aqua, 
royal, navy, purple, maroon, red, and raspberry.
MDKSL4 1/2" x 4' $0.85 ea  $0.61 ea/25  $0.59 ea/100  $0.55 ea/500  $0.51 ea/1000

Paw Brothers Kennel Leads 6' x 5/8"
Superior quality kennel leads that are strong, durable, and affordable. A combination 
collar and leash that quickly adjusts to fit any size dog. Made with a heavy duty, 
welded O-Ring and polypropylene. Available in royal blue and red.
MDKSL6 5/8" x 6' $1.19 ea  $0.95 ea/25  $0.91 ea/100  $0.88 ea/500  $0.82 ea/1000

Paw Brothers Kennel Leads 4' x 5/8"
Superior quality kennel leads that are strong, durable, and affordable. A combination 
collar and leash that quickly adjusts to fit any size dog. Made with a heavy duty, 
welded O-Ring and polypropylene. Available in red, royal, black, and green.
MDKSL 5/8 x 4' $0.95 ea  $0.72 ea/25  $0.69 ea/100  $0.65 ea/500  $0.62 ea/1000

Ryan's Own Kennel Leads 100 Pack
100 of our Royal Kennel Leads. These kennel leads are the standard. Save when you 
buy in bulk.
MDKSLRY-100 100 count $59 ea
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Circle T Rustic Leather Collars
A vintage, classic hand-crafted luxurious leather 
that has durable and timeless appeal yet is tough 
and functional. Features antique brass finish metal 
hardware. Available in slate grey, brick red, and 
chocolate.
C03113 3/8" x 10" or 12" $2.99 ea  $2.69 ea/12
C03115 5/8" x 14" or 16" $4.99 ea  $4.49 ea/12
C03116 3/4" x 18" or 20" $6.99 ea  $6.29 ea/12
C03118 1" x 20", 22" or 24" $7.99 ea  $7.19 ea/12

Circle T Rustic Leather Leashes
Matches the Circle T Rustic Leather Collars. Available 
in slate grey, brick red, and chocolate.
C03045 5/8" x 4' $9.99 ea  $8.99 ea/12
C03048 1" x 4' $15.99 ea  $14.39 ea/12
C03066 3/4" x 6' $12.99 ea  $11.69 ea/12

Flat Latigo Leather Training 
Leads
A favorite of professional handlers! Latigo leather is 
strong and exceptionally durable. Made from full top 
grain leather distinguished by natural markings.
C2062 1/4" x 6' $8.29 ea  $7.49 ea/12
C2063 3/8" x 6' $11.09 ea  $9.99 ea/12
C2064 1/2" x 6' $13.59 ea  $12.29 ea/12
C2065 5/8" x 6' $15.69 ea  $14.19 ea/12
C2066 3/4" x 6' $17.39 ea  $15.69 ea/12
C2068 1" x 6' $22.19 ea  $19.99 ea/12

Oak Tanned Leather Collars
Full grain, top quality leather derived from native 
American steers. The tanning process uses various 
tree barks to form tanning liquors, producing 
excellent leather character. The hides are then aniline 
dyed for luxurious color. Available in tan, black, or red.
C1203 3/8" x 10", 12", or 14" $7.99 ea  $7.19 ea/12
C1205 1/2" x 16" $9.99 ea  $8.99 ea/12
C1206 3/4" x 18" or 20" $11.79 ea  $10.69 ea/12
C1208 1" x 22" or 24" $13.99 ea  $12.59 ea/12

Pet Attire Leads and 
Adjustable Collars
Silky, smooth, and comfortable. Vibrant, colorfast 
patterns with outstanding artistic detail that's printed 
on both sides. Available in: Peace Love Rescue, Skulls, 
Purple With Multicolored Pawprint, Plaid Bones, Polka 
Dot Pink, Red Bones, and Black Bones.
C464 Lead 5/8" x 4' $4.79 ea  $4.29 ea/12
C466 Lead 5/8" x 6' $5.79 ea  $5.29 ea/12
C6421 Collar 5/8" x 10 - 14" $3.99 ea  $3.59 ea/12
C6621 Collar 3/4" x 14 - 20" $4.89 ea  $4.39 ea/12
C664 Lead 3/4" x 4' $5.19 ea  $4.69 ea/12
C6921 Collar 1" x 18 - 26" $5.99 ea  $5.39 ea/12
C964 Lead 1" x 4' $6.29 ea  $5.69 ea/12
C966 Lead 1" x 6' $8.49 ea  $7.69 ea/12

Twist Latigo Leather Training 
Leads
Latigo leather is strong and exceptionally durable. 
Made from full top grain leather distinguished by 
natural markings. Finished with a twist braid and 
brass hardware for an elegant touch.
C2065W 5/8" x 6' $19.89 ea  $17.89 ea/12
C2066W 3/4" x 6' $21.99 ea  $19.79 ea/12
C2068W 1" x 6' $26.99 ea  $24.29 ea/12
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Comfort Wrap Adjustable 
Harnesses
Adjustable slides in three locations allow you to fit 
your dog perfectly. Snap-lock buckle with two metal 
D-rings attach to the leash making it strong and safe. 
Available in red, black, blue, bright pink, blue lagoon, 
and pink flamingo.
C6345 3/8" x 12-18" girth $5.99 ea  $5.39 ea/12
C6445 5/8" x 16-24" $7.99 ea  $7.19 ea/12
C6645 3/4" x 20-30" girth $8.99 ea  $8.09 ea/12
C6945 1" x 26-38" $12.99 ea  $11.69 ea/12

Nylon Adjustable Coupler
Make it easier to walk two dogs at the same time. 
With length ranges of 24-36" it can be adjusted to 
accommodate multiple combinations of dogs. Choose 
red, royal, or black.
C669 3/4" x 36" $10.99 ea  $9.89 ea/12

Nylon Adjustable Harnesses
Aavailable in four sizes to fit most dogs. Made of the 
highest quality materials. Straps are positioned for 
comfortable fit. Snap lock adjustable tuff buckles. 
Available in red, black, blue, purple, and bright pink.
C6343 X-Small 3/8 x 12-18" $6.99 ea  $6.29 ea/12
C6443 5/8" x 14-24" girth $7.99 ea  $7.19 ea/12
C6643 3/4" x 18-30" girth $8.99 ea  $8.09 ea/12
C6943 1" x 22-38" girth $11.99 ea  $10.79 ea/12

Nylon Dog Collars
For small dogs and puppies. Constructed with a 
single ply web. Matching leashes available. Available 
in red, black, blue, purple, bright pink, blue lagoon, 
and pink flamingo. Please specify color and size.
C301 3/8" x 10" or 12" $2.39 ea  $2.19 ea/12
C401 5/8" x 12", 14" or 16" $2.69 ea  $2.49 ea/12

Nylon Dog Leashes
For small dogs and puppies. Constructed with a 
single ply web. Matching leashes available. Available 
in red, black, blue, purple, bright pink, blue lagoon, 
and pink flamingo. Please specify color and size.
C304 3/8" x 4' $2.99 ea  $2.69 ea/12
C306 3/8" x 6' $3.09 ea  $2.79 ea/12
C404 5/8" x 4' $3.69 ea  $3.39 ea/12
C406 5/8" x 6' $4.39 ea  $3.99 ea/12
C906 Leash 1" x 6' $8.39 ea  $7.49 ea/12

Nylon Tuff Adjustable Collars
One of the most popular line of collars. Nylon stands 
up to tough use. Features a plastic snap close. 
Available in red, black, blue, purple, bright pink, blue 
lagoon, and pink flamingo.
C6301 3/8" Collar $3.29 ea  $2.99 ea/12
C6401 5/8" x 10-14" $3.39 ea  $3.09 ea/12
C6601 3/4" x 14-20" $4.29 ea  $3.89 ea/12
C6901 1" Collar $5.29 ea  $4.79 ea/12
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Coastal Comfort Soft Nylon Harness
Comfortable, soft mesh walking harness that distributes leash pressure across the 
neck and shoulders while adjusting for a perfect fit. Available in black, blue, red, and 
bright pink.
C6313 3/8" x 14-16" (5-7 lbs) $4.69 ea  $4.19 ea/12
C6413 5/8" x 16-19" (7-10 lbs) $5.99 ea  $5.39 ea/12
C6613 3/4" x19-23" (11-18 lbs) $7.99 ea  $7.19 ea/12
C6913 3/4" x 20-29" (20-29 lbs) $9.49 ea  $8.59 ea/12

Coastal New Earth Soy Collar
Feature soy fiber and natural dyes. These durable eco-friendly products have a soft 
“cashmere” texture you and your pet will love. Available in Cranberry, Indigo, Olive 
Green, Rose, Chocolate, Slate, Eggplant, Forest, and Pumpkin.
C14301 Collar 3/8" x 6-8" $3.59 ea  $3.29 ea/12
C14401 Collar 5/8" x 8-12" $4.19 ea  $3.79 ea/12
C14601 Collar 3/4" x 12-18" $4.79 ea  $4.29 ea/12
C14901 Collar 1" x 18-26" $6.29 ea  $5.69 ea/12

Coastal Comfort Soft Sport Nylon Harness
The sport harnesses are reinforced for extra strength. Medium and large sport 
harnesses are available in grey/black or grey/pink.
C6684 3/4" x 22-28" (19-50 lbs) $11.99 ea  $10.49 ea/12
C6984 1" x 28-36" (50-90 lbs) $15.99 ea  $14.39 ea/12

Coastal New Earth Soy Lead
Feature soy fiber and natural dyes. These durable eco-friendly products have a soft 
“cashmere” texture you and your pet will love. Available in Cranberry, Indigo, Olive 
Green, Rose, Chocolate, Slate, Eggplant, Forest, and Pumpkin.
C14406 Lead 5/8" x 6' $6.59 ea  $5.89 ea/12
C14906 Lead 1" x 6' $10.89 ea  $9.79 ea/12
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K9 Explorer Braided Rope Slip Leash
This braided rope slip leash is a convenient all-in-one collar and leash. Features 
reflective stitching for nighttime safety. Available in Fern, Berry, Sapphire, Orange, 
Goldenrod, and Rosebud.
C36206 Braided Slip Leash 6' $16.99 ea  $15.29 ea/12

K9 Explorer Harness
An easy-to-use step-in-style with a padded front. Features reflective stitching for 
nighttime safety. Available in Fern, Berry, Sapphire, Orange, Goldenrod, and Rosebud.
C36445 Harness 5/8" x 12-18" $10.99 ea  $9.89 ea/12
C36945 Harness 1" x 20-30" $16.99 ea  $15.29 ea/12
C36946 Harness 1" x 26-38" $18.99 ea  $17.09 ea/12

K9 Explorer Collar
Adjustable collars with polished gunmetal finish hardware, convenient side-release 
buckle, moveable D-ring, and easy leash attachment. Features reflective stitching 
for nighttime safety. Available in Fern, Berry, Sapphire, Orange, Goldenrod, and 
Rosebud.
C36422 Collar 5/8" x 8-12" $10.99 ea  $9.89 ea/12
C36922 Collar 1" x 12-18" $11.99 ea  $10.79 ea/12
C36923 Collar 1" x 18-26" $12.99 ea  $11.69 ea/12

K9 Explorer Leash
Features a padded neoprene handle for comfort and a unique one-handed scissor 
snap for ease of use and reflective stitching for nighttime safety. Available in Fern, 
Berry, Sapphire, Orange, Goldenrod, and Rosebud.
C36406 Leash 5/8" x 6' $11.99 ea  $10.79 ea/12
C36906 Leash 1" x 6' $14.49 ea  $13.09 ea/12
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Cotton Web Training Leads
5/8” wide cotton web training leads. Choose between 
black and green.
C0506 6' $4.99 ea  $4.49 ea/12
C0510 10' $6.99 ea  $6.29 ea/12
C0515 15' $8.99 ea  $8.09 ea/12
C0520 20' $10.99 ea  $9.89 ea/12
C0530 30' $14.99 ea  $13.49 ea/12

Petsafe EasySport Harness
Maximum comfort with elasticized neck-straps. The 
girth strap features two quick snap buckles and two 
adjustment points for optimal fit. Padded handle 
for extra control. Reflective detailing for increased 
safety and visibility. Convenient top leash attachment. 
Available in sizes XS-L in red, blue, black, or pink.
RFEZSP Red, Blue, Black, Pink XS-L $15.99 ea

PetSafe Walk Along Outdoor 
Harness
Features an expandable pack that is large enough to 
hold keys, waste bags, treats, wallet, or cell phone. 
Control handle doubles as a car restraint tether. 
Front leash attachment, with padded chest straps, 
comfortably reduces leash pulling. Water-resistant 
material and reflective nylon for added visibility.
RFWAH Orange, Black S-L $34.99 ea

Resco Cordo-Hyde Show Leads
Micro-crystalline wax-coated cotton for the look and 
feel of leather, curls up in your hand for immediate 
control. Available sizes: 56” x 3/16, 62” x 3/8.
RSCSHLD56  $19.99 ea
RSC00316  $19.99 ea
RSCSHLD62  $19.99 ea

Warren London Fabric Collar
This cute dog collar features double-layered cotton, 
a nylon strap, and a heavy-duty zinc alloy clasp 
to maintain a luxurious look while also providing 
superior strength and chew resistance. Available in 
small, medium, and large in blue, gray, and red.
WLDC Blue, Gray, Red S-L $10.99 ea

Warren London Fabric Leash
Stylish pups love this soft-touch padded cotton dog 
leash that is accented with a distinguished gold-
colored lobster clasp.
WLDL Blue, Gray, Red $12.99 ea
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Newt's Chews Deer Antlers
100% natural shed antler - no animals are harmed. 
Long-lasting and highly digestible. Once shed, these 
antlers are gathered to make the perfect chew your 
pets will love. Made of mostly calcium these chews 
are easy on your pet's stomach and are long-lasting. 
Gathered in the USA.
NCW04509 1.5-2.5 oz $5.09 ea  $4.69 ea/12
NCW04519 2.5-4 oz $7.89 ea  $7.09 ea/12

Newt's Chews Premium Elk 
Antler
100% natural shed antler - no animals are harmed. 
Hand-selected for a highest density and the longest 
lasting chew possible. Made of mostly calcium, 
these chews are long-lasting and easy on your pet's 
stomach. Gathered in the USA.
NCW05373 7-9" $14.69 ea  $13.29 ea/12
NCW50688 5-7" $10.69 ea  $9.89 ea/12

Pet Qwerks BarkBone Stick 
Nylon Chews
Infused with peanut butter flavoring. Durable nylon 
to withstand rough play. Massage the gums of your 
pup to help clean teeth while controlling plaque and 
tartar. Helps curb destructive behavior. Sourced in the 
USA with non-toxic, non-allergenic materials.
PQ08515 XL Peanut Butter $14.99 ea
PQ08516 Large Peanut Butter $9.99 ea
PQ08517 Large Peanut Butter $8.99 ea

Newt's Chews GrrAntler
Banded premium antler and cranberry wrapped in 
beef tendon. 5.5"
NCW41663 5.5" $2.79 ea  $2.29 ea/12

Newt's Chews Premium Elk 
Antler Slices
100% natural shed antler - no animals are harmed. 
Hand-selected for a highest density and the longest 
lasting chew possible. Made of mostly calcium, 
these chews are long-lasting and easy on your pet's 
stomach. Gathered in the USA.
NCW24382 7-10" $19.39 ea  $17.89 ea/12
NCW43607 3-5" $6.69 ea  $6.19 ea/12

Pet Qwerks BarkBone Wish 
Chews
Non-edible, mess-free nylon. Made for aggressive 
chewers. Generously flavored with food-grade 
flavoring. Textured design massages gums and teeth 
to help promote oral health. Dishwasher-safe.
PQ08587 Large Bacon $11.99 ea
PQ08588 Medium Bacon $8.99 ea
PQ08589 Small Bacon $6.99 ea
PQ08590 Large Peanut Butter $11.99 ea
PQ08591 Large Peanut Butter $8.99 ea
PQ08592 Small Peanut Butter $6.99 ea

Newt's Chews GrrAntler 
Display Box
Banded premium antler and cranberry wrapped in 
beef tendon.
NCW41662 25 count $62.09 ea  $56.99 ea/3

Pet Qwerks BarkBone 
Dinosaur Chew
Infused with peanut butter flavoring. Durable nylon 
to withstand rough play. Massage the gums of your 
pup to help control plaque and tartar. Helps curb 
destructive behavior. Sourced in the USA.
PQ00730 XXX-Large $17.99 ea
PQ00731 XX-Large $14.99 ea
PQ00732 X-Large $9.99 ea
PQ08526 Large $8.99 ea

Pet Qwerks Nylon Bacon Pig 
Ear
Made in the USA with REAL Bacon. A healthy and 
cleaner alternative to a real pig ear that's made for 
aggressive chewers. Great for massaging teeth and 
gums, boredom relief, and discouraging destructive 
behavior.
PQ00739 Large $9.99 ea
PQ00740 Medium $5.99 ea
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Nylabone Dental Chew 
Dinosaur
Cleans teeth, massages gums, and freshens breath. 
Naturally flavor-enhanced. Veterinarian approved. 
Durable for serious chewers. Helps control tartar and 
plaque.
TNDD101 Dinosaur $5.49 ea  $4.99 ea/12

Nylabone DuraChew Plus
Made of tough, durable nylon, that stands up to 
powerful chewers. Raised bristles support clean 
teeth by helping control plaque and tartar. Delicious 
medley flavors change as your dog chews!
TNCF302 Regular $4.27 ea  $3.77 ea/12
TNCF303 Wolf $6.77 ea  $6.37 ea/12

Nylabone Natural Healthy 
Edibles
Great-tasting, gluten-free formula made of natural 
ingredients with no plastic, no added sugar or salt, 
and no artificial color. Enhanced with vitamins and 
minerals. Completely edible and as digestible as 
super-premium dog food.
T81152 Wolf Bacon 2 count $4.99 ea  $4.49 ea/12
T81314 Petite Bacon 2 count $2.99 ea  $2.69 ea/12

Nylabone Double Action Chew
Durable chew toy with bacon-flavored ends for 
powerful chewers. Soft center allows pet to easily 
carry chew. Center is also mint flavored to freshen 
breath and to help with tartar control.
TNTG102 Regular $6.69 ea  $6.19 ea/12
TNTG103 Wolf $10.89 ea  $9.99 ea/12
TNTG105 Souper $15.69 ea  $14.49 ea/12

Nylabone DuraChew Wild 
Alternatives
Splinter-free with added calcium and minerals! A 
much longer-lasting, cleaner, and safer alternative to 
real antlers. Designed for powerful chewers. Helps 
discourage destructive chewing.
T83366 Large Antler $10.39 ea  $9.39 ea/12
T83367 Medium Antler $5.29 ea  $5.09 ea/12
T83666 Large Femur - Bacon $11.09 ea  $10.19 ea/12
T83667 Rib - Beef $7.89 ea  $7.09 ea/12

Nylabone Puppy Chews
Made of softer materials for puppies with fun flavors, 
they help puppies develop proper chewing habits, 
grow strong teeth and jaws, and assist with dental 
care by aiding in the removal of plaque and tartar.
T83238 Pink $2.99 ea  $2.79 ea/12
T83239 Blue $2.89 ea  $2.59 ea/12
T83242 2 count $3.59 ea  $3.29 ea/12

Nylabone DuraChew Action 
Ridges
Veterinarian recommended. A long-lasting chew 
designed for powerful chewers. Tiny bristles raised 
during chewing help clean teeth while controlling the 
buildup of plaque and tartar.
T82328 Wolf Bone - Bacon $7.69 ea  $7.09 ea/12

Nylabone Monster Chews
The industry’s largest durable bones designed 
especially for powerful chewers. Non-toxic and 
veterinarian approved.
TNBC101 Large Chicken $12.97 ea  $11.79 ea/12
TNCF107 Monster $15.99 ea  $14.79 ea/12

Nylabone Puppy Teethers
Guaranteed to satisfy the natural urge to chew. They 
discourage destructive chewing, fight boredom, 
help clean teeth, and provide enjoyment and 
entertainment.
TN219 Keys XS $4.69 ea  $4.39 ea/12
TN220 Keys Small $5.69 ea  $5.19 ea/12
TN221 Keys Large $8.49 ea  $7.79 ea/12
TN330 Pacifier XS $5.69 ea  $5.19 ea/12
TN600 Rings $5.49 ea  $5.09 ea/12
TN800 Teether 5" $4.29 ea  $3.99 ea/12
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Nylabone DuraChew Action 
Ridges
Veterinarian recommended. A long-lasting chew 
designed for powerful chewers. Tiny bristles raised 
during chewing help clean teeth while controlling the 
buildup of plaque and tartar.
T82658 Souper S-Shaped - Bacon $12.89 ea  $11.89 ea/12

Nylabone DuraChew X Bone
Long-lasting and durable chew toy with flavor 
throughout, featuring a comfort-hold design. 
Designed for powerful chewers with four textured 
chewing ends to help clean teeth.
T83770 Regular $5.29 ea  $4.69 ea/12
T83771 Giant $10.49 ea  $9.39 ea/12

Nylabone Flavor Frenzy 
DuraChew Philly Cheesesteak
Same wonderful DuraChew with  Philly Cheesesteak 
flavor.
T83433 Regular $3.79 ea  $3.49 ea/12
T83434 Wolf $6.19 ea  $5.79 ea/12
T83435 Souper $11.59 ea  $10.69 ea/12

Nylabone DuraChew Axis 
Bone
Perfect for independent chewing. The design 
provides a stationary bone that dogs will enjoy 
chewing. Each textured end provides long-lasting 
chewing enjoyment while helping clean teeth.
T83185 Bone $11.39 ea  $10.49 ea/12

Nylabone DuraChews
The original nylon chew bone for dogs. A safe, non-
toxic chew. Now scented in original (ham), chicken 
and bacon.
TNB101 Petite Bacon $2.09 ea  $1.89 ea/12
TNB102 Regular Bacon $3.09 ea  $2.79 ea/12
TNB103 Wolf Bacon $4.89 ea  $4.39 ea/12
TNB104 Giant Bacon $7.39 ea  $6.79 ea/12
TNB105 Souper Bacon $9.49 ea  $8.79 ea/12
TNCF103 Wolf Chicken $4.89 ea  $4.39 ea/12
TNCF104 Giant Chicken $7.29 ea  $6.49 ea/12

Nylabone Flexi Chew
Softer, more flexible bone scented in chicken.
TNCF201 Petite Chicken $2.49 ea  $2.29 ea/12
TNCF202 Regular Chicken $3.59 ea  $3.29 ea/12
TNCF203 Wolf Chicken $5.79 ea  $5.29 ea/12
TNCF204 Giant Chicken $8.99 ea  $8.29 ea/12
TNCF205 Souper Chicken $11.09 ea  $10.19 ea/12

Nylabone DuraChew Barbell
Especially important for powerful chewers, the 
appropriate chew toys can help keep dogs busy, 
prevent boredom, help with separation anxiety and 
help prevent destructive chewing. Peanut butter 
flavor!
T83028 Medium $5.99 ea  $5.39 ea/12
T83029 Large $11.09 ea  $9.99 ea/12

Nylabone Flavor Frenzy
Tasty flavors with zero calories.
T83320 Regular Cheeseburger $5.49 ea  $5.09 ea/12
T83321 Wolf Cheeseburger $8.59 ea  $7.89 ea/12

Nylabone Flexi Chew Triple 
Pack
Allergen free. Includes peanut butter, bacon, and beef 
flavors. Petite size.
T84107 Petite 3 count $6.09 ea  $5.59 ea/12
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RedBarn Barky Bark
Made from beef esophagus that is slow-roasted in its 
own natural juices to bring out the natural flavors. The 
esophagus is made up of cartilage which is a natural 
source of chondroitin and may help to support joint 
function.
RB30600 Medium $0.79 ea  $0.75 ea/12
RB30601 Large $1.49 ea  $1.42 ea/12

RedBarn Bully Sticks
Made in Paraguay from free range cattle, these bully 
sticks are a great source of natural protein that your 
dogs will love.
RB23601 36" $23.89 ea  $22.7 ea/12

RedBarn Filled Rawhide
Munchie Retrievers are granulated sticks of rawhide 
filled with different flavors to offer a variety of 
delicious tastes, making for a happy dog. Filled Rolled 
are a traditional rawhide roll stuffed with a delicious 
filling.
RB60103 6" Rolled Peanut Butter $3.69 ea  $3.51 ea/12
RB60200 6" Munchie Beef $3.69 ea  $3.51 ea/12
RB60201 6" Munchie Chicken $3.69 ea  $3.51 ea/12
RB60203 6" Munchie Peanut Butter $3.69 ea  $3.51 ea/12

RedBarn Braided Esophagus 
Ring
Natural beef esophagus braided, then twisted to 
create a unique shape for your dog to chew! A single-
ingredient treat, slow-baked without any artificial 
processing to ensure maximum flavor and texture for 
finicky eaters.
RB24824 Ring $6.29 ea  $5.98 ea/12

RedBarn Filled Bones
These filled femur bones are stuffed with a variety of 
delightful flavors that your dog will love. Each filled 
bone is tough and will keep your dog busy for hours 
while they enjoy their tasty treat.
RB40300 2.5" Beef $5.59 ea  $5.31 ea/12
RB40303 2.5" Peanut Butteer $5.59 ea  $5.31 ea/12
RB40304 2.5" Cheese n' Bacon $5.59 ea  $5.31 ea/12
RB40600 5" Beef $8.89 ea  $8.45 ea/12
RB40603 5" Peanut Butter $8.89 ea  $8.45 ea/12

RedBarn Jumbo Twister
A spin on a popular rawhide chew made of twisted 2” 
wide rawhide, coated it in a secret bully stick gravy, 
and then slow-roasted. The added layer of bully 
coating makes these treats irresistible for dogs.
RB25506 18" $8.69 ea  $8.26 ea/12

RedBarn Bully Barbells
These fully digestible bully barbells are slow roasted 
for maximum flavor.
RB00006 2.5" $2.69 ea  $2.56 ea/12

RedBarn Filled Hooves
These natural beef chew hooves come with tasty 
fillings that your dogs will love, promote dental health, 
and reduce stress as your dog enjoys a yummy treat.
RB50643 Beef $4.19 ea  $3.98 ea/12
RB50644 Cheese 'n Bacon $4.19 ea  $3.98 ea/12
RB50645 Peanut Butter $4.19 ea  $3.98 ea/12

RedBarn Mammoth Bone
Each mammoth bone is slow roasted and coated in a 
natural beef coating to add extra flavor. A favorite for 
serious chewers that will keep your dogs interested. 
Mammoth bones vary between 12-18 inches long.
RB45001 12-18" $16.69 ea  $15.86 ea/12
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Nothin' to Hide Chews
Rawhide alternative chew provides a long-lasting, 
highly digestible chew. A low fat, high protein chew. 
Promotes strong teeth and healthy gums. Features 
collagen which reduces joint pain and fat while 
building lean muscle and boosts skin and coat health.
NTH63172 PB Chips 8 count $8.79 ea  $8.19 ea/12

RedBarn Trip Twists
Soft and flaky, this rawhide alternative is highly 
palatable, contains no grains or gluten, and is free 
from any additives, preservatives, hormones, and 
chemicals. Great for all life stages and helps support 
healthy gums and teeth.
RB00048 12" $5.69 ea  $5.41 ea/12
RB00050 6" $2.89 ea  $2.75 ea/12

Stewart Freeze Dried Pork 
Liver Pro-Treats
Favorite treat and reward. 100% pure freeze-dried 
chicken liver, a high protein treat for dogs. The freeze-
dried process retains full flavor and nutritional value 
of raw liver with no additives or preservatives.
RH00404 Pork Liver 4 oz $9.69 ea  $8.89 ea/6

RedBarn Puff Braided 
Esophagus
Crunchy texture, perfect for your family’s light 
chewers, puppies, or seniors with sensitive teeth. 
Rawhide-free, single-ingredient, all-natural, grain-free, 
gluten-free, salt-free, and sugar-free.
RB00052 5" $4.39 ea  $4.17 ea/12
RB00054 9" $7.69 ea  $7.31 ea/12

Stewart Freeze Dried Beef 
Liver Pro-Treats
Favorite treat and reward. 100% pure freeze-dried 
beef liver, a high protein treat for dogs. The freeze-
dried process retains full flavor and nutritional value 
of raw liver with no additives or preservatives.
RHLFD3 Beef Liver 4 oz $9.89 ea  $9.19 ea/6
RHLFD4 Beef Liver 14 oz $28.29 ea  $26.09 ea/6
RHLFD5 Beef Liver 21 oz $42.19 ea  $38.99 ea/6

Stewart Pro-Treat Raw 
Naturals - Beef
Combines whole meats, vegetables, and fruits into a 
healthy, all-natural treat. All ingredients are carefully 
selected, blended, and freeze-dried, locking in 
nutrition.
RH401951 Beef Liver 4 oz $10.59 ea  $9.69 ea/12

RedBarn Roofle
A waffle for your pup made from chopped rawhide 
and natural maple flavor. Smells and tastes delicious!
RB60805 3" $1.79 ea  $1.7 ea/12

Stewart Freeze Dried Chicken 
Liver Pro-Treats
Favorite treat and reward. 100% pure freeze-dried 
chicken liver, a high protein treat for dogs. The freeze-
dried process retains full flavor and nutritional value 
of raw liver with no additives or preservatives.
RH1702 Chicken Liver 1.5 oz $4.99 ea  $4.59 ea/6
RH1704 Chicken Liver 3 oz $9.99 ea  $9.19 ea/6
RH1714 Chicken Liver 11.5 oz $27.89 ea  $25.79 ea/6

Stewart Pro-Treat Raw 
Naturals - Chicken
Combines whole meats, vegetables, and fruits into a 
healthy, all-natural treat. All ingredients are carefully 
selected, blended, and freeze-dried, locking in 
nutrition.
RH401953 Chicken 4 oz $10.39 ea  $9.59 ea/12
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Braided Bully Stick
All-natural beef braided into a stick for a long-lasting, 
satisfying chew.
IMS00556 12" $12.19 ea  $11.58 ea/12

Etta Says! Cookie Crunchers
Wheat, corn, and soy-free. Made from scratch with 
limited ingredients that are dough good, they will 
keep your dog crumbing back for more!
TRP00143 Peanut Butter $1.19 ea  $1.07 ea/12
TRP00145 Cheddar And Bacon $1.19 ea  $1.07 ea/12

Etta Says! Snicky Snack 
Poppers
Made from scratch with real fruits and vegetables. 
These crunchy bite-sized treats are great for training 
and serve as a delicious reward for your furry friends. 
No wheat, corn, or soy.
TRP00192 Peanut Butter $6.99 ea  $6.29 ea/12
TRP00194 Sweet Potato $6.99 ea  $6.29 ea/12
TRP00197 Pumpkin $6.99 ea  $6.29 ea/12
TRP00501 Bacon And Cheese $6.99 ea  $6.29 ea/12

Etta Says! 4" Crunchy Chews
These 100% natural crunchy chews are made of a 
unique mixture of rawhide and high-quality protein 
to form a tasty chew. They are safer than rawhide and 
easily digestible for puppies and dogs with sensitive 
stomachs. They will NOT stain the carpet and have 
no odor.
TRP00179 Beef 36 count $28.99 ea  $26.79 ea/12
TRP00183 Deer 36 count $28.99 ea  $26.79 ea/12

Etta Says! Eat Simple! Freeze 
Dried Treats
Bite-sized uniform shape, highly palatable, and softer 
than traditional freeze-dried. One ingredient with 
nothing to hide! Always made with real meat without 
antibiotics or hormones added.
TRP00817 Duck 2.5 oz $8.99 ea  $8.09 ea/12
TRP00819 Turkey 2.5 oz $8.99 ea  $8.09 ea/12
TRP00821 Lamb 2.5 oz $8.99 ea  $8.09 ea/12

Etta Says! Yumm Sticks
Soft treat that is easy to break perfect for training. No 
hormones, nitrates, or nitrites. Gluten and soy-free. 
Made from human-grade, single protein- lean cuts of 
beef, pork, chicken, or turkey only a handful of other 
ingredients.
TRP00796 Pork 24 count $30.09 ea  $28.19 ea/12
TRP00799 Beef 24 count $30.09 ea  $28.19 ea/12
TRP00802 Chicken 24 count $30.09 ea  $28.19 ea/12
TRP00804 Turkey 24 count $30.09 ea  $28.19 ea/12

Etta Says! 7" Chews
Chew treats that are sure to please even the pickiest 
of palettes!
TRP00134 7" Crunchy Rabbit $1.19 ea  $1.09 ea/12
TRP001917 7" Crunchy Duck $1.19 ea  $1.09 ea/12
TRP00519 7" Crunchy Deer $1.19 ea  $1.09 ea/12
TRP00629 7" Deluxe Lamb $1.79 ea  $1.59 ea/12
TRP00632 7" Deluxe Chicken $1.79 ea  $1.59 ea/12
TRP00635 7" Deluxe Turkey $1.79 ea  $1.59 ea/12
TRP00638 7" Select Liver $1.59 ea  $1.49 ea/12
TRP00641 7" Select Sausage $1.59 ea  $1.49 ea/12

Etta Says! Sit Training Treats
Soft and chewy delicious training treats made with 
limited ingredients and no gelatin, wheat, or corn. 3 
calories each.
TRP00811 Peanut Butter 6 oz $5.39 ea  $4.85 ea/12
TRP00813 Bacon 6 oz $5.39 ea  $4.85 ea/12
TRP00815 Cheese 6 oz $5.39 ea  $4.85 ea/12

Pig Ears
Pig ears are always popular. Dogs can’t resist the 
natural pork flavor! These treats are 100% natural pork 
with no additives or preservatives.
MB12101-100 100 count $119.39 ea
MB12101-12 12 count $16.99 ea
MB12101-3 3 count $5.49 ea
MB12101-50 50 count $67.99 ea
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Exclusively Dog Barking Bus 
Animal Cookies
Animal-shaped cookies make ideal treats or 
giveaways. Dogs love ‘em.
EP07000 1.5 oz $1.49 ea  $1.39 ea/12
EP07003 11 lbs $46.99 ea  $42.29 ea/12

Exclusively Dog Chewy 
Training Treats
Miniature treats to entice your pup to do anything! 
Wheat, corn, and soy-free! Made with natural 
ingredients.
EP51000 Cheese 7 oz $4.79 ea  $4.39 ea/12
EP51300 Peanut Butter 7 oz $4.59 ea  $4.09 ea/12

Exclusively Dog Perfect Pooch 
Gift Pack
Includes Best Buddy Bones - Cheese, Best Buddy 
Bones - Peanut Butter, Sandwich Cremes - Carob & 
Vanilla, and Wafer Cookies - Vanilla.
EP08005 4-Pack Bundle $24.99 ea

Exclusively Dog Best Buddy 
Bones
Your dog will love fetching best buddy bones! A 
miniature bone-shaped cookie with a texture that is 
not too hard or too soft. Great for training medium to 
large dogs and a perfect size to serve as a treat.
EP44700 Cheese 5.5 oz $3.29 ea  $2.99 ea/12
EP44900 Peanut Butter 5.5 oz $3.29 ea  $2.99 ea/12

Exclusively Dog Fido's Food 
Truck
Because dogs don’t have time for sit-down 
restaurants! Filled with 3 ounces of grain-free, 
cheesy bacon-flavored bones! Crunchy bone-shaped 
dog treats that are made with all natural, limited 
ingredients.
EP09000 3 oz $2.49 ea  $2.19 ea/12

Exclusively Dog Sandwich 
Crèmes
All-natural products with the unique quality and 
resemblance to popular human cookies yet are safe 
and specifically formulated for dogs.
EP02000 Carob 8 oz $3.39 ea  $3.09 ea/12
EP02300 Smores 8 oz $3.39 ea  $3.09 ea/12
EP02500 Vanilla 8 oz $3.39 ea  $3.09 ea/12
EP03500 Peanut Butter 8 oz $3.39 ea  $3.09 ea/12
EP03600 Carob & Vanilla 8 oz $3.39 ea  $3.09 ea/12

Exclusively Dog Buddy Bits
Perfect for reward-based games. Great “take 
anywhere” dog treats. They are ideal for training, 
road trips, long walks, dogs that have difficulty eating 
larger treats, or just because your dog is your best 
buddy!
EP44100 Cheese 5.5 oz $3.29 ea  $2.99 ea/12
EP44300 Peanut Butter 5.5 oz $3.29 ea  $2.99 ea/12

Exclusively Dog Meaty Treats
Meat-based treats that resemble the familiar snack. 
For dogs of all sizes. Made with natural ingredients. 
Wheat, corn, and soy-free.
EP43000 Meatloaf Slices 7 oz $4.59 ea  $4.19 ea/12
EP43001 Smokey Sticks 7 oz $4.59 ea  $4.19 ea/12
EP43004 Sausage Bits 7 oz $4.59 ea  $4.19 ea/12
EP43006 Turkey Time 7 oz $4.59 ea  $4.19 ea/12
EP43008 Mutt-on Chops 7 oz $4.59 ea  $4.19 ea/12

Exclusively Dog Wafer Cookies
Crunchy wafer cookies resemble human cookies, 
but are specially made for dogs! Crunchy, but not 
too hard so you can break apart for dogs of all sizes 
made with natural, kosher ingredients. No animal 
parts or by-products.
EP03000 Peanut Butter 6 oz $3.19 ea  $2.89 ea/12
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Pet Factory Beefhide
100% American beef hide chews. These flavored 
chews come in a variety of options to satisfy your 
pet's preference.
PF34297 8" Chicken Rolls 2 count $6.99 ea  $6.29 ea/12
PF34298 8" Peanut Butter Rolls 2 count $6.99 

ea  $6.29 ea/12
PF34655 5" Beef Rolls 5 count $4.99 ea  $4.49 ea/12
PF34658 7" Beef Braid 2 count $5.99 ea  $5.39 ea/12
PF34659 12" Beef Braid $5.99 ea  $5.39 ea/12
PF34755 5" Chicken Rolls 5 count $4.99 ea  $4.49 ea/12

Pet Factory Chips
100% American beefhide chews in fun chip shapes.
PF39849 Peanut Butter Chips 6 oz $5.99 ea  $5.39 ea/12

Pet Factory Knotted Bones
Made from the finest domestic American beef hides, 
your dog will taste the difference. These tightly 
wrapped bones promote your dog's natural chewing 
instinct, help remove plaque and tartar, and will keep 
your dog busy for hours.
PF72004 4-5" $1.99 ea  $1.79 ea/12
PF72006 6-7" $3.99 ea  $3.59 ea/12
PF72008 8-9" $5.99 ea  $5.39 ea/12
PF72010 10-11" $7.99 ea  $7.19 ea/12
PF72012 12-13" $10.99 ea  $9.89 ea/12

Pet Factory Beefhide Rolls
100% American beef hide. These beefhide rolls are all 
natural and contain no preservatives.
PF79150 5" Rolls 10 count $6.99 ea  $6.29 ea/12
PF79826 12" Roll $7.99 ea  $7.19 ea/12
PF79925 10" Roll $4.99 ea  $4.49 ea/12

Pet Factory Donuts
100% American beefhide chews in a fun donut shape.
PF72040 3-4" Donut $2.99 ea  $2.69 ea/12
PF72042 6-7" Donut $5.99 ea  $5.39 ea/12

Pet Factory Pretzels
100% American beefhide chews in a fun pretzel 
shape.
PF72035 6-7" Pretzel $5.99 ea  $5.39 ea/12

Pet Factory Braided Sticks
100% American beefhide chews in fun braided sticks.
PF79958 7" Braid $2.99 ea  $2.69 ea/12
PF79959 12" Braid $5.99 ea  $5.39 ea/12

Pet Factory Heavyweight 
Bones
Made with a thicker American beef hide, these 
bones are even tougher and longer-lasting than your 
standard knotted bone, making them a great option 
for more aggressive chewers.
PF72808 8-9" $6.99 ea  $6.29 ea/12
PF72810 10-11" $9.99 ea  $8.99 ea/12
PF72812 12-13" $12.99 ea  $11.69 ea/12

Pet Factory Twistedz Sticks
Made with American beef hide and wrapped with real 
meat for a combination your pet will love.
PF27220 5" Chicken Sticks 20 count $5.99 ea  

$5.39 ea/12
PF27620 5" Beef Sticks 20 count $5.99 ea  $5.39 ea/12
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Dawgee Play Crackle Toys
No-filling toy with no mess. Suede leather outside 
with stimulating crackle paper inside.
PB23002 Mint Butterfly $3.99 ea  $3.59 ea/12  

$3.41 ea/36
PB23003 Blue Turtle $3.99 ea  $3.59 ea/12  $3.41 ea/36
PB23004 Coral Fish $4.99 ea  $4.49 ea/12  $4.27 ea/36

Dawgeee Play Suede & Canvas 
Toys
Features jute fabric and suede leather detail with a 
squeaker inside.
PB23005 Mint Koala $3.99 ea  $3.59 ea/12  $3.41 ea/36
PB23006 Blue Rabbit $3.99 ea  $3.59 ea/12  $3.41 ea/36
PB23007 Coral Lizard $3.99 ea  $3.59 ea/12  $3.41 ea/36

Dawgeee Toys Happy Toads
8" toys your dogs will love.
DT22625 Assorted 8" $4.99 ea  $4.49 ea/12  $3.99 ea/36

Dawgeee Play Printed Canvas 
Toys
Tug toys help increase the bond between pet parents 
and pups. Printed canvas.
PB23008 Coral Kangaroo 

$3.99 ea  $3.59 ea/12  $3.41 ea/36
PB23009 Mint Emu $3.99 ea  $3.59 ea/12  $3.41 ea/36
PB23010 Blue Wombat 

$3.99 ea  $3.59 ea/12  $3.41 ea/36
PB23013 Coral Tug $3.99 ea  $3.59 ea/12  $3.41 ea/36

Dawgeee Play Suede Tugs
Rope and tug toys help increase the bond between 
pet parents and pups. Suede leather. Assorted colors.
PB23016 Donut $5.99 ea  $5.39 ea/12  $5.12 ea/36
PB23017 Triangle $4.99 ea  $4.49 ea/12  $4.27 ea/36
PB23018 15" Tug $4.99 ea  $4.49 ea/12  $4.27 ea/36
PB23019 19" Tug $5.49 ea  $4.94 ea/12  $4.69 ea/36

Dawgeee Toys Long Legged 
Animals
Assorted. 18"
DT22631 Assorted 18" $5.69 ea  $5.19 ea/12  $4.72 ea/36

Dawgeee Play Quilted Canvas 
Toys
Quilted jute with fabric piping. Squeaker to entice 
play.
PB23001 Blue Snake $3.99 ea  $3.59 ea/12  $3.41 ea/36
PB23011 Coral Cactus $3.99 ea  $3.59 ea/12  $3.41 ea/36
PB23012 Mint Pineapple 

$3.99 ea  $3.59 ea/12  $3.41 ea/36

Dawgeee Toys Big Mouth 
Frogs
8" toys your dogs will love.
DT22623 Assorted 8" $4.69 ea  $4.29 ea/12  $3.89 ea/36

Dawgeee Toys Pig & Cows
Stuffed toys with squeakers.
DT22938 Assorted 7" $4.19 ea  $3.79 ea/12  $3.49 ea/36
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Dawgeee Toy Happy Animals
Assorted characters.
DT22639 Assorted 10" $5.69 ea  $5.19 ea/12  $4.79 ea/36

Dawgeee Toy Plush Veggies
Cute and fun with a squeaker.
DT22933 Carrot 7" $2.59 ea  $2.39 ea/12  $2.19 ea/36
DT22935 Corn 9" $3.39 ea  $3.09 ea/12  $2.79 ea/36
DT22936 Eggplant 7" $2.69 ea  $2.49 ea/12  $2.29 ea/36

Dawgeee Toy Spotted Scat
Features a squeaker.
DT22916 12" $3.99 ea  $3.59 ea/12  $3.19 ea/36

Dawgeee Toy No Fluff Animals
No fluff, no mess to clean up. Assorted colors.
DT22608 Racoon 19.5" $3.99 ea  $3.59 ea/12  $3.19 ea/36
DT22609 Racoon 23.5" $4.89 ea  $4.39 ea/12  

$3.99 ea/36
DT22611 Squirrel 23.5" $4.89 ea  $4.39 ea/12  

$3.99 ea/36

Dawgeee Toy Shaggy Monster
A fun character with a squeaker.
DT22664 10" $4.99 ea  $3.99 ea/12  $3.59 ea/36
DT22665 13.75" $5.29 ea  $4.79 ea/12  $4.29 ea/36

Dawgeee Toy Sugar Skulls
Assorted colors.
DT22939 Assorted 7" $3.69 ea  $3.39 ea/12  $3.09 ea/36

Dawgeee Toy No Fluff Furry 
Animals
No fluff, no mess to clean up. Assorted colors.
DT22600 Duck 16" $3.99 ea  $3.59 ea/12  $3.19 ea/36
DT22601 Rabbit 13" $3.99 ea  $3.59 ea/12  $3.19 ea/36
DT22602 Frog 14" $4.09 ea  $3.69 ea/12  $3.29 ea/36
DT22603 Bear 10" $4.99 ea  $3.99 ea/12  $3.59 ea/36

Dawgeee Toy Shaggy Mouse
Assorted colors.
DT22662 Assorted 9.5" $4.79 ea  $4.29 ea/12  

$3.89 ea/36

Dawgeee Toy Wild Animals
Plush animals with a squeaker.
DT22930 Monkey 16" $5.39 ea  $4.89 ea/12  $4.39 ea/36
DT22931 Koala 16" $5.39 ea  $4.89 ea/12  $4.39 ea/36
DT22932 Wild Boar 8" $5.19 ea  $4.69 ea/12  $4.19 ea/36
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Dawgeee Toy Animal Plushes
Assorted characters. 20"
DT22919 Assorted 20" $3.69 ea  $3.29 ea/12  

$2.99 ea/36

Dawgeee Toy Flat Animals
Features a squeaker and light stuffing. Assorted 
characters.
DT22635 Assorted 16" $4.69 ea  $4.19 ea/12  $3.79 ea/36

Dawgeee Toy Raccoons
Soft plush with no stuffing that squeaks. Assorted 
colors. 18"
DT22846 Assorted 18" $3.89 ea  $3.39 ea/12  

$2.99 ea/36

Dawgeee Toy Big Mouth 
Monkeys
Plush toys. 12"
DT22844 Assorted 12" $7.29 ea  $6.49 ea/12  $5.79 ea/36

Dawgeee Toy Floppy Rabbits
No stuffing toys. 12"
DT22842 Assorted 12" $4.19 ea  $3.69 ea/12  $3.39 ea/36

Dawgeee Toy Spudz Head 
Plush Toy
Assorted characters. 7"
DT22924 Assorted 7" $3.39 ea  $2.99 ea/12  $2.69 ea/36

Dawgeee Toy Dinos
Assorted colors.
DT22634 Flying Dinos 16" $4.29 ea  $3.89 ea/12  

$3.49 ea/36
DT22636 Spino Dinos 16" $4.69 ea  $4.19 ea/12  

$3.79 ea/36

Dawgeee Toy Plush Rabbit/
Mouse
Assorted characters. 15"
DT22904 Assorted 15" $4.39 ea  $3.89 ea/12  

$3.66 ea/36

Dawgeee Toy Winged Beetle
Assorted colors. 8"
DT22913 Assorted 8" $2.59 ea  $2.29 ea/12  $2.09 ea/36
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KONG Balls
Puncture-resistant for continued safe play. Made of 
KONG Classic Red Rubber Formula. Delivers tons of 
healthy and interactive play. Extreme features an 
increased durable, puncture-resistant formula for 
aggressive chewers.
KO18112 Large 3" $12.99 ea
KO18113 Large Extreme $13.99 ea
KO18114 Small Extreme $9.99 ea
KO18122 Small 2.5" $8.99 ea

KONG Wubba
A fun, interactive tug and toss squeaker toy. Its long 
floppy tails are ideal for shaking, tugging, and games 
of fetch. A durable reinforced nylon exterior. Assorted 
colors.
KO80017 Mega $19.99 ea  $17.99 ea/12

KONG Wubba Cosmos
Features a robust top that delights dogs that love to 
chew. Assorted colors.
KO38100 Large $7.89 ea  $7.29 ea/12
KO38101 Small $5.59 ea  $5.19 ea/12
KO38102 XL $10.29 ea  $9.49 ea/12

KONG Flyer
Durable KONG rubber makes for a softer, safer catch 
during fetching. Supports healthy exercise for instinct 
to play and delivers a dynamic rebound just in case 
your dog misses the initial toss Flexible rubber allows 
Flyer to be folded for easy portability.
KO12318 Extreme $14.99 ea
KO12908 Classic $10.99 ea
KO12917 Classic Small $10.99 ea

KONG Wubba Ballistic
The cutest and toughest interactive squeak and 
shake toys available. Assorted styles.
KO79998 Large13" $7.39 ea  $6.65 ea/12
KO79999 XL 17" $9.69 ea  $8.79 ea/12

KONG Wubba Floppy Ear
Great for interactive play and tugging. Assorted styles.
KO80086 Large 13" $7.99 ea  $6.99 ea/12
KO80087 Small 9.5" $5.59 ea  $4.99 ea/12
KO80088 XL 14" $9.79 ea  $8.79 ea/12

KONG Signature Ball
Bounces higher than tennis balls for extended 
playtime. Long-lasting and satisfies instincts to chase 
and retrieve. Ideal for interactive games. Great for 
outdoor play sessions.
KO47611 Small $2.29 ea  $2.19 ea/12
KO47612 Medium $2.89 ea  $2.69 ea/12
KO47613 Large $4.09 ea  $3.79 ea/12

KONG Wubba Camo
The same great Wubba with a fun camo twist. 
Assorted colors.
KO80014 Small $5.99 ea  $4.59 ea/12
KO80015 Large $6.99 ea  $6.29 ea/12
KO80016 XL $7.99 ea  $7.69 ea/12

KONG Wubba Wet
A fun, interactive tug and toss squeaker toy that is 
great for interactive or solo play. Its long floppy tails 
are ideal for shaking, tugging, and games of fetch. 
A durable reinforced nylon exterior combines with 
unique ball shapes for play sessions that last longer.
KO80001 Large $12.59 ea  $11.99 ea/12
KO80002 Small $8.39 ea  $7.99 ea/12
KO80011 Large $6.99 ea  $6.29 ea/12
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KONG Aqua
KONG Classic Shape with rope for water retriever 
training. Floats to easily be found in the water. The 
rope helps throw further for healthy exercise.
KO11115 Large $15.99 ea
KO11125 Medium $13.99 ea

KONG Classic Red
KONG classic red rubber formula for average chewers.
KO11101 XL $18.99 ea
KO11111 Large $12.99 ea
KO11121 Medium $10.99 ea
KO11131 Smalal $7.99 ea
KO11141 King $24.99 ea
KO12500 XS $7.49 ea

KONG Goodie Bone
Durable natural KONG red rubber formula in a bone 
shape for chewing satisfaction. Durable natural KONG 
extreme rubber formula designed for power chewers. 
Two patented "Goodie Gripper" holes are ideal for 
stuffing and challenging the mind. Stuff with KONG 
Snacks.
KO10011 Extreme 7" $10.99 ea
KO10012 Classic 7" $11.99 ea

KONG Blue
KONG Blue is the world’s foremost training device and 
chew toy. Radiopaque has increased strength over 
the red and black KONG. Available to veterinarians 
and Police Dog Trainers only.
KO00016 Large $8.49 ea  $7.79 ea/12
KO00017 Medium $7.29 ea  $6.69 ea/12
KO00018 Small $5.19 ea  $4.79 ea/12
KO00019 XL $13.29 ea  $12.29 ea/12
KO00020 King $17.69 ea  $16.29 ea/12

KONG Easy Treat
Highly digestible and trans-fat-free, these irresistible 
and delicious flavors engage and delight dogs. Easy 
to dispense and great for stuffing into KONG  rubber 
toys for extended play. 8 oz.
KO01048 Bacon & Cheeese $6.99 ea
KO01050 Puppy $6.99 ea
KO01111 Liver $6.99 ea
KO01113 Peanut Butteer $6.99 ea
KO13700 Pepperoni $6.99 ea

KONG Puppy
Soft puppy KONG rubber formula is customized for 
puppy teeth and gums. Teaches appropriate chewing 
behavior while offering mental enrichment.
KO13111 Large $11.99 ea
KO13121 Medium $9.99 ea
KO13131 Small $6.99 ea

KONG Bounzer
Ultra-durable fetch toy with thick material for long-
lasting play. Squeezable sensation and rebound fun 
KONG shape creates unpredictable bounce Ideal 
for independent or interactive play. Handle is great 
for tossing and tugging engagement. Textured for a 
better grip.
KO47627 Medium $7.59 ea  $6.99 ea/12
KO47628 Large $11.69 ea  $10.79 ea/12

KONG Extreme
KONG Black Rubber is specifically designed for power 
chewers.
KO11102 Extreme 5" $19.99 ea
KO11112 Extreme 4" $13.99 ea
KO11114 Extreme 3.5" $11.99 ea
KO11142 Extreme 6" $25.99 ea
KO11160 Extreme 3" $8.49 ea

KONG Ring
KONG Classic Red Rubber Formula supports 
appropriate chewing behavior and helps satisfy the 
natural instinct to chew. Added nubs help promote 
healthy teeth and gums while providing a delightful 
chewing experience.
KO35609 Medium/Large $10.99 ea
KO35610 Small/Medium $6.99 ea
KO35623 XL $14.99 ea
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KONG CrunchAir Balls
Combines two classic toys, the tennis ball, and the 
squeaker, to create the perfect fetch toy. The non 
abrasive, high-quality material will not wear down 
your dog's teeth.
KO48302 2" 3 count $3.39 ea  $3.09 ea/12

KONG SqueakAir Donut
Combines two classic toys, the tennis ball, and the 
squeaker, to create the perfect fetch toy. The non 
abrasive, high-quality material will not wear down 
your dog's teeth.
KO77533 4.5" $5.59 ea  $4.99 ea/12
KO77534 6.5" $6.99 ea  $5.99 ea/12

KONG SqueakAir Stick
Combines two classic toys, the tennis ball, and the 
squeaker, to create the perfect fetch toy. The non 
abrasive, high-quality material will not wear down 
your dog's teeth.
KO77531 8" $6.59 ea  $5.89 ea/12
KO77532 10" $6.97 ea  $5.97 ea/12

KONG SqueakAir Ball Rope
A squeaky tennis ball on a durable rope tug.
KO77497 7.75" $3.39 ea  $3.19 ea/12

KONG SqueakAir Dumbbell
Combines two classic toys, the tennis ball, and the 
squeaker, to create the perfect fetch toy. The non 
abrasive, high-quality material will not wear down 
your dog's teeth.
KO77525 5" $4.79 ea  $4.39 ea/12
KO77527 8.5" $8.19 ea  $7.95 ea/12

KONG SqueakAir Tennis Balls
Combines two classic toys, the tennis ball, and the 
squeaker, to create the perfect fetch toy. The non 
abrasive, high-quality material will not wear down 
your dog's teeth.
KO41600 2.5" 6 count $7.29 ea  $6.79 ea/12
KO77515 2" 3 count $3.39 ea  $3.19 ea/12
KO77517 3" 1 count $2.77 ea  $2.19 ea/12
KO77518 1.5" 3 count $2.39 ea  $2.19 ea/12
KO77520 2.5" 3 count $4.19 ea  $3.79 ea/12

KONG SqueakAir Bone
Combines two classic toys, the tennis ball, and the 
squeaker, to create the perfect fetch toy. The non 
abrasive, high-quality material will not wear down 
your dog's teeth.
KO77529 4.5" $6.39 ea  $5.98 ea/12
KO77530 9" $8.19 ea  $7.59 ea/12

KONG SqueakAir Football
Combines two classic toys, the tennis ball, and the 
squeaker, to create the perfect fetch toy. The non 
abrasive, high-quality material will not wear down 
your dog's teeth.
KO77522 3.25" $4.79 ea  $4.39 ea/12
KO77523 5" $6.39 ea  $5.89 ea/12
KO77524 6.75" $8.19 ea  $7.59 ea/12

KONG SqueakAir Ultra Balls
Combines two classic toys, the tennis ball, and the 
squeaker, to create the perfect fetch toy. The non 
abrasive, high-quality material will not wear down 
your dog's teeth.
KO30203 2.5" 3 count $4.69 ea  $4.29 ea/12
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KONG DoDo Birds
Multiple loud squeakers for big-time fun. Minimal 
stuffing for less mess. Ideal for indoor play and 
cuddle time. Assorted characters.
KO21412 6.25" $7.09 ea  $6.49 ea/12

KONG Quirky Birds
Multiple loud squeakers for big-time fun. Minimal 
stuffing for less mess. Ideal for indoor play and 
cuddle time. Assorted characters.
KO47581 Medium $7.09 ea  $6.49 ea/12

KONG Squeezz Crackle Bone
Bend or twist for a crackling sound. Toss and retrieve. 
Ideal for indoor and outdoor play. Unique and enticing 
crackle sound. Brightly colored with eye-catching 
sparkle.
KO32309 Bone 7.5" $7.99 ea  $7.39 ea/12

KONG Happy Birthday Tennis 
Balls
A fun surprise for the birthday pup. The non abrasive, 
high-quality material will not wear down your dog's 
teeth.
KO77519 3 count $4.19 ea  $3.79 ea/12

KONG Safestix
Rounded ends make for safer interactive play. Durable 
material ideal for ongoing games of fetch. Flexes, 
floats, and bounces for added. engagement. Made 
of non-toxic thermoplastic rubber making it a safer 
alternative to wooden sticks.
KO24901 Medium 20" $12.99 ea
KO24902 Small 12" $9.99 ea

KONG Squeezz Crackle Stick
Bend or twist for a crackling sound. Toss and retrieve. 
Ideal for indoor and outdoor play. Unique and enticing 
crackle sound. Brightly colored with eye-catching 
sparkle.
KO32306 Stick 11" $8.69 ea  $7.99 ea/12
KO32307 Stick 7" $6.69 ea  $6.19 ea/12

KONG Jumblers
Bend, twist, or shake for squeaky fun. Strong fleece 
cleans and polishes teeth. Ideal for interactive or solo 
play. Six squeakers to entice play. Handles make tug 
and toss easy.
KO03419 Disc Medium $9.09 ea  $8.39 ea/12
KO03421 Disc Large $12.19 ea  $11.19 ea/12
KO03422 Tri Medium $9.09 ea  $8.39 ea/12
KO03423 Tri Large $12.19 ea  $11.19 ea/12

KONG Squeezz Crackle Ball
Bend or twist for a crackling sound. Toss and retrieve. 
Ideal for indoor and outdoor play. Unique and enticing 
crackle sound. Brightly colored with eye-catching 
sparkle.
KO32300 Medium 2.5" $3.19 ea  $2.89 ea/12
KO32301 Large 3" $4.39 ea  $4.09 ea/12

KONG Twistz Rings
Durable material for ongoing tug and retrieve fun. 
Floats for water play. Uniquely textured for easy 
grabbing. Helps satisfy tug and fetch instincts in a 
ring of fun.
KO49407 Small $6.79 ea  $6.29 ea/12
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KONG Plush Bear
Highest quality plush material with no messy filling. 
Each toy comes with a replaceable squeaker.
KO02031 Bear 3" $1.99 ea  $1.89 ea/12
KO41007 Bear 8.5" $5.59 ea  $5.19 ea/12

KONG Plush Frog
Highest quality plush material with no messy filling. 
Each toy comes with a replaceable squeaker.
KO02030 Frog 3" $1.99 ea  $1.89 ea/12
KO02038 Frog 5" $2.89 ea  $2.69 ea/12

KONG RoughSkinz
Durably designed to reward appropriate chewing. 
Suede-like material entices natural instincts. Sewn-in 
features for less vulnerability.
KO49411 Sloth $6.99 ea  $6.29 ea/12
KO49412 Bear $6.99 ea  $6.29 ea/12
KO49413 Monkey $6.99 ea  $6.29 ea/12

KONG Plush Beaver
Highest quality plush material with no messy filling. 
Each toy comes with a replaceable squeaker.
KO00008 Beaver 5" $2.89 ea  $2.69 ea/12

KONG Reefz
KONG Ballistic material for long-lasting. Multiple 
textures reward chewing fun. Fins for easy to grab-
and-go play.
KO49400 Large $5.69 ea  $5.92 ea/12
KO49403 Small $4.59 ea  $4.19 ea/12

KONG Shakers
Tough, squeaking, and rattling plush toys that satisfy 
natural instincts. Constructed with a durable center 
panel for vigorous thrashing. Assorted styles.
KO21415 Medium/Large $7.19 ea  $6.59 ea/12
KO21418 Large/XL $8.59 ea  $7.79 ea/12

KONG Plush Duck
Highest quality plush material with no messy filling. 
Each toy comes with a replaceable squeaker.
KO02032 Duck 3" $1.99 ea  $1.89 ea/12
KO02037 Duck 5" $2.89 ea  $2.69 ea/12

KONG Replacement Squeakers
Squeakers are the perfect way to get your dog's 
attention during training. Use alone or in the refillable 
velcro reclosable sheepskin pouch. Replace a worn-
out squeaker in Fido's favorite toy.
KO90006 2" 4 count $1.69 ea  $1.39 ea/12

KONG Twistz Rings
Durable material for ongoing tug and retrieve fun. 
Floats for water play. Uniquely textured for easy 
grabbing. Helps satisfy tug and fetch instincts in a 
ring of fun.
KO49406 Large $9.69 ea  $8.99 ea/12
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KONG Holiday Comfort 
HedgeHug
Soft plush and cushy body make toy ideal for 
cuddling and gentle play. With a squeaker that sparks 
dogs' natural instincts, this huggable hedgehog 
crinkles, keeping dogs engaged.
KO17197 Hedgehog $6.79 ea  $6.19 ea/12

KONG Sport Balls
Tougher and safer than a tennis ball. Extra bouncy for 
hardy games of fetch. No squeaker. Made with extra-
thick rubber walls.
KO77552 3.25" 2 count $4.97 ea  $3.97 ea/12
KO77563 2.5" 3 count $3.69 ea  $3.29 ea/12
KO77564 2" 3 count $2.99 ea  $2.69 ea/12

KONG Tuggz
Multiple squeakers with diverse sounds spark natural 
instincts. Varied textures invite dogs of all sizes to 
play. Great size for grab and shake fun helps keep 
play sessions going.
KO48545 Sloth $9.99 ea  $9.19 ea/12
KO48546 Monkey $9.99 ea  $9.19 ea/12

KONG Holiday Wild Knots Bear
Soft and durable. The internal knotted rope skeleton 
satisfies dogs' natural instincts. Minimal stuffing. 
Assorted colors.
KO50406 Medium $6.99 ea  $6.39 ea/12

KONG Training Dummy
Highly visible on land and water. Tough and sturdy 
for long-lasting training or play yet soft foam teaches 
dogs to soft mouth carry.
KO29900 Large $8.19 ea  $7.59 ea/12

Paw Brothers Tennis Balls
The tennis ball is still a standard dog toy. Constructed 
to be heavy, durable, and priced to make an ideal 
customer giveaway or retail item. Assorted colors.
PB90570 4" Assorted $3.49 ea  $3.29 ea/12  

$2.99 ea/24  $2.49 ea/36
PB90575 1.8" Assorted $1.29 ea  $1.19 ea/12  

$1.09 ea/72  $0.99 ea/144
PB90576 2.5" Assorted $1.49 ea  $1.39 ea/12  

$1.29 ea/72  $1.19 ea/144

KONG Holiday Wubba Flatz
Interactive tug, toss, and squeak toy. Durable nylon 
cover. Tail provides easy pickup and throwing. 
Assorted colors.
KO17210 Large $8.09 ea  $7.49 ea/12

KONG Tug
Rubber formula stretches and recoils for long-lasting 
fun. Ideal for interactive games of tug. Comfortable 
grips make griping easy for you and your dog.
KO12915 Tug $14.99 ea

ROGZ Grinz Treat Ball
Bounces, floats, treat dispensing. Soft enough not to 
hurt your dog’s teeth but firm enough to bounce. The 
funniest, playful treat ball that will have Fido grinning 
from ear to ear. Assorted colors.
RZ02455 2" $2.29 ea  $2.09 ea/12
RZ02456 2.5" $3.99 ea  $3.59 ea/12
RZ02457 3" $5.69 ea  $5.19 ea/12
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Boomer Ball
Virtually indestructible and designed for those larger-
than-life characters who love to chase and conquer 
such as bull terriers. Since it's designed to be chased, 
size should be bigger than dog can carry. Great for 
exercise and stimulation. Assorted colors.
TCA43140 4" $8.99 ea  $8.29 ea/6
TCA43240 6" $11.99 ea  $11.09 ea/6
TCA43340 8" $17.99 ea  $16.59 ea/6

Jolly Pet Flex-n-Chew 
Squarble
Engineered for long chew sessions, these toys 
will hold up to the toughest of chewers. Floats for 
water based or bath time fun. Made to be stuffed 
with peanut butter, yogurt or your own homemade 
creation.
JP02029 2" Yellow Squarble $4.79 ea  $4.39 ea/12
JP02522 2.5" Blue Squarble $6.19 ea  $5.69 ea/12

Knot-n-Chew 2 Knot Rope
Braided rope material can withstand rough playtime 
due to tightly woven fabric. Meant to be tugged, 
chewed, and shook. Squeaker in some of the ropes 
adds to the fun. Tightly woven material helps floss 
and clean teeth.
JP01243 2 Knot Rope $3.69 ea  $3.39 ea/12

Jolly Pet Flex-n-Chew Bobble
Engineered for long chew sessions, these toys 
will hold up to the toughest of chewers. Floats for 
water based or bath time fun. Made to be stuffed 
with peanut butter, yogurt or your own homemade 
creation.
JP02019 2" Yellow Bobble $4.79 ea  $4.39 ea/12
JP02512 2.5" Blue Bobble $6.19 ea  $5.69 ea/12
JP03016 3" Orange Bobble $8.19 ea  $7.49 ea/12

Jolly Pet Knot-n-Chew 4 Knot 
Rope
Braided rope material can withstand rough playtime 
due to tightly woven fabric. Meant to be tugged, 
chewed, and shook. Squeaker in some of the ropes 
adds to the fun. Tightly woven material helps floss 
and clean teeth.
JP01443 4 Knot Rope $6.39 ea  $5.89 ea/12

Knot-n-Chew 2 Knot Squeaker
Braided rope material can withstand rough playtime 
due to tightly woven fabric. Meant to be tugged, 
chewed, and shook. Squeaker in some of the ropes 
adds to the fun. Tightly woven material helps floss 
and clean teeth.
JP04243 2 Knot Squeaker $5.59 ea  $5.19 ea/12

Jolly Pet Flex-n-Chew Bone
Engineered for long chew sessions, these toys 
will hold up to the toughest of chewers. Floats for 
water based or bath time fun. Made to be stuffed 
with peanut butter, yogurt or your own homemade 
creation.
JP08856 9" Orange Bone $7.99 ea  $7.39 ea/12

Jolly Pet Tug-a-Mals
Easy-to-grip handles level the playing field for 
humans, and an internal squeaker thrills four-legged 
friends with a surprising element of realism. Soft to 
the touch, but hardcore in the squeaky department.
JP03310 Medium Monkey $6.79 ea  $6.29 ea/12
JP04210 Small Elephant $5.49 ea  $5.09 ea/12
JP04310 Medium Elephant $6.79 ea  $6.29 ea/12
JP06210 Small Crab $5.49 ea  $5.09 ea/12
JP06310 Medium Crab $6.79 ea  $6.29 ea/12

Knot-n-Chew Tube Squeaker
Braided rope material can withstand rough playtime 
due to tightly woven fabric. Meant to be tugged, 
chewed, and shook. Squeaker in some of the ropes 
adds to the fun. Tightly woven material helps floss 
and clean teeth.
JP03143 Tube $4.49 ea  $4.19 ea/12
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Jolly Pet  Tug-n-Toss
Easy-grip handle for carrying and to keep your hands 
clean of slobber. Perfect for water-based fun and 
requires no inflation.
JP04061 Red 6" $8.99 ea  $8.29 ea/12
JP04081 Red 8" $13.29 ea  $12.29 ea/12
JP40622 Blue 6" $8.99 ea  $8.29 ea/12
JP40822 Blue 8" $13.29 ea  $12.29 ea/12
JP44522 Blue 4.5" $6.29 ea  $5.89 ea/12

Jolly Pet Flatheads
Stuffing-free with built-in squeakers that make dogs 
want to bite and flop it around.
JP10502 Small Giraffe $5.69 ea  $5.19 ea/12
JP10503 Small Alligator $5.39 ea  $5.19 ea/12
JP10505 Small Duck $5.69 ea  $5.19 ea/12
JP10702 Medium Giraffe $7.39 ea  $6.79 ea/12
JP10703 Medium Alligator $7.39 ea  $6.79 ea/12
JP10705 Medium Duck $7.39 ea  $6.79 ea/12

Jolly Pet Romp-n-Roll
Great for water-based fun will float even if punctured. 
Can be kicked, tossed, tugged, carried, and even 
launched. Perfect for dogs that like to retrieve or play 
with other dogs.
JP06061 Red 6" $10.39 ea  $9.59 ea/12
JP06081 Red 8" $14.69 ea  $13.49 ea/12
JP06451 Red 4.5" $7.29 ea  $6.69 ea/12
JP60622 Blue 6" $10.39 ea  $9.59 ea/12
JP60822 Blue 8" $14.69 ea  $13.49 ea/12

Jolly Pet Bounce-n-Play
Made of JollyFlex material that will not deflate or lose 
its shape if punctured. Super pliable material ensures 
an erratic bounce. Ideal for water-based catch and 
fetch.
JP25063 Blue 6" $8.89 ea  $8.19 ea/12
JP25066 Orange 6" $8.89 ea  $8.19 ea/12
JP25083 Blue 8" $12.79 ea  $11.79 ea/12
JP25086 Orane 8" $12.79 ea  $11.79 ea/12
JP25453 Blue 4.5" $6.29 ea  $5.89 ea/12

Jolly Pet Jolly Egg
Designed for constant erratic motion. Fun oval shape 
dogs love to chase. Gives dogs a safe fun outlet for 
their prey instinct since they can never get a full grip. 
Great for water-based fun.
JP00081 Red 8" $7.09 ea  $6.49 ea/12
JP00085 Purple 8" $7.09 ea  $6.49 ea/12
JP01201 Red 12' $11.79 ea  $10.89 ea/12
JP01205 Purple 12" $11.79 ea  $10.89 ea/12

Jolly Pet Soccer Ball
Encourages healthy exercise and play. Ideal for water-
based catch and fetch - it always floats. Made of 
JollyFlex material that will not deflate or lose its shape 
if punctured. Assorted colors. Each color features a 
different scent.
JP72069 Assorted 6" $8.39 ea  $7.79 ea/12
JP72089 Assorted 8" $12.29 ea  $11.39 ea/12

Jolly Pet Fat Tails
Patented squeaking assembly, squeaks when both 
ends are pulled. Great for interactive play between 
pet parents and their pooch.
JP04747 Billy Goat $6.39 ea  $5.89 ea/12
JP07777 Kangaroo $6.39 ea  $5.89 ea/12
JP08787 Platypus $6.39 ea  $5.89 ea/12
JP09797 Koala $6.39 ea  $5.89 ea/12

Jolly Pet Push-n-Play
One of the best most indestructible dog balls around. 
Rolls and floats on water. Perfect toy to help your dog 
relieve built-up energy. Great for Treibbal.
JP03031 Red 3" $3.29 ea  $2.99 ea/12
JP03061 Red 6" $7.29 ea  $6.69 ea/12

Jolly Pet Teaser Ball
Ball-within-a-ball amuses during solo play as the 
inside ball will not go anywhere. Great for water-
based fun. Spread peanut butter on the inside ball for 
added fun and excitement.
JP15041 Red 4.5" $5.99 ea  $5.49 ea/12
JP15042 Blue 4.5" $5.99 ea  $5.49 ea/12
JP15061 Red 6" $8.09 ea  $7.49 ea/12
JP15062 Blue 6" $8.09 ea  $7.49 ea/12
JP15081 Red 8" $11.09 ea  $10.19 ea/12
JP15082 Blue 8" $11.09 ea  $10.19 ea/12
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Mammoth Braided Bones
It ’s a chew, toss and fetch, and tug toy all in one. 
Braided cotton rope bone with two tennis balls. Helps 
maintain good dental hygiene. Assorted colors.
MPP53000F 7.5" $3.99 ea  $3.59 ea/12
MPP53004F 13" $9.49 ea  $9.59 ea/12

Mammoth Monkey Fist Bar
Knotted for more fun with various shapes and sizes 
your dog will love.
MPP20094F 15" $3.29 ea  $2.99 ea/12

Mammoth SnakeBiters
Made of premium rope materials in a fun shapes. The 
rope fibers floss dogs’ teeth as they chew and play. 
Assorted colors.
MPP53060F 30" $7.79 ea  $7.09 ea/12
MPP53062F 38" $10.99 ea  $9.89 ea/12
MPP53064F 42" $13.99 ea  $12.59 ea/12

Mammoth Gnarlys
Made from durable webbing. Perfect for interactive 
tossing, tugging, and playing.
MPP83012F 11" $13.99 ea  $12.59 ea/12

Mammoth Monkey Fist Tug
Knotted for more fun with various shapes and sizes 
your dog will love.
MPP20098F 23" $9.49 ea  $8.59 ea/12

Mammoth Squeaky Rope
Features TPR to help dogs maintain good dental 
hygiene while they play. Perfect for interactive 
playing, tossing and squeaking.
MPP59040 10" $2.99 ea  $2.69 ea/12

Mammoth Monkey Fist Ball
Knotted for more fun with various shapes and sizes 
your dog will love.
MPP20085F 2.5" $2.79 ea  $2.79 ea/12

Mammoth Monkey Fist with 
Rope
Knotted for more fun with various shapes and sizes 
your dog will love.
MPP20090F 13" with Rope $3.99 ea  $3.59 ea/12

Mammoth Tennis Tummies
Combines two things you look for in a pet toy; a 
durable tennis ball and soft plush. Assorted colors.
MPP73030 10" $6.99 ea  $6.29 ea/12
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Mammoth 2 Knot Ropes
Classic cotton rope toys with knots for plenty of 
chewing and tugging fun.
MPP20004F 12" 2 Knot $2.49 ea  $2.29 ea/12
MPP20006F 14" 2 Knot $3.29 ea  $2.99 ea/12

Mammoth Flossy Chew Cloth
Cloth rope toys made from premium materials in fun 
shapes and colors for dogs of all sizes. Cloth material 
floss and clean dogs’ teeth as they chew and play.
MPP23004F 12" 2 Knot $2.79 ea  $2.59 ea/12
MPP23012F 20" 3 Knot $3.99 ea  $3.59 ea/12
MPP23036F 27" 3 Knot $7.79 ea  $7.09 ea/12
MPP23114F 10" Rope Bar $2.29 ea  $2.09 ea/12
MPP23300F 11" Bone with Rope $3.99 ea  $3.59 ea/12

Mammoth Knot Ropes with 
Tennis Ball
Toss, tug, and floss! Made from premium materials 
in fun shapes and colors for dogs of all sizes. Rope 
fibers floss dogs’ teeth as they chew and play. 
Assorted colors.
MPP51012NF 20" 3 Knot with Tennis Ball $6.99 ea
MPP51040NF 11" 3 Knot with Tennis Ball $3.49 ea

Mammoth 3 Knot Ropes
Classic cotton rope toys with knots for plenty of 
chewing and tugging fun.
MPP20012F 20" 3 Knot $3.79 ea  $3.49 ea/12
MPP20014F 25" 3 Knot $4.99 ea  $4.49 ea/12
MPP20016F 36" 3 Knot $7.99 ea  $7.19 ea/12

Mammoth Flossy Chews Extra
Extra rope toys are made from premium materials in 
fun shapes and colors for dogs of all sizes. They are 
tougher than the standard rope chews and made 
more durable for strong chewers.
MPP25004F 12" 2 Knot $2.99 ea  $2.69 ea/12
MPP25006F 14" 2 Knot $4.29 ea  $3.89 ea/12
MPP25010F 15" 3 Knot $2.49 ea  $2.29 ea/12
MPP25012F 20" 3 Knot $4.29 ea  $3.89 ea/12
MPP25014F 25" 3 Knot $6.29 ea  $5.69 ea/12

Mammoth TireBiters
Made from a NEW advanced natural rubber formula 
for EXTRA long-lasting play for strong chewers! 
embedded with fibers which floss gums and clean 
teeth. They have a great fresh spearmint scent. Safe 
and non-toxic, great for teething puppies.
MPP35002F 3.75" Tire $3.99 ea  $3.59 ea/12
MPP35008F 5" Tire $7.29 ea  $6.59 ea/12
MPP35014F 6" Tire $11.49 ea  $10.39 ea/12

Mammoth 4 Knot Ropes
Classic cotton rope toys with knots for plenty of 
chewing and tugging fun.
MPP20036F 27" 4 Knot $5.99 ea  $5.39 ea/12

Mammoth Knot Ropes
Toss, tug, and floss! Made from premium materials 
in fun shapes and colors for dogs of all sizes. Rope 
fibers floss dogs’ teeth as they chew and play. 
Assorted colors.
MPP20000V 6" 2 Knot $1.39 ea  $1.39 ea/12
MPP20002F 9" 2 Knot $2.29 ea  $2.09 ea/12
MPP20040F 36" 5 Knot $11.19 ea

Mammoth TireBiters with 
Rope
Made from a NEW advanced natural rubber formula 
for EXTRA long-lasting play for strong chewers! 
embedded with fibers which floss gums and clean 
teeth. They have a great fresh spearmint scent. Safe 
and non-toxic, great for teething puppies.
MPP35004F 3.75" with Rope $4.49 ea  $4.09 ea/12
MPP35010F 5" with Rope $8.99 ea  $8.09 ea/12
MPP35016F 6" with Rope $13.49 ea  $12.19 ea/12
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Multipet AromaDog 
Therapeutic Flatties
Every play and squeak release a calming blend of 
lavender essential oils into the air, helping dogs feel 
relaxed and happy. Soothe anxiety from separation, 
fireworks, storms, and travel. Made with a lavender 
blend of 100% therapeutic essential oil.
MP34601 19" Flattie Assorted $7.99 ea  $7.59 ea/12

Multipet Crew Monkeys
The soft, squeaky, floppy Multi Crew Monkey is sure to 
become one of your pet’s favorite toys! Features soft, 
plush limbs. Assorted colors.
MP37812 17" Assorted $5.99 ea  $5.39 ea/12

Multipet Sillly Rope Monsters
Colorful, silly, and fun, these soft rope-like toys are 
sure to be a hit. The body is full of squeakers and 
made of a soft rope-like material. The elongated 
shape will be great for tug-of-war. Assorted colors.
MP29660 13" Assorted $6.49 ea  $5.89 ea/12

Multipet AromaDog 
Therapeutic Squeaker Mat
Every play and squeak release a calming blend of 
lavender essential oils into the air, helping dogs feel 
relaxed and happy. Soothe anxiety from separation, 
fireworks, storms, and travel. Made with a lavender 
blend of 100% therapeutic essential oil.
MP34603 12" Mat Assorted $8.39 ea  $7.69 ea/12

Multipet Empty Nesters
No stuffing, authentic-looking plush bird that 
squeaks!
MP37831 20" Goose $3.99 ea  $3.59 ea/12
MP37832 20" Mallard $3.99 ea  $3.59 ea/12
MP37833 20" Pheasant $3.99 ea  $3.59 ea/12

Multipet Sub-Woofers
Flat disc-shaped corduroy animals over one giant 
squeaker. Assorted.
MP43203 7" Assorted $4.99 ea  $4.49 ea/12

Multipet Ball Head Unicorns
Colorful and fun with a crinkle body and plush head. 
Assorted colors.
MP43269 Small Assorted $4.59 ea  $4.19 ea/12
MP43270 Large Assorted $6.19 ea  $5.59 ea/12

Multipet Look Who's Talking
Fun lush animals that “talk” when squeezed and 
make real animal sounds.
MP27007 7" Pig $4.99 ea  $4.49 ea/12
MP27008 6" Frog $4.99 ea  $4.49 ea/12
MP27009 5.5" Chicken $4.99 ea  $4.49 ea/12
MP27022 5" Duck $4.99 ea  $4.49 ea/12
MP27155 6" Rabbit $4.99 ea  $4.49 ea/12

Multipet Swingin Safari Toys
These plush safari animals have extra-long arms and 
legs for swinging, tossing, and squeaking.
MP22371 18" Elephant $5.99 ea  $4.99 ea/12
MP22372 18" Giraffe $5.99 ea  $4.99 ea/12
MP22373 18" Leopard $5.99 ea  $4.99 ea/12
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Multipet Canine Clean
Using multiple textures, these dental chew toys offer 
hands-free brushing and discourage destructive 
chewing. Great for massaging gums, removing tartar, 
and encouraging healthy play.
MP51150 5" Bone $4.29 ea  $3.89 ea/12
MP51154 6.5" Rope with Balls $4.29 ea  $3.89 ea/12

Multipet Loofa Dogs
Is it a back scratcher or a toy? You decide. This funky 
toy with squeaker is a perfect retriever and a back 
scratcher. Assorted colors. Various sizes.
MP47711 6" Mini $2.49 ea  $2.19 ea/12
MP47718 12" Small $4.49 ea  $3.99 ea/12
MP47744 24" Jumbo $5.99 ea  $5.39 ea/12

Multipet Loofa Lightweight
Tough and durable like the original without the fluff. 
Less mess! Assorted colors.
MP47740 12" Assorted $2.49 ea  $2.19 ea/12

Multipet Deedle Dudes
These fun plush animal toys play a catchy ‘Deedle 
Dudes’ tune.
MP22341 8" Mouse $5.39 ea  $4.89 ea/12
MP22344 8" Monkey $5.39 ea  $4.89 ea/12
MP22348 8" Shark $5.39 ea  $4.89 ea/12

Multipet Loofa Floppy 
Lightweight
Tough and durable like the original without the fluff. 
Assorted Colors
15MP27483 12" Assorted $3.49 ea  $3.19 ea/12

Multipet Nobbly Wobbly Ball
Fetch the fun with nobbly wobbly this interweaved 
ball of color is designed for fetching, catching, 
bouncing, chewing and tugging. Floats in water, rolls 
down hills or bounces along sidewalks.
MP51020 4" $5.99 ea  $5.39 ea/12

Multipet Loofa Bungee-
Scrunchy
Elongated plush terry toy that stretches, crinkles, and 
squeaks. Assorted colors.
MP47832 12" Assorted $4.49 ea  $4.09 ea/12

Multipet Loofa Launcher
Squeaky Neoprene sling-shot toy that floats, great for 
water play. Assorted colors.
MP47838 12" Assorted $4.99 ea  $4.49 ea/12

Multipet Rope Head Animals
The rope head animal features a woven cotton ball 
with plush faces that squeak.
MP29037 4" Dog $4.29 ea  $3.89 ea/12
MP29047 4" Elephant $4.29 ea  $3.89 ea/12
MP29057 4" Frog $4.29 ea  $3.89 ea/12
MP29067 4" Duck $4.29 ea  $3.89 ea/12
MP29077 4" Mouse $4.29 ea  $3.89 ea/12
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Spot Holiday Fun Sloths
Multi-textured plush with a squeaker inside. Easy to 
pick up or cuddle with.
ET58490 12" Assorted $6.79 ea  $6.29 ea/12

Multipet Sock Monkey
Sock Pals are handcrafted from REAL SOCKS. Does 
your pup love to snag yours? Well, now they can have 
their very own to play with.
MP48084 10" $6.99 ea  $6.29 ea/12

Spot Holiday Crinklers
Soft plush toys with crinkle paper inside squeaker for 
added fun three assorted characters.
ET5582 16" Assorted $5.29 ea  $4.89 ea/12

Multipet Flea Toys
Now your pet can get revenge on those bothersome 
fleas. Plush bugs with squeakers.
MP27430 12" Flea $5.29 ea  $4.79 ea/12

Multipet Underdog
One of your favorite cartoon characters is now a 
plush dog toy. Says "never fear, Underdog is here!" 
when squeezed.
MP37014 9" $6.99 ea  $6.29 ea/12

Spot Holiday Furzz Plaid
Popular buffalo plaid shirt and hat. Stuffing free body. 
Squeaker for added fun!
ET58481 13.5" Assorted $6.59 ea  $6.09 ea/12  

$3.89 ea/36

Multipet Lamb Chop Toys
The lamb, the legend. One of the most recognizable 
puppets of all time is still entertaining children and 
now our pets. LambChop is great fun for dogs that 
enjoy soft toys and a cuddly companion in one.
MP48371 6" $2.99 ea  $2.69 ea/12
MP48375 10" $5.99 ea  $5.39 ea/12
MP48388 24" $11.69 ea  $10.49 ea/12

Spot Holiday Big Bellies
Stuffingless and made to last. Included plastic bottle 
inside toy squeaks for added fun. Made for all size 
breeds and can withstand your aggressive chewers.
ET58488 16" Assorted $6.59 ea  $6.09 ea/12

Spot Holiday Knot-for-Nothing
Festive characters with a knotted rope ball belly, 
perfect for tossing and chewing. Soft, plush corduroy 
arms, legs, and head for cuddling!
ET58451 6.5" Assorted $5.39 ea  $4.99 ea/12
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Spot Barrett Ball
Developed by a veteran for his service dog, Barret. 
Made of 100% solid natural rubber with no seams. 
Great for aggressive chewing, training, or a game of 
fetch. Helps hardworking dogs release endorphins 
while they chew.
ET54473 5" Assorted $13.29 ea  $12.29 ea/12

Spot Fleece Toys
Fun fleece toys in various shapes.
ET5023 13" Duck $5.59 ea  $5.19 ea/12
ET5024 9" Rabbit $3.99 ea  $3.69 ea/12

Spot Play Strong Toys
Heavyweight toys for tough chewers. Unique rubber/
TPR formulation that floats in water. Great for playing 
fetch. Hollow center ideal for treats or peanut butter. 
Perfect for aggressive chewers who go through toys 
in minutes.
ET54000 2.5" Ball $2.89 ea  $2.59 ea/12
ET54006 12" Stick $8.99 ea  $7.99 ea/12
ET54099 3.5" Bone $2.49 ea  $2.29 ea/12

Spot Chirpies
Soft plush with a bungee neck and a sound device 
with realistic bird sounds. Floppy wings and legs. 
Easy to pick up and toss around.
ET05617 14" Assorted $5.89 ea  $5.39 ea/12

Spot Forest Butterballs
Shaggy plush material  ball-shaped animals are 
perfect for medium and small-sized dogs. 3-character 
assortment.
ET4142 4" Assorted $3.19 ea  $2.89 ea/12

Spot Soft Swirl Fish
Super soft and lightly stuffed with crinkle paper.
ET54030 9.5" $3.69 ea  $3.29 ea/12

Spot Corduroy Hedgehogs
Textured corduroy and soft plush. Includes a 
squeaker. Assorted.
ET54127 8" Assorted $5.19 ea  $4.69 ea/12

Spot Long Tail Hedgehogs
Textured plush. Crinkle paper inside the tail and 
includes a squeaker. Assorted.
ET54128 16" $5.19 ea  $4.69 ea/12

The Barrett Ball
Developed by a veteran for his service dog, Barret. 
Made of 100% solid natural rubber with no seams. 
Great for aggressive chewing, training, or a game of 
fetch. Helps hardworking dogs release endorphins 
while they chew.
ET54472 4" Assorted $8.49 ea  $7.79 ea/12
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Bambone Plus
Made with bamboo and nylon fibers for a longer-
lasting chew. Unique shape allows dogs to hold it 
in place so it ’s easy to chew. Raised nubs provide a 
great texture and help control plaque and tartar build 
up. 4” for medium/small dogs and 6” for larger dogs.
ET54488 4" Chicken $2.29 ea  $2.09 ea/12
ET54489 4" Beef $2.29 ea  $2.09 ea/12
ET54490 6" Chicken $3.09 ea  $2.89 ea/12
ET54491 6" Beef $3.09 ea  $2.89 ea/12

Fun Candy Toys
Fun Candy is the perfect addition to our drinks and 
chips—durable fabric with a digital printed design. 
Crinkle paper inside gives it the “crunch” effect dogs 
love. Jumbo size squeaker for even more fun!
ET54619 7" Spots $10.69 ea  $9.89 ea/12
ET54621 7" Doggie Dudes $10.69 ea  $9.89 ea/12
ET54624 7" Sour Pooch $10.69 ea  $9.89 ea/12

Fun Foods Chips
Realistic design on durable fabric. Parodies real 
chips! Includes crinkle paper and a squeaker for 
added enjoyment. 100% fun with 0 Calories!
ET54443 8" Lazy Doggie $3.59 ea  $3.29 ea/12
ET54444 8" Ruffus $3.59 ea  $3.29 ea/12
ET54445 8" Furitos $3.59 ea  $3.29 ea/12
ET54446 8" Dogrito $3.59 ea  $3.29 ea/12

Ethical Plus Bones
7" plus bone with a fun embroidered face. Assorted 
colors.
ET4310 Assorted 7" $1.99 ea  $1.89 ea/12

Fun Drink Toys
Five drool-worthy designs with a durable ballistic 
nylon exterior with inner crinkly paper and squeaker.
ET54581 9.5" Puppucino $4.39 ea  $4.09 ea/12
ET54582 11" Pupsi $4.39 ea  $4.09 ea/12
ET54583 11" Heinekennel $4.39 ea  $4.09 ea/12
ET54584 9.5" Red Ball $4.39 ea  $4.09 ea/12
ET54585 11" Pupland Spring $4.39 ea  $4.09 ea/12

Tasty Donuts
Full body squeaker that squeaks even if punctured. 
Easy to pick up and toss around. Assorted.
ET54538 5" Assorted $3.09 ea  $2.89 ea/12
ET54539 7.5" Assorted $3.59 ea  $3.29 ea/12
ET54540 9" Assorted $4.89 ea  $4.49 ea/12

Ethical Plush Sport Balls
4.5" plush balls with a squeaker.
ET4223 Basketball 4.5" $2.19 ea  $2.09 ea/12
ET4224 Football 4.5" $2.19 ea  $2.09 ea/12
ET4225 Soccer 4.5" $2.19 ea  $2.09 ea/12

Fun Foods
Zero calories, 100% fun. Squeaker inside for added 
enjoyment. Perfect for puppies and small dogs.
ET54421 6" Taco $1.79 ea  $1.59 ea/12
ET54427 6.5" Pizza $2.19 ea  $2.09 ea/12
ET54428 6.5" Chicken Leg $2.19 ea  $2.09 ea/12
ET54481 11" Cookie $8.89 ea  $8.19 ea/12
ET54484 11" Cupcake $8.89 ea  $8.19 ea/12
ET54485 11' Yogurt $8.89 ea  $8.19 ea/12

Woodsy Gnome
Woodys Gnomes are full of fun. Soft plush inner 
squeaker and crinkle sounds keep dogs entertained 
for hours.
ET54561 12" Assorted $8.49 ea  $7.89 ea/12
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Dura Fused Hemp Friends
Dura-Fused Toys feature a durable hemp material 
fused with tricot for extra long-lasting durability. Furry 
plush tail and squeaker for added fun! Assorted.
ET54190 18" Assorted $7.29 ea  $6.49 ea/12

Skinneeez Extreme Emoji
Now dogs can express themselves with emojis! 
Skinneeez Emojis feature our popular stuffing-free 
design, rip-stop mesh lining for durability, and two 
layers fused for strength. Emoji expressions will make 
you LOL!
ET36093 Emoji LOL $2.91 ea

Skinneeez Flat Cats
Assorted.
ET5671 14" Flat Cats $4.99 ea

Dura Fused Hemp Pals
Dura-Fused Toys feature a durable hemp material 
fused with tricot for extra long-lasting durability. Furry 
plush tail and squeaker for added fun! Assorted.
ET54191 18" Assorted $7.39 ea  $6.59 ea/12

Skinneeez Extreme Quilted
Skinneeez Extreme Quilted Toys are Ethical's most 
popular stuffing-free design with quilted fabric for 
durability. Four layers fused together for strength.
ET54185 23" Fox $6.09 ea
ET54216 14" Fox $4.59 ea
ET54217 14" Racoon $4.59 ea
ET54218 14" Chipmunk $4.09 ea
ET54219 14" Beaver $4.09 ea
ET54220 15" Squirrel $4.59 ea  $4.09 ea/12

Skinneeez Original
The original Skinneeez your pet knows and loves. 
Stuffing free for less mess.
ET5498 15" Fox $3.99 ea
ET5499 15" Squirrel $3.99 ea
ET5500 15" Skunk $3.99 ea
ET5501 15" Racoon $3.99 ea

Skinneeez Extreme
Rip stop mesh lining for extra strength. Reinforced 
with two layers for durability. Includes squeaker. 
Stuffing free for less mess.
ET54119 16" Octopus $5.19 ea  $4.69 ea/12

Skinneeez Extreme Triple 
Squeaker
Three jumbo squeakers that squeak even if 
punctured. Reinforced with two layers of durability.
ET54096 25" Crocodilee $5.49 ea  $4.99 ea/12
ET54097 25" Snake $4.99 ea

Skinneeez Tugs
A new twist on a popular toy. Rope runs through the 
entire body of each toy adding extra durability. The 
rope handle allows an extra grip for Tug-O’-War.
ET54176 14" Racoon $4.59 ea  $4.09 ea/12
ET54178 23" Fox $6.09 ea
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Li'l Pals  Antimicrobial  Toys
Perfectly sized for small mouths and holds up to 
tough chewing. Each toy is protected by Biocote 
antimicrobial technology which helps prevent the 
growth of germs and bacteria, keeping puppy mouths 
safe from potentially dangerous oral infections.
C83220 Ball 3" $5.09 ea  $4.69 ea/12
C83221 Bone 5" $3.19 ea  $2.89 ea/12
C83222 Ring 4" $3.49 ea  $3.19 ea/12

Li'L Pals Mini Plush Toys
Perfectly sized plush mini toys with squeakers for 
puppies and toy breeds.
C84201 Hot Dog 4" $1.99 ea  $1.79 ea/12
C84202 Hamburger 3" $1.99 ea  $1.79 ea/12

PetSport Tie Dye Squeak Ball
Features extra-thick natural rubber walls which 
give added durability and bounce with a squeaker. 
A great cure for boredom and aggressive chewers. 
Non-abrasive polyester felt - won’t wear down teeth. 
Certified Non-toxic and colorfast.
PSP70345 1.8" 3 pack $3.49 ea
PSP70350 2.5" 3 pack $4.99 ea
PSP70355 4" 1 pack $4.19 ea

Li'L Pals Latex Monkeys
These 4” latex monkeys are sized just right for 
the petite pup. Durable construction and enticing 
squeaker provide hours of fun. Assorted colors.
C83208 Assorted 4" $2.99 ea  $2.69 ea/12

Li'L Pals Plush Toys
Big fun for little dogs.
C84207-GATDOG Gator $3.49 ea  $2.99 ea/12
C84207-LIODOG Lion $3.49 ea  $2.99 ea/12
C84207-PIGDOG Pig $3.49 ea  $2.99 ea/12
C84209 Ball with Bell 2" $2.49 ea  $1.99 ea/12
C84211 Monkey 3" $2.29 ea  $1.99 ea/12

Petsport Tiny Tots Happy 
Birthday Cupcake
Durable, but super soft dog toy made for small dogs. 
Happy Birthday Cupcake is the best cure for a bored 
pet that loves to play, like puppies or even seniors 
who act like a puppy.
PSP20477 4.5" $3.39 ea

Li'L Pals Mini Plush Bone
Perfectly sized plush mini toys with squeakers for 
puppies and toy breeds.
C84204 Bone 4" $1.79 ea  $1.59 ea/12

PetSport Happy Birthday Tuff 
Balls
Flavored with fresh vanilla and smell just like a 
birthday cake! Extra-thick natural rubber walls which 
give added durability and bounce. Great for boredom 
and aggressive chewers. Non-abrasive polyester felt 
won’t wear down teeth.
PSP70002 1.8" 4 pack $3.99 ea
PSP70009 2.5" 3 pack $3.99 ea

PetSport Tiny Tots Plush Toys
Durable, but super soft toy made for small dogs 
Squeaker inside. Certified non-toxic and colorfast.
PSP20451 Henry Horse $3.39 ea
PSP20452 Lola Lamb $3.39 ea
PSP20453 Ricky Rabbit $3.39 ea
PSP20456 Cash Cow $3.39 ea
PSP20485 Penny Penguin $3.39 ea
PSP20487 Tiny Turtle $3.39 ea
PSP20465 Little Hedgie $3.39 ea
PSP20460 Tiny Teddy $3.39 ea
PBP20448 Walter Warthog $3.39 ea
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Catnip & Cat Grass Kits
Satisfy a cat’s urge to eat fresh vegetation and 
preserves precious houseplants. These products 
grow straight from the container in just one week. Cat 
grass acts as a natural hairball remedy and aids the 
digestive system.
RH74670 Cat Grass Plus $4.99 ea  $4.59 ea/6
RH74789 Cat Nip Plus $3.89 ea  $3.59 ea/6

KONG Naturals Scratchers
Satisfies natural scratching instincts. Reversible for 
long-lasting fun. Encourages appropriate scratching 
behavior. Infused with catnip to encourage play. Made 
from ecologically friendly material.
KO45024 Single $4.29 ea  $3.79 ea/6
KO45025 Double $6.39 ea  $5.89 ea/6
KO45026 Incline $7.29 ea  $6.79 ea/6

KONG Scratch Apple
Combines the fun and action of a catnip toy with 
the irresistible feel of corrugate scratchers cats love. 
Features a twist-off top with a hollow core for easy 
catnip filling.
KO45059 Apple $6.19 ea  $5.69 ea/6

Catnip Garden Catnip

MP20560 Cat Nip Puffs $2.99 ea  $2.69 ea/6

KONG Naturals Toys
Made of natural, eco-friendly materials. Fluttering tail 
feathers and crinkle sounds ignite hunting instincts. 
Ball shape for batting fun. Catnip encourages play, 
available in assorted colors. 2 pack.
KO45032 Crinkle Ball 1 count $3.49 ea  $3.29 ea/6
KO45038 Straw Balls 2 count $2.79 ea  $2.59 ea/6

KONG Wrangler AvoCATo
Curved shape and soft, crinkly body invite healthy 
wrestling. Interior tethered yarn ball sparks batting 
fun. Long tail ideal for catch and capture play.
KO45930 AvoCATo $4.19 ea  $3.89 ea/6

Etta Say! Freeze Dried Cat 
Treats
The pure, freeze-dried rabbit is never cooked and is 
free from added hormones and antibiotics. White fish 
coated with krill is great for skin and coat. Chicken is 
a great source of lean protein and is low in sodium 
and features a catnip coating.
TRP00573 Rabbit $4.99 ea  $4.49 ea/12
TRP00575 White Fish $4.99 ea  $4.49 ea/12

KONG Pull-A-Partz Purrito
Unwrapping the exterior fulfills hunting instincts. 
Long tail and ribbons for catch and carry play. Plush 
toy for bat and pounce fun.
KO45929 Purrito $4.19 ea  $3.99 ea/6

Multipet Mice
These multicolor mice have real fur-covered bodies 
and felt noses and eyes. Mice measure approximately 
4.5” long. Assorted colors. 4 pack.
MP20133 Gator $1.69 ea  $1.49 ea/6
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KONG Birthday Teddy
Celebratory balloon crackles sparking hunting 
instincts. Ideal for capture and drag play. Lightweight 
size entices and rewards batting.
KO45928 Teddy $3.69 ea  $3.39 ea/6

KONG Crackles Gulpz
Crackly fish body sparks hunting instincts. Shiny fly 
with bell rewards natural pouncing. Wispy fins and 
tail invite wrestling fun.
KO45927 Gulpz $3.99 ea  $3.69 ea/6

KONG Feather Mouse With 
Catnip

KO03093 Mouse $3.49 ea  $3.29 ea/6

KONG Cat Feather Teaser
Designed for interactive play. Contains catnip for 
added stimulation. Bright feathers and a crinkle 
sound help tempt cats to capture the teaser. Assorted 
characters.
KO45061 Pig $3.69 ea  $3.39 ea/6

KONG Crackles Scoopz
Crackly cone-shaped body sparks hunting instincts. 
Elastic-tethered top entices grab and capture play. 
Pull-apart design invites healthy wrestling. Assorted 
colors.
KO46211 Scoopz $3.39 ea  $3.19 ea/6

KONG Laser Toy
Keep your cat entertained with this laser toy! 
Batteries Included.
KO15500 Laser $2.89 ea  $2.59 ea/6

KONG Cat Wubba
Encourage solo play and satisfies natural hunting 
instincts. A long body encourages kicking instincts. 
Rattle in top and crinkles in tails keep cats engaged 
and extend playtime.
KO45111 Wubba $3.99 ea  $3.49 ea/6

KONG Enchanted Buzzy 
Unicorn
Buzzing and spinning action activates instincts while 
crinkle sounds and sparkles entice play. Buzzes and 
spins when the tail is pulled. Ideal for catch and 
capture play. Catnip boosts fun.
KO45913 Unicorn $4.19 ea  $3.89 ea/6

KONG Magnicat
Magnetized paws for portable, anywhere fun. Fluttery 
tail and ling legs invite instinctual batting. Crackle 
sounds reward natural hunting behavior.
KO40406 Magnicat $4.29 ea  $3.99 ea/6
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(800) 525-PETS (7387)

Ordering and Shipping Information
When you call our toll free number, you will be greeted by a friendly, knowledgeable associate who 
will help you order exactly what you need. At Ryan’s your satisfaction is our goal. You will find we 
have competitive prices, a liberal shipping policy and, above all, a commitment to offer you service, 
quality and value. 

Ordering
Place your order via phone, fax, U.S. Mail or online at www.ryanspet.com. Our telephone hours are 7:30 
A.M. – 5:00 P.M. Mountain Standard Arizona Time, and our warehouse cash and carry store hours are 
8:30 A.M. – 4:30 P.M. Mountain Standard Arizona Time, Monday-Friday. Order by item number, size and 
color, if applicable. Include a second color choice. All orders are shipped UPS Ground, Motor Freight, 
or USPS. Air shipments are available at an additional charge. If calling after regular business hours 
please leave a message and we will get back to you as soon as possible. Please note that all free 
goods offered are while supplies last. We reserve the right to limit quantities. 

Toll Free: (800)525-7387 
Phone: (602)255-0900 Fax: (602)258-4900 

Shop online at: www.ryanspet.com

Pricing & Promotions
Ryan’s strives to ensure the accuracy of all information provided in the catalog and on-line. However, 
Ryan’s is not responsible for errors, omissions or misprints. All prices and manufacturers specifications 
are subject to change without notice. Shipping methods may change without notice. Please note that 
all promotions and specials are while supplies last and are subject to change without notice.

Back Orders
We make every effort to ensure that all items advertising are available. However, due to the popularity 
of our products some items may be temporarily out of stock. We accept backorders on equipment 
items only. We do not accept backorders on COD orders and orders outside of the Continental United 
States. Backorders that become available within 30 days will automatically be shipped. After 30 days, 
the credit card authorization expires and the backorder will be automatically cancelled if the item is 
still not available.

Return Policy
Return anything within 30 days for a full refund less UPS published shipping rate. Merchandise 
must be in new, saleable condition and in original packaging. If the item came with a free item or 
gift, free item must also be returned in saleable condition. If free item isn’t returned we reserve the 
right to deduce the cost of the item from the refund.  A restocking fee of 15% may be charged. On 
orders that were refused by the customer or were undeliverable, shipping fees will be deducted at UPS 
published shipping rate upon return of the order. Seasonal items, books, videos, and DVD’s, may not 
be returned for exchange or credit unless they are defective. Defective items will be replaced with the 
same titled item.

Damaged Packages
If your package appears damaged at the time of delivery you have the right to refuse it. If a package 
arrives damaged please notify us immediately. Please retain the original shipping cartons as 
examination by a carrier inspector may be necessary. For motor freight shipments notify the carrier 
immediately of the damage and then contact Ryan’s. 

Terms
Visa, MasterCard, Discover, American Express, Check, or COD (COD orders add $14.49). Note: UPS does 
not accept cash. COD orders accepted for $50.00-$200.00, orders over $200 must be pre-authorized 
for COD. No COD’s on truck orders or drop shipments. Returned check charge of $25.00. Any returned 
checks result in account terms of cash, certified check, or money order only.

Price Match 
We strive to make sure that we are offering the best products at competitive prices. Occasionally 
another company will have the exact same product at a lower price.  When this occurs we are happy 
to match that price.  However, some restrictions apply: (1) The product in question must be identical 
(color, model, size, manufacturer, etc) to the item available at Ryan’s Pet Supplies. (2) The product 
must be offered by a US company, like PetEdge, Groomers Choice, Groomers Pro, Groomers Mall, etc. 
We will not price match with companies based outside of the US. (3) Due to market volatility we regret 
that we can’t price match Amazon, Chewy, or Ebay. (4) Price match is not combinable with other 
promotions or free gift offers. (5) Price match does not include applicable taxes or shipping.

If you have an item you would like price matched please call 800-525-7387 or email sales@ryanspet.
com.  Please include all pertinent product and competitive price information.

Tax Information
Unless otherwise noted, items are subject to sales tax in AL, AR, AZ, CA, CO, CT, GA, HI, ID, IL, IN, IA, KY, 
LA, MA, MD, MI, MN, MS, MO, NC, ND, NE, NJ, NM, NV, NY, OH, OK, PA, RI, SC, SD, TN, TX, UT, VA, VT, WA, 
WI, WV and WY. In states imposing sales/use taxes, your purchase is not exempt from taxation solely 
because it was made online. Keep in mind that many states require consumers to file a sales/use tax 
return each year to report all of their taxable purchases that were not taxed. You can learn more about 
filing these returns from your taxing authority.

If you have additional questions or have tax exemption
Please email: taxinfo@ryanspet.com.

Flat Rate Shipping No Minimum Order - No Handling Fee
Ryan’s offers $5.89 flat rate shipping on all qualified orders with a merchandise total of $99 or more 
shipping via UPS within the contiguous United States.
(Exclusions apply)

Free Shipping
Ryan’s will pay all ground shipping costs within the contiguous 
United States on qualified orders with a merchandise total of $550 or more. 
(Exclusions apply)

Free Shipping on Orders $99+ with Code: SHIP
Ryan’s will pay all ground shipping costs within the contiguous United States on qualified orders with 
a merchandise total of $99 or more.  (Exclusions Apply)

Free Freight on Orders $2,500+ 
Ryan’s will pay all ground/freight shipping costs within the contiguous United States on qualified 
orders with a merchandise total of $2,500 or more.  

No Exclusions.
 
Exclusions  
The following items are excluded from Flat Rate Shipping and Free Shipping:  All items that must ship 
motor freight such as grooming tables, tubs and modular cages.  All drop ship items, and shop repair 
orders.  

No Minimum Order 
Expedited Shipping
Expedited shipping is available.  Choose from Next Day Air, 2 Day Air or 3 Day Select.  Expedited orders 
must be placed before 1:00 pm MST for shipment the same day.

Restrictions
Aerosols, flammables, and items containing hazardous chemicals (ORMD) cannot be shipped Air or 
outside the contiguous United States.

C.O.D. Orders
There is a $14.49 C.O.D. processing charge. 

Calculate Shipping and Handling Charges
Shipping and handling charges are based on weight, dimension, and destination.  Additional services 
such as” signature required” are at additional cost to the customer. Call 1-800-525-7387 or log-on to 
www.ryanspet.com for assistance in determining shipping and handling costs.

International  Orders 
International orders under $150 will be charged a $14.95 international processing fee.  Please note 
additional duties, taxes and US customs charges may apply.  These charges are not charged by 
Ryan’s Pet Supplies.  For additional information please contact your local Customs Office.  

SAME DAY SHIPPING

Orders placed by 1:00 PM Pacific 
Time will ship the same day

Orders placed on Saturday 
& Sunday will ship the
 following Monday

This excludes truck/freight shipments, 
USPS shipments and drop shipments. 
In stock items only. Whithin the 
contiguous United States Only.

“RELY ON RYAN’S”™

This catalog expires

September 30, 2022
and supersedes all previous 
Ryan’s Pet Supplies Catalogs 
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New Colors of Dye 
from OPAWZ

See page 83

Trimmers from Heiniger
See page 8

Wide Blades from Geib
See page 13

Tiny Tots Toys 
from PetSport

See page 158

Seasonal Bandannas
See page 86

Froth Tails Summmertime 
Sangria from Nature’s Specialties

See page 48

Rose Gold Serenity Shear Set 
from Loyalty Pet

See page 17

Groomer Backpack 
from Blackworks

See page 92

Dental Gel & Spray 
from TruCraft

See page 40

Fresh Faced by 
Chris Christensen

See page 55

Safety Symmetry Mat from 
Chris Christensen

See page 103

Coat Care from iGroom
See page 52-53
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